The long-sought direct detection of gravitational waves may only be a few years away, as a new generation of interferometric experiments of unprecedented sensitivity will start operating in 2015. These experiments will look for gravitational waves with frequencies from 10 to about 1000 Hz, thus targeting astrophysical sources such as coalescing binaries of compact objects, core collapse supernovae, and spinning neutron stars, among others. The search strategy for gravitational waves emitted by compact-object binaries consists in filtering the output of the detectors with template waveforms that describe plausible signals, as predicted by general relativity, in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.

In this work, we modeled these systems through the effective-one-body approach to the general-relativistic 2-body problem. This formalism rests on the idea that binary coalescence is universal across different mass ratios, from the test-particle limit to the equal-mass regime. It bridges the gap between post-Newtonian theory (valid in the slow-motion, weak-field limit) and black-hole perturbation the-
ory (valid in the small mass-ratio limit, but not limited to slow motion). The
project unfolded along two main avenues of inquiry, with the goal of developing
faithful inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms for generic spinning, stellar-mass black-
hole binaries. On the one hand, we studied the motion and gravitational radiation
of test masses orbiting Kerr black holes in perturbation theory, with the goal of
extracting strong-field information that can be incorporated into effective-one-body
models. On the other hand, we worked at the interface between analytical and
numerical relativity by calibrating effective-one-body models against numerical so-
lutions of Einstein’s equations, and testing their accuracy when extrapolated to
different regions of the parameter space. In the course of this project, we also stud-
ied conservative effects of the 2-body dynamics, namely the periastron advance, and
devised algorithms for generating realistic initial conditions for spinning, precessing
black-hole binaries.

The waveform models developed in this project will be employed in data-
analysis pipelines and gravitational-wave searches of advanced LIGO and Virgo. In
the near future, natural extensions of this work will be the inclusion of tidal effects
in the comparable-mass regime (relevant for neutron-star/black-hole binaries), and
spin precession in the test-particle limit.
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Chapter 1: **Preamble**

The theory of general relativity, formulated by Albert Einstein in the first decade of the 20th century [1, 2], describes the gravitational interaction between matter (and energy) distributions in terms of the geometry of a continuum, the spacetime. As opposed to the Newtonian approach to gravity, in general relativity space and time are no longer static and absolute quantities acting as a mere environment for the physical events, gravitation included. Instead, they are subject to dynamical deformations that are proportional to the matter and energy content of the Universe. A test body of mass $m$ immersed in a background spacetime moves from point $A$ to point $B$ according to the following variational principle

$$\delta \left( -mc^2 \int_A^B d\tau \right) = 0,$$

(1.1)

where the proper time element $d\tau$ is specified by the components of the metric tensor $g_{\alpha\beta}$ through $c^2 d\tau^2 \equiv -g_{\alpha\beta} dx^\alpha dx^\beta$, once a coordinate system $x^\lambda$ is chosen for the spacetime manifold; the paths $x^\lambda(\tau)$ that solve Eq. (1.1) are the (timelike) geodesics of the spacetime. Gravity is encoded in the geometry of the spacetime (or, equivalently, in the metric) via the field equations

$$R_{\alpha\beta} - \frac{1}{2} g_{\alpha\beta} R = \frac{8\pi G}{c^4} T_{\alpha\beta},$$

(1.2)
where $R_{\alpha\beta}$ and $R$ are the Ricci tensor and scalar, respectively, and $T_{\alpha\beta}$ is the energy-momentum tensor describing the mass-energy distribution in the physical system of interest. Therefore, in Einstein’s theory, gravitational interactions are treated on a separate footing as compared to other fundamental forces, reflecting the fact that gravity obeys the Equivalence Principle, which expresses the local indistinguishability of inertial and gravitational mass.

General relativity has withstood a long and glorious series of experimental tests, ever since its formulation [3]. These tests have mostly probed the slow-motion and/or the weak-field regime, that is systems characterized by velocities that are small compared to the speed of light $c$, and/or by weak gravitational fields ($GM/c^2d \ll 1$ for a system of total mass $M$ and size $d$). However, the opportunity of experimentally studying gravity in the relativistic, strong-field regime may be closer than ever, thanks to the effort of the LIGO [4], Virgo [5] and KAGRA [6] collaborations, which are upgrading/building a network of km-sized ground-based laser interferometers aimed at detecting gravitational waves with frequencies around $10 \rightarrow 1000$ Hz. In the future, space-based laser interferometry (e.g., eLISA [7, 8]) will be able to probe gravitational waves at much lower frequencies, in the mHz range. Other detection experiments, operated by the NANOGrav [9], EPTA [10], and PPTA [11] collaborations, are measuring the period of several radio pulsars (also known as PTAs, pulsar timing arrays), and are looking for correlated changes in the times of arrival of the radio signals across the array caused by the passage of a gravitational wave.

The prediction of gravitational radiation is one key feature of general relativity
that Einstein himself discovered as early as 1916 [12, 13]. From a formal point of view, the linearization of the theory about a flat, Minkowskian background $\eta_{\alpha\beta}$ leads to perturbations $h_{\alpha\beta}$ (with $|h_{\alpha\beta}| \ll 1$) obeying a wave-like equation which, introducing the trace-reversed perturbation $\bar{h}_{\alpha\beta} \equiv h_{\alpha\beta} - \frac{1}{2} \eta_{\alpha\beta} h$ and the Lorenz gauge ($\partial^\beta \bar{h}_{\alpha\beta} = 0$), reads

$$\Box \bar{h}_{\alpha\beta} = - \frac{16\pi G}{c^4} T_{\alpha\beta},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

where $\Box$ is the flat D’Alambertian operator. In vacuum (i.e., $T_{\alpha\beta} = 0$), solutions to Eq. (1.3) can be expanded into transverse plane waves propagating at the speed of light. The number of independent degrees of freedom can be reduced from 10 (i.e., the number of independent components of a symmetric rank-2 tensor) down to 2 by exploiting gauge symmetries; historically, these are referred to as the $+$ and $\times$ polarization. The Lorenz gauge gives 4 conditions. Moreover, under the transformation $x^\alpha \to x^\alpha + \xi^\alpha(x)$, $\partial^\beta \bar{h}_{\alpha\beta}$ transforms into $\partial^\beta \bar{h}_{\alpha\beta} - \Box \xi_\alpha$, so in order to preserve the Lorenz gauge we have to require that $\Box \xi_\alpha = 0$. Defining $\xi_{\alpha\beta} \equiv \partial_\alpha \xi_\beta + \partial_\beta \xi_\alpha - \eta_{\alpha\beta} \partial_\gamma \xi^\gamma$, if $\Box \xi_\alpha = 0$, then also $\Box \xi_{\alpha\beta} = 0$, and we can choose the 4 functions $\xi_\alpha$ in such a way as to impose 4 conditions on $\bar{h}_{\alpha\beta}$.

If $\mathbf{\hat{N}}$ is the direction of propagation of the wave, one considers a basis $\{\mathbf{\hat{u}}, \mathbf{\hat{v}}\}$ in the plane orthogonal to $\mathbf{\hat{N}}$, and defines the polarization tensors

$$e^R_+(\mathbf{\hat{N}}) \equiv \mathbf{\hat{u}} \otimes \mathbf{\hat{u}} - \mathbf{\hat{v}} \otimes \mathbf{\hat{v}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

$$e^R_-(\mathbf{\hat{N}}) \equiv \mathbf{\hat{u}} \otimes \mathbf{\hat{v}} + \mathbf{\hat{v}} \otimes \mathbf{\hat{u}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.5)

where we made explicit the dependence on the direction of propagation of the radiation, and the superscript $R$ stands for “radiation”. Then the $+$ and $\times$ polarizations
are the projections of $h_{\alpha\beta}$ onto $(e^R_{r,\alpha})_{ij}$.

The effect of gravitational waves on matter amounts to a deviation of neighboring geodesics. The cleanest example is given by a circular ring of freely-falling test particles lying in a plane orthogonal to the direction of propagation of the waves, which will undergo stretching and squeezing (in $+$ and $\times$-shaped patterns) caused by the passage of a wave.

Gravitational-wave signals are often described in terms of the (time-dependent) strain $h(t)$ (not to be confused with the trace of $h_{\alpha\beta}$), defined as the ratio between the change $\Delta L$ by the separation $L$ between two freely-falling test masses caused by a wave: $h \equiv \Delta L/L$. The strain is related to the metric perturbation $h_{\alpha\beta}$ via convolution with geometrical factors which depend on the sky location of the source of gravitational waves as well as on the specific shape of the detector. Given the weak coupling of gravity to matter via Newton’s constant $G$, typical strains on Earth produced by astrophysical sources in the experimentally accessible frequency range are $\sim 10^{-21}$. Therefore, the direct detection of gravitational waves requires an experimental apparatus capable of exquisite sensitivity. One class of direct-detection experiments, pioneered by the work of Joseph Weber in the 1960’s, relies on bar detectors, which exploit resonance with the gravitational-wave frequency in order to magnify the mechanical deformations caused by the passing wave. The main disadvantages of such instruments are their narrow frequency band and limited sensitivity. Another, more sensitive category of detectors (to which LIGO, Virgo, and KAGRA belong) rely on accurate measurements of the positions of mirrors (acting as test masses) by means of lasers, with a setup akin to a Michelson interferometer.
At these facilities, the (design) sensitivity is going to be comparable to the indicative value of $\sim 10^{-24}$ for a fairly wide range of frequencies, $\sim 10 - 1000$ Hz. Laser interferometers rest on the idea of measuring the phase shift between the light circulating in the arms of the detectors, as their relative length changes under the effect of a gravitational wave. There are three main sources of noise that limit the strain sensitivity of such detectors: (i) the seismic noise, that dominates at low frequencies ($\lesssim 10$ Hz in advanced LIGO), caused by the coupling of the suspended mirrors to the ground; this kind of noise can be minimized by sophisticated mechanical isolation techniques; (ii) the thermal noise, that dominates the intermediate frequency range, and is due to thermal fluctuations of the surface of the mirrors and the suspension wires; this kind of noise can be reduced with cryogenics and a careful choice of the materials; (iii) the shot noise, of quantum origin, dominating at high frequencies, that consists of intensity fluctuations of the lasers, which can be suppressed with high-power devices and squeezed light configurations.

The chances of detecting gravitational waves with ground-based laser interferometers can be enhanced by an accurate knowledge of the signals that may realistically lie in the bandwidth of the detectors. First, let us consider the solution of Eq. (1.3) in the presence of a non-vanishing $T_{\alpha\beta}$. At leading-order, for weak-field and slowly moving sources, one finds that the gravitational perturbation far from the source in transverse and traceless (TT) gauge\footnote{One can obtain $h_{ij}^\text{TT}$ from $h_{kl}$ by application of the projection operator $\perp_{i}^{k} \perp_{j}^{l} - \frac{1}{2} \perp^{kl} \perp_{ij}$, where $\perp_{ab} = \delta_{ab} - \hat{N}_{a} \hat{N}_{b}$.} ($h^{0\alpha} = 0$, $h^{i}_{i} = 0$, $\partial^{j} h_{ij} = 0$)
reads [14]

\[ h_{ij}^{TT} = \frac{2G}{R^2 c^4} \tilde{Q}_{ij}^{TT} \left( t - \frac{R}{c} \right), \]  

(1.6)

where \( i, j \) are spatial indices running over the 2 dimensions that are transverse to the direction of propagation, \( R \) is the distance to the source\(^2\), and

\[ Q_{ij} \equiv M_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} \delta_{ij} M_{kk}, \]  

(1.7)

with \( M^{ij} \equiv c^{-2} \int d^3 x x^i x^j T^{00}(t, \mathbf{x}) \), is the mass quadrupole of the source, hence the name “quadrupole formula” for Eq. (1.6). At lowest order, \( T^{00}/c^2 \) is the mass density of the source.

While, in principle, any system with a time-varying mass quadrupole is expected to radiate gravitational waves, in practice, there is hope of detecting only emissions from events of astrophysical proportions, where the masses involved are \( \mathcal{O}(M_\odot) \) (with \( M_\odot \approx 1.99 \times 10^{30} \) kg), and the velocities are significant fractions of the speed of light. The clear disadvantage of such sources is their large distance from us, that suppresses the amplitude of the emitted gravitational waves. However, gravitational-wave detectors are sensitive to the amplitude of the metric perturbation itself (which decays only as \( R^{-1} \)), and not to its carried energy (which, instead, decreases as \( R^{-2} \)).

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we will give

\( \text{At leading order, Eq. (1.6) can be extended to the case of an expanding Universe by replacing} \)

\( R \) with the luminosity distance \( D_L \), and introducing a time dilation factor \( (1 + z) \), where \( z \) is the redshift of the source.
an overview of the main motivations and results of work done by the author and collaborators concerning the analytical modeling of gravitational waveforms from spinning black-hole binaries within the effective-one-body approach. Chapter 3 will study the phenomenon of periastron advance in black-hole binaries as a way to test the conservative dynamics of the effective-one-body model. Chapter 4 will present results concerning the gravitational-wave emission from particles plunging into Kerr black holes. Chapter 5 will discuss an analytical model for the gravitational energy flux absorbed by the horizon of a Kerr black hole in the presence of a perturbing particle on a circular, equatorial orbit. Chapter 6 will develop an iterative algorithm to efficiently compute quasicircular initial conditions for numerical-relativity simulations of spinning, precessing black-hole binaries. Chapter 7 and 8 will present the calibration of an effective-one-body model for spinning, nonprecessing black-hole binaries to state-of-the-art numerical-relativity simulations. Chapter 9 will extrapolate the calibrated effective-one-body model presented in Chapter 7 outside its range of calibration, comparing it to simulations of the Numerical Relativity / Analytical Relativity Collaboration. Chapter 10 will compare the calibrated effective-one-body model presented in Chapter 7 to nonspinning numerical-relativity simulations of increasing length to test the stability of the nonspinning calibration. Chapter 11 will present an effective-one-body model for precessing black-hole binaries. Chapter 12 will present concluding remarks and future perspectives. The Appendices contain supplemental material from Chapters 4, 5, and 7.
Chapter 2: Overview

2.1 Compact-object binaries as sources for ground-based gravitational-wave detectors

We focus our attention on a specific class of astrophysical sources of gravitational waves, namely compact-object binaries, explaining why they are so interesting for gravitational-wave physics, and what are their likely formation scenarios.

2.1.1 Formation scenarios for binary systems of compact objects

One of the most studied potential sources of gravitational waves is a binary system of compact objects (such as black holes or neutron stars), also known as “compact binary”. The specific interest in compact binaries (rather than ordinary stellar binaries) for gravitational-wave physics stems from the extremely short orbital periods that they can achieve; in fact, current and near-future ground-based detectors cannot detect gravitational waves with frequencies below $\mathcal{O}(10)$ Hz, which translates into orbital timescales for the source at most of order $\mathcal{O}(10^{-1})$ s. The gravitational-wave power radiated by compact binaries can approach $c^5/G = 3.6 \times 10^{52}$ W when they coalesce, a luminosity largely exceeding the electromagnetic luminosity of the
entire visible Universe [15].

The dissipative orbital dynamics of compact binaries is dictated mostly by gravitational radiation only after the relative separation of the objects goes below $O(10^3)$ gravitational radii\(^1\), and consists of three phases [16, 17]: (i) a long *inspiral* part, when the relative separation of the two objects shrinks at a rate that is much slower than the orbital frequency (*adiabatic* motion); (ii) a quick *plunge*, when the two objects reach the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) of the spacetime, develop inward radial motion (although the system is still quite *adiabatic*), and eventually *merge*, reaching the peak gravitational-wave luminosity; (iii) finally, a relaxation phase of the remnant to a stationary Kerr black hole (provided cosmic censorship holds), known as *ringdown*, characterized by decaying gravitational perturbations (the quasinormal modes, or QNMs [18]). By the time the binary reaches the ISCO, the system is relativistic. For black-hole binaries, the gravitational-wave emission displays a slow but steady growth of its amplitude and frequency. The amplitude then reaches a peak value close to the merger, and then quickly decays during the ringdown, while the frequency keeps growing until it plateaus in the late ringdown. Figure 2.1 summarizes the stages of black-hole binary evolution, along with the characteristic inspiral-merger-ringdown gravitational waveform and luminosity.

In the case of neutron-star or neutron-star/black-hole binaries the merger-ringdown waveform displays a richer structure due to the presence of matter [19, 20].

Observations support the existence of binary neutron stars [21]. The first system of this kind ever discovered was the binary pulsar PSR B1913+16, that

---

\(^1\)For a binary of total mass $M$, the gravitational radius is defined as $R_g \equiv 2GM/c^2$. 
Figure 2.1: Diagram of black-hole binary coalescence (lower panel), the corresponding luminosity $dE/dt$ (upper panel), and the emitted gravitational waveform $h_{22}$ (middle panel). Here we consider a binary with negligible eccentricity. During the **inspiral** the two black holes are far apart, and move on a slowly shrinking, quasicircular orbit; the waveform amplitude and frequency slowly increase over time during this phase. The **plunge** starts when the binary reaches the innermost stable circular orbit. The **merger** occurs when a common apparent horizon forms, and the gravitational-wave luminosity reaches its maximum value. Lastly, the **ringdown** is the relaxation of the remnant black hole to a stationary Kerr geometry via the emission of damped gravitational radiation. Here $G = c = 1$. The luminosity is computed at leading order from Eq. (2.35). $D_L$ is the distance between the observer and the source, and $M$ is the total mass of the compact binary. The $(\ell, m) = (2, 2)$ mode waveform $h_{22}$ is defined by the multipolar decomposition in Eq. (2.15).

also allowed an indirect confirmation of the existence of gravitational radiation; in fact, measurements of the decay of its orbital period over the last four decades are in remarkable agreement with the general relativistic dissipation of energy into gravitational waves [22,23], a discovery that earned Russell A. Hulse and Joseph H.
Taylor the 1993 Nobel prize in physics. The physical parameters of binary neutron stars are constrained by radio observations and formation models. Their component masses in observed systems are in the range $(1.35 \pm 0.04)M_\odot$, i.e., considerably more constrained than the full range $(1.25 - 2.01)M_\odot$ of well-measured neutron star masses [24]. The dimensionless spins\(^2\) observed in binary neutron stars are $\leq 0.04$ [25].

The existence of stellar-mass black-hole binaries is instead more speculative. Two are the main avenues that may lead to their formation: on the one hand, the evolution of stellar binaries, as studied by population synthesis models; on the other hand, dynamical capture events in dense stellar clusters [26–30]. X-ray observations indicate individual black-hole masses in the range from $5M_\odot$ to $20M_\odot$ [31], so that no black holes in the range $3 - 5M_\odot$ have been seen so far [32]. Recent theoretical models predict isolated black-hole masses up to $80M_\odot$ [33]. Masses as large as $100M_\odot$ can be achieved in particular astrophysical scenarios, like the evolution of massive stars in low metallicity environments [34], but there exist many uncertainties pertaining the mechanism involved. While mass ratios are not constrained by observations, modeling of field binaries (whose stars evolve into black holes in isolation from each other) suggests mass ratios from 1 to 4 as more likely [34]. The dimensionless spins of several black holes have been measured via X-ray observations, and have been found throughout the range compatible with general relativity (i.e., up to $\sim 1$) [35–37].

While correlations between the physical parameters of the black holes in the field

---

\(^2\)For a compact object of mass $M$ and angular momentum $J$, the dimensionless spin is defined as $\chi \equiv cJ/GM^2$. 
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binary scenario are plausible (such as partial alignment of the spins [38]), they are not expected for black-hole binaries formed through dynamical processes in dense environments.

There also exists indirect evidence for supermassive black-hole binaries, forming as a consequence of galaxy mergers [39]. The formation mechanism consists of different stages [40]: first, the black holes sink towards the center of the common gravitational potential due to friction with neighboring stars; second, a gaseous-disk driven phase causes a decay of the orbital period; finally, on a sub-parsec scale, the dissipation of energy of the binary is dominated by the gravitational-wave emission. However, because of the large masses of the component objects ($10^6 - 10^9 M_\odot$), merging supermassive black-hole binaries produce signals with frequencies in the mHz range\(^3\), therefore they cannot be accessible to Earth-based interferometers, but they are instead one of the primary targets of space-based interferometers like eLISA [41] and of pulsar timing arrays (in the form of a stochastic background) [9–11].

There is also the possibility of compact binaries consisting of a neutron star and a stellar-mass black hole. Similarly to stellar-mass black-hole binaries, these sources may form through evolution of field binaries or through dynamical capture of a neutron star by a black hole [26, 42]. Neutron-star and neutron-star/black-hole binaries are promising candidates for powering short gamma-ray bursts [43] or

\(^3\)A rough estimation of the merger frequency of a compact binary of total mass $M$ is given by the frequency of the Schwarzschild innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO)

$$f_{\text{ISCO}} \approx 4400 \left( \frac{M_\odot}{M} \right) \text{Hz}.$$  

(2.1)
producing an electromagnetic counterpart to the gravitational-wave emission that could be followed up [44].

In this thesis, we are going to focus mainly on stellar-mass black-hole binaries as sources of gravitational waves.

2.1.2 Detection rates

We now discuss how likely detections of gravitational waves from compact binaries are going to be in the advanced-detector era.

The rate $R_D$ of detections of gravitational waves emitted by compact binaries that can coalesce within the Hubble time crucially depends on the abundance of such sources within the sensitive volume of the detectors [45]. In general, detection rates depend on the coalescence rate $R$ of a specific type of binary in our Galaxy and on the number $N_G$ of galaxies accessible to the detector: $R_D = R \times N_G$. In turn, the reach of a detector is expressed by the horizon distance $D_{\text{hor}}$, defined as the distance at which an optimally oriented source can be detected with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) $\rho = 8$. The dependence on the specific detector enters the computation of the optimal SNR through the noise power spectral density$^4$ $S_n$ via the following

\[ \langle \tilde{n}^*(f)\tilde{n}(f') \rangle = \delta(f - f') \frac{S_n(f)}{2}, \quad (2.2) \]

where $\langle \cdots \rangle$ indicates an average over different realizations of the noise, and $\tilde{n}(f)$ is the Fourier transform of $n(t)$.

---

$^4$The noise spectral density of a detector characterized by stationary noise $n(t)$ is defined as
where $\tilde{h}(f)$ is the Fourier transform of the strain $h(t)$. The amplitude $|\tilde{h}|$ is proportional to the inverse of the distance $R$ to the source (see Eq. (1.6)). The specific source of interest (black-hole binary, neutron-star binary, or neutron-star/black-hole binary) determines the appropriate waveform $h(t)$ to use in the computation of $D_{\text{hor}}$.

The number of accessible galaxies up to $R = D_{\text{hor}}$ is

$$N_G = \frac{4\pi}{3} \left( \frac{D_{\text{hor}}}{\text{Mpc}} \right)^3 (2.26)^{-3}(0.0116) ,$$

(2.4)

where the factor $1/2.26$ is an average correction over all sky localizations and orientations, and $0.0116$ Mpc$^{-3}$ is the extrapolated density of Milky-Way-equivalent galaxies (MWEGs) in the local Universe [46].

The rates of coalescence $R$ are affected by large uncertainties, since, with the sole exception of a handful of observed binary neutron stars, they can only be estimated from theoretical population synthesis models [47], that are typically only loosely constrained by observations, as already mentioned when discussing the formation mechanisms of compact binaries. For binary neutron stars one can alternatively extrapolate the few observations of binary pulsars [48,49]. Given $d$ observations of binary pulsars within our Galaxy that would merge within the Hubble time, the coalescence rate of neutron-star binaries can be estimated as [50]

$$R = \sum_{i=1}^{d} \frac{V_G}{V_{i\text{max}} \tau_i} ,$$

(2.5)

where $V_G$ is the volume of the Milky Way, $V_{i\text{max}}$ is the volume that could be surveyed when discovering the $i$-th system, and $\tau_i$ is the total lifetime of the binary, estimated
as \( \tau_i = P_i/(2\dot{P}_i) + \tau_{\text{merger}} \), \( P_i \) being the observed pulsar period and \( \tau_{\text{merger}} \) being the time until merger (computed from the observed orbital parameters). This formula gets corrections due to the luminosity function (i.e., there may be fainter pulsars that could not be detected), and due to beaming (i.e., there may be systems where the radio beam of the pulsars never crosses our line of sight).

Realistic (i.e., mean) merger rates \( R \) are [45]: 1 Mpc\(^{-3}\) Myr\(^{-1}\) for neutron-star binaries; 0.03 Mpc\(^{-3}\) Myr\(^{-1}\) for neutron-star/black-hole binaries; 0.005 Mpc\(^{-3}\) Myr\(^{-1}\) for black-hole binaries; error bars for these rates span a couple of orders of magnitude. Realistic (i.e., mean) detection rates \( R_D \) for advanced LIGO/Virgo for inspirals only\(^5\) are [45]: 40 yr\(^{-1}\) for neutron-star binaries; 10 yr\(^{-1}\) for neutron-star/black-hole binaries; 20 yr\(^{-1}\) for black-hole binaries. Even if the value of \( R \) for black-hole binaries is low, gravitational-wave detectors have the largest reach for these sources, \( \sim 2 \) Gpc for \((10 + 10)M_\odot\) systems, thanks to their large total mass, which puts the louder part of their signal (i.e., the plunging phase, close to coalescence) well within the sensitive band. Neutron-star binaries (i.e., \((1.4+1.4)M_\odot\) systems), instead, have an horizon distance of only \( \sim 450 \) Mpc, and neutron-star/black-hole binaries have an horizon distance of \( \sim 900 \) Mpc for \((1.4 + 10)M_\odot\) systems.

### 2.2 Detection strategy for compact-object binaries

In an idealized detection experiment, a photodetector monitors the light output of a power-recycled Michelson interferometer with Fabry-Pérot cavities generat-

\(^5\)This means that, when computing \( D_{\text{hor}} \), \( h(t) \) does not include the plunge-merger-ringdown portion.
ing a time-dependent signal $s(t)$. In the presence of a gravitational-wave strain\(^6\) $h(t)$, the output of the detector can be written as $s(t) = h(t) + n(t)$, where we introduced the noise $n(t)$. Typically, $|h| \ll |n|$. For simplicity, here we do not introduce the complication of dealing with the transfer function of the interferometer [14]. The standard strategy for detecting coalescing compact-object binaries is the matched filtering technique, which consists in filtering $s(t)$ with a prediction of the gravitational signal. More precisely, in the frequency domain, one can show [51] that $\tilde{h}(f)/S_n(f)$ is the optimal filter function (Wiener filter), i.e., the one maximizing the measured SNR $\rho_m$

$$\rho_m \equiv \frac{4 \text{Re} \int_0^\infty \frac{\tilde{h}^\ast(f)\tilde{s}(f)}{S_n(f)} \, df}{\left[4 \int_0^\infty \frac{|\tilde{s}(f)|^2}{S_n(f)} \, df\right]^{1/2}}. \quad (2.6)$$

The observation time is always finite and the data are collected with a certain sampling rate: say one collects $n$ samples in a time $T$. Let us consider the case of a monochromatic waveform $h(t) = h_0 e^{2\pi i f_0 t}$. The Fourier transform of $h(t)$ is a Dirac delta $\delta(f - f_0)$, that we can represent with

$$\delta(f - f_0) = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{\sin [(f - f_0)T]}{\pi (f - f_0)}. \quad (2.7)$$

Note that

$$\lim_{f \to f_0} \frac{\sin [(f - f_0)T]}{\pi (f - f_0)} = \frac{T}{\pi}, \quad (2.8)$$

so $|\tilde{h}(f)| \propto T$ for $f \approx f_0$. Also, for a finite time of observation $T$, we have [14]

$$\frac{1}{2} S_n(f) = \langle |\tilde{n}(f)|^2 \rangle \Delta f, \quad \text{where } \Delta f = 1/T. \quad \text{In the simple case of white noise, } S_n \text{ does not depend on } f, \text{ hence } S_n(f) = (\text{const.}) \times \Delta f. \quad \text{Thus, setting } \nu_k = k \Delta f$$

\(^6\) $h(t)$ is built by convolving the metric perturbation $h_{ij}$ with the antenna pattern functions of the detector.
(k = 1, · · · , n), terms appearing in Eq. (2.6) can be approximated as

\[
\int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{|\tilde{h}(f)|^2}{S_n(f)} \, df \approx \sum_{k} \frac{|\tilde{h}(f_k)|^2}{S_n(f_k)} \Delta f \propto T^2,
\]

\[
\int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{\tilde{h}^*(f)\tilde{n}(f)}{S_n(f)} \, df \approx \sum_{k} \frac{\tilde{h}^*(f_k)\tilde{n}(f_k)}{S_n(f_k)} \Delta f \propto T^1,
\]

\[
\int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{|\tilde{n}(f)|^2}{S_n(f)} \, df \approx \sum_{k} \frac{|\tilde{n}(f_k)|^2}{S_n(f_k)} \Delta f \propto T^0.
\]

Therefore, in the presence of pure noise (i.e., s = n) \( \rho_m \) grows with time as \( \sqrt{T} \), while in the presence of a signal (i.e., s = h + n) it grows as \( T \). Hence, the contribution to \( \rho_m \) from a real signal is enhanced with respect to the contribution from the noise by a factor proportional to \( \sqrt{T} \). So one can dig into the floor of the noise provided the observation time is long enough. In the case of signals of duration smaller than the observation time, such as those from coalescing binaries, the enhancement depends on the number of gravitational-wave cycles in band.

The matched filtering technique requires the construction of accurate waveform templates that can track the “real” signal for many cycles. A discrete bank is built in such a way as to cover the physical parameter space with templates that have overlaps\(^7\) greater or equal to 97% with their neighboring waveforms. One has to carefully choose a SNR threshold for detection by taking into account the probability that false alarms can be triggered by the noise of the detector. In general, the number

\[^7\text{The overlap integral of two model waveforms } h_1(t; \lambda_1) \text{ and } h_2(t; \lambda_2) \text{ (where } \lambda_{1,2} \text{ denotes the collection of parameters of the model) is defined as } \mathcal{O}(h_1, h_2) \equiv \max_{\lambda_1, \lambda_2} \langle \hat{h}_1(\lambda_1), \hat{h}_2(\lambda_2) \rangle, \text{ where we made use of the inner product in Fourier domain}
\]

\[
\langle h_1, h_2 \rangle \equiv 4 \text{Re} \int_{0}^{\infty} df \frac{\hat{h}_1(f; \lambda_1)\hat{h}_2^*(f; \lambda_2)}{S_n(f)},
\]

\[\hat{h}_{1,2} \equiv h_{1,2}/\sqrt{\langle h_{1,2}, h_{1,2} \rangle}.\]
of required templates increases with the dimensionality of the physical parameter space. However, a larger number of possible shapes means a greater chance of false detections, as a larger bank is more likely to match random noise fluctuations; in fact, the detector noise contains a number of non-Gaussian transients [52,53]. One solution is to increase the detection threshold, but this comes at the expense of the detection rate $R_D$, because of the reduced horizon distance $D_{\text{hor}}$. Therefore, there has to be a trade-off between a false-alarm probability and horizon distance. To enhance the rejection of false alarms, matched filtering is complemented by vetoing schemes [54], such as the $\chi^2$ test [55]. To have a more quantitative idea, for advanced LIGO (considering the zero-detuned high-power configuration [4]) the bank for non-spinning black-hole binaries based on the EOBNRv2 model (which is the current nonspinning inspiral-merger-ringdown model used by LIGO that we shall discuss in Sec. 2.5) contains $\sim 20,000$ templates [56]. When moving to a spin-aligned search the number of templates is expected to grow to $\sim 630,000$ [57].

Besides the scientific target of detecting the gravitational-wave emission of compact-object binaries, another crucial task of gravitational-wave physics is the determination of the physical characteristics of the source (such as its masses, spins, sky localization, etc.), the so-called problem of “parameter estimation”. In order to extract the source parameters with sufficient accuracy (i.e., with small biases with respect to their true values), one has to build waveform models whose dependence on the parameters is as close as possible to what general relativity predicts. Thus, models that can be employed in parameter-estimation studies must comply with more stringent quality requirements than models suitable for detection purposes.
2.3 Computing waveforms for black-hole binaries in general relativity

We now discuss how one can predict the gravitational-wave emission (or waveform) for a black-hole binary, with the ultimate goal of using such prediction in matched filtering.

Different stages of a black-hole binary evolution require different methods to compute the waveforms. The long, adiabatic inspiral is well described by a post-Newtonian (PN) [58] expansion of the general relativistic equations for a pair of point particles, i.e., one solves the 2-body problem in the limit of weak self-gravity and slow orbital velocity. At leading order, the time-domain inspiral polarizations for a nonspinning black-hole binary with component masses $m_{1,2}$ are [14]

$$h_+(t) = \frac{1}{\mathcal{R}} \left( \frac{GM_c}{c^2} \right)^{5/4} \left( \frac{5}{c(t_c - t)} \right)^{1/4} \frac{1 + \cos^2 \iota}{2} \cos \left[ \Phi(t_c - t) \right], \quad (2.13)$$

$$h_\times(t) = \frac{1}{\mathcal{R}} \left( \frac{GM_c}{c^2} \right)^{5/4} \left( \frac{5}{c(t_c - t)} \right)^{1/4} \cos \iota \sin \left[ \Phi(t_c - t) \right], \quad (2.14)$$

where $\mathcal{R}$ is the distance to the source, $M_c$ is the chirp mass, defined as $M_c \equiv (m_1 m_2)^{3/5}/(m_1 + m_2)^{1/5}$, $\iota$ is the inclination of the orbital plane with respect to the line of sight, $\Phi(t_c - t) \equiv \Phi_c - 2 \left( \frac{5GM_c}{c^3} \right)^{-5/8} (t_c - t)^{5/8}$ is the gravitational-wave phase (i.e., twice the orbital phase at this PN order), $t_c$ is the time when the frequency $\omega \equiv \dot{\Phi}$ diverges, and $\Phi_c$ is the phase at time $t_c$. The gravitational-wave emission is not isotropic, as the $\times$ polarization has a vanishing amplitude along
the equator of the orbital plane. At leading order in the PN expansion, the only source parameters appearing in Eqs. (2.13)–(2.14) are the two black-hole masses $m_{1,2}$, which, however, enter only through the combination $M_c$. Remarkably, the general relativistic computations of black-hole binary coalescences depend only on the mass ratio $q = m_1/m_2$, while the total mass of the binary $M = m_1 + m_2$ simply sets an overall scale. Finite-size effects can be relevant when at least one of the compact objects is a neutron star, because of the tidal deformations induced in the star by the companion; even then, tidal effects are formally $5\text{PN}$ order in the waveform phasing, while, currently, nonspinning phasing effects are known only up to $4\text{PN}$ order.

To separate their angular and time dependence, it is convenient to decompose the polarizations in multipolar modes by projecting the complex combination $h_+ - ih_\times$ (referred to as the “complex strain”, not to be confused with the strain measured by a detector, obtained by convolving $h_{+,\times}$ with the antenna pattern functions) onto the angular basis of $-2$-spin-weighted spherical harmonics [59]

$$h_{+}(t, \theta, \phi) - ih_{\times}(t, \theta, \phi) \equiv \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} -2Y_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi) h_{\ell m}(t), \quad (2.15)$$

where $(\theta, \phi)$ are polar angles defined with respect to a convenient polar axis (for nonprecessing binaries, this is chosen to be in the direction of the orbital angular momentum). The $(\ell, m) = (2, 2)$ mode is the dominant one during the inspiral of

---

8This is just a simple instance of the more general problem of parameter degeneracies, which makes parameter estimation harder.

9$n$PN order means $\mathcal{O}\left(\frac{v^n}{c^n}\right)$, that, for a quasicircular binary of total mass $M$ and orbital separation $r$, corresponds to $\mathcal{O}\left(\left(\frac{GM}{r^2 c}\right)^n\right)$.  
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comparable-mass binaries, as suggested by PN theory. Other modes are suppressed by powers of $v/c$ or by the mass asymmetry of the system ($m_1 - m_2$).

From Eqs. (2.13)-(2.14), it is easy to show that $|h_{+,\times}(t)| \propto \omega^{2/3}$, where $\omega \equiv \dot{\Phi}$ is the instantaneous gravitational-wave frequency. Combining this with the formula for the number $N_c$ of gravitational-wave cycles in band [14]

$$N_c = 1.6 \times 10^4 \left( \frac{10 \text{ Hz}}{f_{\text{min}}} \right)^{5/3} \left( \frac{1.2 M_\odot}{M_c} \right)^{5/3},$$

(2.16)

where $f_{\text{min}}$ is the lower frequency cutoff of the detector (for instance, 10 Hz for advanced LIGO), one finds that the SNR grows roughly like $\sqrt{N_c}$ [14] (see also the discussion following Eq. (2.6)), therefore the integrated SNR from matched filtering can exceed the instantaneous SNR (accumulated over one cycle, which is a more appropriate quantity to consider when discussing bursts) by more than one order of magnitude. The gain is dramatic for neutron-star binaries ($N_c \approx 1.6 \times 10^4$), and it is still significant for systems with large total mass (such as black-hole binaries), even though fewer cycles are in band ($N_c \approx 600$ for a $(10 + 10)M_\odot$ system).

Later stages of the binary evolution are best addressed using other techniques than the PN approximation. The ringdown phase, that is the relaxation of the remnant to a Kerr black hole, is best treated in black-hole perturbation theory [60]. The fully nonlinear regime of the merger, i.e., when the two black holes plunge and merge, was investigated analytically within the effective-one-body (EOB) approach [61, 62] (see Sec. 2.5), in an attempt to bridge the gap between the two perturbative regimes pertinent to PN and black-hole perturbation theory, respectively. The EOB model was based on the assumption of a fundamentally “smooth”
behavior of the coalescence process, even through merger, thanks to the gravitational potential of the newborn black hole (i.e., the remnant) shielding the outgoing radiation from complicated nonlinear imprints. Full numerical simulations of binary mergers later confirmed this assumption [63], and proved essential to settle the characterization of the highly relativistic part of the binary evolution, trying to make contact with analytical schemes in their domains of applicability.

Currently, numerical relativity is a well-established field [64,65]. Hundreds of highly accurate black-hole binary simulations are now publicly available [66–68]. Up until 2012, most of the numerical-relativity simulations had explored nonspinning and spinning nonprecessing binaries, but recently the exploration of the large parameter space of precessing systems has started [66–68]. Numerical-relativity codes have gone through impressive improvements in the efficient generation of long and accurate gravitational waveforms from mergers in vacuum. However, the role of analytical models has not been diminished by the successes of numerical schemes. First, numerical-relativity simulations are still computationally expensive, requiring $\mathcal{O}(10^3)$ CPU hours to compute 1 ms of orbital evolution (near merger) at a reasonable resolution [65]. Second, advanced interferometers will require template banks with thousands of templates for detection and even more for parameter estimation studies [57]. Third, insights into the physics of the coalescence can be gained thanks to the analytics of the problem, rather than via a brute-force approach through numerics. Finally, even though astrophysical black holes are intrinsically simple objects (characterized only by their mass and spin), the dimensionality of the intrinsic physical parameter space for a generic black-hole binary (8D, for quasicircular sys-
tems\textsuperscript{10}) represents a formidable challenge for numerical relativity. Therefore the cooperation between the numerical and analytical relativity communities has become urgent, more than ever before [71].

The problem of generating complete inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms has been approached in several ways. As we shall discuss later, the effective-one-body model is a unified strategy that can describe the entire coalescence self-consistently in the time domain, and whose accuracy has been improved by calibrations to numerical-relativity simulations (see Sec. 2.10). In the frequency domain, phenomenological models [69,72,73] inspired by PN frequency expansions have been fitted to numerical simulations. One can also create hybrids by joining together numerical-relativity waveforms to PN approximants for the long, low frequency portion [74].

2.4 Motivations for going beyond post-Newtonian models

In this Section we discuss the main reasons why PN models of black-hole binaries are not adequate when the total binary mass is $> 3 - 12 M_\odot$, depending on the scientific goals (detection or parameter estimation).

One major drawback of PN models of black-hole binaries is the slow convergence of the PN approximation as one increases the PN order. This issue \textsuperscript{10}This number does not reflect the actual dimensionality of the waveform space. For instance, only a handful of numerical-relativity simulations were needed to inform and calibrate analytical models that can cover the entire nonprecessing parameter space [69,70]. A similar behavior is also expected for the fully precessing parameter space.
was discussed in the context of gravitational-wave physics already in the early 1990’s in the test-particle limit, by comparing PN predictions to calculations done in perturbation theory [75, 76]. As an instructive example, consider the computation of the ISCO for a test particle in Schwarzschild spacetime. The fully relativistic result is \( r_{\text{ISCO}} = 6 \frac{GM}{c^2} \) in Schwarzschild coordinates, derived by finding the extremum of the conserved energy (per unit mass) for circular orbits, 
\[
e(x) = c^2 \frac{(1 - 2x) / \sqrt{1 - 3x}}{\sqrt{1 - 3x}},
\]
where \( x \equiv \left( \frac{GM}{c} \right)^{2/3} = \frac{GM}{rc^2} \), \( \Omega \) being the orbital frequency (i.e., \( d\phi/dt \) in Schwarzschild coordinates), related to the radial separation \( r \) by Kepler’s third law \( r^3 \Omega^2 = GM \). If we were to expand the energy in a PN series (using \( x \) as the expansion parameter), and compute the ISCO from the expanded \( e(x) \), we would have to go up to 8PN order to have a 1% accurate ISCO (i.e., \( \approx 5.94 \frac{GM}{c^2} \)).

Furthermore, the phase evolution of a black-hole binary can be computed using several PN approximants (such as TaylorT1, TaylorT2, TaylorT3, TaylorT4, TaylorEt), which give different results for the quasicircular evolution [77]. Two PN phase approximants, while being formally of the same PN order, differ in the way the differential equation for the orbital phase \( \phi \) is manipulated, thus producing different results. In the adiabatic limit (i.e., for slow changes of the orbital frequency: \( \Delta \Omega / \Omega \ll 1 \) or, equivalently, \( \dot{\Omega} / \Omega^2 \ll 1 \)) and for circular orbits, one can use the balance equation\(^{11} \hat{E} = -F \) (where \( E \) is the total relativistic energy of the binary

\(^{11}\)The balance equation, although physically reasonable, is not derived from first principles in full general relativity. However, it has been shown to hold in PN theory up to the currently available PN order [58].
and $F$ is the gravitational luminosity of the system) and the definition of the orbital velocity $v \equiv (GM\dot{\phi})^{1/3}$ (where $M \equiv m_1 + m_2$ is the total mass) to find that

$$\frac{dE}{dv} \frac{dv}{dt} = -F, \quad (2.17)$$

$$\frac{d\phi}{dt} = \frac{v^3}{GM}. \quad (2.18)$$

Hence

$$\frac{d\phi}{dv} = -\frac{v^3}{GM} \frac{E'(v)}{F(v)} \Rightarrow \phi(v) = \phi_{\text{ref}} + \int_{v_{\text{ref}}}^{v} \frac{dv}{GM} \frac{E'(v)}{F(v)},$$

where $\phi_{\text{ref}}$ and $v_{\text{ref}}$ are integration constants, $E$ is the binding energy for circular orbits, which, for nonspinning binaries, reads

$$E(v) = -\frac{1}{2} \nu M \frac{v^2}{c^2} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{3}{4} + \frac{1}{12} \nu \right) \left( \frac{v}{c} \right)^2 + \cdots \right], \quad (2.20)$$

where $\nu \equiv (m_1 m_2)/(m_1 + m_2)^2$ is the symmetric mass ratio, and $F$ is the gravitational energy flux, which, for nonspinning binaries, reads

$$F(v) = \frac{32}{5} \nu^2 \frac{c^{15}}{G} \left( \frac{v}{c} \right)^{10} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{1247}{336} + \frac{35}{12} \nu \right) \left( \frac{v}{c} \right)^2 + \cdots \right]. \quad (2.21)$$

The discrepancies between PN approximants arise from the arbitrariness in treating the ratio $E'(v)/F(v)$. For instance, one can perform the integral in Eq. (2.19) using the expressions for $E(v)$ and $F(v)$ in Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21) as they are. Alternatively, one can expand $E'(v)/F(v)$ in PN orders, making it a polynomial in $v/c$ truncated at some order $n$. The two approaches then differ because of PN orders higher than $n$. Such higher PN orders become more and more important as the ISCO is approached.

In systems with low total mass (a few $M_\odot$’s), such as a neutron-star binaries, the signal has a small $v$ whenever in band, and different PN approximants agree with
Figure 2.2: [From Ref. [66]] Dominant (2, 2) mode waveform of a black-hole binary with mass ratio $q = 3$, and dimensionless spins $\chi_1 = -0.6$, $\chi_2 = 0$. Shown is a time-domain EOB waveform model. For $M = 30 M_\odot$, the vertical lines mark 10% intervals of accumulated SNR, and are labelled by the fraction of SNR accumulated before each line.

Each other. Hence, PN waveforms are accurate enough for detecting the inspiral of these sources. But for black-hole and neutron-star/black-hole binaries with total mass larger than $12M_\odot$ [77] the ISCO moves in band, therefore several problems arise: (i) differences in the PN approximants become discernible, (ii) the balance equation ceases to be applicable since $E'(v)$ goes to 0 at the ISCO, and (iii) the adiabatic approximation does not hold after the ISCO since the system plunges. More precisely, the adiabatic approximation holds only if the orbital frequency $\Omega$ evolves on a timescale that is much longer than the orbital timescale: $\dot{\Omega}/\Omega^2 = \mathcal{O}\left(\frac{v}{c}\right) \ll 1$. This approximation breaks down close to the ISCO, and $\dot{\Omega}$ may even change sign before reaching it. Above $12M_\odot$ it is then crucial to model the nonadiabatic dynamics.
Moreover, for larger total masses \((M \gtrsim 30M_\odot)\), the merger and ringdown portions of the waveform start to matter for the purpose of detection. In fact, during these stages of the compact-binary evolution, the gravitational-wave luminosity is the largest. Figure 2.2 shows (in blue) the dominant \((l, m)\) mode waveform emitted by a black-hole binary with mass ratio 3 and one of the bodies spinning with a spin of dimensionless magnitude 0.6, antialigned with the orbital angular momentum. For a total mass \(M = 30M_\odot\), the figure illustrates how 60% of the SNR is accumulated in the last 30 cycles before merger and during the ringdown. For this binary, in fact, the merger occurs right in the middle of the best sensitivity band of the detector. To overcome the lack of merger and ringdown signals in purely PN models, over the years different resummation techniques have been developed, culminating with the proposal of the effective-one-body model (see Sec. 2.5), which is capable of generating a full inspiral-merger-ringdown signal for coalescing black-hole binaries.

2.5 Effective-one-body model of compact-object binaries

As we have seen, the PN adiabatic description of the motion and gravitational radiation of comparable-mass black-hole binaries severely limits the potential discovery of systems with total mass above \(\sim 12M_\odot\). A successful approach to modeling these sources beyond PN theory was developed in the late 1990’s by Alessandra Buonanno and Thibault Damour, under the name of effective-one-body (EOB) model \([61,62]\) (see Refs. \([78,79]\) for recent reviews). Before the numerical-relativity breakthroughs of the mid 2000’s \([80–82]\), this model made several predictions about
the final stages of the coalescence of black holes, such as (i) a smooth transition from inspiral to plunge, (ii) a sharp transition at merger to the ringdown signal, and (iii) the estimation of the radiated energy and the spin of the remnant black hole. The EOB model contains separate descriptions of the conservative and dissipative dynamics, which we are going to discuss in the following Sections.

2.5.1 The effective-one-body conservative dynamics

The treatment of the conservative dynamics in the EOB model was inspired by the quantum mechanical 2-body problem of electromagnetically interacting charged particles [83]. The basic assumption is that the general relativistic 2-body problem with arbitrary mass ratio is a smooth deformation of the test-particle limit. For the case of nonspinning bodies, the starting point in the construction of the EOB Hamiltonian is the nonspinning PN 2-body Hamiltonian $H_{\text{real}}$ expressed in the center-of-mass frame in canonical relative coordinates $(r, p)$, which reads as a series expansion in powers of $1/c^{2n} (n = 0, 1, \cdots)$, currently known up to 4PN order [84–86]. The subscript “real” is a reminder of the fact that $H_{\text{real}}$ describes, although approximately, the dynamics of the true physical system. The goal is to reduce the real 2-body problem to the problem of a test particle of mass $\mu$ moving in an effective background spacetime $g^{\text{eff}}_{\alpha \beta}$ of mass $M$ that is a deformation of Schwarzschild in the symmetric mass ratio $\nu \equiv \mu/M$. The symmetric mass ratio is a quantity varying between 0 (test-particle limit) and 1/4 (equal-mass binary). In the presence of spherical symmetry, the effective metric is then expressed in terms
of two potential functions $A$ and $D$, and reads

$$ds_{\text{eff}}^2 = g_{\alpha\beta}^{\text{eff}} dX_{\text{eff}}^\alpha dX_{\text{eff}}^\beta = -A(R)c^2 dt^2 + \frac{D(R)}{A(R)} dR^2 + R^2 d\Omega^2,$$

where $X_{\text{eff}}^\lambda \equiv (ct, R)$ are the EOB coordinates. The EOB potentials $A$ and $D$ are PN expansions in the dimensionless quantity $(GM/Rc^2)$, where $M \equiv m_1 + m_2$ is the total mass of the real system, so that one can recover the Schwarzschild solution in an appropriate limit. Just like when one maps the Newtonian 2-body problem to the a one-body problem, the effective particle has a mass equal to the reduced mass of the real system: $\mu = m_1 m_2/(m_1 + m_2)$. Up to 2PN order, one assumes geodetic motion of the effective particle in the metric $g_{\alpha\beta}^{\text{eff}}$. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation for geodesics reads

$$g_{\alpha\beta}^{\text{eff}} \frac{\partial S_{\text{eff}}}{\partial X_{\text{eff}}^\alpha} \frac{\partial S_{\text{eff}}}{\partial X_{\text{eff}}^\beta} + \mu^2 c^2 = 0,$$

where $S_{\text{eff}}$ is Hamilton’s principal function, and is defined as the action evaluated along a solution of the equations of motion for the effective particle, that is

$$S_{\text{eff}} \equiv -\mu c \int_A^B \sqrt{-g_{\alpha\beta}^{\text{eff}}(X_{\text{eff}}^\lambda) \frac{dX_{\text{eff}}^\alpha}{d\tau} \frac{dX_{\text{eff}}^\beta}{d\tau}} d\tau,$$

for a geodesic $X_{\text{eff}}^\lambda(\tau)$ connecting $A$ to $B$. After defining the canonical momenta as $P_\alpha \equiv \frac{\partial S_{\text{eff}}}{\partial X_{\text{eff}}^\alpha}$, and inverting Eq. (2.23) with respect to the conserved $P_0 \equiv H_{\text{eff}}/c$, one obtains the effective Hamiltonian governing geodetic motion in the metric $g_{\alpha\beta}^{\text{eff}}$

$$H_{\text{eff}}(R, P) = \mu c^2 \sqrt{A(R) \left[ 1 + \frac{P^2}{\mu^2 c^2} + \frac{1}{\mu^2 c^2} \left( \frac{A(R)}{D(R)} - 1 \right) \left( \frac{R \cdot P}{R} \right)^2 \right]}.$$

The EOB potentials are expressed as PN expansions in $(GM/Rc^2)$ whose coefficients are determined by requiring that a certain mapping exists between the energies of
bound states in the real and in the effective problem. The identification is not between the energies themselves (as this would lead to inconsistencies when taking the nonrelativistic limit), but rather between variables that are easily identified within the Hamilton-Jacobi framework, and correspond to a radial action integral and the orbital angular momentum. In fact, the real nonspinning PN Hamiltonian is invariant under rotations, therefore its bound states can be labelled by the value of the orbital angular momentum and the radial action integral. Therefore, one assumes that generically the real and effective energies are related by $H_{\text{eff}} = f(H_{\text{real}})$. At Newtonian order, the nonrelativistic effective energy (i.e., $H_{\text{eff}} - \mu c^2$) has to equal the real energy $H_{\text{real}}$. At higher order we can write

$$\frac{H_{\text{eff}} - \mu c^2}{\mu c^2} = \frac{H_{\text{real}}}{\mu c^2} \left[ 1 + \alpha_1 \frac{H_{\text{real}}}{\mu c^2} + \alpha_2 \left( \frac{H_{\text{real}}}{\mu c^2} \right)^2 + \cdots \right], \quad (2.26)$$

where one recognizes the nonrelativistic effective energy in the numerator of the LHS side. The coefficients $\alpha_i$ are fixed simultaneously with the coefficients entering the EOB potentials. At 2PN order one finds

$$\frac{H_{\text{eff}}}{\mu c^2} = 1 + \frac{H_{\text{real}}}{\mu c^2} \left( 1 + \frac{\nu H_{\text{real}}}{2 \mu c^2} \right). \quad (2.27)$$

Equation (2.27) can be rewritten as

$$\frac{H_{\text{eff}}}{\mu c^2} = \frac{(H_{\text{real}} + Mc^2)^2 - m_1^2 c^4 - m_2^2 c^4}{2m_1 m_2 c^4} = \frac{sc^2 - m_1^2 c^4 - m_2^2 c^4}{2m_1 m_2 c^4} = - \frac{p_1 \cdot p_2}{m_1 m_2 c^2}, \quad (2.28)$$

where $s$ is the Mandelstam variable $s = (H_{\text{real}} + Mc^2)^2/c^2 = -(p_1 + p_2)^2 = m_1^2 c^2 + m_2^2 c^2 - 2(p_1 \cdot p_2)$, which clearly displays the symmetric character of the effective energy as opposed to the real energy $H_{\text{real}}$. The resummed real Hamiltonian (also
referred to as the “EOB Hamiltonian” in what follows) is obtained from the inversion of Eq. (2.27) with respect to $H_{\text{real}}$, and reads

$$H_{\text{EOB}} \equiv M c^2 \sqrt{1 + 2\nu \left( \frac{H_{\text{eff}} - \mu c^2}{\mu c^2} \right)} - M c^2. \quad (2.29)$$

$H_{\text{EOB}}$ generates the orbital dynamics via Hamilton’s equations. When extending the EOB model up to 3PN nonspinning terms [87], in order to keep the same energy mapping of Eq. (2.29), the requirement of purely geodetic motion in the effective background $g_{\alpha\beta}^{\text{eff}}$ had to be relaxed to include non-geodetic terms in the equations of motion. This is best seen using the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism, wherein the modified equation of motion becomes

$$g_{\alpha\beta}^{\text{eff}} P_{\alpha} P_{\beta} + \mu^2 c^2 + Q_4 = 0, \quad (2.30)$$

where $Q_4$ is a non-geodetic term of the form $P_R^4/R^2$, where $P_R \equiv (\mathbf{R} \cdot \mathbf{P})/R$. This has to be compared to Eq. (2.23). One could still insist on having a geodetic effective Hamiltonian, but the energy mapping would be more complicated (see Appendix A of Ref. [87]).

An alternative derivation of the nonspinning EOB model relies on the use of a canonical transformation that relates $H_{\text{eff}}(\mathbf{R}, \mathbf{P})$ to $H_{\text{real}}(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{p})$ [61]. This approach was adopted in the development of the spinning EOB model as more convenient.

2.5.2 Validating the effective-one-body conservative dynamics

As a means of testing and validating the conservative part of the EOB dynamics, in Ref. [88] (see Chapter 3) we compared the EOB prediction for the periastron
advance in nonspinning black-hole binaries of varying mass ratios with what is measured in fully relativistic simulations [89]. Due to general relativistic effects, the orbit of a nonspinning binary with small but non-vanishing eccentricity precesses in a plane orthogonal to the angular momentum. The system is characterized by a radial frequency $\Omega_r$ (related to the coordinate time between consecutive periastron passages) and an average orbital frequency $\Omega_\phi$ (defined as the coordinate-time average of the instantaneous orbital frequency over a radial period). The periastron advance is defined as the ratio $\mathcal{K} \equiv \Omega_\phi/\Omega_r$. Note that $\mathcal{K}$ is a gauge invariant quantity. $\mathcal{K}$ goes to infinity as the eccentricity goes to 0, since on a circular orbit $\Omega_r = 0$.

In the EOB formalism, by perturbing a circular orbit, one finds [90]

$$\mathcal{K} = \sqrt{\frac{A'(u)D(u)}{\Delta(u)}} ,$$

where $A(u)$ and $D(u)$ are the nonspinning EOB potentials in Eq. (2.22) expressed as functions of the dimensionless variable $u \equiv GM/Rc^2$, and $\Delta(u) \equiv A(u)A'(u) + 2u(A'(u))^2 - uA(u)A''(u)$ vanishes at the EOB ISCO.

Figure 2.3 compares the prediction for $\mathcal{K}$ coming from the nonspinning EOB model of Ref. [91] to numerical-relativity measurements (represented as cyan bands, due to the presence of numerical errors) for nonspinning black-hole binaries of mass ratio 1 and 8. The other curves are computed in PN theory and in the gravitational self-force formalism (GSF$_q$ and GSF$_\nu$). A curve for Schwarzschild is added simply for reference, but it is not expected to track the numerical data at these mass ratios. The EOB prediction for the periastron advance $\mathcal{K}$ is in excellent agreement with numerical relativity, even without including information from numerical rela-
Figure 2.3: [From Ref. [88]] Periastron advance $K$ in slightly eccentric nonspinning black-hole binaries (with mass ratios 1 and 8) as a function of the average orbital frequency. The plots compare full numerical-relativity measurements (cyan band) to analytical predictions from PN theory, gravitational self-force calculations (GSF$_q$ and GSF$_\nu$), and the EOB formalism. In the lower panels, we show the relative errors on $K$. The Schwarzschild limit is included for reference. Here $m$ denotes the total mass of the binary.

tivity, and simply relies on the resummation of the 3PN Hamiltonian. This has to be contrasted to the performance of the PN prediction, that lies well outside the numerical error bars. While this comparison mainly concerns the inspiral$^{12}$, it was not a priori obvious that an analytic model could achieve this degree of agreement with numerical simulations in full general relativity.

In Ref. [92], other authors extended these comparisons to spinning, nonprecessing black-hole binaries using the spinning EOB model we employed in Refs. [70,93] (see Sec. 2.9), finding similar levels of agreement.

$^{12}$For instance, for mass ratio 1 (shown in the left panel of Figure 2.3) the numerical data end about 10 gravitational-wave cycles before merger.
2.5.3 The effective-one-body dissipative dynamics

The other crucial ingredient of the EOB approach is the model for the radiation-reaction force $\mathcal{F}$. The equations of motion are written as

$$\frac{dR}{dt} = \frac{\partial H_{\text{EOB}}}{\partial P},$$

(2.32)

$$\frac{dP}{dt} = -\frac{\partial H_{\text{EOB}}}{\partial R} + \mathcal{F}.$$  

(2.33)

In the nonspinning case, we can work in planar polar coordinates ($R, \Phi, P_R, P_\Phi$). As shown in Ref. [62], for quasicircular orbits, only the azimuthal component of $\mathcal{F}$ really matters, while its radial component is suppressed as $\dot{R}/(R\dot{\Phi})$. Therefore, within this approximation, radiation reaction is present only in the time variation of $P_\Phi$, that is the orbital angular momentum,

$$\frac{dP_\Phi}{dt} = \mathcal{F}_\Phi,$$  

(2.34)

where we exploited the $\Phi$-independence of $H_{\text{EOB}}$. For quasicircular orbits, the angular momentum flux and the energy flux in gravitational waves are proportional to one another via the orbital frequency. Hence, from the balance equation, one can express $\mathcal{F}_\Phi$ in terms of the gravitational-wave energy flux $F$, available from PN theory in Taylor-expanded form [58]. One can study the convergence properties of the PN series in the test-particle limit [75,76], where the computation of the fully relativistic $F$ can be performed via the Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli [94–96] (Teukolsky [97]) equation, which describes metric (curvature) perturbations on a Schwarzschild (Kerr) background in the presence of some stress-energy tensor (a point particle, typically), at leading order in the mass ratio. In the past, several resummation strategies were
devised in order to speed up the convergence of the PN expressions, the prominent ones being the Padé resummation [98] and the factorized resummation [99–101]. In the former approach, one replaces the PN series for \( F \) with a rational function whose Taylor expansion agrees with the PN series itself, with the goal of introducing a pole at the light ring. Of course, there are several possible choices of rational functions, and one ultimately has to check their performance against exact results. In the latter approach, the energy flux is written as a sum over multipolar waveforms \( h_{\ell m} \)

\[
F = \frac{1}{8\pi} \left( \frac{c^5}{G} \right) \left( \frac{GM\Omega}{c^3} \right)^2 \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=1}^{\ell} m^2 \left| \frac{Rc^2}{GM} h_{\ell m} \right|^2 ,
\]

(2.35)

where, of course, in practice the sum over \( \ell \) is truncated at some \( \ell_{\text{max}} \) dictated by the available PN waveform calculations; each PN mode \( h_{\ell m} \) is recast in factorized form as

\[
\left( \frac{Rc^2}{GM} \right) h_{\ell m}^F = h_{\ell m}^{(N,\epsilon)} \hat{S}_{\text{eff}} T_{\ell m} (\rho_{\ell m})^\ell e^{i\delta_{\ell m}} ,
\]

(2.36)

where the definition of each term can be found in Appendix F. Note that all factors depend on the orbital frequency \( \Omega \), and \( h_{\ell m}^{(N,\epsilon)} \) additionally depends on \( R \). The term \( h_{\ell m}^{(N,\epsilon)} \) is simply the restricted (or Newtonian) waveform, that is the leading-order waveform. \( \hat{S}_{\text{eff}}^{(\epsilon)} \) is an effective source term that in the circular-motion limit contains a pole at the EOB light ring (i.e., the unstable circular orbit of photons, determined by the massless limit of the EOB Hamiltonian). The factor \( T_{\ell m} \) resums the leading-order logarithms of tail effects, due to the back-scattering of gravitational waves off the Schwarzschild background generated by the total mass monopole of the source; it is inspired by the structure of tail effects in the waveform modes as seen in PN calculations. The terms \( \rho_{\ell m} \) and \( \delta_{\ell m} \) are polynomial expressions in the orbital velocity.
\[
v/c = (GM\Omega/c^3)^{1/3}\text{ such that } h^F_{\ell m} \text{ agrees with the PN } h_{\ell m} \text{ upon Taylor expansion in } v/c.\]
The factorized resummation is inspired by the fully relativistic results obtained from the solution of the Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli and Teukolsky equations for test particles. In particular, one key feature is the divergence of the gravitational-wave flux emitted by particles in circular orbit close to the light ring, which the factorized model captures through \( \hat{S}^{(\epsilon)}_{\text{eff}} \). In fact, the energy-momentum tensor of a point particle in circular orbit around a black hole is proportional to its specific energy, which introduces a pole at the light ring. Even-parity (\( \epsilon = 0 \)) modes are sourced by mass moments, which, at leading order, depend on the energy density, hence \( \hat{S}^{(0)}_{\text{eff}} \equiv H_{\text{eff}}/\mu c^2 \); odd-parity (\( \epsilon = 1 \)) modes, instead, are sourced by current moments, which depend on the angular momentum density, hence \( \hat{S}^{(1)}_{\text{eff}} \equiv \sqrt{x} P_{\Phi}/(G\mu M) \), where \( P_{\Phi} \) is the angular momentum and \( x \equiv (GM\Omega/c^3)^{2/3} \). The radiation-reaction force (that is added to the evolution equation of the relative EOB momentum \( P \) (see Eq. (2.33)) is then given by [102]

\[
\mathcal{F}_i \equiv \frac{F}{\Omega |\mathbf{R} \times \mathbf{P}|} P_i, \tag{2.37}
\]

where \( \Omega \equiv \mathbf{L}_N \cdot (\mathbf{R} \times \dot{\mathbf{R}})/R^2 \) (with \( \mathbf{L}_N \) the unit vector orthogonal to the orbital plane) is the orbital frequency.

The EOB orbital dynamics is computed by numerically solving the Hamilton’s equations, supplemented with the radiation-reaction force in Eq. (2.37), that is Eqs. (2.32)–(2.33). The integration is carried out from some large initial separation down to the EOB event horizon. The binary is initialized on a quasicircular initial configuration [102], since it is expected [103] that black-hole binaries have
radiated all their orbital eccentricity by the time their gravitational-wave signal enters the frequency band of ground-based interferometers. In the EOB model it is straightforward to define the ISCO as well as the light ring. The inspiral motion of the binary consists of slowly shrinking circular orbits (spherical orbits in the case of precession). In Figure 2.4, as a representative example, we plot the EOB trajectory for an equal-mass, nonspinning black-hole binary, using the model that we shall discuss in more detail in Sec. 2.10. The plot highlights the very circular character of the inspiral (i.e., the portion down to the ISCO), as well as its long duration.
On the contrary, the plunge occurs over half an orbital cycle. The orbital frequency \( \Omega \) grows monotonically until the light ring, where it peaks, and then decays to the horizon frequency, which is 0 in this case\(^\text{13}\) (see also the lower panel of Figure 2.5).

2.5.4 Construction of the inspiral-merger-ringdown waveform

In this Section we discuss how to generate a complete inspiral-merger-ringdown waveform within the EOB approach.

The final ingredient of the EOB model is the gravitational waveform at null infinity, that is of direct interest for the experiments. For the inspiral-plunge stage, the waveform used in state-of-the-art EOB models is precisely the factorized expression of Eq. (2.36), computed along the orbital dynamics. For the late stage of the coalescence, i.e., the merger-ringdown, the waveform can be modeled as a linear superposition of quasinormal modes (QNMs), as suggested by black-hole perturbation theory [18]. In fact, a perturbed black hole radiates gravitational waves of characteristic frequencies and damping times, labeled by spheroidal-harmonic indices \((\ell, m)\). For each mode \((\ell, m)\), there exists an infinite tower of overtones, labeled by an integer \(n\). The merger-ringdown model reads [62]

\[
\left( \frac{Rc^2}{GM} \right) h^{\text{RD}}(t) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} A_{\ell mn} e^{-i\omega_{\ell mn} t} e^{-t/\tau_{\ell mn}},
\]

(2.38)

where \(N\) is the number of overtones included in the model, \(\omega_{\ell mn}\) is the QNM fre-

\(^{13}\)Note that, in Kerr spacetime, when in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, the geodetic of an equatorial particle approaching the horizon has divergent coordinate time \(t\) and azimuthal angle \(\phi\) as functions of the proper time \(\tau\). However, close to the horizon, \(d\phi/dt\) equals the horizon frequency \(\Omega_H\), which is defined through the helical Killing vector of the spacetime.
quency, and $\tau_{\ell mn}$ is the QNM damping time. The complex amplitudes $A_{\ell mn}$ are constants, and the time-dependence is solely due to the exponential functions. The QNM frequencies and damping times depend only on the final mass and spin of the remnant, which, in the earliest version of the model [62], were computed from the EOB binding energy and total angular momentum at the light ring. Finally, the full inspiral-merger-ringdown waveform is obtained from the smooth matching of the inspiral-plunge and merger-ringdown waveforms at a time close to the EOB light ring, which corresponds to a maximum in the orbital frequency $\Omega$. Part of the appeal of the EOB model comes from the existence of a natural transition point (i.e., the light ring) between the inspiral-plunge description (based on the orbital dynamics) and the merger-ringdown (whose spectrum is prescribed by perturbation theory). Reference [104] showed that for an equal-mass, nonspinning system the EOB light-ring crossing occurs very close to the detection of a common apparent horizon in a numerical simulation. The matching procedure fixes the complex amplitudes $A_{\ell mn}$ in Eq. (2.38).

Figure 2.5 shows the EOB inspiral-merger-ringdown waveform for the equal-mass, nonspinning black-hole binary whose trajectory was plotted in Figure 2.4. We also plot the EOB gravitational-wave frequency $\omega_{22}$ and twice the orbital frequency of the effective particle. The ringdown attachment is done at the light ring, when $\Omega$ peaks. Different colors are used to distinguish the inspiral-plunge waveform (computed from the orbital trajectory using Eq. (2.36)) from the merger-ringdown waveform of Eq. (2.38). Up to the EOB light ring, the waveform consists of direct emission from the orbital motion; after that, the waveform is a signal filtering out
Figure 2.5: For an equal-mass, nonspinning black-hole binary, in the upper panel we plot the \((2,2)\) mode EOB inspiral-merger-ringdown waveform versus retarded time. In the middle panel, we plot the EOB gravitational-wave frequency. In the lower panel, we plot twice the orbital frequency of the effective particle. Blue curves refer to the inspiral-plunge waveform, computed from the orbital trajectory via Eq. (2.36). Red curves refer to the merger-ringdown waveform of Eq. (2.38). The matching point between the two is at the light ring, where \(\Omega\) peaks. Here \(R^*\) is the tortoise coordinate defined by \(dR^*/dR \equiv \sqrt{D/A}\). \(D_L\) is the distance to the source. Also \(G = c = 1\).

The potential barrier of the remnant black hole in the form of QNMs. The asymptotic value of \(\omega_{22}\) at late times corresponds to the frequency \(\omega_{220}\) of the least-damped QNM, i.e., the 0-th overtone of the \((2,2)\) tower of QNMs. Because of their short decay times, higher overtones \(((2,2,n), \text{ with } n > 0)\) contribute only immediately after the matching time, and determine the slow rise of \(\omega_{22}\) from its value at the matching point to its asymptotic value.
2.5.5 How to improve the effective-one-body model using numerical relativity

The EOB model, as presented above, is self-consistent, and relies only on computations done in PN and black-hole perturbation theory; it is capable of generating complete gravitational waveforms without external inputs about the strong-field regime from numerical relativity, and in fact it predated the first simulations of black-hole binaries. Ever since the numerical-relativity breakthroughs of the mid 2000’s, the EOB model has been compared to numerical simulations.

The upper panel of Figure 2.6 shows how the EOB inspiral-merger-ringdown (2,2) waveform for an equal-mass, nonspinning black-hole binary compares to the highly accurate numerical-relativity calculation produced by the Simulating eXtreme Spacetimes (SXS) Collaboration [105]. The numerical waveform is one of the longest publicly available, lasting about 65 gravitational-wave cycles. When comparing two waveforms in the time domain, given the freedom of choosing the phase and time of coalescence, one aligns them at low frequency by shifting the phase of one of them by $\Delta t$ in time and $\Delta \Phi_{22}$ in phase, where $\Delta t$ and $\Delta \Phi_{22}$ minimize the square of the phase difference integrated over a time window, i.e., the quantity

$$\int_{t_1}^{t_2} \left[ \Phi^{(NR)}_{22}(t) - \Phi^{(AR)}_{22}(t + \Delta t) - \Delta \Phi_{22} \right]^2 \, dt,$$

where $\Phi^{(AR,NR)}_{22}$ are the gravitational-wave phases of the two waveforms to align, and $[t_1, t_2]$ is a short interval (of about 10 cycles) that starts at the settling of any noise or artifacts in the numerical data (known as “junk radiation”). We see
Figure 2.6: For an equal-mass, nonspinning black-hole binary, we compare the numerical-relativity (2, 2) waveform to EOB inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms (i) without inspiral calibration or non-quasicircular corrections (upper panel), (ii) with inspiral calibration, but without non-quasicircular corrections (middle panel), (iii) with both inspiral calibration and non-quasicircular corrections (lower panel). \( D_L \) is the distance to the source. Here \( G = c = 1 \). The waveforms are aligned in phase at low frequency. The vertical dashed line marks the position of the amplitude peak of the numerical-relativity waveform.

that the uncalibrated EOB model accumulates a visible dephasing by the time the waveform reaches its maximum amplitude (which is conventionally identified as the merger). It is worth noting that the uncalibrated model is off by only 2.5 out of 62 cycles at merger. This difference between model and simulation stems from a wrong time of merger in the uncalibrated model. The EOB model has an intrinsic flexibility to accommodate tuning parameters in the form of unknown high PN order terms. In the past, many studies, including part of this thesis, have been devoted to the calibration of a handful of such carefully chosen parameters with the goal
of building waveforms in better agreement with numerical relativity. The search for optimal values of the tuning parameters effectively amounts to incorporating nonperturbative information extracted from the numerical simulations. The second panel of Figure 2.6 shows the great improvement that a $\nu$-dependent tuning of the EOB plunge can achieve. However, we can still notice an amplitude and frequency difference close to merger. The EOB plunge-merger waveform is then modified by the inclusion of phenomenological amplitude and phase non-quasicircular (NQC) corrections that are proportional to the radial momentum $P_R$. In fact, the factorized EOB waveforms of Eq. (2.36) do not account for NQC effects because they are based on quasicircular PN formulae. The NQC corrections are determined in such a way as to match the amplitude, the curvature, the frequency, and the slope of the frequency of the numerical-relativity waveform at the peak of the gravitational-wave emission. These quantities are collectively called “input values”. The lower panel of Figure 2.6 shows the final result of tuning the inspiral and applying the NQC corrections. As part of the optimization of the EOB model, in particular of its ringdown, it is possible to introduce pseudo-QNMs that do not belong to the physical QNM spectrum (computed in linearized perturbation theory). We shall denote with the term calibration the optimization of the tuning parameters, the enforcement of NQC corrections, and the optimization of the ringdown.

Let us now formulate the accuracy requirements for EOB waveforms that can be used in data analysis for advanced LIGO and Virgo. Given two waveforms $h_1(t)$ and $h_2(t)$, one defines their inner product in the frequency domain as

$$\langle h_1, h_2 \rangle \equiv 4 \text{Re} \int_0^\infty df \frac{\tilde{h}_1(f) \tilde{h}_2(f)}{s_n(f)} ,$$

where $\tilde{h}_1, 2(f)$ are the Fourier transforms of $h_1, 2(t)$.
The ineffectualness (or mismatch) of an analytical model $h_{\text{AR}}(t; \lambda)$ (where $\lambda$ is the collection of parameters of the model) with respect to a numerical-relativity waveform $h_{\text{NR}}(t)$ is defined as [98]

$$\bar{\mathcal{E}} \equiv 1 - \max_{t_c, \phi_c, \lambda} \frac{\langle h_{\text{AR}}, h_{\text{NR}} \rangle}{\sqrt{\langle h_{\text{AR}}, h_{\text{AR}} \rangle} \sqrt{\langle h_{\text{NR}}, h_{\text{NR}} \rangle}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.40)

where $t_c$ and $\phi_c$ are the time and phase of merger, respectively. For the sole purpose of detection, the real signal can trigger any template in the bank used for matched filtering, regardless of the true physical parameters of the source. In this case, one needs a waveform model that is effectual: the typical practice is to tolerate at most a $\sim 3\%$ ineffectualness due to modeling errors. This translates into a loss in event rate of about $10\%$ [98, 106, 107]. To better understand this point, let us write the model waveform $h_{\text{AR}}$ as the numerical waveform $h_{\text{NR}}$ plus a small modeling error $\delta h$: $h_{\text{AR}} = h_{\text{NR}} + \delta h$. We also assume negligible errors on $h_{\text{NR}}$. The optimal SNR is $\rho = \sqrt{\langle h_{\text{NR}}, h_{\text{NR}} \rangle}$. However, if we filter $h_{\text{NR}}$ with $h_{\text{AR}}$, we obtain a reduced SNR$^{14}$ [51] $\rho_m \equiv \langle h_{\text{NR}}, h_{\text{AR}} \rangle / \sqrt{\langle h_{\text{AR}}, h_{\text{AR}} \rangle} = (1 - \mathcal{E})\rho$. See also Eq. (2.6).

In searches, one decides a maximum mismatch $\bar{\mathcal{E}}_{\text{max}}$ compatible with the target detection efficiency. For sources uniformly distributed in space, since the horizon distance is $D_{\text{hor}} \propto \rho_m$, and the detection rate is $R_D \propto N_G \propto D_{\text{hor}}^3$, then the fractional reduction in detection rate due to a mismatch $\bar{\mathcal{E}}_{\text{max}}$ is given by $1 - (1 - \bar{\mathcal{E}}_{\text{max}})^3$, so that a 90\% detection efficiency implies $\bar{\mathcal{E}}_{\text{max}} \approx 3.5\%$. A sufficient condition on the modeling error to meet the $\bar{\mathcal{E}}_{\text{max}}$ requirement is then [107]: $\langle \delta h, \delta h \rangle < 2\rho^2 \bar{\mathcal{E}}_{\text{max}}$.

On the other hand, for the problem of parameter estimation, one would like

---

$^{14}$Here optimization over time and phase of coalescence is understood.
systematic biases in the recovered source parameters which are smaller than the (hopefully small) statistical uncertainties. A model that can be reliably employed in parameter estimation pipelines has to be faithfull, which means an unfaithfulness $\tilde{F}$ against numerical relativity within a few percent, where [98]

$$\tilde{F} \equiv 1 - \max_{t_c,\phi_c} \frac{\langle h_{\text{AR}}, h_{\text{NR}} \rangle}{\sqrt{\langle h_{\text{AR}}, h_{\text{AR}} \rangle} \sqrt{\langle h_{\text{NR}}, h_{\text{NR}} \rangle}}. \tag{2.41}$$

The definition of $\tilde{F}$ differs from the definition of $\tilde{E}$ in that there is no maximization over the parameters of the source $\lambda$, hence it is a more stringent assessment of the quality of a model. The general criteria for observational indistinguishability of waveforms were studied by Refs. [107–111]. See also Ref. [112] for the first study of parameter biases using EOB nonspinning inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms.

### 2.6 Black-hole binary coalescence in the test-particle limit

As discussed, the assumption underlying the EOB formalism is the universal character of black-hole coalescence across different mass ratios, or, equivalently, the absence of poles or branch cuts in the mass-ratio plane. It is then natural to look for insights into the physical process of merger in the test-particle limit, where black-hole perturbation theory is applicable. Perturbation theory [60] is an expansion of the general relativistic 2-body problem in the mass ratio, and it accounts for relativistic effects at all orders. The strong-field information that one extracts from the test-particle regime can directly inform analytical models for comparable-mass black-hole binaries. In the 1970's, pioneering studies investigated the gravitational-wave emission of a particle radially infalling into a Schwarzschild geometry [113].
For generic plunging orbits, the master equations of perturbation theory (Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli or Teukolsky equations) must be solved numerically, but they are significantly less expensive than evolving a black-hole binary in full numerical relativity.

2.6.1 Inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms

In Ref. [114] (see Chapter 4) we studied the behavior of the inspiral-merger-ringdown signal of a plunging particle in the Kerr spacetime. These waveforms helped the extension of the comparable-mass EOB model for nonprecessing, spinning black-hole binaries of Ref. [70] to $10^3$ mass ratios and large spins. In particular, a time delay was introduced between the orbital frequency peak and the matching point where the ringdown waveform is attached (see Sec. 2.5.4). The Teukolsky waveforms were also exploited to build fitting functions for the input values (i.e., amplitude, curvature, frequency, and slope of the frequency at merger), which are needed to impose non-quasicircular corrections to the merger EOB waveform.

The motion of a test mass around a compact object is influenced not only by gravitational radiation, but also by the perturbation that the particle itself imparts on the background spacetime. Since we were mostly interested in the merger-ringdown rather than in the accurate modeling of the inspiral phase, as is usually done for extreme mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs), in Ref. [114] we employed a fixed Kerr background, and numerically solved the Teukolsky equation, thus retaining only the leading-order dissipative self-force correction to geodetic motion. The
Teukolsky equation is a partial differential equation expressed in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates $r, \theta, \text{and } t$, whose axial dependence is trivially given by $e^{im\phi}$. It governs the evolution of curvature perturbations of spin weight $s$ in a Kerr spacetime [97]. Let $M$ and $J$ be the mass and spin of the background. The equation for $s = -2$ describes the curvature perturbation $\psi_4$, a projection of the Weyl curvature tensor that represents outgoing radiation. Radiation at the hole’s event horizon can be obtained with some manipulation [115]. The master equation for $s = -2$ separates by introducing the multipolar decomposition

$$
\psi_4 = \frac{1}{(r - ia \cos \theta)^4} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} R_{\ell m \omega}(r) S_{\ell m \omega}^{-}(\theta, \phi) e^{-i\omega t},
$$

(2.42)

where $a \equiv J/(Mc)$, and $S_{\ell m \omega}^{-}(\theta, \phi)$ is a spheroidal harmonic of spin weight $-2$, that reduces to the spin-weighted spherical harmonic $-2Y_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi)$ when $a\omega/c = 0$. The radial dependence $R_{\ell m \omega}(r)$ is governed by the equation

$$
\Delta^2 \frac{d}{dr} \left( \frac{1}{\Delta} \frac{dR_{\ell m \omega}}{dr} \right) - V(r) R_{\ell m \omega} = -\mathcal{T}_{\ell m \omega}(r).
$$

(2.43)

The quantity $\Delta \equiv r^2 - 2GMr/c^2 + a^2$ and the potential $V(r)$ can be found in Refs. [116, 117]. The source $\mathcal{T}_{\ell m \omega}(r)$ is built from certain projections of the energy-momentum tensor for a small body of mass $\mu \ll M$ orbiting the black hole. In turn, the energy-momentum tensor depends on the orbital motion. We solved the geodesic equation subject to a radiation-reaction force proportional to the (time averaged) gravitational energy flux (see Eq. (2.37)), and computed inspiraling and plunging trajectories for mass ratio $10^3$ and dimensionless Kerr spins in the range $[-0.99, 0.99]$ (the general relativistic limit being $\pm 1$). While, in principle, we could have used an analytical model for the energy flux, for instance the factorized resummed EOB flux
of Ref. [101] as in prior studies [118,119], we instead employed the total Teukolsky flux (i.e., ingoing + outgoing) for circular, equatorial orbits (computed in Ref. [120]), since our main focus was on the Teukolsky waveforms rather than on the orbital dynamics, similarly to what had been done by Ref. [121]. Unlike the Teukolsky flux, the EOB flux contains relativistic effects only up to a finite PN order.

The Teukolsky equation was solved in the time domain using the code described in Ref. [119], with the addition of a hyperboloidal domain compactification that eliminates the error associated with the waveform extrapolation to null infinity. Moreover, the new code takes advantage of full parallelization on GPUs, allowing the fast computation of long waveforms at high resolution. In this context, by “resolution” we mean the spacing of the numerical grid covering the (tortoise) radial and azimuthal directions. The typical trajectories we computed were a few hundred orbits in length and the associated waveforms had discretization errors in the phase within a few $\times 10^{-3}$ radians for all the modes we considered. As the dimensionless spin of the Kerr black hole approaches 1, more and more multipolar modes of the radiation become important close to the merger, as compared to the dominant $(2,2)$; we computed the dominant and leading subdominant modes: $(\ell,m) = (2,2), (2,1), (3,3), (3,2), (4,4),$ and $(5,5)$.

We found [114] that during the plunge, as the spin grows towards maximal, the amplitude of the modes tends to flatten out as a function of retarded time, displaying a great simplicity in spite of the highly relativistic regime. Figure 2.7 shows the case of the $(2,2)$ mode for a dimensionless Kerr spin of 0.99. This should be contrasted with waveforms in the comparable-mass regime, whose peaks are
Figure 2.7: [From Ref. [114]] Late inspiral, plunge, merger and ring-down of the Teukolsky (2, 2) mode waveform $h_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}$ (upper panel), its gravitational-wave frequency $\omega_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}$, and orbital frequency $\Omega$ of the underlying dynamics (lower panel) for dimensionless Kerr spin 0.99. We note the simplicity of the amplitude during the last phase of the evolution. The plot spans a radial range from $r = 2.21M$ to the horizon, located at $r_+ = 1.14M$. Here, the ISCO is at $r_{\text{ISCO}} = 1.45M$ and the light ring is at $r_{\text{LR}} = 1.17M$. Vertical dashed lines mark the position of the ISCO and the light ring. $R$ is the distance to the source. Here $G = c = 1$.

always rather sharp, even for almost extremal spins (see also Figure 2.16). We explained this phenomenon by observing that, as the spin grows larger, the ISCO moves to smaller separations and gets closer to the horizon, so that the plunging phase becomes shorter (in the radial coordinate), and moves to higher frequencies (see Figure 2.8). This is equivalent to saying that Kerr black holes with larger spins support longer quasicircular inspirals given the same initial orbital frequency. Furthermore, the radiation-reaction timescale becomes longer for larger spins, while the variation in the orbital frequency is less dramatic. As a result, the secular evolution is much slower for large spins, given the same initial separation. This can be accounted for by simple considerations at the leading order, combining the leading
Figure 2.8: Frequencies of ISCO ($\Omega_{\text{ISCO}}$), light ring ($\Omega_{\text{LR}}$), and horizon ($\Omega_{\text{H}}$) for a Kerr black hole, as functions of spin. Negative values of the horizon frequency correspond to retrograde systems. Here $G = c = 1$.

Luminosity at infinity $F^{\infty,N} = \frac{32}{5} \frac{c^5}{G} \left( \frac{\mu}{M} \right)^2 \left( \frac{r c^2}{GM} \right)^4 \left( \frac{GM \Omega}{c^3} \right)^6$ (here $\Omega = \frac{d\phi}{dt}$ is the orbital frequency) with the formula for the binding energy of circular orbits in Kerr $E_{\text{circ}}$ [122]. In particular, the radiation-reaction timescale can be estimated from $T_{\text{rad}} = -\frac{r}{\dot{r}} = -\frac{r(dE_{\text{circ}}/dr)/F^{\infty,N}}{F^{\infty,N}}$, while the orbital timescale is readily estimated from the formula for the circular frequency in Kerr $\Omega_{\text{circ}} = \left[ r \sqrt{\frac{\dot{r}}{GM} + \frac{J^2}{M c^2}} \right]^{-1}$, as $T_{\text{orb}} = 2\pi/\Omega_{\text{circ}}$. During the inspiral and before the ISCO, we found [114] reasonable agreement between this estimation of the ratio $T_{\text{rad}}/T_{\text{orb}}$ and its numerical computation based on the numerical trajectories that solve the equations of motion. The conclusion is that $T_{\text{rad}}/T_{\text{orb}}$ increases with the spin at fixed radial separation. The total Teukolsky energy flux becomes very small close to and below the ISCO for almost extremal spins.
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The phenomenology of the Teukolsky waveforms is very rich during the ringdown stage. As already found by previous numerical investigations [99,119,123–126], the dominant and leading subdominant ringdown Teukolsky modes can display complicated amplitude and frequency structures that hint at the interference of different quasinormal modes (QNMs) [18] of the Kerr black hole besides the overtones of the least-damped mode \((\ell,m,0)\), a phenomenon known as mode mixing. In Ref. [114] we identified the two main sources of mode mixing in a change of angular basis to represent the waveforms and in the inversion of the orbital trajectory. The former effect arises from the use of a \(-2\)-spin-weighted spherical basis to decompose the complex strain \(h_+ - ih_\times\) (that is the standard choice for analytical modeling in the PN approximation; see Eq. (2.15)) instead of the spheroidal basis in which the Teukolsky equation is separable; this entails that a spherical \((\ell,m)\) mode will be a sum over all spheroidal modes with the same \(m\). The second source of mixing has to do with the motion of the orbiting particle: for retrograde systems\(^{15}\), during the plunge the particle inverts its direction of motion until it gets locked to the rotating event horizon of the Kerr black hole, due to frame dragging; this in general enhances QNMs with opposite \(m\).

We looked for both kinds of mixing by fitting the Teukolsky merger-ringdown

\(^{15}\)Prograde (Retrograde) equatorial orbits have an angular momentum that is aligned (antialigned) with the Kerr spin. We indicate prograde (retrograde) systems with a positive (negative) sign of the Kerr spin.
\[ \frac{\Re(Rh_{21}^{\text{Teuk}}/\mu)}{|Rh_{21}^{\text{Teuk}}|/\mu} \frac{M\Omega_{21}}{a/M} = -0.8, \text{(2,1) mode turning point} \]

Figure 2.9: [From Ref. [114]] Teukolsky (2, 1) mode for spin $-0.8$ (left panel) and (3, 2) mode for spin 0.9 (right panel). The Teukolsky results are in blue, while the model of Eq. (2.44) is in red. For the $-0.8$ waveform, the modulations come from the interference of the (2, 1, 0) and (2, $-1, 0$) QNMs; note how the amplitude peak is affected by the mixing, starting at a time where $\Omega = 0$, i.e., the turning point of the azimuthal motion. For the 0.9 waveform, instead, the ringdown contains the (3, 2, $n$)’s and (2, 2, 0) QNMs. $R$ is the distance to the source. Here $\mathcal{G} = c = 1$.

signal with a model of the form

\[
\left( \frac{\mathcal{R} \mathcal{E}^2}{GM} \right) h^{\text{RD}}_{\ell m} = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} A_{\ell m n} e^{-i\sigma_{\ell m n}(t-t_{\text{match}}^m)} + S(t) \left[ A_{\ell' m_0} e^{-i\sigma_{\ell' m_0}(t-t_{\text{match}}^m)} + A_{\ell - m_0} e^{i\sigma_{\ell - m_0}(t-t_{\text{match}}^m)} \right],
\]

(2.44)

where $t_{\text{match}}^m$ is the time of merger, $N$ is the number of overtones included, the $A_{\ell m n}$’s are the (constant) coefficients of the overtones of the least-damped QNM ($\ell, m, 0$), $S(t)$ is a factor introduced to have a smooth switch-on of the interfering QNMs, and $A_{\ell' m_0}$ and $A_{\ell - m_0}$ are fitting parameters (ultimately related to the more fundamental
excitation coefficients of the perturbed black hole). \( |A_{\ell m0}/A_{\ell m0}| \) and \( |A_{\ell-m0}/A_{\ell m0}| \)
quantitatively describe the strength of the QNM mixing. Here \( \sigma_{\ell mn} \equiv \omega_{\ell mn} - i/\tau_{\ell mn} \)
is the complex frequency of the \((\ell, m, n)\) QNM\(^{[18,127]}\). Since overtones with \( n > 0 \)
have short decay times with respect to those with \( n = 0 \), Eq. (2.44) is actually
dominated by terms with \( n = 0 \) when \( t \gg t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} \). Figure 2.9 shows two examples,
with the Teukolsky waveform in blue, and the fitted model of Eq. (2.44) in red. The
model captures fairly well the modulations, except during the early ringdown.

We found\(^{[114]}\) that, for \( \ell = m \) modes, the QNM mixing is present for negative
spins (i.e., retrograde systems), and arises mainly due to modes with opposite \( m \),
whose excitation grows as the spin decreases. For \( \ell \neq m \) modes, instead, we found
QNM mixing across the entire spin range. For the \((2,1)\) mode, the main source
of mixing is the \((2,-1,0)\) QNM. For the \((3,2)\) mode, we recognized 3 different
behaviors: when the Kerr spin exceeds 0.8, the ringdown is dominated by \((2,2,0)\)
with contamination from \((3,2,0)\); when the spin is in the range \((0,0.7]\), the ringdown
is dominated by \((3,2,0)\) with contamination from \((2,2,0)\); when the spin is negative,
the ringdown is dominated by \((3,2,0)\) with contamination from both \((3,-2,0)\) and
\((2,2,0)\).

In the near future, we plan to extend this work to precessing orbits, for which
the orbital angular momentum is neither parallel nor antiparallel to the spin of the
Kerr background.
2.6.2 Dissipative dynamics: the horizon-absorbed flux

Besides the individual multipolar waveforms, black-hole perturbation theory also provides valuable information about the orbital dynamics of a binary. In fact, the accurate knowledge of the total energy flux in gravitational waves can be used (via the energy balance equation) to compute the time evolution of a binary, as we did in Ref. [114]. In recent years, significant effort has been put into improving the analytical modeling of the gravitational-wave fluxes, both ingoing and at infinity, with respect to the numerical solution of the Teukolsky equation. In particular, Refs. [99, 100] proposed a factorization of the PN-expanded perturbation-theory formulae for the flux at infinity in the Schwarzschild case, improving the agreement with the numerical solution of the Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli equation. Reference [101] extended this approach to the spinning case. Reference [128] applied the same idea of factorizing the PN-expanded formulae to the flux absorbed by the horizon in the nonspinning limit, extending the model also to comparable-mass binaries. The ultimate goal is to develop improved analytical fluxes that can be extended to comparable-mass coalescences.

In Ref. [120] (see Chapter 5) we studied the gravitational energy flux that is absorbed by the event horizon of a Kerr black hole, and proposed a factorized model of it. In particular, we looked at the emission coming from particles in circular, equatorial orbit around a Kerr black hole. We considered a dimensionless Kerr spin $-0.99 \leq cJ/(GM^2) \leq 0.99$ and orbits down to the light ring. We solved the Teukolsky equation in the frequency domain using highly accurate numerical
schemes [116,117,129–132]. The energy-momentum tensor of the particle is

\[ T_{\alpha\beta} = \frac{E}{\Sigma \sin \theta} \hat{\rho}^\alpha \hat{\rho}^\beta \delta[r - r_o(t)] \delta[\theta - \theta_o(t)] \delta[\phi - \phi_o(t)], \tag{2.45} \]

where \( E \) is the energy of the particle, \( \hat{\rho}^\alpha \equiv \rho^\alpha / E \) its normalized 4-momentum, \( \Sigma \equiv r^2 + a^2 \cos^2 \theta \), and the subscript “o” means “orbit” and labels the coordinates of the particle’s worldline. One solves the radial Eq. (2.43) using the method of Green’s functions, wherein the source \( T \) is integrated against homogeneous solutions of Eq. (2.43). The energy fluxes (at infinity and through the horizon) are expressed as sums over multipolar components labeled by \((\ell, m)\). As the light ring is approached, \( E \) diverges; this feature inspired the factorized resummation of the outgoing energy flux discussed in Sec. 2.5, first proposed by Ref. [99]. Furthermore, the ingoing energy flux displays another strong-field feature: each multipolar component vanishes whenever the orbital frequency \( \Omega \) of the perturbing particle equals the frequency of the Kerr event horizon \( \Omega_H = \frac{c^2}{GM} \frac{J}{2r_+} \), with \( r_+ = \frac{GM}{c^2} \left[ 1 + \sqrt{1 - (cJ/GM^2)^2} \right] \). This can happen only for prograde orbits, i.e., when the orbital angular momentum is parallel to the spin of the Kerr black hole. When \( \Omega < \Omega_H \), the ingoing flux has an opposite sign with respect to the outgoing flux, thus reducing the amount of orbital energy lost by the orbiting particle. This phenomenon goes under the name of “superradiance”, and can be regarded as a Penrose-like process [133] of extraction of energy from the rotational motion of the Kerr black hole. Reference [134] formally suggested this interpretation for the first time for scalar perturbations of a Kerr black hole using the Teukolsky equation.

Furthermore, there exists an interesting parallel between the horizon-absorbed
flux in a black-hole binary and the phenomenon of tides. For a recent review, see Ref. [135]. In the early 1970’s, Refs. [136,137] computed how a slowly rotating Kerr black hole responds to a stationary perturbing particle, finding that the black hole dissipates energy by spinning down. A similar behavior is found in the Newtonian interaction of a moon perturbing a planet that is covered by viscous oceans and is in slow rotation. This phenomenon is known as \textit{tidal heating}. Both the black hole and the planet spin-down because of tidal interactions. Tidal effects induce a bulge on the black hole’s event horizon, thus creating a torque on the orbit. Depending on the relative frequency of the orbit and the hole’s rotation, this torque spins up or spins down the hole. Within the membrane paradigm [138], an effective viscosity can be associated to the black hole. In both cases, the geometry of the tidal bulge is determined by the viscosity (either of the fluid body or of the black hole).

Using black-hole perturbation theory, Ref. [139] computed in full analytical form the leading-order absorption flux for a particle in a circular orbit around a Schwarzschild black hole. These initial results indicated that the horizon flux is suppressed relative to the flux at infinity by a factor of $(v/c)^8$, where $v \equiv (GM\Omega)^{1/3}$ is the orbital speed. This result was generalized to the spinning case in Refs. [140,141], whose computation went up to 6.5PN order beyond the leading-order luminosity at infinity for circular orbits $F_{\infty,N} \equiv \frac{32}{5} \frac{c^5}{G} \left( \frac{\mu}{M} \right)^2 \left( \frac{v}{c} \right)^{10}$. The impact of the horizon flux significantly changes with spin: at leading order, the suppression factor becomes $\left[ \left( \frac{v}{c} \right)^3 - \frac{cJ}{GM^2} \right] \left( \frac{v}{c} \right)^{5}$, instead of $(v/c)^8$. Numerical studies of strong-field radiation reaction showed that, for inspirals into rapidly spinning black holes, the neglect of the absorption flux introduces large errors [131].
Figure 2.10: [From Ref. [120]] We compare the (numerically computed) Teukolsky-equation absorption flux (solid lines) to the Taylor-expanded PN model of Ref. [141] (dotted lines) and the factorized flux we proposed in Ref. [120] (dashed lines), as functions of $v$. All curves extend down to the light ring. Vertical lines mark the positions of the respective ISCOs. The fluxes are normalized to the leading-order flux at infinity $F^\infty_N$. In the left panel we show cases with retrograde orbits, while in the right panel we show cases with prograde orbits. Here $q$ is the dimensionless Kerr spin and $G = c = 1$.

We proposed [120] to resum each multipolar component of the absorption flux $F^H$ as

$$F^H_{\ell m} \equiv \left(1 - \frac{\Omega}{\Omega_H}\right) F^H_{\ell m} \left(\hat{S}^{(\epsilon)}_{\text{eff}}\right)^2 \left(\tilde{\rho}^H_{\ell m}\right)^{2\ell},$$

which has the advantage of enforcing the presence of the zero at a frequency equal to $\Omega_H$. The leading term is defined as

$$F^{H,N}_{\ell m} \equiv \frac{32}{5} \frac{c^5}{G} \left(\frac{\mu}{M}\right)^2 \left(\frac{v}{c}\right)^{7+4\ell+2\epsilon} n^{(\epsilon)}_{\ell m} c_{\ell m}(a),$$

where $\epsilon$ is the parity of the mode, and $c_{\ell m}$ and $n^{(\epsilon)}_{\ell m}$ are mode-dependent constant factors. The source term $\hat{S}^{(\epsilon)}_{\text{eff}}$ is the one entering the factorization of the flux at infinity in Eq. (2.36), divergent at the light ring. Finally, $\tilde{\rho}^H_{\ell m}$ is a polynomial.
in $v/c$ such that the PN expansion of Eq. (2.46) agrees with the PN-expanded results of black-hole perturbation theory [140, 141] for the multipolar component of the ingoing energy flux. This model greatly improves the agreement with the numerically computed Teukolsky flux with respect to the PN-expanded model, as demonstrated in Figure 2.10.

In the near future we plan to extend the factorized model of the black-hole absorption flux to the case of spinning, comparable-mass binaries, so that it can be used in the EOB modeling when calibrating it to numerical-relativity simulations.

### 2.7 Motivations for including spin effects in gravitational waveforms

In this Section we explain why spins cannot be ignored when modeling black-hole binaries, and how their inclusion can help achieve important scientific goals in the advanced-detector era.

Astrophysical black holes (both stellar-mass and supermassive) are expected to carry spin, i.e., intrinsic angular momentum, and generically up to the maximal limit\(^{16}\), as indicated by observational evidence [142–149]. Spins significantly affect the orbital evolution of black-hole binaries, as well as the radiated waveforms.

From the point of view of the theory, within the context of PN calculations for the inspiral, spins are formally counted with reference to maximally spinning black holes. General relativity prescribes that a Kerr spacetime of mass $M$ and spin $J$ obeys the relation $cJ/(GM^2) \leq 1$. 

---

\(^{16}\)General relativity prescribes that a Kerr spacetime of mass $M$ and spin $J$ obeys the relation $cJ/(GM^2) \leq 1$. 
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holes. Spin-orbit (SO) effects were first studied by Refs. [150–153], and they first appear at 1.5PN order in the equations of motion and in the radiation field, and today are available up to 4PN order [154–156]. Spin-spin (SS) effects, instead, first appear at 2PN order [152,153,157–159], and are currently known up to 3PN order.

One remarkable example of spin effect is the dependence of the time to merger on the spins [160]: whenever the spins $S_1, S_2$ of the two black holes in the binary are aligned with the orbital angular momentum $L$ of the system, the binary performs more cycles before merger with respect to nonspinning or antialigned spinning binaries starting from the same initial orbital frequency. This can be understood from PN theory, since the leading order spin-orbit interaction potential increases the gravitational repulsion when $S_1 \cdot L > 0$ [161]. Moreover, aligned-spin configurations have a large total angular momentum ($|J| = |L| + |S_1| + |S_2|$), so that a single black hole cannot be formed via coalescence of the binary until gravitational radiation has carried away enough angular momentum to comply with the Kerr limit (i.e., $c|J_{\text{final}}|/(GM_{\text{final}}^2) \leq 1$). Also, the radiated energy in gravitational waves sensitively depends on the spin of the black holes: the larger the spin, the greater the energy loss; recent numerical-relativity simulations of equal-mass binaries with dimensionless spins as large as 0.97 showed that the system can radiate up to 11% of the initial total mass [162].

Another important spin-induced effect in black-hole binaries is the phenomenon of precession. When the spins are not aligned or antialigned with the orbital angular momentum $L$, the system undergoes precession of the orbital plane, which results in complicated phase and amplitude modulations of the waveforms [163,164].
1.5PN order [151, 165], the precession equations take on the form: \( \dot{S}_{1,2} \propto \hat{L} \times S_{1,2} \) (where \( \hat{L} \equiv L / |L| \)), and \( \dot{L} \propto f S_{1,2} \times L + g \hat{L} \) (where \( f \) and \( g \) are scalar functions of the masses, the spins, and the relative separation of the binary). Therefore, at this PN order, the spin magnitudes are conserved and, if \( S_{1,2} \) are parallel to \( L \), the vector \( \hat{L} \) stays constant, while \( |L| \) changes because of radiation reaction. Interestingly, the total angular momentum \( J \) changes only due to radiation reaction as

\[
\dot{J} = -\frac{32}{5} \frac{G \mu^2}{r} \left( \frac{GM}{rc^2} \right)^{5/2} \hat{L}.
\]  

(2.48)

The precessional timescale is much longer than the orbital timescale, but it is also much shorter than the radiation-reaction timescale, at least during the adiabatic inspiral. One can distinguish two types of precessional motions: (i) simple precession, when \( \dot{J}, \dot{L} \), and \( \dot{S} \equiv (S_1 + S_2)/|S_1 + S_2| \) precess on tight cones such that the opening angle of the \( \dot{J} \)-cone is much smaller than the opening angle of the \( \dot{L} \)-cone; \( \dot{L} \) precesses on a cone with growing opening angle; \( \dot{L} \) and \( \dot{S} \) precess around \( \dot{J} \); (ii) transitional precession, when \( J \approx 0 \), i.e., when \( L \) and \( S \) are of similar magnitude and almost antiparallel: in this case, \( \hat{L} \) undergoes migration from simple precession about one direction to simple precession about a different direction. These two regimes were first discussed by Ref. [163] in the special case where \( SS \) terms could be neglected, but the study was later generalized by Ref. [166]. To analyze the waveforms, let us introduce the instantaneous angle \( \phi(t) \) in the orbital plane between \( -\hat{N} \times L \) (where \( \hat{N} \) is the direction of propagation of the wave) and the separation vector \( r \); in the
quadrupole approximation, the polarizations are given by [163]

\[
    h_+(t) = -\frac{1}{\mathcal{R}} \frac{4G\mu\Omega^2 r^2}{c^4} \frac{1 + (\hat{L}(t) \cdot \hat{N})^2}{2} \cos 2\phi(t) ,
\]

\[
    h_{\times}(t) = \frac{1}{\mathcal{R}} \frac{4G\mu\Omega^2 r^2}{c^4} (\hat{L}(t) \cdot \hat{N}) \sin 2\phi(t) .
\]

These formulae are consistent with Eqs. (2.13)–(2.14) in the nonprecessing limit, using Kepler’s third law for quasicircular orbits \( r^3\Omega^2 = GM \), and plugging in the explicit time-evolution of the orbital variables. The strain is computed by convolution with the antenna pattern functions, which take into account the orientation of the detector relative to the binary. The amplitude modulations due to precession are apparent from the factors depending on \((\hat{L}(t) \cdot \hat{N})\). As to the phase, there are modulations of the strain polarization (i.e., changes in the relative phase between \(h_+\) and \(h_{\times}\)), and there is a precessional correction to the carrier phase \(\Phi_C(t) \equiv \int \Omega(t')dt'\); while the corrections to the polarization depend on the orientation of the detector, the phase correction does not, as it depends only on \(\hat{N}\) and \(\hat{L}\).

Phenomena such as precession and the dependence of the time to merger on the spins suggest that the inclusion of spin effects is crucial, for both detection and parameter estimation. However, let us not forget that during detection searches the real signal can trigger any template in the bank, so that it is not a priori unconceivable that a nonspinning bank could be effective even for detecting spinning systems. More quantitatively, several papers studied the role of spin effects in black-hole binary searches [166–171], but were not able to conclusively prove that the inclusion of spins when building template banks increased the sensitivity of the search as compared to a purely nonspinning bank. However, Ref. [172] employed a spin-aligned
Figure 2.11: [From Ref. [66]] Horizon distance versus the total (redshifted) mass using some of the numerical-relativity inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms produced by the NRAR collaboration [66]. For mass ratio $q = 1$ and no spin, we also show the numerical-relativity waveform of [175] (solid line) and the EOB waveform of [91] (dashed line). The numerical lines are shown only for those masses where the numerical waveform starts at frequency 10 Hz or below (i.e., where the advanced LIGO seismic wall is). $\chi_{1,2}$ are the dimensionless black-hole spins.

phenomenological inspiral-merger-ringdown model (IMRPhenomB [72]) and consistency tests to suppress false alarms, and could show that using aligned-spin templates can improve the detection efficiency up to 45%. Studies on neutron-star [173] and neutron-star/black-hole binaries [174] indicate gains in detection efficiency when using aligned-spin waveforms for generic binary black holes.

Furthermore, neglecting spin effects in the template waveforms can significantly reduce the horizon distance for spinning black-hole binaries, which directly translates into a reduction of the detection rate: $R_D \propto N_G \propto D_{\text{hor}}^3$. Figure 2.11
shows the horizon distance for different spinning, nonprecessing binaries simulated in full numerical relativity (along with an EOB waveform); signals with larger spins produce louder gravitational-wave signals, that can be detected out to larger distances at fixed SNR threshold. Reference [72] shows how the inclusion of nonprecessing spin effects into phenomenological inspiral-merger-ringdown models can increase the detection rate by a factor of 5 for maximally spinning systems in initial LIGO. This can be compared to the case of binary neutron stars, where no significant loss in detection rate occurs when using nonspinning templates for advanced detectors as long as the neutron-star spins are $< 0.05$ [176].

Besides detection, the accurate modeling of spins is extremely important for the extraction of the physical parameters of the source [177]. An unbiased measurement of the component masses will provide information about the mass distribution of compact-object binaries, the maximum mass of neutron stars, the neutron-star equation of state [178], the minimum mass of stellar-mass black holes and the so-called mass gap [31, 32, 179]. Spin measurements of black-hole binaries originating from field binaries will help understand stellar binary evolution and supernova kicks. Sky localization [180, 181] may allow the identification of the host and searches of electromagnetic counterparts, opening the field of multimessenger astronomy [43, 182]. The correct determination of the luminosity distance will help cosmography at low redshifts.
2.8 Simulating spinning black-hole binaries in numerical relativity: initial conditions

After having made the case for the importance of spins in the construction of inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms for black-hole binaries, in the next few Sections we are going to explain how to incorporate them in EOB models and how to calibrate them to numerical relativity. Before that, in this Section we discuss a project that can be regarded as a prerequisite for building faithful models, since it enabled the efficient computation of initial conditions for numerical-relativity simulations of spinning black holes moving along quasicircular orbits.

The computation of gravitational waveforms emitted by spinning black-hole binaries in full numerical relativity poses peculiar technical challenges, especially in the presence of precession. Stellar-mass black-hole binaries formed from binary stellar evolution [16] (instead of dynamical capture) are expected to have negligible orbital eccentricity [103] by the time they enter the frequency band of gravitational-wave detectors. Therefore, it is important to do numerical simulations for very low eccentricity binaries. In numerical relativity there are several reasons why building circularized initial conditions is challenging: (i) orbital parameters with negligible eccentricity are only known approximately thanks to PN theory [58]; (ii) differing coordinate systems and effects arising from solving the nonlinear Einstein’s constraint equations [183] make it difficult to translate PN orbital parameters into a complete black-hole binary initial data set; (iii) finally, early in a numerical evolu-
tion each black hole relaxes toward a steady state, affecting the black-hole masses, spins [184–186], and orbital parameters. In Ref. [187] (see Chapter 6) we devised an iterative algorithm that removes spurious orbital eccentricity from numerical-relativity initial data. Our goal was to enable the generation of realistic numerical simulations of spinning binaries that could be used to validate and improve spinning EOB models (to be discussed in Sec. 2.9). This algorithm is now part of the standard codes of the SXS Collaboration, and is being used in all their simulations.

Residual orbital eccentricity manifests itself in the form of oscillations in the relative separation and orbital frequency of the binary, on top of the secular trend dictated by radiation reaction, as simple Newtonian considerations suggest; the characteristic frequency of these oscillations is somewhat larger than the average orbital frequency, because of periastron advance [89]. In the case of precessing systems, a PN analysis of the conservative dynamics at 2PN order in the spins demonstrates that SS effects give rise to radial and frequency oscillations as well; however, SS oscillations occur on a different timescale, that is half the orbital period. From the relative Newtonian 2-body Hamiltonian with the addition of 1.5PN SO terms and 2PN SS terms one gets the following differential equation for a perturbation $\delta R$ of the radial separation $R$ of a compact binary (in geometrized units $G = c = 1$)

$$\ddot{\delta R}(t) + \bar{\Omega}^2 \delta R(t) = -\frac{3}{4MR^4} \left[ \left( S_0(t) \cdot \hat{\lambda}(t) \right)^2 - \left( S_0(t) \cdot \hat{n}(t) \right)^2 \right],$$

(2.51)

where $\bar{R} \equiv \langle R(t) \rangle$, $\bar{\Omega} \equiv \langle \Omega(t) \rangle$ ($\langle \cdots \rangle$ being the time average over one orbital period, such that $\langle \delta R(t) \rangle = 0$), $S_0(t) \equiv \left( 1 + \frac{m_2}{m_1} \right) S_1(t) + \left( 1 + \frac{m_1}{m_2} \right) S_2(t)$, $\hat{n}$ is the unit vector along the relative separation, and $\hat{\lambda}$ is the unit vector along the relative
velocity. Here there is no periastron advance because one does not include higher order nonspinning PN terms in the Hamiltonian. Note that \( \hat{n} \) and \( \hat{\lambda} \) lie in the instantaneous orbital plane, and they rotate about \( \hat{L}_N \) with angular velocity \( \bar{\Omega} \), i.e., their time dependence is sinusoidal with frequency \( \bar{\Omega} \). The precessional timescale is much longer than the orbital timescale \( 2\pi/\bar{\Omega} \), therefore the spin vector \( S_0 \) can be treated as a constant for the purpose of studying the time evolution of \( \delta R \). The homogeneous solution to Eq. (2.51) is a sinusoidal function oscillating at a frequency \( \bar{\Omega} \); its initial amplitude and phase are fixed by the initial conditions of the binary; thus, it describes the effect of eccentricity if present in the initial conditions. On the other hand, a particular solution to Eq. (2.51) is a sinusoidal function oscillating at a frequency \( 2\bar{\Omega} \), because of the factors quadratic in \( \hat{n} \) and \( \hat{\lambda} \) in the RHS of the equation; it describes physical SS-induced oscillations, whose presence is not affected by the introduction of radiation reaction in the problem.

Radiation reaction suppresses the homogeneous solution, while it does not affect the particular solution. The two kinds of oscillations are neatly disentangled thanks to their different characteristic frequencies. Therefore, when constructing realistic, circularized initial conditions for precessing black-hole binaries, one should minimize any residual radial oscillation at a frequency \( \bar{\Omega} \), while allowing for physical oscillations at a frequency \( 2\bar{\Omega} \).

Motivated by these considerations, in Ref. [187] we proposed an iterative algorithm that, at each step, extracts the eccentricity from the oscillations induced in \( \Omega(t) \), and prescribes a small change in the orbital frequency of the initial data set. We showed that the contamination in the measurement of the eccentricity caused
Figure 2.12: [From Ref. [187]] Reduction of the initial orbital eccentricity in black-hole binary simulations for different initial spin configurations by means of the iterative algorithm developed in Ref. [187]. Shown are three configurations with dimensionless spins $\chi_1 = 0.5, \chi_2 = 0$ and different spin directions $\theta_1$ (i.e., the opening angle with respect to the initial orbital angular momentum), and one configuration with $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = 0.5$, with initially two orthogonal spins both tangent to the orbital plane. For all cases, the mass ratio is $m_1/m_2 = 1.5$.

by physical SS modulations is suppressed in the case of $\Omega(t)$, as compared to $R(t)$, thus resulting in a robust eccentricity removal algorithm. Typically, this method can reduce the initial eccentricity down to $10^{-4}$ at a separation of about $20GM/c^2$ within a few iterations, as shown in Figure 2.12 for four representative runs.
2.9 How to incorporate spin effects into the effective-one-body model

In this Section we come back to the EOB modeling of black-hole binaries, and turn our attention to the spin of the component objects.

Earlier attempts at modeling spinning black-hole binaries in the EOB formalism were carried out in Refs. [188,189], which considered the inclusion of the leading SO coupling. One maps the real PN 2-body dynamics (including the 1.5 PN SO terms) to the motion of an effective particle in a deformed Kerr background. Since spherical symmetry is broken by the presence of spins, the effective metric $g_{\alpha\beta}^{\text{eff}}$ will in general contain off-diagonal components. One defines $\alpha \equiv (g_{tt}^{\text{eff}})^{-1/2}$, $\beta^i \equiv g_{it}^{\text{eff}}/g_{tt}^{\text{eff}}$, and $\gamma^{ij} \equiv g_{ij}^{\text{eff}} - g_{it}^{\text{eff}}g_{jt}^{\text{eff}}/g_{tt}^{\text{eff}}$, so that the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.30) can be rewritten as

$$H_{\text{eff}} = \beta^i P_i + \alpha \sqrt{\mu^2 c^4 + \gamma^{ij} P_i P_j}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.52)

One expresses the deformation in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates [190] through a modification of the Kerr potential $\Delta(R) \equiv R^2 + a^2 - 2GMR/c^2$, where $a \equiv |S_{\text{Kerr}}|/Mc$ is the Kerr spin for a geometry with total mass $M$ and black-hole spin $S_{\text{Kerr}}$; the modification is different for the $tt$ and $RR$ components of the metric, and two distinct $\nu$-deformed potentials are introduced, $\Delta_t(R)$ and $\Delta_R(R)$, that generalize the nonspinning EOB potentials $A(R)$ and $D(R)$ appearing in Eq. (2.22). The effective metric is then expressed in terms of $\Delta_t$, $\Delta_R$, and the effective spin $S_{\text{Kerr}}$ (see Eqs. (2.39)-(2.41) of Ref. [188]). After the usual energy mapping of Eq. (2.29) is
enforced, the mapping between the real spins $S_{1,2}$ and the effective spin $S_{\text{Kerr}}$ is established by expanding $H_{\text{EOB}}$ in PN orders and matching it with the real PN Hamiltonian: $S_{\text{Kerr}} = \left(1 + \frac{3m_2}{4m_1}\right)S_1 + \left(1 + \frac{3m_1}{4m_2}\right)S_2$, which is 1.5PN accurate in the spins.

Spin-spin effects were accommodated by allowing the effective particle to carry a spin $S_\ast$. Spin-spin effects naturally arise: (i) from the coupling of the mass monopole of one black hole to the quadrupole of the other black hole (induced by its spin), hence these are terms of the form $m_1S_2^2/m_2$ and $m_2S_1^2/m_1$; (ii) from the one-graviton interaction between the two spins, hence these are terms of the form $S_1S_2$.

References [191, 192] proposed an improved EOB spinning model that: (i) exactly reproduces the Hamiltonian of a spinning test particle in a Kerr spacetime\textsuperscript{17} [193] in the extreme mass-ratio limit; (ii) guarantees the existence of an ISCO, a light ring, and a peak of the orbital frequency in the nonprecessing limit; (iii) includes SO and SS couplings up to 3.5PN and 2PN order, respectively. This represents a significant step forward with respect to the earlier spinning EOB model in that all the test-particle SO terms are resummed. In this model, the mapping between real ($S_{1,2}$) and effective spins ($S_{\text{Kerr}}$ and $S_\ast$) is of the form

\begin{align}
S_{\text{Kerr}} &= S_1 + S_2 , \\
S_\ast &= \frac{m_2}{m_1}S_1 + \frac{m_1}{m_2}S_2 + \Delta_{\sigma}^{(1)} + \Delta_{\sigma^*}^{(2)} ,
\end{align}

\textsuperscript{17}This computation was done at linear order in the spin of the particle, thus providing a Hamiltonian formulation of the Mathisson-Papapetrou-Piran equation.
where $\Delta_{\pi 1}$ and $\Delta_{\pi 2}$ are 2.5PN and 3.5PN order SO terms, respectively. The EOB radial potential that enters $g_{tt}^{\text{eff}}$ is

$$\Delta_t(R) = R^2 \bar{\Delta}_u(R) \left[ 1 + \nu \Delta_0 + \nu \log \left( 1 + \sum_{k=1}^{5} \Delta_k \left( \frac{GM}{Rc^2} \right)^k \right) \right], \quad (2.55)$$

where the $\Delta_k$'s ($k = 0, 5$) depend on $\nu$ and the spin $a$, and

$$\bar{\Delta}_u(R) \equiv \left( \frac{ac^2}{GM} \right)^2 \left( \frac{1}{R} - \frac{1}{R_+^{\text{EOB}}} \right) \left( \frac{1}{R} - \frac{1}{R_-^{\text{EOB}}} \right), \quad (2.56)$$

where $R_\pm^{\text{EOB}} \equiv GMc^{-2} \left[ 1 + \sqrt{1 - \left( \frac{ac^2}{GM} \right)^2} \right] (1 - \nu \kappa)$ are the EOB horizons, which deviate from the ones of Kerr (in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates) due to the presence of the tuning parameter $\kappa$. A log-resummation is applied to the potential entering $g_{RR}^{\text{eff}}$ as well.

The dissipative part of the binary evolution is modeled via the factorized resummation of the multipolar modes (including spin effects) developed by Ref. [101] (see Eq. (2.36)). This accounts in a self-consistent way for the radiation-reaction force and the waveforms, via Eq. (2.35).

2.10 Calibration of a spinning, nonprecessing effective-one-body model to numerical relativity

In this Section we discuss how we improved the spinning EOB model presented before by exploiting state-of-the-art numerical-relativity simulations.

Having in mind the goal of building faithful waveforms for the coalescence of spinning, nonprecessing black-hole binaries, in Refs. [70, 93] we calibrated the spinning EOB model described in Sec. 2.9 to long and accurate numerical-relativity
simulations computed by the SXS Collaboration [105]. More details can be found in Chapters 7 and 8.

Dr Yi Pan and I developed a flexible C++ code that can accommodate several different versions of the EOB model, from the nonspinning, Padé-resummed version of Ref. [91] to the latest precessing version of Ref. [194]. In particular, each major ingredient of the model (conservative dynamics, gravitational-wave energy flux, waveforms, initial conditions, ordinary-differential-equation integrator) can be seamlessly modified. This coding structure allowed us to explore a large variety of possibilities when calibrating to numerical relativity. Any extension of the model via tuning parameters is guided by the principle of simplicity, hence it is fairly unconstrained, and several choices are possible. Among other things: (i) we implemented the automatic computation of non-quasicircular corrections via an iterative procedure that feeds them back into the orbital evolution; (ii) we implemented an automatic optimization of the inspiral tuning parameters given several numerical-relativity waveforms; (iii) for the precessing EOB model (see Sec. 2.12), we implemented routines to change the frame of reference; (iv) the code is compatible with the test-particle limit, where $\nu = 0$ everywhere in the model, except in the leading-term of the radiation-reaction force.

As explained in Sec. 2.5.5, in absence of any calibration the EOB waveforms, in general, are not faithful to the numerical simulations over the entire range of masses of physical interest $\mathcal{O}(10) \lesssim M/M_\odot \lesssim \mathcal{O}(100)$, even though they might be effectual. Different portions of the waveform are affected by different (known) limitations of the model: (i) because of the limited knowledge of PN corrections to
the 2-body motion, the inspiral will typically accumulate significant phase difference with respect to numerical relativity (see the upper panel of Figure 2.6); (ii) the factorized waveforms are a resummation of quasicircular PN formulae, therefore they cannot correctly describe the plunge, where radial motion is not negligible (see the middle panel of Figure 2.6); (iii) during the ringdown, we do not know a priori which QNMs are going to be excited and when their excitation exactly starts, nor we know if there is going to be a time-dependent excitation, so there is no guarantee that the simple model of Eq. (2.38) is going to work well for any black-hole binary configuration.

The two spinning, nonprecessing models we calibrated in Refs. [70, 93] differ in the scope of the catalog of numerical-relativity waveforms used to tune them. The first model was developed in 2011, when only 5 nonspinning and 2 equal-mass, moderately spinning numerical simulations of sufficient length and accuracy were available. The second model was developed in 2013, after advances in numerical-relativity codes had allowed the production of large catalogs of accurate waveforms, and used 8 nonspinning and 30 spinning simulations that spanned mass ratios from 1 to 8 and reached almost extremal spins in the equal-mass limit [67]. As a result, while in the former model we could extrapolate the calibration to any mass ratio but only up to spins of magnitude 0.6, in the latter model we could achieve full coverage of the 3-dimensional nonprecessing parameter space (i.e., any mass ratio and spin magnitude). Figure 2.13 shows the distribution in parameter space of the 38 numerical runs used in Ref. [70]: most of them lie along the equal-mass line \( \nu = 1/4 \), where their spins are as large as 0.98. These were the state-of-the-art in
Figure 2.13: Physical parameters of state-of-the-art numerical-relativity runs used in the calibration of the spinning, nonprecessing EOB model of Ref. [70]. The runs are represented in the \( \nu-\chi \) space, where \( \nu \equiv m_1 m_2 / (m_1 + m_2)^2 \) is the symmetric mass ratio, and \( \chi \) is an effective dimensionless spin defined as \( \chi \equiv \chi_S + \chi_A \sqrt{1 - 4 \nu / (1 - 2 \nu)} \), with \( \chi_{S,A} \equiv (\chi_1 \pm \chi_2) / 2 \). We also include the Teukolsky runs that we computed in Ref. [114]; these runs constrain the merger waveforms in the test-particle limit, for \( \nu = 10^{-3} \).

To improve the inspiral, we introduced 4 carefully chosen tuning parameters, both nonspinning and spinning. In Figure 2.14, for an equal-mass, nonspinning black-hole binary, in the space of the 2 nonspinning tuning parameters \( A^{(1)} \) and \( A^{(2)} \) used in numerical waveforms available at the time of developing our model, including the longest and most accurate simulations in the literature, as well as the largest spins ever simulated.

In order to achieve faithfulness, we addressed all the issues discussed above.
Ref. [93], we show contours of global phase difference $\Delta \Phi_{22}^{\text{global}}$ between numerical relativity and the EOB model. A similar plot can be constructed for the relative amplitude difference $(\Delta A_{22}/A_{22})^{\text{global}}$ between numerical relativity and the EOB model. Calibrating the tuning parameters of the EOB model amounts to minimizing the sum (in quadrature) of $\Delta \Phi_{22}^{\text{global}}$ and $(\Delta A_{22}/A_{22})^{\text{global}}$. The calibration point for the example in Figure 2.14 is indicated in green. When calibrating the model to several numerical simulations, we optimized all the waveforms together using a numerical simplex algorithm.

As to the merger, we fitted the main features of the numerical waveforms at their peak (i.e., amplitude, curvature, frequency, slope of the frequency, that is the input values in the model), and used this information to determine the phenomenological non-quasicircular corrections to the phase and amplitude of the EOB waveforms.

Finally, for the ringdown, we tuned a few QNMs in order to slow down the rising of the gravitational-wave frequency between the point of matching with the inspiral-plunge signal and its asymptotic value (i.e., the frequency of the least-damped QNM). We also tuned the matching interval between the inspiral-plunge waveform and the merger-ringdown waveform.

When developing the models, we enforced constraints coming from the test-

\[ \Delta \Phi_{22}^{\text{global}} = \max_t |\Phi_{22}^{(\text{NR})}(t) - \Phi_{22}^{(\text{AR})}(t + \Delta t) - \Delta \Phi_{22}|, \]  

(2.57)

where $\Phi_{22}^{(\text{NR,AR})}$ are the numerical-relativity and EOB waveform phases, and $\Delta t$ and $\Delta \Phi_{22}$ are determined by the low-frequency alignment (see Eq. (2.39) and the discussion below it).
Figure 2.14: In the space of the 2 nonspinning calibration parameters used in Ref. [93], we show contours of phase difference between a numerical-relativity and an EOB waveform for an equal-mass, nonspinning black-hole binary. The shaded regions, from inside out, are 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 radian contours. The point of minimum phase difference is the calibration point, and is marked in green. The numerical-relativity error box for the calibration point is shown by the red ellipse. The inset zooms in around the calibration point.

particle limit and the gravitational self-force. In particular, we fitted the input values for the non-quasicircular corrections in such a way as to recover the input values that were measured on the Teukolsky waveforms computed in Refs. [114,119], in order to guarantee a smooth connection to the limit $\nu \to 0$. In Figure 2.13 we plot the Teukolsky waveforms used to constrain the EOB model. We also imposed that one recovers the frequency shift of the ISCO as predicted by conservative self-force calculations at linear order in $\nu$ [195].

The main result of these calibrations is summarized in Figure 2.15, where we plot the unfaithfulness (see Eq. (2.41)) of the spinning model of Ref. [70] against the
38 numerical-relativity waveforms used to calibrate it. All cases have unfaithfulness below the 1% threshold. The ineffectualness (see Eq. (2.40)) is then well below 1%, typically a couple of orders of magnitude smaller than the unfaithfulness. This entails a negligible loss of detection rate due to modeling error, at least for black-hole binaries with large total masses ($\gtrsim 100M_\odot$), such that the numerical-relativity waveforms can cover the advanced LIGO band\textsuperscript{19} starting from $f_{\text{min}} = 10$ Hz. In \textsuperscript{19}If a waveform starts at a dimensionless frequency $\hat{\omega}_{\text{NR}} = GM\omega_{\text{NR}}/c^3$, then

$$f_{\text{NR}} = \frac{c^3}{2\pi GM_\odot} \frac{\hat{\omega}_{\text{NR}}}{M/M_\odot} = 32 \left( \frac{\hat{\omega}_{\text{NR}}}{M/M_\odot} \right) \text{kHz}.$$  

(2.58)

For instance, one of the longest simulations to date (the nonspinning, equal-mass binary in the SXS catalog [67]) starts at $\hat{\omega}_{\text{NR}} = 0.023$, so it can cover the advanced LIGO band from $f_{\text{min}}$ if rescaled to a total mass $M = 75M_\odot$. 

Figure 2.15: [From Ref. [70]] Unfaithfulness of (2,2) mode EOB waveforms [70] for all the 38 nonprecessing black-hole binaries in the SXS catalog [67]. Only a few selected cases are labeled in the legend. The zero-detuned high-power advanced LIGO noise curve was used.
Figure 2.16: [From Ref. [70]] Comparison between the EOB model of Ref. [70] and numerical relativity for the (2,2) mode of an equal-mass binary with aligned spins of magnitude $\chi_{1,2} = 0.98$. The waveforms are aligned at their amplitude peak, indicated by the vertical dashed line. Here $G = c = 1$.

Figure 2.16 we also show the waveform comparison for one run in the SXS catalog, the equal-mass binary with dimensionless spins $\chi_{1,2} = 0.98$; at the time of writing, this is the numerical-relativity simulation of a coalescing black-hole binary with the largest spins available in the literature.

Together with members of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (LSC), the author implemented the spinning EOB models discussed above into the LSC Algorithm Library (LAL), so that they could be available to experimenters. We performed stringent tests to ensure the robustness of the models across the physical parameter space. One of these models (SEOBNRv1 [93]) has already been used (i) for the study of neutron-star/black-hole mergers with PN approximants [176], (ii) in the study of
tidal effects in neutron-star/black-hole mergers [196], and (iii) for the construction of surrogate models [197]. At the time of writing, the complete spinning, nonprecessing model we developed in Ref. [70] has been chosen by the Compact Binary Coalescence Group of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration for searches of binary black holes with advanced LIGO during the first scientific run of Fall 2015 [57].

2.11 Validating the calibration of the spinning, nonprecessing effective-one-body model

The basic ingredients of the EOB model (conservative and dissipative dynamics, waveforms) are based on the physical idea of universality of the process of binary coalescence, from the comparable-mass regime to the test-particle limit. This gives us confidence that the model can be safely extended beyond the (limited) scope of its calibration. We confirmed this for the calibrated spinning, nonprecessing EOB model of Ref. [93] (discussed in Sec. 2.10), by testing its reliability: (i) outside the range of mass ratios and spin magnitudes used in its calibration, and (ii) when compared to longer numerical-relativity simulations.

2.11.1 Extrapolating the model outside its range of calibration

The spinning EOB model of Ref. [93] was calibrated to 5 nonspinning simulations with mass ratio $q = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6$, and 2 spinning, nonprecessing simulations with mass ratio 1 and spins $\chi_{1,2} = \pm 0.44$. It was also constrained by Teukolsky waveforms computed up to a Kerr spin of 0.9 [119]. This model can generate (2, 2)
Figure 2.17: [Adapted from Ref. [66]] Unfaithfulness $\bar{F}$ of the spinning EOB model of Ref. [93] compared to the spinning, nonprecessing NRAR numerical simulations. The horizontal axis shows the total mass, the vertical axis $\bar{F}$ in percent. The waveforms are split between the two panels for readability. The legends indicate mass ratio and spin magnitudes. Note that for $M \lesssim 100M_\odot$ the plot disregards the low-frequency portion of the waveform which is below the starting frequency of the numerical waveform in spite of substantial contribution to the SNR. Numerical-relativity error estimates on the computed unfaithfulness values are plotted as error bars. Note that the EOB model was calibrated to the equal-mass cases with spins $\pm 0.44$, shown in the right panel.

mode inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms for black-hole binaries of any mass ratio and with aligned/antialigned spins with magnitude $\leq 0.6$. In spite of the limited set of calibration waveforms, the model turned out to give high faithfulness when compared to numerical-relativity waveforms outside its domain of calibration.

We carried out this comparison in Ref. [66] (see Chapter 9), within the Numerical Relativity / Analytical Relativity (NRAR) Collaboration. Note that this project predates the development of the spinning EOB model of Ref. [70].
NRAR Collaboration brought together 9 numerical-relativity groups and several researchers working in analytical modeling of compact binaries in an effort to coordinate a large scale production of numerical simulations that could be helpful to improving waveform models. As a result, 25 simulations were generated and analyzed by the Collaboration, mostly covering comparable-mass systems and moderate spins. Figure 2.17 shows the unfaithfulness (see Eq. (2.41)) of our EOB model against the 18 NRAR simulations that are spinning and nonprecessing. Note that only for $M \gtrsim 100M_\odot$ the numerical waveforms cover the entire bandwidth of the detector (in this case, advanced LIGO). Nonetheless, for smaller total masses, we did not hybridize the numerical waveforms with any analytical approximant, but instead we truncated the overlap integral: this means that for smaller total masses we cannot draw final conclusions about whether the model is sufficiently accurate for detection and/or measurement purposes. We found unfaithfulness within a few percent for all configurations except 2: for these 2 cases, the amplitudes and frequencies of the model have artificial oscillations around merger. However, we found that by minimizing only over the binary component masses the ineffectualness (see Eq. (2.40)) can already be reduced to below 2% for all 18 runs. A further reduction could be achieved when minimizing also over the black-hole spins. We concluded that for $M \gtrsim 100M_\odot$ the model is sufficiently accurate for detection purposes, i.e., the modeling error will cause a loss in detection rate smaller than 3%.
2.11.2 Extrapolating the model to longer inspirals

In Ref. [198] (see Chapter 10) we performed a study on the nonspinning sector of the EOB model of Ref. [93] that investigated the stability of the calibration when longer and longer numerical-relativity simulations are employed. As already discussed, numerical relativity is limited by computational costs, so that there exists a gap between the initial frequency $f_{NR}$ where feasible numerical simulations can start and the frequency $f_{PN}$ up to which different PN approximants are indistinguishable from one another (see also Sec. 2.4): $f_{PN} \ll f_{NR}$. Since the EOB model is the natural candidate to cover the interval $[f_{PN}, f_{NR}]$, one has to confirm whether the calibration quickly converges with the number of available numerical-relativity cycles and whether the calibrated EOB waveforms will be indistinguishable from numerical ones below $f_{NR}$. For mass ratios $q = 1, 1.5, 5, 8$, we recalibrated the 2 nonspinning tuning parameters that determine the inspiral timescale (i.e., $\kappa$ in the EOB horizon and a 4PN term in the amplitude of the $(2, 2)$ mode) to varying lengths of numerical waveforms (up to 60 cycles for $q = 1$). We found that, when $q \leq 8$, EOB waveforms calibrated over the 30 cycles before merger are indistinguishable from those calibrated over 60 cycles up to an effective SNR\(^{20}\) of 110. As discussed earlier, the criterion for indistinguishability of two waveforms $h_{1,2}$ was defined in Ref. [110] as

$$||h_1 - h_2||/||h_1|| < 1/\rho_{eff},$$

where $||h|| \equiv \sqrt{\langle h, h \rangle}$. The quantity $||h_1 - h_2||/||h_1||$ indicates the relative loss in SNR due to the difference of the waveforms. Under

\(^{20}\)By “effective SNR” we mean $\rho_{eff} \equiv \rho \sqrt{n_D}/\epsilon$, where $\rho$ is the single detector SNR, $n_D$ is the number of detectors in the network, and $1/\epsilon$ is a safe factor [199] of order unity.
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rather conservative assumptions concerning the rate of growth of $||h_1 - h_2||/||h_1||$ as a function of the number of cycles, we concluded that the current calibration of the nonspinning EOB model is sufficiently accurate for advanced-LIGO parameter estimation when $\rho_{\text{eff}} < 20$, $q < 5$ and $M \geq 20M_\odot$. Moreover, EOB waveforms can completely replace PN + numerical-relativity hybrid waveforms [200–203].

2.12 Precessing black-hole binaries within the effective-one-body formalism

In this last Section, we discuss how we built an inspiral-merger-ringdown model for generic, precessing binaries starting from the nonprecessing EOB models that we calibrated in Ref. [70,93], discussed in Sec. 2.10.

2.12.1 The precessing-frame convention

The gravitational-wave signal emitted by precessing black-hole binaries can be very complicated because of the amplitude and phase modulations imprinted by the motion of the orbital plane when looked at by an inertial observer. It is thus convenient to follow the precessing convention proposed by Ref. [166], and introduce a non-inertial reference frame that tracks the precession of the orbital plane: its unit
vectors obey the following equations of motion

\[
\frac{d\hat{e}_1^P(t)}{dt} = \Omega_e(t) \times \hat{e}_1^P(t) ,
\]
\[
\frac{d\hat{e}_2^P(t)}{dt} = \Omega_e(t) \times \hat{e}_2^P(t) ,
\]
\[
\hat{e}_3^P(t) = \hat{L}_N(t) ,
\]

where \( \hat{L}_N \) is the direction of the Newtonian angular momentum \( L_N \equiv \mu M r \times \dot{r} \) (orthogonal to the plane of the orbit), and \( \Omega_e \equiv \dot{\hat{L}}_N \times \frac{d\hat{L}_N}{dt} \). When computing the \(-2\)-spin-weighted spherical harmonic decomposition of the complex strain \( h_+ - ih_\times \) in this precessing frame, one finds that, at leading PN order, the precessional effects in the waveforms are neatly disentangled from both amplitude and phase evolutions.

Within the precessing convention, one expresses the precessing waveform as the product of a nonprecessing carrier waveform times a modulation term wherein all precessional effects are collected. The key point of the precessing convention is the removal of all precession-induced modulations from the accumulated orbital phase \( \Psi(t) \), so that \( \Psi(t) \) is simply given by the integral of the (monotonic) orbital frequency \( \Omega \), i.e. \( \Psi(t) = \int \Omega(t') dt' \). In general, the unit vector \( \hat{n} \) along the relative separation between the compact objects can be expanded on any orbital-plane basis \( \{\hat{e}_1, \hat{e}_2\} \) as

\[
\hat{n}(t) = \hat{e}_1(t) \cos \Phi(t) + \hat{e}_2(t) \sin \Phi(t) .
\]

Similarly, the unit vector \( \hat{\lambda} \) along the relative velocity (orthogonal to \( \hat{n} \)) can be written as \( \hat{\lambda}(t) = -\hat{e}_1(t) \sin \Phi(t) + \hat{e}_2(t) \cos \Phi(t) \).

By construction, \( \hat{n} \times \hat{\lambda} = \hat{L}_N \). From the quadrupole formula (1.6)

\[
h_{ij}(t) \propto \dot{n}_i(t)\dot{n}_j(t) - \dot{\lambda}_i(t)\dot{\lambda}_j(t) = (\hat{e}_+)_ij \cos 2\Phi(t) + (\hat{e}_\times)_ij \sin 2\Phi(t) ,
\]

where \( \hat{e}_+ \equiv \hat{e}_1(t) \otimes \hat{e}_1(t) - \hat{e}_2(t) \otimes \hat{e}_2(t) \) and \( \hat{e}_\times \equiv \hat{e}_1(t) \otimes \hat{e}_2(t) + \hat{e}_2(t) \otimes \hat{e}_1(t) \). The choice of \( \hat{e}_{1,2}(t) = \hat{e}_{1,2}^P(t) \) made in the precessing convention implies that \( \Phi(t) = \)
\( \Psi(t) + \text{const.} \) (see Appendix B in Ref. [166]), since the angular velocity of \( \hat{e}^{P}_{1,2}(t) \) (i.e., \( \Omega_e \)) is orthogonal to \( \mathbf{\hat{L}}_N \). The response of a detector lying along \( \mathbf{\hat{N}} \) (i.e., the direction of propagation) will be

\[
h(t) = h_{ij}(t) \left[ (\hat{e}^R_+)^{ij} F_+ + (\hat{e}^R_\times)^{ij} F_\times \right],
\]

\[
\propto \left[ (\hat{e}^P_+)_{ij} \cos 2\Psi(t) + (\hat{e}^P_\times)_{ij} \sin 2\Psi(t) \right] \left[ (\hat{e}^R_+)^{ij} F_+ + (\hat{e}^R_\times)^{ij} F_\times \right], \quad (2.63)
\]

where the tensors \( \hat{e}^R_{+,\times} \) were defined in Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5), \( F_{+,\times} \) are the antenna pattern functions, and the superscript \( P \) indicates that the precessing convention is applied. Thus, all precessional modulations are generated by the time-dependent tensors \( \hat{e}^P_{+,\times} \).

2.12.2 A precessing effective-one-body model

Following the same approach, in Ref. [194] we developed an EOB model for the inspiral-merger-ringdown of precessing binaries. See Chapter 11 for more details. Since waveforms in the precessing frame behave similarly to waveforms emitted by a nonprecessing system, there are several advantages with respect to working in an inertial frame: (i) the multipolar modes display a clean hierarchy; (ii) PN corrections to the waveforms are available to a much higher order; (iii) we can employ the calibrated nonprecessing EOB model, that already captures strong-field effects.

The EOB dynamics is completely general in that it can handle precession without any modification. In particular, the EOB spins are canonical variables [188], i.e., they obey the generalized Poisson bracket of angular momenta \( \{ S^a_1, S^b_1 \} = \epsilon^{abc} S^c_1 \)
and \( \{ S_a^2, S_b^2 \} = \epsilon^{abc} S_c^2 \), therefore their time evolution is given by

\[
\dot{S}_i = \{ S_i, H_{EOB} \} = \frac{\partial H_{EOB}}{\partial S_i} \times S_i,
\]

(2.64)

for \( i = 1, 2 \). Once the orbital dynamics is computed by solving Hamilton’s equations (Eqs. (2.32), (2.33), and (2.64)), one builds the precessing frame \( \{ \hat{e}^P_i \} (i = 1, 3) \) using Eqs. (2.59)–(2.61); in this frame, one generates nonprecessing EOB waveforms using the nonprecessing model of Ref. [70], calibrated to numerical relativity. Finally, one rotates the waveforms from the precessing frame to any inertial frame of choice by using the rotation properties of rank-2 tensors

\[
h_{\ell m}^{(\text{inertial})} = \sum_{m' = -\ell}^{\ell} D_{m'm}^{(\ell)}(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) h_{\ell m'}^{(\text{precessing})},
\]

(2.65)

where \( D_{m'm}^{(\ell)}(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) is the complex conjugate of the Wigner \( D \)-matrix, and \( (\alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) are the Euler angles parametrizing the rotation from the precessing frame to the inertial frame.

In Ref. [194] we compared this precessing EOB model to the two longest precessing simulations available [67], of 35 and 65 cycles, respectively. We found remarkable agreement on the \( \ell = 2 \) waveforms, as demonstrated in Figure 2.18. It is important to emphasize that this result was achieved without any calibration to the precessing runs, but solely relied on the nonprecessing calibration and on the precessing convention. The unfaithfulness is below 2% when maximizing only over time and phase of coalescence, and on the polarization angle. A further confirmation of the goodness of our model (specifically, of its orbital dynamics) came from the comparison of the time evolution of the spins, displayed in Figure 2.19; in the
Figure 2.18: [From Ref. [194]] For cases 52 and 58 of the SXS catalog [67] (labeled “Case 3” and “Case 4”, respectively), we show the numerical and EOB polarization $h_+$, containing contributions from $\ell = 2$ modes, for a specific direction of propagation $\hat{N}$; the two runs have the spin of the largest black hole initially in the orbital plane. More details can be found in Ref. [194].

In the near future, we are going to compare this precessing EOB model to the entire SXS catalog (containing about 90 distinct precessing simulations), and improve its merger-ringdown signal.
Figure 2.19: [From Ref. [194]] Evolutions of the dimensionless spin vectors $\chi_1(t)$ and $\chi_2(t)$ of the NR simulation and the EOB and PN models. Specifically, we show the projections of $\chi_1$ and $\chi_2$ on the basis vectors of an inertial source frame that is aligned with the initial orbital angular momentum. The top two panels show $\chi_1$ and $\chi_2$ for case 52 of the SXS catalog. The bottom panel shows $\chi_1$ ($\chi_2 = 0$) for case 58 of the SXS catalog. The numerical evolutions are compared to our EOB model and to the SpinTaylorT4 prediction.
Chapter 3: Periastron advance in black-hole binaries

Authors: Alexandre Le Tiec, Abdul H. Mroué, Leor Barack, Alessandra Buonanno, Harald P. Pfeiffer, Norichika Sago, and Andrea Taracchini

Abstract: The general relativistic (Mercury-type) periastron advance is calculated here for the first time with exquisite precision in full general relativity. We use accurate numerical relativity simulations of spinless black hole binaries with mass ratios $1/8 \leq m_1/m_2 \leq 1$ and compare with the predictions of several analytic approximation schemes. We find the effective-one-body model to be remarkably accurate, and, surprisingly, so also the predictions of self-force theory [replacing $m_1/m_2 \rightarrow m_1 m_2/(m_1 + m_2)^2$]. Our results can inform a universal analytic model of the two-body dynamics, crucial for ongoing and future gravitational-wave searches.

3.1 Introduction

The anomalous rate of Mercury’s perihelion advance was originally recognized in 1859 by the astronomer Urbain Le Verrier. For the first time, Newton’s law of universal gravitation could not be reconciled with observation. Treating Mercury as a test body in free fall in the gravitational field generated by the mass $M_\odot$ of

\footnote{Originally published as Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 141101 (2011)}
the Sun, Einstein derived the lowest order (weak-field) general relativistic angular advance per orbit [204]

$$\Delta \Phi = \frac{6 \pi G M_\odot}{c^2 a (1 - e^2)},$$  

(3.1)

where $a$ and $e$ are the semi-major axis and eccentricity of Mercury’s orbit, respectively. Equation 3.1 perfectly accounted for the observed discrepancy of $\sim 43''$ per century, thus providing the first successful test of general relativity. More recently, the same effect—but with a much larger amplitude, of order a few degrees per year—has been observed in the orbital motion of binary pulsars [205]. Today, the exciting prospects of observing gravitational waves from the inspiral and merger of compact binaries, using interferometric detectors like LIGO or Virgo, provide a modern context for the problem of relativistic periastron advance, and a motivation to go far beyond Einstein’s weak-field test-particle approximation.

In this Letter we restrict our attention to binaries composed of two black holes. Their orbital dynamics can be analyzed using several approximation schemes in general relativity: post-Newtonian expansions [58], black hole perturbation theory [206], and the effective-one-body model [61]. It can also be studied using fully nonlinear numerical relativity (NR). While NR can now routinely perform accurate binary black hole simulations [207], approximation methods remain valuable given the high computational cost of these simulations, and their restricted utility when the mass ratio is too extreme. It is important to assess the predictions of the various approximations against the NR benchmark, since (i) it allows crucial cross-validation tests, (ii) it helps delineate the respective domains of validity of each method, and
(iii) it can inform the development of a universal semi-analytical model of the binary dynamics.

Neglecting radiation reaction, the motion of two non-spinning black holes on a generic eccentric orbit involves two frequencies: the radial frequency (or mean motion) $\Omega_r$, and the averaged angular frequency $\Omega_\phi$, respectively defined by

$$\Omega_r = \frac{2\pi}{P}, \quad \Omega_\phi = \frac{1}{P} \int_0^P \dot{\phi}(t) \, dt = K \Omega_r,$$

where $P$ is the radial period, i.e. the time interval between two successive periastron passages, $\dot{\phi} = d\phi/dt$ is the time derivative of the orbital phase $\phi(t)$, and $\Delta\Phi/(2\pi) = K - 1$ is the fractional advance of the periastron per radial period. In the circular orbit limit, the relation between $K = \Omega_\phi/\Omega_r$ and $\Omega_\phi$ is coordinate invariant (for a large class of physically reasonable coordinate systems), and therefore provides a natural reference for comparing between the predictions of the analytical and numerical methods currently available.

In this Letter we present new accurate NR simulations starting at lower orbital frequencies than in previous work [208–210]. We outline the respective computations of the invariant relation $K(\Omega_\phi)$ in numerical relativity, post-Newtonian theory, the effective-one-body formalism, and black hole perturbation theory. We then perform an extensive comparison which, for the first time, (i) encompasses all of these methods, and (ii) focuses on the orbital dynamics of the binary, rather than the asymptotic gravitational waveform. We also discuss the implications for the modelling of coalescing compact binaries. (We henceforth set $G = c = 1$.)
3.2 Numerical relativity

The periastron advance of non-spinning black hole binaries was estimated for the first time in general relativistic numerical simulations in [89]. In the present work, we improve considerably on the accuracy of these calculations. Our results are based on new and longer simulations of the late stage of the inspiral of black hole binaries, using the Spectral Einstein Code SpEC [105, 211], with mass ratios $q \equiv m_1/m_2$ between 1:1 and 1:8, and eccentricities $e$ in the range [0.0015, 0.023]. These runs are summarized in Table 3.1, and will be described in detail elsewhere [67, 210]. (Ref. [89] discusses the definition of $e$ in these simulations.)

We compute $\Omega_\phi$ and $\Omega_r$ using the orbital frequency $\Omega(t)$ extracted from the motion of the apparent-horizon centers (in harmonic coordinates): let $c_i(t)$ be the coordinates of the center of each black hole, and define their relative separation $r = c_1 - c_2$; then $\Omega = |r \times \dot{r}|/r^2$, where the Euclidean cross product and norm are used. The frequency $\Omega(t)$ can be written as the sum of a secular piece (given by the average frequency $\Omega_\phi$) and a small oscillatory remainder—both of which drift slowly in time due to radiation reaction. To compute $K_{NR}$ at some coordinate time $T$, we choose a time interval of width $W \times 2\pi/\Omega(T)$, centered on $T$, and fit $\Omega(t)$ to the model $\Omega(t) = p_0(p_1 - t)^p_2 + p_3 \cos [p_4 + p_5(t - T) + p_6(t - T)^2]$, where the $p_i$’s are fitting parameters. We then write $\Omega_\phi(T) = p_0(p_1 - T)^p_2$ and $\Omega_r(T) = p_5$, compute the ratio $K_{NR}(T) = \Omega_\phi(T)/\Omega_r(T)$, and hence obtain $K_{NR}$ as a function of
Table 3.1: Simulation parameters. Here $q \equiv m_1/m_2$, $m \equiv m_1 + m_2$, $d$ is the initial coordinate separation, $e$ the initial eccentricity, and $N_{\text{orb}}$ the total number of orbits in the simulation. The fitting parameters $\{a_0, a_1, a_2\}$ [cf. Eq. 3.3] are computed for the restricted frequency range $\Omega_i \leq \Omega_\varphi \leq \Omega_f$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$q$</th>
<th>$d/m$</th>
<th>$e$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{orb}}$</th>
<th>$a_0$</th>
<th>$a_1$</th>
<th>$a_2$</th>
<th>$m\Omega_i$</th>
<th>$m\Omega_f$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.9949</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>−79.1</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.9950</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>−75.9</td>
<td>0.0129</td>
<td>0.0316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.9821</td>
<td>1.692</td>
<td>−87.1</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.9879</td>
<td>1.154</td>
<td>−62.8</td>
<td>0.0183</td>
<td>0.0361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.9890</td>
<td>1.071</td>
<td>−57.0</td>
<td>0.0204</td>
<td>0.0333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.0028</td>
<td>−0.099</td>
<td>−26.8</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ K_{\text{NR}}(\Omega_\varphi) = \left[a_0 + a_1(m\Omega_\varphi) + a_2(m\Omega_\varphi)^2\right] K_{\text{Schw}}, \]  

(3.3)

where $m = m_1 + m_2$ is the total mass of the binary. The results of the fits are given in Table 3.1. For convenience, the numerical periastron advance $K_{\text{NR}}$ is normalized by the test-particle result $K_{\text{Schw}}$, which is known in closed form as $[130,212]$ $K_{\text{Schw}} = (1 - 6x)^{-1/2}$, where $x = (m\Omega_\varphi)^2/3$ is the usual dimensionless coordinate invariant post-Newtonian parameter.

The variance in the numerical data for various window sizes $W$ provides an estimate of the error in $K_{\text{NR}}$. We point out that the finite (non-zero) eccentricity in the NR simulations introduces a small error, since we are interested in the $e \to 0$ limit. However, as the leading-order result 3.1 suggests, and calculations at higher post-Newtonian (PN) orders confirm, this error scales like $e^2$, which in our simulations is always $\lesssim 5 \times 10^{-4}$, and decreasing monotonically with time.

The numerical data form the basis for our comparisons. We will now discuss
the different approximation schemes in turn, summarizing the results in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 (showing $K$ as a function of frequency for two fixed mass ratios), and Fig. 3.3 (showing $K$ as a function of mass ratio for a given frequency).

3.3 Post-Newtonian theory

Einstein’s result 3.1 was generalized to arbitrary masses $m_1$ and $m_2$ by Robertson [213]. Following the discovery of binary pulsars in the 1970s, an improved modelling of the orbital dynamics of these compact binaries was required, leading to the extension of this 1PN result to 2PN order [212]. [As usual we refer to $n$PN as the order equivalent to terms $O(c^{-2n})$ in the equations of motion beyond the Newtonian acceleration.] More recently, the need for extremely accurate gravitational-wave templates modelling the inspiralling phase of coalescing compact binaries motivated the computation of the equations of motion through 3PN order. These results allowed also the calculation of the periastron advance at the 3PN accuracy for eccentric orbits [214].

For quasi-circular orbits, combining Eqs. (5.8) and (5.25) of Ref. [214], we obtain the 3PN-accurate expression of $K$ as

$$K_{3\text{PN}} = 1 + 3x + \left(\frac{27}{2} - 7\nu\right)x^2 + \left(\frac{135}{2} - \left[\frac{649}{4} - \frac{123}{32}\pi^2\right]\nu + 7\nu^2\right)x^3 + O(x^4). \quad (3.4)$$

The symmetric mass ratio $\nu \equiv m_1m_2/m^2$ is such that $\nu = 1/4$ for an equal mass binary, and $\nu \to 0$ in the extreme mass ratio limit. The term $\propto \nu^2$ in Eq. 3.4, which is a 3PN effect, contributes less than 1% to $K_{3\text{PN}}$, for all mass ratios. This suggests that the exact $K$ may be well approximated by a linear function of $\nu$. Figures 3.1–
3.3 show a good agreement between the 3PN and NR results for $q = 1$, with $\lesssim 1\%$ relative difference even at the high-frequency end. However, the performance of the PN approximation deteriorates with decreasing $q$.

### 3.4 Effective-one-body

The EOB formalism [61] maps the conservative part of the PN dynamics of a compact binary system onto the dynamics of a test particle of reduced mass $\mu \equiv m\nu = m_1 m_2 / m$ in a time-independent and spherically symmetric effective metric $d s^2_{\text{eff}} = -A(r; \nu)\, dt^2 + B(r; \nu)\, dr^2 + r^2 (d\theta^2 + \sin^2 \theta\, d\phi^2)$, which reduces to the Schwarzschild metric of a black hole of mass $m$ in the limit $\nu \to 0$. The expansions of the EOB potentials $A$ and $\bar{D} \equiv (AB)^{-1}$ in terms of the Schwarzschild-like coordinate $u = m / r$ are known through 3PN order as [61, 87] $A = 1 - 2u + 2\nu\, u^3 + \left(\frac{94}{3} - \frac{41}{32} \pi^2\right)\, \nu\, u^4 + \mathcal{O}(u^5)$, and $\bar{D} = 1 + 6\nu\, u^2 + (52 - 6\nu)\, \nu\, u^3 + \mathcal{O}(u^4)$. To enforce the presence of an EOB innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO), Ref. [87] suggested replacing $A$ by its Padé approximant of order $(1,3)$, $A_P = (1 + au) / (1 + bu + cu^2 + du^3)$, whose Taylor series coincides with the known 3PN result.

From the recent analysis of slightly eccentric orbits in the EOB formalism [90], the effective-one-body prediction for the periastron advance in the limit of zero eccentricity is given by

$$K_{\text{EOB}} = \sqrt{\frac{A_P'(u)}{D(u)\Delta(u)}}, \quad (3.5)$$

where $A_P' = dA_P / du$, and $\Delta = A_PA_P' + 2u(A_P')^2 - uA_PA_P''$ vanishes at the EOB ISCO. To obtain the invariant relation $K_{\text{EOB}}(x)$, one needs to compute $u$ given $x$. 
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Figure 3.1: The periastron advance $K$ of an equal mass black hole binary, in the limit of zero eccentricity, as a function of the orbital frequency $\Omega_\varphi$ of the circular motion. The NR results are indicated by the cyan-shaded region. The PN and EOB results are valid at 3PN order. The lower panel shows the relative difference $\delta K/K \equiv (K - K_{\text{NR}})/K_{\text{NR}}$.

which we do here numerically (for any given $\nu$) from the expression of the EOB Hamiltonian restricted to circular orbits, and Hamilton’s equations of motion [90]. The resulting curves are displayed in red in Figs. 3.1–3.3. For $q = 1$ and $2/3$, the EOB(3PN) prediction 3.5 is within the numerical error up to $m\Omega_\varphi \sim 0.022$. For all the other mass ratios, the EOB(3PN) result is within the numerical error at all frequencies. When using the EOB potential $A(u)$ with 4PN and 5PN terms calibrated to a set of highly accurate unequal mass non-spinning binary black hole simulations [91], the EOB prediction is within the numerical error at all frequencies and for all mass ratios considered. This remarkable agreement could be attributed in part to the “pole-like” structure at the EOB ISCO in Eq. 3.5, which is absent from the standard PN result 3.4.
3.5 Perturbation theory and the gravitational self-force

Extreme mass ratio inspirals (EMRIs) of compact objects into massive black holes, for which $m_2 \gg m_1$, are important sources of low-frequency gravitational radiation for future space-based detectors. Modelling the dynamics of these systems requires going beyond the geodesic approximation, by taking into account the back-reaction effect due to the interaction of the small object with its own gravitational perturbation. This “gravitational self-force” (GSF) effect has recently been computed for generic (bound) geodesic orbits around a Schwarzschild black hole [195, 215, 216]. In particular, the $O(q)$ correction to the test-mass result $K_{\text{Schw}}$ has been derived [217]. This calculation determined (numerically) the term $\rho(x)$ in the function $W \equiv 1/K^2 = 1 - 6x + q \rho(x) + O(q^2)$. The results are well fitted (at the $10^{-5}$ level) by the rational function $\rho = 14x^2(1 + \alpha x)/(1 + \beta x + \gamma x^2)$, with $\alpha = 12.9906$, $\beta = 4.57724$, and $\gamma = -10.3124$. (This model improves upon the model of Ref. [217]; it is based on a much denser sample of GSF data points in the relevant frequency range.) In terms of the quantity $K$ we have

$$K_{\text{GSF}}^q = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - 6x}} \left[ 1 - \frac{q \rho(x)}{2(1 - 6x)} + O(q^2) \right].$$

(3.6)

We used this expression, with the above analytic fit for $\rho(x)$, to produce the dashed blue curves in Figs. 3.1–3.3.

Since $\rho(x) > 0$ for all stable circular orbits, the $O(q)$ GSF decreases the rate of precession. Note that the formal divergence of $K_{\text{GSF}}^q$ at the ISCO limit ($x \to 1/6$) is simply a consequence of the fact that $\Omega_r$ vanishes there (by definition), while $\Omega_\varphi$
remains finite. This divergence might explain why the convergence of the standard PN series seems to deteriorate with decreasing $q$ [218], as also illustrated by our results (cf. Fig. 3.3). We remind the reader that Eq. 3.6 captures only the conservative effect of the GSF, and has a limited physical relevance near the ISCO, where the actual dynamics transitions from an adiabatic quasi-circular inspiral (driven by the dissipative piece of the GSF) to a direct plunge [62, 219].

We now turn to discuss one of the most striking findings of our study. Since $q$ and $\nu = q/(1 + q)^2$ coincide at leading order, namely $q = \nu + \mathcal{O}(\nu^2)$, we may recast Eq. 3.6 as

$$K^{\nu}_{\nu} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - 6x}} \left[ 1 - \frac{\nu}{2} \frac{\rho(x)}{1 - 6x} + \mathcal{O}(\nu^2) \right], \quad (3.7)$$

which, unlike $K^q_{\nu}$, is symmetric under $m_1 \leftrightarrow m_2$. The solid blue curves in Figs. 3.1–3.3 show $K^{\nu}_{\nu}$. Remarkably, while the agreement between $K^q_{\nu}$ and $K_{\nu}$ becomes
manifest only at sufficiently small \( q \) (as expected), \( K_{\nu}^{\nu} \) appears to agree extremely well with \( K_{\text{NR}} \) at all mass ratios. This suggests that the substitution \( q \to \nu \) amounts to an efficient “resummation” of the \( q \)-expansion, to the effect that much of the functional form \( K(x) \) is captured by the \( \mathcal{O}(\nu) \) term, even for large \( q \).

A few heuristic explanations for this behavior may be suggested. (i) As mentioned earlier, quadratic corrections in \( \nu \) enter the PN expression for \( K \) only at 3PN [recall Eq. 3.4], and account for less than 1% of \( K \) at this order. This implies that the linear-in-\( \nu \) approximation must be very accurate, at least at small frequencies.

(ii) The true function \( K(x;m_1,m_2) \) must be invariant under exchange \( m_1 \leftrightarrow m_2 \). The expansion in \( \nu \), \( K_{\nu}^{\nu} \), satisfies this symmetry by definition of \( \nu \), whereas the expansion in \( q \), \( K_{\nu}^{q} \), does not. (iii) Assuming the coefficients \( a_n \) in the formal expansion \( K = \sum_n a_n(x)\nu^n \) do not increase with \( n \) (which, however, only a future calculation of higher-order GSF terms could confirm), this expansion will exhibit a
fast convergence since $0 < \nu \leq 1/4$; the same cannot be said of the $q$-expansion.

Comparison of the GSF curves in Figs. 3.1–3.3 with the NR benchmark leads us to yet another important observation. It is evident that the second-order GSF correction to $K$ (i.e. the unknown term $\propto q^2$) has an opposite sign with respect to the first-order term; namely, the second-order GSF acts to increase the rate of periastron advance. This is a new result, which illustrates the potential merit of cross-cultural comparisons of the kind advocated in this work.

3.6 Conclusions

The advent of precision-NR technology allows us, for the first time, to extract accurate information about the local dynamics in binary black hole inspirals (previous studies focused primarily on asymptotic waveforms), and carry out meaningful comparisons with the results of analytic approaches to the problem. These comparisons and cross-check validations among analytic approximants and NR results are crucial for developing faithful analytic waveforms to be used in LIGO/Virgo searches.

Here we focused on a particular aspect of the dynamics, namely the relativistic periastron advance. We worked in a highly relativistic regime, where the periastron advance can reach values as high as half an orbit per radial period (far greater than the meagre $\sim 43''$ per century advance of Mercury’s perihelion!) We employed the invariant relation $K(\Omega_\phi)$ as a reference for comparison, which is meaningful only in the adiabatic regime where the dissipative evolution is “slow”. For the range of
inspiral orbits covered by our NR simulations, a measure of adiabaticity is provided by $0.3\% \lesssim \dot{\Omega}_\varphi / \Omega_\varphi^2 \lesssim 1.7\%$. This suggests that inclusion of dissipative effects in the PN/EOB/GSF results would not substantially affect our conclusions. The very good agreement between the analytical and NR results at low frequency, where the error in $K_{NR}$ is smallest, also supports this expectation.

Our direct comparison between perturbative and full NR results is the first of its kind. The $\mathcal{O}(q)$ GSF prediction agrees with the NR data for small mass ratios (e.g. $q = 1/8$ or $1/6$) to within a relative difference of magnitude $\sim q^2$, as expected. This provides an extremely strong validity test for both NR and GSF calculations. Furthermore, the sign and magnitude of the difference $K_{NR} - K_{GSF}^q$ give us valuable, hitherto inaccessible information about the second-order GSF effect.

The above validation test is further reinforced by the 3PN result, which shows a good agreement with the NR data at small frequencies, or “large” separations (down to $r \sim 10m$), especially for comparable masses (e.g. for $q = 1$ or $2/3$). Our comparison also reaffirms the expectation that the PN approximation performs less well in the small mass-ratio regime.

We find that the EOB(3PN) prediction of the periastron advance is in very good agreement with the numerical one across the entire range of mass ratios and frequencies considered. This result supports the idea that the EOB formalism can describe the binary dynamics at all mass ratios.

Finally, we observe that the simple replacement $q \to \nu$ can extend the validity of the GSF approximation far beyond the EMRI regime. Indeed, our model $K_{GSF}^\nu$ agrees very well with the NR data at all frequencies, and for all mass ratios con-
sidered, including the equal mass case. This surprising result suggests that GSF calculations may very well find application in a broader range of physical problems than originally envisaged, including the modelling of intermediate mass ratio inspirals, a plausible source of gravitational waves for Advanced LIGO/Virgo [220].
Chapter 4: Small mass plunging into a Kerr black hole: anatomy of the inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms
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4.1 Introduction

Over the last few years, analytical and numerical studies have revealed interesting features of the dynamics and gravitational radiation of extreme mass-ratio black-hole binaries, especially during ringdown and when the spin of the central black hole is close to maximal, and the orbits approach the horizon. References [221–224] pointed out the possibility of describing analytically various processes of the dynamics and radiation in the near-horizon region of a nearly extremal black hole by exploiting an infinite-dimensional conformal symmetry that the Kerr metric satisfies in this particular limit. Applying the WKB method to the Teukolsky equation in the eikonal approximation, Ref. [225] found a geometric interpretation of the black-hole quasinormal modes (QNMs) through spherical light-ring orbits, extending to generic orbits what was previously derived for equatorial [226, 227] and polar orbits [228]. Moreover, an interesting bifurcation leading to a splitting of zero and non-zero damped QNMs was found as one approaches nearly-extremal spins [229, 230]. Quite interestingly, Refs. [231, 232] found that damped modes different from the usual QNMs are present in the gravitational-radiation spectrum close to the black-hole horizon. It remains an open question whether those damped modes are excited as a test body plunges into the central black hole.

Furthermore, gravitational waveforms emitted during the inspiral, plunge and merger stages of a test body orbiting a Kerr black hole have been exploited to grasp unique, physical information on the merger phase and they have been employed to extend analytical models, notably the effective-one-body (EOB) model [61,62],
from the comparable-mass to the test-particle limit case [93, 99, 119, 120, 125, 126, 233–236]. Solving the time-domain Regge-Wheeler or Teukolsky equations is significantly less expensive than evolving a black-hole binary in full numerical relativity. The possibility of using the test-particle limit to infer crucial information about the merger waveform of bodies of comparable masses follows from the universality of the merger process throughout the binary parameter space.

In Ref. [119], some of us investigated the inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms produced by the time-domain Teukolsky equation where the source term is evaluated along the quasicircular plunging trajectory of a nonspinning test particle inspiraling in the equatorial plane. The trajectory was computed by solving Hamilton’s equations in the Kerr spacetime, augmented by a suitable radiation-reaction force, notably the one constructed from the factorized energy flux of the EOB formalism [100, 101]. The Teukolsky waveforms were then used to improve spinning EOB waveforms during the transition from plunge-merger to ringdown. However, the study of Ref. [119] was limited to moderate spins of the Kerr black hole, i.e., $a/M \lesssim 0.8$. Here, we build on Ref. [119], and extend the analysis in a few directions. First, the analytical energy flux based on spining, factorized multipolar waveforms [100, 101] can differ from the Teukolsky flux; for instance, even for a moderate spin value of 0.7, the modeling error at the innermost stable circular orbit is as large as 10%. This error comes from a combination of insufficient knowledge of high-order post-Newtonian (PN) terms, and from the truncation at modes with $\ell = 8$. As the spin increases, the motion becomes more relativistic and a growing number of modes are excited. Therefore, to overcome this problem, in the equations of motion
for the orbital dynamics of the plunging particle, we employ the energy flux computed by a highly-accurate frequency-domain Teukolsky code [116,117]. Second, we consider spins in the range $-0.99 \leq a/M \leq 0.99$, but investigate in greater detail spins close to extremal, for prograde and retrograde orbits. In fact, those almost-extremal cases display peculiar features in the dynamics and waveforms. When the spin is close to 1, the merger waveforms are particularly simple, with a remarkably flat amplitude, as a consequence of the circular nature of the plunge. When the spin is close to $-1$, instead, the phenomenon of QNM mixing dominates the ringdown waveforms. Third, we use those findings to suggest a new procedure for modeling the transition from merger to ringdown in the EOB waveforms for spins larger than 0.8 and mass ratios smaller than $\sim 1/100$. Preliminary results of this paper were employed in Ref. [70] to build a spinning EOB model that is valid for any mass ratio and spin magnitude.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 4.2 we describe how we build the orbital dynamics to compute the quasicircular plunging trajectory that is used in the source term of the Teukolsky equation. In Sec. 4.3 we review the time-domain Teukolsky code which computes the waveforms. In Sec. 4.4 we describe interesting features characterizing the dynamics and the merger waveforms for spins close to extremal. In Sec. 4.5 we carry out a detailed study to understand and model the mixing of QNMs for the dominant $(2, 2), (2, 1), (3, 3), (3, 2), (4, 4)$, and $(5, 5)$ waveforms. In Sec. 4.6 we explain how the information obtained from the Teukolsky waveforms has been used to design a new way of generating the EOB merger-ringdown waveform for spins larger than 0.8 and mass ratios smaller than $\sim 1/100$. In Sec. 4.7 we
Figure 4.1: Numerical discretization errors in the phase (left panel) and amplitude (right panel) of the Teukolsky waveforms for the (2, 2), (2, 1), (3, 3), (3, 2), (4, 4), and (5, 5) modes. The plots are for spin $q = 0.9$. A vertical line marks the position of the peak of the orbital frequency, at time $t_{\text{peak}}$, which occurs close to merger.

compare spinning EOB waveforms developed in the comparable-mass regime [70] to the Teukolsky waveforms. Sec. 11.5 summarizes our main conclusions and discusses future directions. Appendix A provides numerical information about the Teukolsky merger waveforms that can be incorporated in generic spinning EOB models.

Henceforth, we use geometric units with $G = c = 1$.

4.2 Orbital dynamics to generate inspiral-merger-ringdown Teukolsky waveforms

In this section we review how the trajectory entering the source term of the Teukolsky equation is computed. We restrict our attention to systems where the smaller black hole (BH) is nonspinning, and the orbits are confined to the equatorial
plane of the larger, spinning BH. Let $\mu$ be the mass of the smaller object, and let $M$ and $J \equiv aM \equiv qM^2$ (with $-1 \leq q \leq 1$) be the mass and spin of the larger one. In this paper we consider systems with $\mu/M = 10^{-3}$. In the spirit of the EOB formalism, and as in Ref. [119], we model the orbital dynamics using the Hamiltonian of a nonspinning test particle of mass $\mu$ in the Kerr spacetime

$$H = \beta^i p_i + \alpha \sqrt{\mu^2 + \gamma^{ij} p_i p_j}, \quad (4.1)$$

where $\alpha \equiv (g^{tt})^{-1/2}$, $\beta^i \equiv g^{it}/g^{tt}$ and $\gamma^{ij} \equiv g^{ij} - g^{it}g^{jt}/g^{tt}$, $i, j$ are spatial indices, $t$ is the time index, $g_{\mu\nu}$ is the Kerr metric in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, and the $p_i$’s are the conjugate momenta to the spatial coordinates. We numerically solve Hamilton’s equations for $H$ subject to a radiation-reaction force $\mathcal{F}$ which describes the dissipation of energy into gravitational waves (GWs); the radiation-reaction force is proportional to the sum of the GW energy flux at infinity, $F^\infty$, and through the horizon $^3$, $F^H$. It reads [102]

$$\mathcal{F} = \frac{F}{\Omega |\mathbf{r} \times \mathbf{p}|} \mathbf{p}, \quad (4.2)$$

where $F \equiv F^\infty + F^H$, $\mathbf{r}$ is the separation vector, and $\Omega \equiv \mathbf{\hat{J}} \cdot (\mathbf{r} \times \dot{\mathbf{r}})/r^2$ is the orbital frequency, where $\mathbf{\hat{J}}$ is the unit vector along the spin of the Kerr BH. We indicate with an over-dot the derivative with respect to time $t$.

---

2Positive (negative) values of $q$ indicate that the spin of the Kerr BH is aligned (anti-aligned) with the inspiral orbital angular momentum, i.e., the motion is prograde (retrograde) during the inspiral. At the end of the plunge, because of frame dragging, the trajectory always becomes prograde.

3The GW energy flux falling into the horizon is also referred to as “ingoing flux”, “absorption flux”, or “horizon flux”.
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Some of us, in Ref. [119], employed the outgoing factorized energy flux of Ref. [101] for the term $F^\infty$, while setting $F^H = 0$; that choice was motivated partly by the focus on understanding the effect of the model flux, and partly by the availability of numerical Teukolsky energy fluxes only down to the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO). Here, instead, we are mainly interested in the characterization of the Teukolsky waveforms, and we want to remove any modeling error from the orbital motion. Similarly to what is done in Ref. [121], we source our equations of motion with GW energy fluxes computed in perturbation theory; in particular, we use the Teukolsky fluxes of Ref. [120], where we numerically solved the Teukolsky equation in frequency domain [116,117] for circular, equatorial orbits all the way down to a radial separation of $r_{\text{min}} = r_{\text{LR}} + 0.01 M$, where $r_{\text{LR}}/M \equiv 2 + 2 \cos \left[ \frac{2}{3} \arccos (-q) \right]$ is the position of the photon orbit, or light-ring (LR) [122]. The GW fluxes were computed for spins from $q = -0.9$ up to +0.9 in steps of 0.1, and also for $q = \pm 0.95, \pm 0.99$. Those computations assumed circular orbits, for which a precise relation between radius $r$ and orbital frequency $\Omega_{\text{circ}}$ holds, namely $M \Omega_{\text{circ}} = [ (r/M)^{3/2} + q ]^{-1}$.

To accurately describe the transition from inspiral to plunge, we adopt here the same strategy used in the EOB models of comparable-mass BH binaries [237–239]. First, if we introduce the velocity parameter $v_\Omega \equiv (M \Omega)^{1/3}$, then the total GW flux for circular orbits can be written as $F = 32 \mu^2 v_\Omega^{10} \tilde{F}(v_\Omega)/(5 M^2)$, where $\tilde{F}(v_\Omega) = 1 + \mathcal{O}(v_\Omega^2)$. Second, we replace $v_\Omega$ in the leading term of $F$ with the non-Keplerian velocity for a circular orbit defined by $v_\phi \equiv \Omega r_\Omega$, where $r_\Omega/M \equiv (M \Omega_{\text{circ}})^{-2/3}$ (see also Eq. (32) in Ref. [239]); note that since we work with nonadiabatic orbital velocities.

\footnote{This means that the orbital motion includes not only tangential, but also radial velocities.}
evolutions $\Omega \neq \Omega_{\text{circ}}$. This replacement moderates the growth of the GW frequency close to merger [237], and allows a more accurate modeling of numerical-relativity waveforms in the comparable-mass regime, also when spins are present [239].

We need to integrate the equations of motion to the event horizon, $r_+/M \equiv 1+\sqrt{1-q^2}$. Teukolsky fluxes are only available, however, down to the radius $r_{\text{min}} = r_{\text{LR}} + 0.01$: Circular orbits do not exist at radii $r < r_{\text{LR}}$, and the growing number of significant multipolar contributions force us to terminate our flux calculations slightly outside $r_{\text{LR}}$ (see Sec. IIB of Ref. [120] for detailed discussion). Note that the radial distance between $r_{\text{min}}$ and $r_+$ decreases from $3M$ when $q = -1$ down to $1M$ when $q = 0$, and vanishes for $q = 1$. Therefore, we have to provide a prescription for $\hat{F}$ in the interval $r_+ < r < r_{\text{min}}$. Since these values of $r$ are well within the plunge phase, where the conservative part of the dynamics is known to dominate, we decide to smoothly switch off the GW flux at $r_{\text{end}} = r_{\text{min}}$. Let $v_{\text{end}}$ be the velocity of a circular orbit of radius $r_{\text{end}}$. Explicitly, if $r < r_{\text{end}}$ but $v_\Omega \leq v_{\text{end}}$, then we suppress $\hat{F}(v_\Omega)$ by a factor $1/[1 + \exp[-(r-r_{\text{end}})/\sigma]]$; if $r < r_{\text{end}}$ and $v_\Omega > v_{\text{end}}$, then we set $\hat{F}(v_\Omega) = \hat{F}(v_{\text{end}})/[1 + \exp[-(r-r_{\text{end}})/\sigma]]$. We find that, as long as $\sigma \lesssim 0.01M$, the trajectories are insensitive to the specific value of $\sigma$. We test the effect of the switch-off point by changing its position to $r_{\text{end}} = r_{\text{LR}} + b(r_{\text{ISCO}} - r_{\text{LR}})$, where $r_{\text{ISCO}}$ is the position of the ISCO, and $b = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75$, for spins $q = 0.5, 0.9$; the difference in the orbital phase is always negligible, within 0.003 (0.006) rads for $q = 0.5$ (0.9) when $b = 0.75$ with respect to the fiducial case $r_{\text{end}} = r_{\text{min}}$ (i.e., $b \approx 0$), since the plunging motion is indeed geodetic to a good approximation, and is not affected by the details of the GW fluxes.
As in Ref. [119], we compute the trajectory from the equations of motion down to a point slightly outside the horizon (at \( \sim 1.05 r_+ \)). Then, to model the locking of the plunging particle to the rotating horizon, we smoothly connect the trajectory obtained by solving Hamilton’s equations to several orbital cycles at \( r = r_+ \) with frequency equal to that of the horizon \( \Omega_H \equiv q/(2r_+) \). As shown in Ref. [231], the trajectory asymptotes to \( r_+ \) and \( \Omega_H \) exponentially in time.

4.3 Numerical solution of the time-domain Teukolsky equation

In this section we review the numerical method used to solve the Teukolsky equation in the time domain. The approach we follow to solve this linear partial differential equation (PDE) is the same as presented in our earlier work (see Ref. [119] and references therein). The main points of this technique are as follows: (i) We first rewrite the Teukolsky equation using suitable coordinates — the tortoise radius \( r^* \) and Kerr azimuthal angle \( \varphi \), defined precisely in [119]. (ii) Taking advantage of axisymmetry, we separate the dependence on azimuthal coordinate \( \varphi \). We thus obtain a set of (2+1) dimensional equations. (iii) We recast these equations into a first-order, hyperbolic PDE form. (iv) Finally, we implement a two-step, second-order Lax-Wendroff, time-explicit, finite-difference numerical evolution scheme. The particle-source term on the right-hand-side of the Teukolsky equation requires some care for such a numerical implementation. All relevant details can be found in our earlier work [119] and the associated references.
Since Ref. [119] was published, two technical advances have been introduced into the solver code aimed at improving results for the present paper. First, a compactified hyperboloidal layer has been added to the outer portion of the computational domain [240]. This advancement allows us to map null infinity onto the computational grid and also completely solves the so-called “outer boundary problem” (i.e., it eliminates unphysical reflections from the artificial boundary of the domain). Therefore, differently from Ref. [119], we are now able to extract gravitational waveforms directly at null infinity, completely eliminating the “extraction error”, as discussed in Ref. [119]. Secondly, we have taken advantage of advances made in parallel computing hardware, and we have developed a very high-performing OpenCL implementation of the Teukolsky code that takes full benefit of GPGPU-acceleration and cluster computing. Details on this parallel implementation and careful measurements of gains in overall performance can be found in Ref. [241].

These advances have helped improve the performance and accuracy of the time-domain Teukolsky code by several orders of magnitude over previous versions. In particular, Ref. [241] demonstrated that errors with the improved code are typically at the level of 0.01%, an order of magnitude better than earlier versions [119], while performing faster. For long evolutions, these improvements yield a several thousand-fold speedup [240]. Consider the impact of such improvements on modeling the evolution of a system for $20,000 M$, a typical span for our studies. With our previous Cauchy-evolution-based Teukolsky code, we would need to place the outer boundary at $r \gtrsim 10,000 M$ to avoid impact of boundary effects — outside the domain of causal influence for the location and duration of interest. Using hyperboloidal
slicing, the outer boundary can be placed as close as $50M$ [240]. This immediately gains two orders of magnitude in performance, while generating waveforms directly at null infinity as desired. In addition, the use of GPGPU compute hardware acceleration typically yields another order of magnitude gain in performance through many-core parallelism [241].

Since we now compute the waveforms exactly at null infinity (eliminating the extraction error entirely), the only remaining source of numerical error is the “discretization error” introduced by the finite-difference numerical scheme [119]. It is relatively straightforward to estimate this discretization error: We first compute the waveforms at multiple grid resolutions, in particular we choose $(dr^*, d\theta) = (M/80, \pi/128), (M/40, \pi/64)$ and $(M/20, \pi/32)$. Second, we derive the Richardson extrapolant using this data. Then, we simply use this extrapolant as a reference to estimate the discretization error in the original waveforms computed by our code. In other words, we take the relative difference between the highest resolution data and the Richardson extrapolant as a measure of the discretization error. As done typically in the literature, we decompose the waveforms in $-2$-spin-weighted spherical harmonic modes, labeled by $(\ell, m)$. In Fig. 4.1 we depict the discretization errors for the phase and the amplitude for one particular choice of the spin. These results should be considered representative of all the other cases that we present in this work. Figure 4.1 demonstrates that the numerical error in our waveform data is at a level of a few $\times$ 0.1%. As expected, the relative error is generally lower for the dominant modes such as $h_{22}$ and $h_{33}$, and higher for the weaker ones. In addition, the error levels stay very uniform during the long inspiral phase of the
binary evolution and only begin to vary significantly during the plunge. This happens due to the fact that the numerical computation shifts from being dominated by the particle-source term during inspiral, to a nearly source-free evolution during and after the plunge phase. It should be noted that the numerical errors can be further reduced by an order of magnitude as demonstrated in Ref. [241], through an increase in grid resolution. However, given the large number and long duration of the evolutions presented in this work, reducing the numerical error further was neither very practical nor needed.

4.4 Simplicity of inspiral-plunge Teukolsky waveforms for large spins

In this section we characterize the salient features displayed by the Teukolsky waveforms during late inspiral and plunge. For spins $q = 0, \pm 0.5, \pm 0.7, \pm 0.8, \pm 0.9, \pm 0.95, \text{and} \pm 0.99$, we compute the Teukolsky $(2,2)$, $(2,1)$, $(3,3)$, $(3,2)$, $(4,4)$, and $(5,5)$ modes as explained in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3. In the test-particle limit, as the spin increases, more and more $(\ell, m)$ modes become important at merger (with respect to the $(2,2)$ mode); however, for the modeling of comparable-mass BH binaries, only the few modes above give significant contribution to the energy flux. Eventually, we are interested in exploiting the results of this paper in the comparable-mass limit, therefore we restrict the discussion to those modes.

In the large-spin regime, a prograde inspiraling particle reaches very relativistic speeds before getting to the horizon; for instance, when $q = 0.99$, the peak speed
Figure 4.2: Late inspiral, plunge, merger and ringdown of the Teukolsky $h_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}$ waveform (upper panel), its GW frequency $\omega_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}$ and orbital frequency $\Omega$ of the underlying dynamics (lower panel) for spin $q = 0.99$. We note the simplicity of the amplitude during the last phase of the evolution. The plot spans a radial range from $r = 2.21M$ to the horizon, located at $r = 1.14M$; here, $r_{\text{ISCO}} = 1.45M$ and $r_{\text{LR}} = 1.17M$. Vertical dashed lines mark the position of the ISCO and the light-ring. A vertical green line marks the position $t_{\text{match}}^{22} = t_{\text{peak}}^{\Omega} + \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ of the ringdown matching as prescribed in the EOB model of Ref. [70] (see discussion in Sec. 4.6). $R$ is the distance to the source.

(attained at the peak of the orbital frequency) is around 0.75. At such speeds, the PN expansion is inadequate for analytically describing such systems. However, the Teukolsky inspiral-merger waveforms turn out to be extremely simple. Consider, for example, the (2, 2) mode emitted when $q = 0.99$, shown in Fig. 4.2. The prominent feature that we recognize is the extreme flatness of the amplitude versus time, across hundreds of $M$, well before the plunge starts at the ISCO. The GW frequency $\omega_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}$, defined as $-\Im(\dot{h}_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}/h_{22}^{\text{Teuk}})$, does not display any particular characteristic, and we notice that it is well approximated by twice the orbital frequency even during ringdown, thanks to the fact that $2\Omega_H$ is very close to the least-damped quasinormal mode. We find that the flattening of the amplitudes $|h_{\ell m}^{\text{Teuk}}|$ around
Figure 4.3: Flattening of the peak amplitude of the Teukolsky $(2, 2)$ mode as the spin grows towards 1. The curves are normalized by the values of the amplitude at the peak. We align the waveforms in time at $t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$, and plot them as functions of the number of GW cycles from the peak.

their respective peaks is more and more apparent as $q$ approaches 1. This aspect of the numerical waveforms does not depend on minute details of the flux used to generate the underlying orbital dynamics. In Fig. 4.3 we show the amplitudes of the Teukolsky $(2, 2)$ modes for $q = 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95$ aligned at $t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$, with $t_{\text{peak}}^{\ell m}$ being the time when the $(\ell, m)$ mode reaches its maximum amplitude. The almost extremal case $q = 0.99$ was not included in Fig. 4.3 since its $(2, 2)$ amplitude is so flat that it is quite difficult to localize $t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$. In fact, across the $(2, 2)$ peak, over a large time interval, its $\partial_t |h_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}|$ is so small that it is dominated by numerical noise, making it difficult to clearly locate its zero. The curvature $(\partial_t^2 |h_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}|)_{\text{peak}}$ becomes vanishingly small as $q \to 1$; see also Fig. A.2. Although we have shown only $(2, 2)$
mode waveforms, the same holds true for higher harmonics.

We can find a physical explanation for why this happens considering the underlying orbital dynamics. As the spin grows larger, the ISCO moves to smaller separations and gets closer to the horizon, so that the plunging phase becomes shorter (in the radial coordinate), and moves to higher frequencies. This is equivalent to saying that Kerr BHs with larger spins support longer quasicircular inspirals given the same initial frequency. For instance, let us consider spins 0.5 and 0.99. Their dimensionless horizon frequencies are 0.13 and 0.43 respectively. An initial orbital frequency of 0.1 corresponds to radial separations, $4.5M$ and $4.3M$, respectively, which are quite close to each other; while for spin 0.5 we are sitting just outside the ISCO ($r_{\text{ISCO}}(q = 0.5) = 4.2M$), for spin 0.99 we are still far from it ($r_{\text{ISCO}}(q = 0.99) = 1.5M$). Furthermore, for very large spins the orbital timescale $T_{\text{orb}}$ is much shorter than the radiation-reaction timescale $T_{\text{rad}}$. We can estimate these characteristic timescales for different values of $q$ as $T_{\text{orb}} = 2\pi/\Omega$ and $T_{\text{rad}} = -r/\dot{r}$. The orbital frequency grows during the inspiral, reaches a peak value $\Omega_{\text{peak}}$ at time $t^\Omega_{\text{peak}}$, and eventually converges to the horizon frequency $\Omega_H$ at late times. One can show that, for all practical purposes, the peak of $\Omega$ occurs at a radius $r^\Omega_{\text{peak}}$ which nearly coincides with $r_{\text{LR}}$, the coincidence being exact for $q = 0, 1$. In Fig. 4.4 we plot the ratio $T_{\text{rad}}/T_{\text{orb}}$ as a function of the radial separation $r$. The solid lines are computed along nonadiabatic trajectories from the numerical integration of the equations of motion, up to the peak of the orbital frequency $\Omega$. At fixed $r$, the orbital timescale $T_{\text{orb}}$ does not vary much with $q$: for example, when $r = 4M$, $T_{\text{orb}} = 53M$ for $q = 0.5$, while $T_{\text{orb}} = 56M$ for $q = 0.99$; but the ratio $T_{\text{rad}}/T_{\text{orb}}$ for
spin 0.99 is 55 times larger than for spin 0.5. Hence, the plot demonstrates that there is a clear hierarchy in the radiation-reaction timescales: the larger the spin, the larger $T_{\text{rad}}$. As a result, the secular evolution is much slower for large spins, given the same initial separation. This hierarchy can be easily understood using analytical considerations at leading order. During the quasicircular inspiral we have $T_{\text{orb}} \approx 2\pi/\Omega_{\text{circ}}$ and the orbital energy $E$ can be approximated by the energy of a circular orbit in Kerr spacetime \cite{122}

\[
\frac{E_{\text{circ}}}{\mu} = \frac{1 - 2M/r + q(M/r)^{3/2}}{\sqrt{1 - 3M/r + 2q(M/r)^{3/2}}}.
\] (4.3)
Note that $E_{\text{circ}}$ diverges at $r = r_{LR}$. Moreover, assuming mainly leading quadrupolar energy loss [14] and circularity, we get $F = -\dot{E} \approx 32\mu^2 r^4 Q_{\text{circ}}^6 / 5$; thus, we find that

$$T_{\text{rad}} = -r \frac{dE}{dr} \frac{dE}{dt} \approx \frac{dE_{\text{circ}}}{dr} = \frac{32}{5} \mu^2 r^3 Q_{\text{circ}}^6.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

In Fig. 4.4 we plot the analytical estimate (4.4) with dashed lines, and find that it captures the numerical result (solid lines) fairly well at large $r$, and, most importantly, can account for the hierarchy of the curves due to the presence of spin. We can now understand why large-spin waveforms are so flat. For large $q$ the radiation-reaction timescale is much larger than the orbital timescale, which means that the particle performs many orbits while sweeping very slowly through the frequency range up to the horizon, so that the secular evolution of the emitted GW signal is much slower as compared to systems with smaller $q$. This is consistent with the behavior of the frequency-domain Teukolsky fluxes that we employ in the equations of motion, whose $(2,2)$ component is plotted in Fig. 4.5 versus radius; at fixed $r$, the dissipation of energy is smaller for larger spins.

Notice that, only for this plot, we include spins as large as $q = \pm 0.9999$. Interestingly, as $q \rightarrow 1$ the fluxes become small even outside the ISCO and approach vanishingly small values beyond the ISCO, which accounts for the behavior of the ratio $T_{\text{rad}}/T_{\text{orb}}$ in the late inspiral and plunge. We notice that, starting from $q = 0.99$, $F_{22}$ does not display the characteristic divergence at the light-ring as $(E_{\text{circ}}/\mu)^2 \sim (r - r_{LR})^{-1}$, which is well known [242–245]. Instead, $F_{22}$ tends to decrease towards 0, and, remarkably, becomes linear in $(r - r_+)$ for $q = 0.9999$, when $r_{LR} \sim r_+$. This is in agreement with analytical work on the gravitational radiation from a particle.
Figure 4.5: $(2,2)$ component of the ingoing + outgoing Teukolsky GW flux. The curves extend down to $r_{\text{min}} = r_{\text{LR}} + 0.01M$.

Figure 4.6: Radial velocity $\dot{r}$ during the plunge. The curves cover the range $r_+ < r < r_{\text{ISCO}}$. 
plunging into a nearly-extremal Kerr BHs in Ref. [223].

Furthermore, during the plunge (which is governed mostly by conservative effects), the radial velocity $\dot{r}$ reaches maximum values that decrease with $q$, meaning that for large spins even the plunge is not too far from being circular. Figure 4.6 plots the $r$–dependence of the radial velocity in the region inside the ISCO for several different spin configurations, using orbital evolutions obtained by solving Hamilton’s equations. The peak radial velocity differs by more than one order of magnitude between $q = -0.99$ and $q = 0.99$.

4.5 Quasinormal-mode mixing in ringdown Teukolsky waveforms and its modeling

The merger of a BH binary (of any mass ratio) eventually leads to the formation of a remnant Kerr BH of mass $M_f$ and dimensionless spin $q_f$. In this work, since we are dealing with an extreme mass-ratio system, we have $M_f = M$ and $q_f = q$. In the process of settling down to its final, stable state, the binary emits GWs. Those waves can be modeled as a linear superposition of quasinormal modes (QNMs) [18, 127] with complex frequencies $\sigma_{\ell mn}$, which depend only on $M_f$ and $q_f$, and are labelled by the spheroidal-harmonic indices $(\ell, m)$ and by an overtone index $n = 0, 1, \cdots$. For future convenience, we define $\omega_{\ell mn} \equiv \Re(\sigma_{\ell mn})$ and $\tau_{\ell mn} \equiv -1/\Im(\sigma_{\ell mn})$. We adopt the convention that $\omega_{\ell mn} > 0$ and $\tau_{\ell mn} > 0$ for any choice of the indices $(\ell, m, n)$.

In general, the strain waveform $h$ during the ringdown (RD) contains QNMs
Figure 4.7: GW frequencies of Teukolsky (3, 2) ringdown waveforms with positive spin. For the common $x$-axis, we use the time elapsed from the orbital frequency peak in units of $2\pi/\omega_{320}$. Solid horizontal lines indicate the value $M\omega_{320}$, while dashed horizontal lines indicate the value $M\omega_{220}$.
with all possible values of \((\ell, m, n)\). Additionally, given a spin \(q\) and indices \((\ell, m)\), the angular differential equation which stems from the separation of the Teukolsky equation in spheroidal coordinates admits a pair of solutions characterized by frequencies \(\sigma_{\ell \pm mn}\). This implies that, whenever considering a specific component \((\ell, m)\) of \(h\), even in principle, we get contributions from both positive- and negative- \(m\) modes. As argued by Ref. [18], restricting to only positive-\(m\) modes would enforce the assumption of circular polarization of the radiation. Of course, the actual importance of the modes depends on the details of how they are excited by the perturbing source, and by their decay times.

As already found by numerical investigations of the extreme and small mass-ratio limits [99, 119, 123–126], the dominant and leading subdominant ringdown Teukolsky modes can display a rich amplitude and frequency structure that hints at the interference of different QNMs besides the overtones of the least-damped mode, a phenomenon known as mode mixing. On the contrary, in the case of comparable-mass BH binaries, mode mixing seems less ubiquitous, and so far it has only been seen in the \((3, 2)\) mode [63, 91, 246–250]. For this reason, in the past, when modeling the ringdown of the \((\ell, m)\) mode in the EOB approach, one could simply use the \((\ell, m, n)\) QNMs. However, the lack of mode mixing during ringdown in the comparable-mass case is inferred by the analysis of nonspinning, nonprecessing or mildly precessing configurations. We do not know yet whether this conclusion will hold when strongly precessing systems with mass ratios \(\geq 1/10\) will be considered.

QNM mixing manifests itself through striking features in the Teukolsky ringdown waveforms, which are modulated both in amplitude and frequency. To under-
stand the composition of the QNM spectrum of the Teukolsky data, we will study in particular the GW frequency of each mode, defined as $\omega_{\ell m}^{\text{Teuk}} \equiv -\Im \left( \dot{h}_{\ell m}^{\text{Teuk}} / h_{\ell m}^{\text{Teuk}} \right)$, since this quantity is directly related to the frequencies of the most excited QNMs, and is numerically well determined. As an example, Fig. 4.7 displays the ringdown $(3,2)$ mode frequencies for several positive spins, with a common time axis rescaled by $2\pi / \omega_{320}$. We observe that different spins have completely different ringdown frequencies; each case has distinct features (spikes, oscillations), occurring with specific periodicities. The averages of the oscillatory features are closer either to $\omega_{320}$ (as one would naively expect) or to $\omega_{220}$, according to the value of $q$. Examples of amplitude modulations can be found in Figs. 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10, which show a few Teukolsky merger-ringdown waveforms (solid blue lines), chosen within the large set that we computed for this paper. Among them, the most modulated case is spin $-0.99$ (its $(2,2)$ mode is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.8; a similar behavior is also present in its higher-order modes).

In extreme and small mass-ratio binaries, two instances may enhance the excitation and/or mixing of modes other than the $(\ell, m, n)$’s in the ringdown of $(\ell, m)$. On the one hand, for modeling purposes, the strain waveform $h$ is typically decomposed onto $-2$-spin-weighted spherical harmonics $-2Y_{\ell m}$, while the Teukolsky equation is separated using $-2$-spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics $-2S_{\ell m}^{q\omega}$, which depend on the Kerr spin $q$ and the (possibly complex) frequency $\omega$ of the gravitational perturbation. The expansion of the $-2S_{\ell m}^{q\omega}$’s in terms of the $-2Y_{\ell m}$’s can be found (to order $(qM\omega)^2$) in Appendix F of Ref. [251]. Using this result, one can derive a formula relating the spherical to the spheroidal waveforms (see, e.g., Eq. (19)
of Ref. [101]) and one finds that the spherical mode $h_{\ell m}$ receives contributions from all spheroidal modes with the same $m$, but different $\ell$ (see also Eq. (38) in Ref. [63]).

Another source of mixing is the orbital motion of the perturbing particle: whenever $q < 0$, the orbital frequency switches sign during the plunge, because of frame dragging exerted by the spinning BH; this results in a significant excitation of modes with opposite $m$, but with the same $\ell$. Reference [250] investigated in detail the origin of the mixing in the $(3, 2)$ mode of several comparable-mass, nonprecessing BH binaries, and attributed it mostly to angular-basis effects, using $\omega = q_f M_f \sigma_{320}$.

To understand quantitatively the QNM mixing in our Teukolsky waveforms, we model the ringdown as done in EOB models (i.e., as a linear superposition of overtones of the least-damped QNM), but with the addition of up to 2 further QNMs. While the least-damped mode and its overtones are going to account for the overall shape of the ringdown waveform, the additional QNMs are going to induce the modulations. More explicitly, (except for the $(3, 2)$ mode of systems with $q = 0.99$) we model the $(\ell, m)$ mode of the ringdown waveforms as

$$h_{\ell m}^{\text{RD}} = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} A_{\ell mn} e^{-i \sigma_{\ell mn} (t - t_{\text{match}}^m)}$$

$$+ S(t) \left[ A'_{\ell m0} e^{-i \sigma'_{\ell m0} (t - t_{\text{match}}^m)} + A_{\ell - m0} e^{i \sigma_{\ell - m0} (t - t_{\text{match}}^m)} \right],$$

(4.5)

where $t_{\text{match}}^m$ is the time of merger, $N$ is the number of overtones included, the $A_{\ell mn}$’s are the (constant) coefficients of the overtones, $S(t) \equiv [1 + \tanh [(t - t_s)/\tau_s]]/2$ is a factor introduced to have a smooth switch-on of the interfering QNMs (with $t_s$ and $\tau_s$ optimized mode by mode), and $A'_{\ell m0}$ and $A_{\ell - m0}$ are constants computed from a fit (see below). $A'_{\ell m0}$ and $A_{\ell - m0}$ quantitatively describe the strength of the QNM
mixing. Note that \( \sigma_{\ell-mn}(M_f,q_f) = \sigma_{\ell mn}(M_f,-q_f) \). Since overtones with \( n > 0 \) have short decay times with respect to those with \( n = 0 \), Eq. (4.5) is actually dominated by terms with \( n = 0 \) when \( t \gg t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} \).

The coefficients \( A_{\ell mn}, A_{\ell'm0}, \) and \( A_{\ell-m0} \) can be determined from the Teukolsky data as follows. Whenever mode mixing is resolved, \( A_{\ell m0} \) and \( A_{\ell-m0} \) are obtained by fitting the GW frequency \( \omega_{\text{RD}}^{\ell m} = -\Im(\dot{h}_{\text{RD}}^{\ell m}/h_{\text{RD}}^{\ell m}) \) to the ringdown Teukolsky GW frequency \( \omega_{\text{Teuk}}^{\ell m} \), while setting \( A_{\ell mn} = 0 \) for \( n > 0 \); we choose a fitting window as wide as possible, but still avoiding any numerical noise. Once \( A_{\ell m0} \) and \( A_{\ell-m0} \) are fixed by the fit, the \( A_{\ell mn} \)'s are calculated via the hybrid matching procedure detailed in Ref. [91], which consists in a smooth stitching of the ringdown waveform \( h_{\text{RD}}^{\ell m} \) to the Teukosky waveform \( h_{\text{Teuk}}^{\ell m} \) at a time \( t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} \).

As in Ref. [119], we find that, in the test-particle limit, and when the spin is \( q \lesssim 0 \), some of the physical overtones included in Eq. (4.5) have frequencies smaller than \( \omega_{\text{Teuk}}^{\ell m}(t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}) \), causing the slope of \( \omega_{\text{RD}}^{\ell m} \) to be too steep. Therefore, we introduce a pseudo-QNM (i.e., a mode not belonging to the physical QNM spectrum). In the past, pseudo-QNMs were exploited in comparable-mass EOB models [70,91,194,236] to reduce the slope of the GW frequency in the transition from plunge to ringdown.

To summarize, the matching procedure has the following tuning parameters: the matching point \( t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} \); the size of the time interval over which one carries out the matching \( \Delta t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} \); a pseudo-QNM mode with frequency and decay time \( \omega_{\ell m}^{\text{pQNM}} \) and \( \tau_{\ell m}^{\text{pQNM}} \); \( t_s \) and \( \tau_s \). These tuning parameters are chosen with the goal of minimizing the phase and relative amplitude difference between \( h_{\text{RD}}^{\ell m} \) and \( h_{\text{Teuk}}^{\ell m} \) when \( t > t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} \).
Figure 4.8: Teukolsky (2, 2) mode waveforms for spin $q = -0.7$ (left panel) and $-0.99$ (right panel), displaying mode mixing during the ringdown phase. For $q = -0.7$ we plot a ringdown waveform which contains the mode $(2, -2, 0)$ besides the usual $(2, 2, n) (n = 0, 1, \cdots)$. The vertical dashed lines mark $t = t_{22}^{\text{match}}$. Note that the amplitudes have been rescaled by a factor of 5. $R$ is the distance to the source.

Before modeling the entire ringdown waveforms, to better understand how the mixing works, let us consider the simple case of just 2 QNMs interfering: let $A_{\ell' m 0} = 0$ and $A_{\ell m n} = 0$ for $n > 0$ (i.e., a waveform dominated by the $(\ell, \pm m, 0)$ modes). This is similar to what was done in Refs. [119, 126], where the modulations in the ringdown frequency of the numerical modes were fitted with a simple analytical formula that accounted for the interference between the $(\ell, \pm m, 0)$ QNMs. The GW frequency is $\omega_{\ell m}^{\text{RD}} = -\Im(h_{\ell m}^{\text{RD}}/h_{\ell m}^{\text{RD}})$, thus we have (leaving out the factor $S(t)$ for
Figure 4.9: Teukolsky (2, 1) mode for spin $q = -0.8$ (left panel) and (3, 2) mode for spin $q = 0.9$ (right panel). For the $q = -0.8$ waveform, the modulations come from the interference of $(2, 1, 0)$ and $(2, -1, 0)$; note how the amplitude peak is affected by the mixing, starting at a time where $\Omega = 0$, i.e., the turning point of the azimuthal motion. For the $q = 0.9$ waveform, instead, the ringdown contains the modes $(3, 2, n)'s$ and $(2, 2, 0)$. The vertical dashed lines mark $t = t_{\text{match}}$. $R$ is the distance to the source.

simplicity)

\[
\omega_{\ell m}^{RD} = \left\{ \omega_+ - \omega_- |\bar{A}|^2 e^{2(t-t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m})\Delta\alpha} + |\bar{A}| e^{\alpha_+(t-t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m})} \right\} 
\times \left[ \Delta \omega \cos [\bar{\omega}(t-t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}) + \bar{\theta}] - \Delta \alpha \sin [\bar{\omega}(t-t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}) + \bar{\theta}] \right] 
\times \left\{ 1 + |\bar{A}|^2 e^{2(t-t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m})\Delta\alpha} + 2 |\bar{A}| \cos [\bar{\omega}(t-t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}) + \bar{\theta}] \right\}^{-1},
\]

(4.6)

where $\omega_{\pm} \equiv \omega_{\ell \pm m 0}$, $\alpha_{\pm} \equiv 1/\tau_{\ell \pm m 0}$, $\Delta \omega \equiv \omega_+ - \omega_-$, $\Delta \alpha \equiv \alpha_+ - \alpha_-$, $\bar{\omega} \equiv \omega_+ + \omega_-$, and $A_{\ell m 0}/A_{\ell m 0} \equiv |\bar{A}| \exp (i\bar{\theta})$. Typically, $|\bar{A}| < 1$. Note that Eq. (19) in Ref. [126] is simpler than our Eq. (4.6) above since that paper considered the Schwarzschild case, for which $\sigma_{\ell m n} = \sigma_{\ell - m n}$. Equation (4.6) describes a function with exponentially
Figure 4.10: Teukolsky (3, 2) waveforms for spin $q = -0.5$ (left panel) and $-0.95$ (right panel). For $q = -0.5$, the ringdown waveform contains the modes $(3, -2, 0)$ and $(2, 2, 0)$ besides the usual $(3, 2, n)$’s. For the $q = -0.95$ waveform, the GW frequency modulations in the late ringdown are not centered neither about $-\omega_{3-20}$ nor about $-\omega_{2-20}$, and we cannot apply the simple model of Eq. (4.5). The vertical dashed lines mark $t = t_{\text{match}}^{32}$. $R$ is the distance to the source.

growing oscillations about $\omega_+$ when $t_{\text{match}} \ll t < t_{\text{match}} + \log |\tilde{A}|/\Delta \alpha \equiv t_p$, and with exponentially decreasing oscillations about $-\omega_-$ when $t > t_p$; the frequency of the oscillations is $\tilde{\omega}$. The point $t_p$ marks the transition from oscillations about $\omega_+$ to oscillations about $-\omega_-$; note that if $t_p - t_{\text{match}} \gg 1/\alpha_+$ then the transition occurs in a region where the amplitude is absolutely negligible. Given the size of the numerical errors discussed in Sec. 4.3, we consider that the ringdown has ended whenever the amplitude drops below $10^{-4} \mu / R$, where $R$ is the distance to the source.
Table 4.1: Relative amplitude and phase of the QNMs responsible for mixing in modes with $\ell = m$. No QNM mixing is present when the spins are positive. Spins $q = -0.95, -0.99$ cannot be modeled with Eq. (4.6) due to the presence of additional interfering QNMs that we are unable to extract, which results in a GW frequency drift at late times (see, for instance, the inset in the right panel of Fig. 4.8).
Table 4.2: Relative amplitude and phase of the QNMs responsible for mixing in modes with $\ell \neq m$. A blank entry means that that QNM is not excited. A dash indicates that the mode, while present, cannot be reliably fitted. Spins $q = -0.95, -0.99$ and the (3,2) mode of spin $q = -0.9$ cannot be modeled due to the presence of additional interfering QNMs we are unable to extract with the simple model of Eq. (4.5). The (3,2) mode of spin 0.99 is modeled using only (2,2,0) and its overtones.

<p>| $a/M$ | $|A_{2-10}/A_{210}|$ | $\text{arg} (A_{2-10}/A_{210})$ | $|A_{220}/A_{320}|$ | $\text{arg} (A_{220}/A_{320})$ | $|A_{3-20}/A_{320}|$ | $\text{arg} (A_{3-20}/A_{320})$ |
|-------|---------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| 0.99  | 0.038               | 13.7            | only (2,2, n)   | overtones       |                 |                 |
| 0.95  | 0.030               | 9.82            | 2.91            | 6.44            |                 |                 |
| 0.9   | 0.0025              | 5.61            | 2.11            | 5.99            |                 |                 |
| 0.8   | 0.0024              | 4.24            | 1.13            | 2.86            |                 |                 |
| 0.7   | 0.0051              | 3.73            | 0.71            | -2.10           |                 |                 |
| 0.5   | 0.010               | -0.16           | 0.34            | -7.02           |                 |                 |
| 0     | 0.069               | -3.46           |                 |                 | 0.010           | -1.08           |
| -0.5  | 0.21                | -5.64           | 0.13            | -2.46           | 0.093           | 5.26            |
| -0.7  | 0.26                | -6.58           | 0.15            | 3.47            | 0.22            | 10.6            |
| -0.8  | 0.30                | -7.37           | 0.16            | 3.91            | 0.23            | 12.4            |
| -0.9  | 0.32                | -8.50           |                |                |                | -               |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$a/M$</th>
<th>$Δt^{22}_{\text{match}}/M$</th>
<th>$Δt^{33}_{\text{match}}/M$</th>
<th>$Δt^{44}_{\text{match}}/M$</th>
<th>$Δt^{55}_{\text{match}}/M$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>15 (20)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Intervals for ringdown hybrid matching. When $q = 0.99$, $Δt^{22}_{\text{match}} = Δt^{33}_{\text{match}} = 15M$ and $Δt^{44}_{\text{match}} = Δt^{55}_{\text{match}} = 20M$. The table does not include those spins that we are not able to model.

In the next two sections we shall discuss how we apply Eq. (4.5) to model the $\ell = m$ and $\ell \neq m$ numerical modes, respectively. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows. We are able to model the $\ell = m$ modes for any spin $q \geq −0.9$. The reason why we cannot model spins smaller than $−0.9$ is the conjectured presence of one or more QNMs that we are unable to recognize, which manifest themselves in a drift of the Teukolsky GW frequency at late times (see discussion in Sec. 4.5.1). We can model the $(2, 1)$ mode for any spin except $q = −0.95, −0.99$ because of large inaccuracies in capturing modulations in the early ringdown. Finally, we can model the $(3, 2)$ mode for any spin except $q = −0.9, −0.95, −0.99$ because for these very negative spins the oscillations in the amplitude and GW frequency become very dramatic, preventing us from reliably fitting the amplitude and phase of all the modes (see the right panel of Fig. 4.10).
Note that we use a unique tuning for the pseudo-QNM, namely \( \omega_{\ell m}^{\text{pQNM}} = (\omega_{\ell m 0} + \omega_{\ell m}^{\text{Teuk}}(t_{\text{match}}))/2 \) and \( \tau_{\ell m}^{\text{pQNM}} = 0.2\tau_{\ell m 0} \). When no mode mixing is present, the pseudo-QNM replaces the 8-th physical overtone \((\ell, m, 7)\), otherwise it is added to the rest of the mode spectrum. For all the spins that we have been able to model, the matching intervals \( \Delta t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} \) are listed in Table 4.3.

4.5.1 \( \ell = m \) modes

For all modes with \( \ell = m \), we choose \( t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} = t_{\text{peak}}^{\Omega} \), which is the time when the orbital frequency \( \Omega \) peaks, very close to the light-ring; this choice has the advantage of avoiding the ambiguity of locating the amplitude peak when \( q \sim 1 \) (see Sec. 4.4). For the \((2, 2)\) and \((3, 3)\) modes we choose \( t_s = t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} + 20M \) and \( \tau_s = 7.5M \); when \((\ell, m) = (4, 4), (5, 5)\) we choose instead \( t_s = t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} + 25M \) and \( \tau_s = 4.5M \).

Let us first consider the dominant \((2, 2)\) mode. For spins \( q \gtrsim 0.5 \), we find that the ringdown is quite standard, as no appreciable mode mixing is present, and \( h_{22}^{\text{Teuk}} \) is well described by a linear superposition of overtones of the least-damped mode (i.e., Eq. (4.5) with \( A_{\ell 20}, A_{2-20} = 0 \)). The matching interval \( \Delta t_{\text{match}}^{22} \) varies with \( q \) as prescribed in Table 4.3. We find that \( \Delta t_{\text{match}}^{22} \) tends to grow towards large, positive spins since the light-ring (i.e., the matching point) occurs progressively later, during the ringdown, well past the amplitude peak, in a region where the waveform is rapidly decaying. For spins \( q \leq 0 \), we find it necessary to include the \((2, -2, 0)\) mode in the QNM spectrum (i.e., Eq. (4.5) with \( A_{\ell 0} = 0 \)); this mode has an amplitude \( |A_{2-20}| \) that grows (relative to \( |A_{220}| \)) as the spin decreases, which
can be understood based on the fact that the portion of orbit with $\Omega < 0$ (due to frame dragging during the plunge) becomes progressively longer. In Table 4.1 we provide magnitude and phase of $A_{2-20}/A_{220}$, i.e., the ratio of $(2, -2, 0)$ relative to the least-damped QNM. The numbers in the table are obtained from a fit of $\omega_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}$ using Eq. (4.6).

The typical performance of the model is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 4.8, which shows the case with spin $-0.7$. The Teukolsky amplitude (frequency) is plotted in blue (cyan), while the model amplitude (frequency) is plotted in red (orange). We clearly recognize the growing oscillations of the GW frequency about $M\omega_{220} \approx 0.31$; by fitting, we find that $|A_{2-20}|/|A_{220}| \approx 0.12$, so that $t_p \approx t_{\text{match}}^\ell + 270M$ (i.e., in a region where $|R h_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}|/\mu \ll 10^{-4}$). The waveform $h_{22}^{\text{RD}}$ does a good job at capturing the modulations everywhere, except in the early ringdown ($t_{\text{match}}^\ell < t < t_s$), where the oscillations in $\omega_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}$ occur at a frequency $\bar{\omega} \neq \omega_{220} + \omega_{2-20}$, and with an amplitude growth whose timescale does not clearly relate to either $\tau_{220}$ or $\tau_{2-20}$, as one would expect from Eq. (4.6). One limitation inherent to our approach is the specific form $S(t)$ of the time dependence of the coefficients $A_{\ell^\prime m^0}$ and $A_{\ell-m^0}$, which may not correctly model the process of excitation (in spite of the two adjustable parameters $t_s$ and $\tau_s$). Note that in comparable-mass EOB models the coefficients in front of the QNMs in $h_{\ell m}^{\text{RD}}$ have no time dependence.

For spins $q < -0.8$, the point $t_p$ moves closer to $t_{\text{match}}^\ell$, and the performance of the model in the early ringdown (i.e., $t_{\text{match}}^\ell < t < t_p$) becomes worse; however, Eq. (4.5) with $A_{\ell^\prime 20} = 0$ can still describe the region $t > t_p$ quite accurately.

We find that the most difficult ringdown waveforms to model are the ones
with spin $-0.95$ and $-0.99$; the case $q = -0.99$ is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.8. These are the cases with the longest inversion of the trajectory due to frame dragging. We have verified that the numerical errors during the ringdown are not responsible for creating any of the modulations. Note that for such extreme (negative) spins we have $2\Omega_H \sim -\omega_{2-20}$. We suspect that the reason why we cannot model spins smaller than $-0.9$ is the interference of other QNMs besides those included in Eq. (4.5), which we are unable to identify; their presence is hinted by the (physical) drift in the GW frequency at late times. This is exemplified in the right panel of Fig. 4.8, which refers to the $(2, 2)$ mode of spin $-0.99$. The inset therein zooms into the late ringdown, past the point where $\omega_{22}^{\text{Teuk}}$ transitions to oscillations about a negative frequency. One can see that the average of the oscillations is not $-\omega_{2-20}$, but instead it slowly asymptotes to that value from above.

As to the other modes with $\ell = m$, they behave similarly to the $(2, 2)$ mode, namely for spins $q > 0$ no significant mode mixing is present, while for $q \leq 0$ the mode $(\ell, -m, 0)$ is excited. In Table 4.1 we list the extracted coefficients (relative to the coefficient of the dominant QNM) of those QNMs that cause amplitude and frequency modulations. Again, the simple ringdown model of Eq. (4.5) with $A_{\ell m 0} = 0$ fails to accurately describe the early ringdown for spins $q < -0.8$, so that we cannot model $q = -0.95, -0.99$.

We have also tried to look for contributions from the horizon modes suggested by Refs. [231, 232], whose frequency is $m\Omega_H$, but their decay time $r_+/(2\sqrt{1-q^2})$ is not compatible with any of the timescales present in the Teukolsky data, and we did not observe their presence in the numerical waveforms.
4.5.2 \( \ell \neq m \) modes

We find that the \((2,1)\) mode shows mode mixing all across the physical spin range: the \((2,-1,0)\) component can be excited also for \(q > 0\), although to a limited extent. Explicitly, we model its ringdown via Eq. (4.5), setting \(A_{\ell 10} = 0\). If \(q > 0\) we can choose \(t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} = t_{\text{peak}}^{\Omega}, t_s = t_{\text{match}}^{21} + 15M, \tau_s = 7.5M\). For positive spins, the amplitude of \((2,-1,0)\) (shown in Table 4.2) turns out to be rather small (\(|A_{2-10}/A_{210}| \sim 10^{-3} - 10^{-2}\)). The model performs very well in this region.

Starting from the nonspinning case, and for smaller spins, \(t_{\text{peak}}^{\Omega}\) occurs quite early with respect to the beginning of the \((2,1)\) ringdown, therefore we find it necessary to modify our matching prescriptions. The option of choosing \(t_{\text{peak}}^{21}\) is certainly viable for \(q = 0\). However, when \(q < 0\), the onset of mode mixing is quite prompt, so that even the amplitude peak itself is affected by it. To illustrate this point, in the left panel of Fig. 4.9 we plot the \((2,1)\) merger-ringdown waveform for spin \(-0.8\); the left half of the amplitude peak is standard, whereas the right half is modulated by the QNM mixing (featuring several bumps). We observe that the amplitude oscillations begin at the turning point of the particle’s azimuthal motion (i.e., when \(\Omega\) vanishes); thus, we choose this as our \(t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}\) for negative spins.

We also choose \(t_s = t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} + 10M\) and \(\tau_s = 7.5M\). The correct modeling of the amplitude modulations critically depends on the prescriptions used for the matching, in particular \(\Delta t_{\text{match}}^{21}\), which can be found in Table 4.3. The model performs quite well for spins as small as \(-0.9\), except for the first couple of oscillations induced by QNM mixing, as can be seen in the left panel Fig. 4.9, mainly due to \(S(t)\). In spite of
the different ringdown prescriptions used in the positive versus negative spin regime, we can see from Table 4.2 that $|A_{2-10}/A_{210}|$ and $\arg (A_{2-10}/A_{210})$ are well-behaved functions of spin. Spins $-0.95$ and $-0.99$ cannot be modeled accurately, the issue being the early ringdown (i.e., $t_{\text{match}}^{12} < t < t_p$), whose modulations become rather extreme, and are not captured by $S(t)$. The late ringdown (i.e., $t > t_p$) follows instead well our model.

The more challenging mode to model is the $(3, 2)$. For $q > 0$ we use $t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} = t_\text{peak}^{\ell m}, t_s = t_{\text{match}}^{32} + 2.5 M$, and $\tau_s = 10 M$. As already seen in Fig. 4.7, when $q \gtrsim 0.7$ the QNM mixing induces a transition of the average (final) ringdown frequency from the expected least-damped mode frequency $\omega_{320}$ to $\omega_{220}$. Note how the case $q = 0.7$ (fifth panel of Fig. 4.7) sits at the transition between the two regimes, featuring wide frequency oscillations around both $\omega_{320}$ and $\omega_{220}$. The case $q = 0.99$ stands out, since its ringdown can be described by the $(2, 2)$-mode spectrum (i.e., $h_{32}^{\text{RD}}(t) = \sum_n A_{22n} \exp [-i \sigma_{22n}(t - t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m})]$ is a good model for $h_{32}^{\text{Teuk}}$). This happens because there are no significant mode-mixing modulations (see the first panel of Fig. 4.7) and the asymptotic GW frequency is $\omega_{32}^{\text{Teuk}}(t \to \infty) = \omega_{220}$. In the range $0 < q \leq 0.95$, instead, we model the ringdown via Eq. (4.5), setting $A_{3-20} = 0$ and $\ell' = 2$, i.e., the QNM spectrum is that of the $(3, 2)$ mode with interference from $(2, 2, 0)$. When $0.8 \lesssim q \lesssim 0.95$, the ringdown displays large features, with a GW frequency oscillating about $\omega_{220}$ (see second to fourth panel of Fig. 4.7); this means that $(2, 2, 0)$ is more excited than the least-damped mode $(3, 2, 0)$, which is confirmed by our fits, as $|A_{220}/A_{320}| > 1$ (see Table 4.2). The right panel of Fig. 4.9 shows the good agreement of the model to the Teukolsky data for $q = 0.9$. Notice
how the matching point lies in a region where the amplitude has already started to drop, quite a bit later than the peak. As already discussed, the case with \( q = 0.7 \) represents a sort of threshold, in that its GW frequency oscillates about \( \omega_{320} \) in the early ringdown and then about \( \omega_{220} \) in the late ringdown (see the fifth panel of Fig. 4.7).

Similarly to the \((2, 1)\) mode, when \( q \leq 0 \), \( t_{\Omega_{\text{peak}}} \) occurs quite early; when \( q < 0 \), the \((3, 2)\) amplitude peak is modulated by the mode mixing, but now the turning point of the particle happens somewhat earlier relative to it. Therefore, when \( q \leq 0 \), we choose the matching point in the “middle” of the amplitude peak, where \( \partial_3^2|\mathcal{H}_{32}^{\text{Teuk}}| = 0 \); we also choose \( t_s = t_{32}^{\text{match}} + 10M \) and \( \tau_s = 7.5M \). In terms of QNM spectrum, as happens for all the modes we studied, for \( q \leq 0 \) the mode with opposite \( m \) is excited (i.e., \((3, -2, 0)\)). However, the \((2, 2, 0)\) mode can still be extracted from the \((3, 2)\) waveforms for spins as small as \(-0.8 \leq q < 0\). Here we use Eq. (4.5) with \( A_{3-20}, A_{220} \neq 0 \). The function that we fit to the Teukolsky data is simply the generalization of Eq. (4.6) to three interfering QNMs. The extracted coefficients are found in Table 4.2. An example of this regime is shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.10, for spin \(-0.7\); one can notice two effects in \( \omega_{32}^{\text{Teuk}} \), the high-frequency modulations due to the interference of \((3, -2, 0)\), and the low-frequency ones due to the interference of \((2, 2, 0)\). It is also possible to appreciate how well the model (red and orange lines) can capture all these features. For spins \( q \leq -0.9 \), the waveforms asymptote to a frequency lying between \(-\omega_{2-20}\) and \(-\omega_{3-20}\), and we cannot extract the coefficients because \( \omega_{32}^{\text{Teuk}} \) has a very irregular behavior and we find it hard to determine the appropriate fitting window. This problematic regime is depicted in
the right panel of Fig. 4.10, where we plot the (3, 2) mode of spin $-0.95$.

4.6 Considerations on the modeling of comparable-mass binary systems

In this section we explain how the findings of Secs. 4.4 and 4.5 can help EOB waveform modeling.

The EOB approach employs factorized analytical (multipolar) waveforms that resum the circular PN formulae, while incorporating strong-field and non-circular effects [99–101, 120, 128]. An example of strong-field feature is the divergence of the factorized modes at the light-ring for circular orbits through the “source” term proportional to the binding energy (angular momentum) for $\ell = m$ ($\ell \neq m$) modes. Deviations from circularity are modeled in the EOB waveforms through a phenomenological non-quasicircular (NQC) factor that reshapes the EOB factorized waveforms during plunge and around merger in order to better match the numerical waveforms (computed either with numerical-relativity or Teukolsky-equation codes).

The NQC factor is determined once the numerical “input values” (i.e., the amplitude $|h_{\ell m}^{\text{num}}|$, the slope $\partial_t|h_{\ell m}^{\text{num}}|$, the curvature $\partial_t^2|h_{\ell m}^{\text{num}}|$, the frequency $\omega_{\ell m}^{\text{num}}$, the slope of the frequency $\partial_t\omega_{\ell m}^{\text{num}}$) are prescribed. Typically, the input values are read off at the peak of the numerical waveforms, and, on the EOB side, they are enforced at a

---

5Reference [120] (see Appendices C and D) computed mode-by-mode amplitude fits of the Teukolsky modes generated by a frequency-domain code, which assumed circular orbits in Kerr. High, unknown PN terms in the factorized waveforms were fitted up to the ISCO, for both ingoing and outgoing radiation.
specific time relative to the peak of the orbital frequency (which occurs at \( t = t_{\text{peak}}^{\Omega} \)). That same time is used as the attachment point for the ringdown waveform (for more details, see Sec. IV of Ref. [119]).

As discussed in Sec. 4.4, the very circular character of the Teukolsky waveforms when \( q \to 1 \) is very appealing from the point of view of the modeling, since the EOB factorized modes (without NQC corrections) are built under the assumption of quasicircular adiabatic motion. However, highly spinning systems are also very relativistic, and current PN waveforms (on which the factorized ones are based) are not accurate enough for such regimes already hundreds of cycles before merger. As already pointed out in Refs. [101, 119] by comparisons with frequency-domain Teukolsky waveforms, due to the lack of enough PN knowledge in the test-particle limit, the amplitude of the factorized waveforms performs poorly even before the ISCO for large spins, implying also inaccurate multipolar fluxes. While we were finalizing this paper, Ref. [252] was posted; the author computed the energy fluxes for a particle in circular, equatorial orbit in Kerr spacetime up to 20PN order. In spite of the high PN order of the calculation, the relative accuracy of the analytical flux (when compared to numerical Teukolsky data) is within \( 10^{-3} \) only down to \( 2.97r_{\text{ISCO}} \) for spin 0.9, i.e., for an orbital speed around 0.37 (to be compared with \( v_{\text{ISCO}} \approx 0.61 \)). As we shall see in Sec. 4.7, even modeling errors as small as \( 10^{-3} \) at the ISCO may result in large dephasings once the analytical fluxes are employed in time evolutions.

Moreover, as originally found in Ref. [119], the larger the spin, the earlier the \((2, 2)\) mode peaks with respect to \( t_{\text{peak}}^{\Omega} \); when \( q \geq 0.9 \), the peak occurs before the
ISCO, during the inspiral phase, where the radial motion is absolutely negligible, as we discussed in Sec. 4.4. As a consequence, when calculated at the amplitude peak, the NQC functions are heavily suppressed for large and positive spins, because they are proportional to $p_r \times r$ (see Fig. 4.6), and cannot help correcting the waveform. One could see what can be gained by applying the factorized resummation procedure to the PN-expanded fluxes of Ref. [252], or keep the current factorized flux while including the fits of Ref. [120], and obtain EOB amplitudes in greater agreement with the numerical ones without any need for NQC corrections. Note that the fits of Ref. [120] were computed up to the ISCO. Hence, after the peak, when the amplitude is falling off, the EOB waveform with fits can still differ from the Teukolsky one. However, applying an NQC correction at that late stage could be a viable option.

Furthermore, if we followed the standard EOB prescription of attaching the ringdown waveform at $t_{\text{peak}}^{\ell m}$, we would not be able to successfully model the Teukolsky waveform, because its ringdown sets in at times which are rather close to the peak of the orbital frequency at time $t_{\text{peak}}^{\Omega}$, while $t_{\text{peak}}^{\ell m} \ll t_{\text{peak}}^{\Omega}$. As we shall see below, to overcome this issue, we suggest a new prescription for the matching point of the ringdown in the EOB approach for small mass-ratios and large spins.

These findings for large spins were effectively exploited in the construction of the EOB model of Ref. [70], which extended the model of Ref. [93] to generic mass ratios and spins; only the dominant $(2, 2)$ mode was considered. The model was calibrated to 38 numerical-relativity nonprecessing waveforms produced by the SXS Collaboration [67,162,253,254], spanning mass ratios from 1 to 8, spin magnitudes up to 0.98, and with 40 to 60 GW cycles. By construction, any EOB model incorporates
the test-particle limit, since the whole formalism is based on a deformation of the Kerr spacetime \(^6\). As explained above, the merger waveform critically depends on the information from numerical-relativity waveforms, in the form of input values. Since numerical-relativity simulations are still unable to explore the small mass-ratio limit \(^7\), the Teukolsky waveforms are extremely valuable in bridging the gap between mass ratio \(\sim 1/10\) and \(\sim 1/1000\).

The prototype nonprecessing, spinning EOB model of Ref. [93] (which could cover spins only up to 0.6) introduced, for the first time, a spin-dependent (negative) time delay \(\Delta t^{22}_{\text{peak}}\) between \(t_{\Omega}\) peak and the peak of \(|h_{22}|\), which was inspired by the time delay seen in the Teukolsky data of Ref. [119]. Such time delay had already been found in Ref. [233] for the (2,2) mode in nonspinning binaries with small mass ratio, but because the time delay in the nonspinning case is quite small, it was not needed when modeling the (2,2) mode of nonspinning, comparable-mass systems [91]. Furthermore, Ref. [93] fixed the small mass-ratio limit of \(\omega_{22}^{\text{num}}\) and \(\partial_t \omega_{22}^{\text{num}}\) based on the Teukolsky waveforms of Ref. [119]. In the same spirit of Ref. [93], some of us used the additional information on the test-particle limit provided in this paper (in particular, the behavior of the Teukolsky waveforms beyond spin 0.8) to extend the nonprecessing EOB model to any spin and mass ratio [70].

First, we built a time-delay function \(\Delta t^{22}_{\text{peak}}\) that, in the small mass-ratio limit,

\(^6\)The deformation parameter is the symmetric mass ratio \(m_1 m_2 / (m_1 + m_2)^2\), \(m_1\) and \(m_2\) being the BH masses.

\(^7\)A roadmap for future, challenging numerical-relativity simulations is outlined in the first paper of the NRAR Collaboration [66].
decreases with spin beyond 0.8; this guarantees that the ringdown starts close to \( t^\Omega_{\text{peak}} \) and that the NQC equations are always enforced in a region with significant radial motion (at time \( t^\Omega_{\text{peak}} + \Delta t^{22}_{\text{peak}} \)), as opposed to the extremely circular region around the amplitude peak (at time \( t^{22}_{\text{peak}} \)). As an example, in Fig. 4.2 we indicate with a vertical green line where the point \( t^\Omega_{\text{peak}} + \Delta t^{22}_{\text{peak}} \) occurs for such time-delay function when the mass ratio is 1/1000 and the spin is 0.99: the point safely lies well after the ISCO, close to the light-ring. Remember that the analysis of Sec. 4.5.1 has shown that for \((2,2)\) modes and large spin one can reliably attach the ringdown waveform at the light-ring.

Second, we built piecewise continuous fitting functions for the input values along the spin dimension 8 such that, beyond spin 0.8 and for mass ratio smaller than \( \sim 1/100 \), they approach \( |h_{22}|, \partial_t |h_{22}|, \partial^2_t |h_{22}|, \omega_{22}, \partial_t \omega_{22} \) of the EOB factorized waveform itself (without any spinning NQC correction), evaluated at time \( t^\Omega_{\text{peak}} + \Delta t^{22}_{\text{peak}} \). This entails that, beyond spin 0.8 and for mass ratio 1/1000, the EOB model will not agree too well with the Teukolsky waveforms produced with the numerical flux, as in this paper. This is mainly a consequence of the limitation of the current factorized waveforms that we discussed above (especially as far as the amplitude is concerned). Imposing the exact Teukolsky input values beyond spin 0.8 at mass ratio 1/1000 would result in unwanted features (such as bumps in the inspiral amplitude), because the NQC corrections act only over short time intervals, while the factorized waveforms are discrepant over much longer spans for this corner

---

8Note that, in both EOB models of Refs. [93] and [70], the input values are functions of only two parameters: the symmetric mass ratio and an effective spin (see definition in Eq. (32) of Ref. [93]).
of the parameter space. This limitation will be overcome once the current factorized waveforms are improved.

Third, in the model of Ref. [70], the Teukolsky waveforms were also exploited to establish robust ringdown prescriptions in the small mass-ratio limit, especially for binaries with large spins. Indeed, we found it necessary to introduce mass-ratio and spin dependence in the ringdown tuning parameters (i.e., the size of the matching interval, frequency and decay time of the pseudo-QNMs).

Finally, in Appendix A we provide input values measured from the Teukolsky waveforms of this paper, as well as the measured time delay $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{\ell m}$, as functions of the spin. This data can be used for future, improved versions of the EOB model.

4.7 The comparable-mass EOB model in the test-particle limit

In this section we compare the comparable-mass EOB model of Ref. [93] to the numerical waveforms computed via the Teukolsky formalism in the test-particle limit. Before discussing the waveforms, we have to point out that the orbital dynamics generated by the EOB model in this section is quite different from that generated following the prescriptions of Sec. 4.2. In fact, as already discussed, the EOB energy flux used in Ref. [93], which was based on Refs. [100,101] and used all the PN corrections available at the time of publication, has several shortcomings in the test-particle limit.

First, the EOB energy flux used in Ref. [93] does not account for the ingoing
Figure 4.11: For spin 0.5, comparison between Teukolsky \((2,2)\) mode waveform (solid blue lines) and the EOB model of Ref. [93] evaluated in the test-particle limit (dashed red lines). The Teukolsky waveform is evaluated along the EOB trajectory. The waveforms are aligned at their amplitude peak, which corresponds to 0 retarded time; 50 GW cycles before the peak are shown. \(R\) is the distance to the source.

Figure 4.12: Same as Figure 4.11, but for spin 0.8.
portion of the GW flux. Horizon absorption has the largest effect for nearly extremal positive spins, thanks to the slower rate of energy loss, due to superradiance. Note that the relative sign between ingoing and outgoing fluxes changes when the orbital frequency crosses the horizon frequency. When \( \Omega \leq \Omega_H \) and \( q > 0 \), the ingoing fraction subtracts from the outgoing flux; otherwise, the absorption flux adds to the outgoing flux. For instance, when the spin is 0 (0.99), the absorption flux increases (decreases) dissipation by \( \sim 0.3\% \) (\( \sim 9\% \)) for a particle orbiting at the ISCO (see Fig. 1 of Ref. [120]). References [116, 255] found that in the nearly extremal case \( q = 0.998 \) the inspiral up to the ISCO can be longer by \( \sim 5\% \) at low inclinations, depending on whether the ingoing flux is included or not. A study extending up to merger was done in the Schwarzschild case by Ref. [235], which considered an EOB evolution including the model absorption flux of Ref. [128]; when the symmetric mass ratio is \( 10^{-3} \), they found a dephasing of 1.6 rads for the (2,2) mode waveform at merger over an entire evolution of about 41 orbital cycles. As to the spinning case, Ref. [118] included the spinning horizon flux in an EOB model, using the Taylor-expanded expressions of Refs. [140, 141]; the inclusion of absorption turned out to be important to obtain good agreement with the full Teukolsky flux, at least up to the ISCO. When modeling spinning binaries, one should bear in mind that the spin changes the PN order (with respect to the leading order flux at infinity) at which absorption enters in the energy flux: while this effect enters at 4PN order for Schwarzschild BHs, it enters at 2.5PN order for nonzero spin.

To confirm the impact of neglecting the ingoing flux, we evolve trajectories with either the total or only the outgoing Teukolsky flux, relying again on the data
of Ref. [120]. We consider (2, 2) waveforms that begin 100 GW cycles before the ISCO. For comparison, we align their phases both at low frequency (over the first 10 GW cycles) and at high frequency \(^9\) (over the 10 GW cycles following the ISCO), and then measure the phase difference either during ringdown (for the low frequency alignment) or at the beginning of the waveform (for the high frequency alignment), using the case with the total flux as fiducial. After the low frequency alignment, we find that for spin 0 (0.99) the horizon absorption induces a dephasing of about \(-2 (+23)\) rads. After the high frequency alignment, we find that for spin 0 (0.99) the horizon absorption induces a dephasing of about \(-0.1 (+8)\) rads. The different sign in the dephasings for spin 0 and 0.99 reflects the fact that for \(q \leq 0\) the ingoing flux increases the rate of dissipation (thus hastening the coalescence), while for \(q > 0\) superradiance extracts energy from the rotation of the massive BH and transfers it into the orbital motion (thus delaying the coalescence). These effects can play a major role for space-based GW detectors, whose integration time will have to be of the order of \(10^6\) GW cycles (or more) to achieve detection [256], hence requiring very long and accurate GW templates.

In principle, horizon absorption may also alter the merger waveform, which constitutes a numerical input for the EOB model via the NQC procedure outlined in Sec. 4.6. For \(q = 0\) we compute the (2, 2) mode input values \(|h^{\text{Teuk}}_{22}|, \partial_t |h^{\text{Teuk}}_{22}|, \omega^{\text{Teuk}}_{22}, \partial_t \omega^{\text{Teuk}}_{22}\) at \(t^{22}_{\text{peak}}\) (here, of course, \(\partial_t |h^{\text{Teuk}}_{22}| = 0\)), while for \(q = 0.99\), due to the flatness of the amplitude and the lack of an orbital frequency peak, we compute

\(^9\)Note that aligning the waveforms at the amplitude peak is not an option, given their extreme flatness when \(q = 0.99\).
them at the ISCO. For spin 0 (0.99), the relative difference induced by horizon absorption on the four input values is respectively: 0.0014% (0.17%), 0.50% (5.8%), 0.082% (0.29%), and 0.091% (5.2%). Similar results apply to higher-order modes. The larger discrepancies can be seen on the curvature and on the slope of the GW frequency, but the NQC procedure is only mildly sensitive to these two quantities, as the most important features to reproduce are the amplitude and the GW frequency, which means that the horizon absorption does not impact the merger waveform significantly.

Second, as compared to the total outgoing Teukolsky flux, the current EOB energy flux does not account for modes with $\ell > 8$. We can quantitatively assess this truncation error in the frequency domain by using the multipolar components of the Teukolsky fluxes computed in Ref. [120]. We find that, for a particle orbiting at the ISCO, the fractional contribution to the total outgoing flux coming from modes beyond $\ell = 8$ varies between $10^{-5}$ for $q = -0.99$ and $3 \times 10^{-3}$ for $q = 0.99$. The growing relevance of higher modes with spin is consistent with the trend that one sees when studying the amplitude hierarchy between the dominant (2, 2) mode and higher modes [119]. For spins $q = 0, 0.99$, we compute the Teukolsky waveforms along trajectories sourced by Teukolsky flux modes only up to $\ell = 8$, and compare them to the waveforms generated using the total outgoing flux (taken as fiducial). We measure the dephasings with the same approach discussed above when studying the effect of horizon absorption. After the low frequency alignment, we find that 

10For $q = 0.99$, the ISCO is only 0.3$M$ away from the horizon in the radial coordinate. See also Fig. 4.2 for a more precise idea in the case of the (2, 2) mode.
for spin 0 (0.99) the higher-\(\ell\) modes induce a dephasing of about \(-0.3\) \((-7.5)\) rads. After the high frequency alignment, we find that for spin 0 (0.99) the higher-\(\ell\) modes induce a dephasing of about \(-0.015\) \((-3)\) rads. The negative signs indicate that, obviously, whenever we neglect \(\ell > 8\) modes the rate of dissipation is lower, hence the coalescence occurs later. These phase differences are less dramatic than those seen when neglecting the ingoing flux. Nonetheless, they are relevant for the purpose of generating templates for extreme and small mass-ratio inspirals.

Third, as discussed in Sec. 4.6, the modeling error on the amplitude of the individual factorized modes with \(\ell \leq 8\) can be significant even before the ISCO for large spins: a more quantitative assessment of the disagreement with numerical amplitudes can be found in Ref. [101]. The origin of the poor performance lies in the limited PN knowledge, since for large spins the ISCO moves to a more relativistic regime: \(v_{\text{ISCO}} \approx 0.41\) when \(q = 0\), while \(v_{\text{ISCO}} \approx 0.79\) when \(q = 1\). Again, one could include the amplitude fits of Ref. [120] or apply the factorized resummation to the analytical energy flux of Ref. [252], and recalibrate the comparable-mass model to numerical-relativity simulations.

We now move on to discuss the waveforms. We evaluate the comparable-mass EOB model of Ref. [93] in the test-particle limit by setting the symmetric mass-ratio \(\mu/M\) to zero everywhere in the model, except in the leading term of the GW flux, where we set it to \(10^{-3}\); this choice is consistent with the prescriptions of Sec. 4.2 for building orbital evolutions with the Teukolsky fluxes. The GW flux of the model is a sum of time derivatives of multipolar modes up to \(\ell = 8\), according to Eq. (13) of Ref. [93]. All the modes are the \(\rho\)-resummed factorized ones of Ref. [101],
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except those with $\ell \leq 4$ and odd $m$, which instead follow the prescription given in appendix A of Ref. [93]; test-particle limit nonspinning effects are included up to 5.5PN order (beyond the leading order), while spinning effects are included up to 4PN order (beyond the leading order). Here we are not interested in testing the EOB orbital dynamics, but we rather want to focus on the waveforms, therefore the Teukolsky waveforms are calculated along the EOB trajectories. The same approach was adopted in Ref. [119] for the case with spin 0. For spins as large as $q \sim 0.5$, the EOB waveforms are in good agreement with the numerical waveforms. In Fig. 4.11, for $q = 0.5$, we align EOB and Teukolsky (2, 2) mode waveforms at the amplitude peak; we find a dephasing within 0.1 rads and a relative amplitude error which is negligible everywhere except during ringdown (where it is around 30%). For larger spins, however, a large discrepancy in the amplitude shows up well before merger. In Fig. 4.12, for $q = 0.8$, we find an amplitude error around 5% during the late inspiral; the dephasing is quite large too, reaching about 0.8 rads 50 GW cycles before merger, and growing as one moves to lower frequencies.

### 4.8 Conclusions

Using the Teukolsky equation in the time domain, we have computed inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms produced by the inspiraling motion of a nonspinning test particle in the equatorial plane of a Kerr BH with dimensionless spin $-0.99 \leq q \leq 0.99$, thus extending work done in Ref. [119]. The trajectory of the particle has been obtained from the geodesic equation, subject to a radiation-reaction force that
is proportional to the total energy flux in GWs. We have used the GW fluxes computed for circular orbits down to the light-ring with a frequency-domain Teukolsky code [120]. We have computed the dominant and leading subdominant modes of the radiation: \((2, 2), (2, 1), (3, 3), (3, 2), (4, 4), \) and \((5, 5)\).

In Sec. 4.4, we have pointed out the simplicity of the waveforms emitted by systems with large, positive spins, in spite of the highly relativistic regime probed by the inspiraling orbital trajectories. The main feature of the mode amplitudes is their flattening towards the ISCO and during the plunge as the spin grows (see Fig. 4.3). We have given an explanation of this phenomenon in terms of the ratio between the orbital and the radiation-reaction timescales. On the one hand, as \(q \to 1\) the total (i.e., ingoing + outgoing) GW flux tends to decrease, partly thanks to the extraction of energy from the rotation of the Kerr BH via superradiance. On the other hand, as \(q \to 1\) the horizon (i.e., the final point of the orbital evolution) moves to smaller radii, which implies higher orbital frequencies accessible to the inspiraling particle. This results in a significant increase in the number of orbits per unit frequency as \(q \to 1\); the orbital motion becomes extremely circular, and highly relativistic.

In Sec. 4.5, we have systematically studied the ringdown stage, whose waveforms display complicated amplitude and frequency modulations due to the interference of QNMs. In the comparable-mass range, with the notable exception of the \((3, 2)\) mode, the \((\ell, m)\) modes of nonprecessing BH binaries can be successfully modeled by the linear superposition of overtones of the least-damped QNM, i.e., \((\ell, m, n)\), with \(n = 0, 1, \cdots\) [62, 63, 91, 246–250]. However, in the extreme and small mass-ratio regime, other QNMs can be excited [99, 119, 123–126]. We have found
that, for $\ell = m$ modes, the QNM mixing is present when $q \leq 0$ (see Fig. 4.8), and arises mainly due to modes with opposite $m$, whose excitation grows as the spin decreases; for negative spins, the orbit changes direction during plunge (since the particle eventually locks to the rotating BH horizon), thus exciting $(\ell, -m, 0)$ modes. For $\ell \neq m$ modes, instead, we have found QNM mixing across the entire spin range. For the $(2, 1)$ mode, the main source of mixing is the $(2, -1, 0)$ QNM. For the $(3, 2)$ mode (see Fig. 4.7), we have recognized 3 different behaviors: when $q \gtrsim 0.8$ the ringdown is dominated by $(2, 2, 0)$ with contamination from $(3, 2, 0)$; when $0 < q \lesssim 0.7$, the ringdown is dominated by $(3, 2, 0)$ with contamination from $(2, 2, 0)$; when $q \leq 0$, the ringdown is dominated by $(3, 2, 0)$ with contamination from both $(3, -2, 0)$ and $(2, 2, 0)$. The excitation of QNMs with the same $m$, but with different $\ell$, is understood as a basis effect, since the QNMs are computed in a $-2$-spin-weighted spheroidal-harmonic separation of the Teukolsky equation, while the waveforms used in modeling are decomposed in $-2$-spin-weighted spherical-harmonic modes. We have fitted the relative amplitude between the main QNMs that are interfering for each mode (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2), and have been able to model the ringdown Teukolsky waveforms using Eq. (4.5) for all spins except $q = -0.95, -0.99$ for all modes, and also $q = -0.9$ for the $(3, 2)$ mode.

In Sec. 4.6, we have discussed how the inspiral-merger-ringdown Teukolsky waveforms helped the extension of the comparable-mass EOB model for nonprecessing, spinning BH binaries of Ref. [70] to small mass ratios and large spins. In particular, a time delay $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^22$ was introduced between the orbital frequency peak $t_{\text{peak}}^\Omega$ and the point $t_{\text{peak}}^\Omega + \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^22$, where non-quasicircular corrections are applied.
to the merger waveform. The specific dependence of the time-delay function on
the spin takes into account the extreme circularity of the orbits encountered in the
test-particle limit for large spins, and guarantees that $t_{\text{peak}}^{\Omega} + \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ always lies in
a region with significant radial motion. Older EOB models took $t_{\text{peak}}^{\Omega} + \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ to
coincide with the peak of the amplitude; however, in this paper, we have shown
that such prescription is not adequate in the test-particle limit and, more generally
when the mass ratio is smaller than $\sim 1/100$ if $q > 0.8$, since the peak occurs much
before the ISCO and light-ring. The Teukolsky waveforms were also exploited to
build fitting functions for the input values (i.e., $|h_{22}|$, $\partial_t^2|h_{22}|$, $\omega_{22}$, $\partial_t\omega_{22}$ at a point
in time during merger) which are needed to impose non-quasicircular corrections to
the merger EOB waveform.

Finally, in Sec. 4.7, we have evaluated the comparable-mass EOB model of
Ref. [70] in the test-particle limit, and compared it to Teukolsky waveforms com-
puted along the same EOB trajectory. We have found that, up to a spin $\sim$
0.5, the EOB waveforms (based on the factorized resummation of PN formulae
in Refs. [100, 101]) perform well, with phase differences within 0.1 rads and am-
plitude errors which are negligible up to merger (see Fig. 4.11). For larger spins,
instead, while the EOB model can produce a reasonable $(2, 2)$ mode waveform (see
Fig. 4.12), still it disagrees with the Teukolsky data, due to the poor performance of
the current factorized waveforms in such highly relativistic regimes — for example
for $q = 0.8$, we find an amplitude error around 5% during the late inspiral and a
dehphasing of about 0.8 rads 50 GW cycles before merger, and growing as one moves
to lower frequencies. We have also discussed the limitations of the current factorized
EOB energy flux, namely the lack of horizon-absorption terms and the truncation at $\ell = 8$ modes.

The natural extension of this project will consider inclined orbits in Kerr spacetime. Even at the level of geodetic motion, there exist orbits with constant separation and inclination (with respect to the direction of the Kerr spin), which display precession of the orbital plane. Thus, these orbits will radiate waveforms which carry amplitude and phase modulations due to the precession. On the analytical side, we have shown in this paper several limitations of the current EOB factorized flux [100, 101] for large spins. Thus, it will be crucial to improve this flux in the future either by designing a new resummation scheme, or by incorporating higher-order PN terms that have been recently computed [252]. Moreover, the current EOB flux was developed for nonprecessing BH binaries only; we plan to test different prescriptions that could extend its validity to the precessing case. Such work can help the more challenging EOB modeling of precessing, comparable-mass BH binaries, which has first been tackled in Ref. [194].
Chapter 5: Modeling the horizon-absorbed gravitational flux for equatorial circular orbits in Kerr spacetime

Authors: Andrea Taracchini, Alessandra Buonanno, Scott A. Hughes, and Gaurav Khanna

Abstract: We propose an improved analytical model for the horizon-absorbed gravitational-wave energy flux of a small body in circular orbit in the equatorial plane of a Kerr black hole. Post-Newtonian (PN) theory provides an analytical description of the multipolar components of the absorption flux through Taylor expansions in the orbital frequency. Building on previous work, we construct a mode-by-mode factorization of the absorbed flux whose Taylor expansion agrees with current PN results. This factorized form significantly improves the agreement with numerical results obtained with a frequency-domain Teukolsky code, which evolves through a sequence of circular orbits up to the photon orbit. We perform the comparison between model and numerical data for dimensionless Kerr spins $-0.99 \leq q \leq 0.99$ and for frequencies up to the light ring of the Kerr black hole. Our proposed model enforces the presence of a zero in the flux at an orbital frequency equal to the frequency of the horizon, as predicted by perturbation theory. It also

\(^1\)Originally published as Phys. Rev. D 88, 044001 (2013)
reproduces the expected divergence of the flux close to the light ring. Neither of these features are captured by the Taylor-expanded PN flux. Our proposed absorption flux can also help improve models for the inspiral, merger, ringdown of small mass-ratio binary systems.

5.1 Introduction

Extreme-mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs) are among the most interesting candidate sources for future space-based gravitational wave (GW) detectors. In these systems a particle/small body, like a star or a black hole (BH), orbits a supermassive BH and spirals in due to energy losses in GWs. Computational modeling of EMRIs is uniquely challenging due to the long duration and the high level of accuracy required in the waveforms for the purposes of detection [256]. This implies that the orbital dynamics needs to be computed over long time intervals with sufficient accuracy. To lowest order in the mass ratio, EMRIs can be described using black hole perturbation theory to compute how the “self force” produced by the small body interacts with its own spacetime deformation (see, e.g., Refs. [257, 258] for recent reviews). If the system evolves slowly enough, the impact of dissipative self-forces can be described using the Teukolsky equation [97] to compute the slowly changing evolution of the integrals of Kerr geodesic orbits (i.e., an orbit’s energy, angular momentum, and Carter constant). The inspiral is then well described by a slowly evolving sequence of geodesic orbits. In Refs. [116, 117, 129–132], this approach has been pursued through purely numerical schemes.
Purely analytical approaches and modeling are also viable. Since the motion of the particle eventually becomes significantly relativistic, a post-Newtonian (PN) treatment [60, 259, 260] of this problem (taking the limit of small mass ratio) is bound to fail toward the end of the inspiral. In fact, PN theory used for long-time integration of EMRIs leads to significant discrepancies in the number of orbital cycles. These accumulate rather uniformly during the inspiral, even before reaching the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) [261]. More suitable approaches are BH perturbation theory and the self-force formalism [97, 258], which include all relativistic effects but expand in the small mass-ratio parameter.

In this work we focus on a specific aspect of the problem, namely the GW energy flux absorbed by the BH horizon. The particle orbiting the central Kerr BH radiates GWs, which partly leave the binary toward null infinity (and constitute the so-called flux at infinity) and partly fall into the event horizon (and constitute the so-called absorption flux). Interest in the absorption flux was shown as early as the 1970s, when Ref. [262] investigated its possible impact on the dynamics of bodies in the vicinity of the supermassive BH at the center of our galaxy.

For some orbits and black-hole spins, the absorption of GWs by the event horizon can be described as a Penrose-like process [133], i.e., as the extraction of rotational energy of the Kerr BH by means of negative-energy GWs. The “absorbed” flux in these cases is actually negative. Reference [134] formally suggested this Penrose-like interpretation for scalar (instead of gravitational) perturbations of a Kerr BH using the Teukolsky equation. The authors also looked for orbits that would have a perfect balance between the energy losses in scalar waves to infinity and
the aforementioned energy extraction. Such orbits would have a constant radius and were named “floating orbits.” Subsequently, Ref. [115] extended the calculation of the ingoing energy flux to gravitational perturbations of a Kerr BH [see in particular Eq. (4.44) therein], and computed it numerically for different values of the spin of the central object [see Fig. 2 in Ref. [115]]. Reference [264] later definitively ruled out the existence of floating orbits in the case of gravitational perturbations. More recent work [265] suggests that floating orbits can only exist around central bodies with an extremely unusual multipolar structure. In the context of alternative theories of gravity, it was shown [266] that floating is possible when massive scalar fields coupled to matter are present.

Further insight into the horizon-absorbed flux in a BH binary system can be gained from a parallel with the phenomenon of tides. For a recent review, see Ref. [135]. In the early 1970s, Refs. [136, 137] computed how a stationary particle tidally perturbs a slowly rotating Kerr BH, finding that the BH dissipates energy by spinning down. The same phenomenon happens in a Newtonian binary system, such as when a moon perturbs a slowly rotating planet (treated as a fluid body with viscosity). This phenomenon is known as “tidal heating.” Somewhat remarkably, there is a close analogy between the spin-down of a black hole and the spin-down of a fluid body due to the tidal interaction: The tidal interaction raises a bulge on the black hole’s event horizon, and one can regard that bulge as exerting a torque on the orbit. This torque spins up or spins down the hole, depending on the relative
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2Similar behavior was noted by Hod in the context of massive-scalar fields, so-called “stationary clouds” [263].
frequency of the orbit and the hole’s rotation. Using the membrane paradigm [138], one can even associate an effective viscosity to the black hole. The hole’s viscosity relates the rate at which the horizon’s generators are sheared to the rate at which the hole’s area (or entropy) is increased. The black hole’s viscosity plays an important role in determining the geometry of the hole’s bulge, much as the viscosity of a fluid body in part determines the geometry of its tidal bulge.

A renewed interest in the BH-absorption flux was rekindled in the 1990s, when, using BH perturbation theory, Ref. [139] computed in full analytical form the leading-order absorption flux for a particle in a circular orbit around a Schwarzschild BH. These initial results indicated that the horizon flux is suppressed relative to the flux to infinity by a factor of $v^8$, where $v$ is the orbital speed. This result was then generalized to the spinning case in Refs. [140,141], where the ingoing flux was computed up to 6.5PN order beyond the leading order luminosity at infinity. Spin dramatically changes the leading impact of the horizon flux: The suppression factor becomes $(v^3 - q)v^5$ (where $q \equiv a/M$ is the Kerr parameter per unit mass). Numerical studies of strong field radiation reaction showed that neglect of the horizon flux would introduce large errors into Kerr inspiral models — many thousands of radians for inspiral into rapidly rotating black holes [131].

The extension to comparable-mass BH binaries was first attempted in Ref. [267], which computed the changes in mass and angular momentum of the holes up to 4PN order beyond the leading order luminosity at infinity. Reference [268] constructed a general approach to this problem, deriving formulas for the flow of energy and angular momentum into a BH as functions of the generic tidal fields perturbing
it. This formalism was applied in Ref. [269] to the specific tidal environment of a comparable-mass binary in the slow-motion approximation, allowing the computation of the spinning absorption fluxes to higher PN order than Ref. [267]. Recently Ref. [270] pushed the calculation of Ref. [269] to an even higher PN order. Recent numerical work [271] found horizon absorption to be crucial in the ultrarelativistic grazing collision of comparable-mass BHs, in that it puts a limit on the maximum radiation that can be produced in such events.

In recent years, significant effort has been put into improving the analytical modeling of the GW fluxes, both ingoing and at infinity, with respect to the exact, numerical solution of the Teukolsky equation. In particular, Refs. [99, 100] proposed a factorization of the Taylor-expanded PN formulas for the flux at infinity in the Schwarzschild case, improving the agreement with the numerical data. Reference [101] extended this approach to the spinning case. Later on Ref. [128] applied the same idea of factorizing the Taylor-expanded PN predictions to the absorption flux in the nonspinning limit, extending the model also to comparable-mass binaries. Our work has the primary goal of studying the factorization of the BH-absorption flux for the Kerr case. The orbits we consider are circular and lie in the equatorial plane of the central, rotating BH. The PN-expanded formulas for the spinning absorption flux can be found in Refs. [140, 141].

An improved analytical modeling of the GW fluxes in the test-particle limit is crucial because of the practical need for fast generation of reliable time-domain waveforms for these systems. Several papers [118, 119, 126, 233–235] have already incorporated analytical fluxes into effective-one-body (EOB) models for EMRIs. One
solves the Hamilton equations for the Kerr Hamiltonian with dissipation effects introduced through a radiation-reaction force that is proportional to the GW flux. As far as the ingoing flux is concerned, Ref. [118] worked with spinning EMRIs, including the BH-absorption terms in Taylor-expanded PN form [140,141]. The authors of Ref. [235] focused on the nonspinning case, and used the factorized nonspinning absorption flux of Ref. [128]. Our work can be regarded as a step beyond Ref. [118] toward building a high-quality EOB model for EMRIs with spinning black holes. Besides the specific problem of the long inspiral in EMRIs, the EOB model has proven effective in describing the whole process of inspiral, merger and ringdown — for example Ref. [114] has used the results of this work to model merger waveforms from small mass-ratio binary systems for any BH spin.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 5.2 we discuss the numerical computation of energy fluxes at infinity and into the BH horizon using the frequency-domain Teukolsky equation. We investigate the behavior of these fluxes close to the photon orbit, discussing their main features. In Sec. 5.3 we review the factorization of the analytical GW fluxes computed in PN theory and apply it to the spinning BH-absorption flux. In Sec. 5.4 we show comparisons of the factorized and Taylor-expanded PN fluxes to the numerical fluxes. In Sec. 5.5 we conclude and discuss future research. Appendix B discusses in more depth aspects of the near-light-ring fluxes, in particular how these fluxes diverge at the photon orbit, and how this divergence can be analytically factored from the fluxes. Appendix C contains the explicit formulas for a particular choice of the factorization model of the BH-absorption flux. Last, in Appendices D and E we provide fits to the Teukolsky-equation fluxes that
can be employed for accurate evolution of EMRIs or inspiral, merger, and ringdown waveforms for small mass-ratio binary systems.

Throughout this paper, we use geometrized units with $G = c = 1$. We use $\mu$ to label the mass of the small body; $M$ and $q \equiv a/M$ are the mass and dimensionless spin of the Kerr black hole, respectively. The spin parameter $q$ ranges from $-1$ to $+1$, with positive values describing prograde orbits, and negative values retrograde ones. With this convention, the orbital angular momentum $L_z$ and orbital frequency $\Omega$ are always positive. When we discuss radiation and fluxes, we will often decompose it into modes. Through most of the paper, we decompose the radiation using spheroidal harmonics $S_{\ell m \omega}(\theta, \phi)$, discussed in more detail in Sec. 5.2. In Sec. 5.3, we will find it useful to use an alternative decomposition into spherical harmonics, $Y_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi)$. We will strictly use the harmonic indices $(\ell, m)$ for spheroidal harmonics and $(l, m)$ for spherical harmonics.

5.2 Numerical computation of the gravitational-wave fluxes

In this section we first outline how we numerically compute GW fluxes (both ingoing and at infinity) by solving the frequency-domain Teukolsky equation. Much of this has been described in detail in other papers, in particular, Refs. [116, 117], so our discussion just highlights aspects that are crucial to this paper. Then, we discuss the main characteristics of those fluxes, their strength as a function of the spin and their behavior close to the photon orbit.
5.2.1 Synopsis of numerical method

The Teukolsky “master” equation is a partial differential equation in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates $r$, $\theta$, and $t$ (the axial dependence is trivially separated as $e^{im\phi}$). It describes the evolution of perturbing fields of spin weight $s$ to a Kerr black hole [97]. The equation for $s = -2$ describes the curvature perturbation $\psi_4$, a projection of the Weyl curvature tensor that represents outgoing radiation. With some manipulation, solutions for $s = -2$ give radiation at the hole’s event horizon as well [115].

The master equation for $s = -2$ separates by introducing the multipolar decomposition

$$\psi_4 = \frac{1}{(r - iMq \cos \theta)^4} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \sum_{\ell m} R_{\ell m}(r) S_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi) e^{-i\omega t}. \quad (5.1)$$

Here and elsewhere in this paper, any sum over $\ell$ and $m$ is taken to run over $2 \leq \ell < \infty$ and $-\ell \leq m \leq \ell$, unless explicitly indicated otherwise. The function $S_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi)$ is a spheroidal harmonic of spin weight $-2$; the minus superscript is a reminder of this spin weight. It reduces to the spin-weighted spherical harmonic when $qM\omega = 0$: $S_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi) = Y_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi)$ in this limit. The radial dependence $R_{\ell m}(r)$ is governed by the equation

$$\Delta^2 \frac{d}{dr} \left( \frac{1}{\Delta} \frac{dR_{\ell m}}{dr} \right) - V(r) R_{\ell m} = -\mathcal{T}_{\ell m}(r). \quad (5.2)$$

The quantity $\Delta = r^2 - 2Mr + M^2q^2$ and the potential $V(r)$ can be found in Refs. [116, 117]. Note that in Eqs. (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4), the variable $r$ labels the coordinate of an arbitrary field point. This is true only in these specific equations;
elsewhere in this paper, \( r \) gives the radius of a circular orbit.

Equation (5.2) is often called the frequency-domain Teukolsky equation, or just the Teukolsky equation. The source \( T_{\ell m \omega}(r) \) is built from certain projections of the stress-energy tensor for a small body orbiting the black hole:

\[
T_{\alpha\beta} = \frac{\mu u_{\alpha} u_{\beta}}{\Sigma \sin \theta} \delta[r - r_o(t)] \delta[\theta - \theta_o(t)] \delta[\phi - \phi_o(t)] .
\] (5.3)

The subscript “o” means “orbit” and labels the coordinates of an orbiting body’s worldline. We focus on circular equatorial orbits, so \( \theta_o(t) = \pi/2 \), and \( r_o(t) = r_{\text{orb}} = \text{constant} \). Notice the factor \((dt/d\tau)^{-1}\) that appears here. As the light ring (LR) is approached, \( dt/d\tau \rightarrow 0 \), and this factor introduces a pole into the energy fluxes. We discuss the importance of this pole in more detail below, and describe how it can be analytically factored from the fluxes in Appendix B.

We consider orbits from \( r_{\text{orb}} \) near the light ring out to a very large radius \( (r_{\text{orb}} \simeq 10^4 M) \). Previous work has typically only considered orbits down to the ISCO. However, our code can solve Eq. (5.2) for any bound orbit, including unstable ones.\(^3\) No modifications are needed to broaden our study to these extremely strong-field cases, though there are some important considerations regarding convergence, which we discuss below.

We solve Eq. (5.2) by building a Green’s function from solutions to the homogeneous equation (i.e., with \( T_{\ell m \omega} = 0 \)) and then integrating over the source; see \(^3\)

\(^3\)In Ref. [118], we stated that our code did not work inside the ISCO because there are no stable orbits there. It is true that we cannot relate the fluxes to quantities like the rate of change of orbital radius, inside the ISCO, but the code can compute fluxes from unstable orbits perfectly well in this regime.
Refs. [116, 117] for details. The resulting solutions have the form

\[
R_{\ell m \omega}(r) = \begin{cases} 
Z_{\ell m \omega}^H R_{\ell m \omega}^\infty(r) & r \to \infty, \\
Z_{\ell m \omega}^\infty R_{\ell m \omega}^H(r) & r \to r_+, 
\end{cases}
\]

(5.4)

where

\[
Z_{\ell m \omega}^H = C^H \int_{r_+}^{r_{\text{orb}}} dr' \frac{R_{\ell m \omega}^H(r') T_{\ell m \omega}(r')}{\Delta(r')^2},
\]

(5.5)

\[
Z_{\ell m \omega}^\infty = C^\infty \int_{r_{\text{orb}}}^{\infty} dr' \frac{R_{\ell m \omega}^\infty(r') T_{\ell m \omega}(r')}{\Delta(r')^2},
\]

(5.6)

and where \(R_{\ell m \omega}^*(r)\) are the homogeneous solutions from which we build the Green’s function (\(*\) means \(\infty\) or \(H\), as appropriate). The symbol \(C^*\) is shorthand for a collection of constants whose detailed form is not needed here (see Sec. III of Ref. [117] for further discussion).

The code we use to compute these quantities is described in Refs. [116, 117], updated to use the methods introduced by Fujita and Tagoshi [272, 273] (see also Ref. [60]). This method expands the homogeneous Teukolsky solutions as a series of hypergeometric functions, with the coefficients of these series determined by a three term recurrence relation, Eq. (123) of Ref. [60]. Successfully finding these coefficients requires that we first compute a number \(\nu\) that determines the root of a continued fraction equation, Eq. (2.16) of Ref. [272]. Provided we can find \(\nu\), we generally find very accurate\(^4\) solutions for \(R_{\ell m \omega}^*(r)\). However, there are some cases, very close to the light ring and for \(\ell \gtrsim 60\), in which our code fails to find a solution

\[^4\text{We estimate our solutions to have a fractional error } \sim 10^{-14} \text{ in these cases. Fujita has provided numerical data computed with an independent Teukolsky solver. We find 15 or more digits of agreement in our computed amplitudes in all cases.}\]
for \( \nu \). In these cases, the root of the continued fraction lies so close to a pole of this equation that our root finder cannot distinguish root from pole. (Figures 4 and 5 of Ref. [272] show examples of the pole and root structure of this equation for less problematic cases.) We discuss where this limitation impacts our analysis below.

For periodic orbits, the coefficients \( Z_{\ell m \omega}^* \) have a discrete spectrum,

\[
Z_{\ell m \omega}^* = Z_{\ell m}^* \delta(\omega - \omega_m),
\]  

(5.7)

where \( \omega_m = m\Omega \), with \( \Omega \) the orbital frequency of the small body. The amplitudes \( Z_{\ell m}^* \) then completely determine the fluxes of energy and angular momentum:

\[
\dot{E}^\infty = \sum_{\ell m} \frac{|Z_{\ell m}^H|^2}{4\pi \omega_m^2} \equiv \sum_{\ell m} F_{\ell m,\text{Teuk}}^\infty = F_{\text{Teuk}}^\infty, 
\]  

(5.8)

\[
\dot{H} = \sum_{\ell m} \frac{\alpha_{\ell m} |Z_{\ell m}^\infty|^2}{4\pi \omega_m^2} \equiv \sum_{\ell m} F_{\ell m,\text{Teuk}}^H = F_{\text{Teuk}}^H. 
\]  

(5.9)

For circular and equatorial orbits, fluxes of angular momentum are simply related to energy fluxes: \( \dot{E}^* = \Omega \dot{L}^* \).

The factor \( \alpha_{\ell m} \) that appears in fluxes on the horizon arises from converting the curvature scalar \( \psi_4 \) to \( \psi_0 \) in order to determine, via the area theorem, the rate at which the black hole’s mass and spin change due to tidal coupling with the orbiting body (see Ref. [115] for discussion). The fluxes carried by radiation are then determined by imposing global conservation of energy and angular momentum.\(^5\)

This factor is given by

\[
\alpha_{\ell m} = \frac{256(2Mr_+)^5 p_m(p_m^2 + 4\epsilon^2)(p_m^2 + 16\epsilon^2)\omega_m^3}{|\alpha_{\ell m}|^2}, 
\]  

(5.10)

---

\(^5\)Our ability to use these conservation laws follows from the fact that the Kerr spacetime admits timelike and axial Killing vectors.
where \( r_+/M = 1 + \sqrt{1 - q^2} \) and \( \Omega_\text{H} = q/(2r_+) \) are the radial position and frequency of the event horizon, \( p_m = \omega_m - m\Omega_\text{H} \), \( \epsilon = \sqrt{1 - q^2/(4r_+) \), and

\[
|c_{\ell m}|^2 = \left[ (\lambda + 2)^2 + 4mqM\omega_m - 4q^2M^2\omega_m^2 \right] \left( \lambda^2 + 36mqM\omega_m - 36q^2M^2\omega_m^2 \right) \\
+ \ (2\lambda + 3)(96q^2M^2\omega_m^2 - 48mqM\omega_m) + 144M^2\omega_m^2(1 - q^2) .
\] (5.11)

In this quantity,

\[ \lambda = \mathcal{E}_{\ell m} - 2qMm\omega_m + q^2M^2\omega_m^2 - 2 . \] (5.12)

(Note that the subscript was incorrectly left off of \( \omega_m \) when \( \lambda \) was defined in Ref. [118].) The number \( \mathcal{E}_{\ell m} \) is the eigenvalue of the spheroidal harmonic; in the Schwarzschild limit, it reduces to \( \ell(\ell + 1) \). Notice that \( \alpha_{\ell m} \propto p_m \propto (\Omega - \Omega_\text{H}) \). This means that the horizon flux is negative when \( \Omega < \Omega_\text{H} \), consistent with the leading order result, Eq. (5.21).

All the data computed with these methods will be referred to as “numerical data” in the rest of the paper.

5.2.2 Discretization of orbits and convergence of the flux sums

We compute these fluxes on a pair of grids evenly spaced in the velocity variable

\[ v \equiv (M\Omega)^{1/3} = [(r/M)^{3/2} + q]^{-1/3} . \] (5.13)

(In this section and beyond, there is no longer an ambiguity between labels for field point or orbital radius. In the remainder of the paper, \( r \) will label the radius of a circular orbit.) Our “outer” grid consists of \( 10^4 \) points spaced from \( v = 0.01 \)
\( r \simeq 10^4 M \) to the ISCO radius \([122]\),

\[
\frac{r_{\text{ISCO}}}{M} = 3 + Z_2 \mp \sqrt{(3 - Z_1)(3 + Z_1 + 2Z_2)} ,
\]

\[
Z_1 = 1 + (1 - q^2)^{1/3} \left[ (1 + q)^{1/3} + (1 - q)^{1/3} \right] ,
\]

\[
Z_2 = (3q^2 + Z_1^2)^{1/2} .
\]

(5.14)

[The upper sign in Eq. (5.14) is for prograde orbits, \( q > 0 \), and the lower for retrograde, \( q < 0 \).] Our “inner” grid consists of 100 points spaced from the ISCO to just outside the light ring: \( r_{\text{min}} = r_{LR} + 0.01 M \), where \([122] \)

\[
\frac{r_{LR}}{M} = 2 \left[ 1 + \cos \left( \frac{2}{3} \arccos(-q) \right) \right] .
\]

(5.15)

In some cases, we put \( r_{\text{min}} = r_{LR} + 0.009 M \). This is to avoid the problem mentioned in the text following Eq. (5.6): For very strong-field (large \( \Omega \)) orbits, when \( \ell \gtrsim 60 \), we sometimes find a value of \( m\Omega \) for which we cannot find the number \( \nu \), and hence cannot solve the Teukolsky equation. The cause of this difficulty, as mentioned above, is that we compute \( \nu \) by finding a root of a particular continued fraction equation, Eq. (2.16) of Ref. [272]. This equation also has several poles. When \( m\Omega \) and \( \ell \) are large, the roots and poles can be so close to one another that they cannot be distinguished at double precision, and this method fails for that multipole. This (rather annoying) behavior will be discussed in more detail in a forthcoming paper [274]. For our purposes, it suffices to note that we find empirically that modifying the grid slightly to avoid those problematic frequencies fixes this problem.

For circular, equatorial orbits, the largest contributions to the sums for \( F^* \) tend to come at small \( \ell \) (usually \( \ell = 2 \)), and then fall off as explained in Eq. (5.18) as we go
to higher values of $\ell$. We consider a sum to have “converged” when we reach a value $\ell \equiv \ell_{\text{max}}$ such that the fractional change in the sum due to all terms with $\ell = \ell_{\text{max}}$ is smaller than $10^{-14}$ for three consecutive values of $\ell$. This criterion was also used in Ref. [118]. For all orbits up to and including the ISCO, we were able to achieve this convergence for every spin that we examined. However, the $\ell_{\text{max}}$ needed varies considerably with spin, mostly because the location of the ISCO varies strongly with spin: The deeper into the strong field we must go, the more multipoles are needed for convergence. For Schwarzschild, convergence required going to $\ell_{\text{max}} = 30$ at the ISCO. For prograde $q = 0.99$, the same level of convergence took us to $\ell_{\text{max}} = 66$ at the ISCO.

We were unable to achieve this convergence criterion for all orbits inside the ISCO. As we approach the light ring, the falloff of contributions to the flux sums becomes shallow, and the number of multipoles needed to converge becomes extremely large. At our innermost grid point $r_{\text{min}}$, for $\ell \sim 70$ we find

$$\frac{F^*_\ell}{F^*_{\ell-1}} \simeq 1 - \epsilon, \quad (5.16)$$

where $F^*_\ell \equiv \sum_m F^*_{\ell m}, \epsilon \approx \text{a few } \times 0.01$. This is consistent with past analytical work on geodesic synchrotron radiation [242–245], which showed that a similar flux quantity (defined by summing over all allowed values of $\ell$ for a fixed $m$) is proportional to $(m_c/m) \exp(-2m/m_c)$, where

$$m_c \equiv \frac{2\sqrt{3}}{\pi} \frac{r_{\text{LR}}/M + 3 \left(\frac{E}{\mu}\right)^2}{\sqrt{r_{\text{LR}}/M}}, \quad (5.17)$$

and $E$ is the binding energy for circular orbits given in Eq. (5.29), which diverges at the light ring as $(r - r_{\text{LR}})^{-1/2}$. The sums are dominated by the $\ell = |m|$ contribu-
tions, so either limiting form — \((m_c/m) \exp(-2m/m_c)\) or \((\ell_c/\ell) \exp(-2\ell/\ell_c)\) — is accurate. In our case, we find

\[
F_\ell^\infty \propto \frac{(E/\mu)^2}{\ell} \exp\left[-2\ell\left(\frac{r}{r_{LR}} - 1\right)\right],
\]

(5.18)

where \(E\) is the energy of the circular orbit at radius \(r\), given by Eq. (5.29) below. It was shown that the same result holds also for the absorption flux for orbits close to the photon orbit. When \(r = r_{\text{min}}\) the exponential factor is \(\approx 1\) up to \(\ell \sim \mathcal{O}(r_{\text{min}} - r_{LR})^{-1} \gtrsim 100\), which is consistent with the behavior described by Eq. (5.16). These flux sums would converge eventually if we computed enough multipolar contributions. However, at very large values of \(\ell\) and \(m\), the methods we use to solve for the homogeneous Teukolsky solutions \(R_{\ell m \omega}(r)\) fail to find a solution.

For all prograde orbits, we terminate the flux sums at \(\ell = 70\) if the convergence criterion has not been met at this point. Large \(q\) retrograde orbits are more of a challenge; we have difficulty computing these modes (for the reasons discussed in Sec. 5.2.1 above) for somewhat smaller values of \(\ell\) for large, negative \(q\). We terminate our sums when we cannot reliably compute \(R_{\ell m \omega}(r)\). The value of \(\ell\) we reach is shown in Table 5.1 and varies from 70 for \(q = -0.5\) to 43 for \(q = -0.99\).

To understand how much error we incur by terminating these sums, we examine how the flux behaves at the innermost grid point at \(\ell_{\text{max}}\) and \(\ell_{\text{max}} - 1\). The fractional error due to the multipoles that have been neglected in our sum is

\[
\varepsilon_{\text{negl}}^* \equiv \frac{1}{F^*} \sum_{\ell = \ell_{\text{max}} + 1}^{\infty} F_{\ell}^*.
\]

(5.19)

If we assume that \(F_{\ell}^*\) falls off as suggested by Eq. (5.18) for \(\ell \gtrsim \ell_{\text{max}}\), this error can
The convergence is poorest. The second column lists the \( \ell_{\text{max}} \) where we end the sums for the total fluxes \( F^\star \). The third column shows the flux to infinity in all \( \ell = \ell_{\text{max}} \) modes, normalized to the total flux (all modes up to and including \( \ell = \ell_{\text{max}} \)). The third column is the same data for the horizon flux. The fourth and fifth columns give the error measure \( \varepsilon_{\text{negl}}^\star \), defined by Eq. (5.20). Convergence rapidly improves as we move away from this radius, with errors falling to \( 10^{-14} \) at radii a few \( \times 0.1M \) from the light ring.

Table 5.1 summarizes how the fluxes behave at our innermost data point for all the spins we have examined. We see that \( \varepsilon_{\text{negl}} \) varies from less than a percent to about 20\%–30\% at the innermost grid point in our study. The largest errors are for the high spin retrograde cases, where we are forced to terminate the sum relatively

\[
\varepsilon_{\text{negl}}^\star = \frac{F_{\ell=\ell_{\text{max}}}^\star}{F^\star} \left[ \frac{F_{\ell=\ell_{\text{max}}+1}^\star}{F_{\ell_{\text{max}}}^\star} + \frac{F_{\ell=\ell_{\text{max}}+2}^\star}{F_{\ell_{\text{max}}}^\star} + \cdots \right]
\]

\[
\leq \frac{F_{\ell_{\text{max}}}^\star}{F^\star} \sum_{\ell=\ell_{\text{max}}+1}^{\infty} \left( \frac{F_{\ell}^\star}{F_{\ell-1}^\star} \right)^{\ell-\ell_{\text{max}}}.
\]

Equation (5.20) is quite simple to compute and is accurate enough for our purposes.
These errors improve very rapidly as we move away from the light ring. For the case of \( q = -0.99 \) (the case with the largest errors due to neglected modes in our study), the contribution at \( r \approx r_{LR} + 0.05M \) has \( F^\infty_{\ell_{\text{max}}}/F^\infty \approx 1.16 \times 10^{-3} \), and \( F^\infty_{\ell_{\text{max}}}/F^\infty_{\ell_{\text{max}}-1} \approx 0.930 \); similar values describe the horizon flux at this location. Our rough estimate of the error falls to about 1.5%, an order of magnitude smaller than at our innermost grid point. We typically find that neglected terms in the sum contribute less than \( 10^{-14} \) to the total by the time we are a few \( \times 0.1M \) out from the light ring.

As was mentioned in the text following Eq. (5.3), the factor of \((dt/d\tau)^{-1}\) in the point-particle stress energy tensor introduces a pole in the fluxes, leading to strong divergence as a power of \(1/(v - v_{LR})\) as we approach the light ring. We have confirmed this behavior on a mode-by-mode basis and have studied it using a modified version of our code in which this behavior is analytically factored from the fluxes (see Appendix B). Our numerical data up to \( r_{\text{min}} \) are consistent with a divergence of the total fluxes of the form \( \sim (E/\mu)^2 \).

It is worth emphasizing that if we use the WKB approximation [242–245] and normalize the fluxes (at infinity or through the BH horizon) to the specific energy and compute them exactly at the LR, we have \([F^*_{\ell}/(E/\mu)^2]_{r_{LR}} \sim 1/\ell\). Thus, in the WKB approximation the total normalized fluxes diverge logarithmically when computed at the LR. A similar divergence was also found by Ref. [275] in the case of plunging orbits in Schwarzschild spacetime with an impact parameter fine-tuned next to the LR (see in particular Fig. 12 therein); for ultrarelativistic infalls the
Figure 5.1: We show the ratio between the energy flux absorbed by the horizon $F^H$ and the energy flux radiated to infinity $F^\infty$ for different possible values of the spin $q$, as a function of $v \equiv (M \Omega)^{1/3}$. The data come from the numerical solution of the Teukolsky equation in the adiabatic approximation. All plots extend up to $r = r_{\text{LR}} + 0.01M$. Vertical lines mark the positions of the respective ISCOs.

authors also saw a scaling of the radiated energy with $E^2$.

5.2.3 Features of numerical fluxes

We now analyze the numerical fluxes and describe their main features to gain insight for the analytical modeling.

In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, at leading order in the PN expansion or Newtonian order, the ingoing GW flux reads [see, e.g., Eq. (11) in Ref. [267]]

$$F^{H,N} = \frac{32 \mu^2 M^6}{5} \frac{\Omega}{r^6} (\Omega - \Omega_H),$$

(5.21)

where $r$ is the radial separation and $\Omega$ is the orbital frequency of the particle. This
can be compared to the leading-order luminosity at infinity in GWs [260]

\[
F^{\infty,N} = \frac{32}{5} \mu^2 r^4 \Omega^6.
\]  

(5.22)

For quasicircular inspiral, Eqs. (5.21) and (5.22) tell us that \( F^{H,N}/F^{\infty,N} \sim (M \Omega)^{5/3} \) for \( q \neq 0 \), so the horizon flux is 2.5PN orders beyond the flux to infinity. In the nonspinning limit, \( F^{H,N}/F^{\infty,N} \sim (M \Omega)^{8/3} \) — 4PN order in this case. Note that to obtain these ratios we used Eq. (5.13).

Thus, at leading order the absorption flux is suppressed with respect to the flux at infinity by \( \mathcal{O}((M \Omega)^{5/3}) \) for \( q \neq 0 \) or by \( \mathcal{O}((M \Omega)^{8/3}) \) for \( q = 0 \). To have a more accurate assessment of the relative importance of \( F^H \) and \( F^\infty \), in Fig. 5.1 we plot the ratio between the numerical fluxes at infinity and into the horizon \( F^H/F^\infty \) versus orbital velocity\(^6\) for different values of the spin \( q \). All curves in this figure extend up to a point just outside their respective equatorial LRs; the decreasing trend of \( F^H/F^\infty \) as a function of \( q \) is primarily due to how the factor \( \Omega(\Omega - \Omega_H) \) behaves at the LR. We indicate the position of the respective ISCOs with vertical lines. For convenience, we list in Table 5.2 the position of the ISCOs and LRs expressed in terms of \( v \) for the spin cases considered in this paper.

In Ref. [118] [see Fig. 2 therein] the authors considered the total numerical flux \( F^\infty_{\text{Teuk}} + F^H_{\text{Teuk}} \) computed with the Teukolsky equation up to the ISCO for different spins, and compared it to a flux model where \( F^\infty \) is the factorized flux of Ref. [101] and \( F^H \) is the Taylor-expanded PN flux of Refs. [140, 141]. They found that the

\(^6\)Our \( v \equiv (M \Omega)^{1/3} \) should not be confused with \( v = (M/r)^{1/2} \) used in Ref. [141]. These definitions only agree when \( q = 0 \).
Table 5.2: We show the orbital velocities corresponding to the positions of ISCO and LR for different values of the spin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$q$</th>
<th>−0.99</th>
<th>−0.9</th>
<th>−0.7</th>
<th>−0.5</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$v_{ISCO}$</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{LR}$</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>0.763</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

inclusion of the analytical ingoing flux is crucial for improving the agreement with the Teukolsky solution during the very long inspiral, implying that $F^H$ is a significant fraction of $F^\infty$. Our numerical data extend the analysis of Ref. [118] to more extreme spins (up to 0.99) and higher frequencies (up to the LRs). Figure 5.1 shows that $F^H$ is typically a few percent of $F^\infty$ at the ISCO for $q \leq 0.7$, increasing to 8.7% when $q = 0.99$.

Another important feature that Fig. 5.1 shows is that $F^H$ changes sign for $q > 0$ ($F^\infty > 0$ in all cases). Orbits for which $F^H/F^\infty < 0$ are called “superradiant.” They can be interpreted as due to a Penrose-like mechanism [133] in which the rotational energy of the BH is extracted. The change of sign of $F^H$ for $q > 0$ can be understood by noticing that the sign of each mode $F^H_{lm}$ is fixed by its specific structure in BH perturbation theory [see Eq. (5.10)]

$$F^H_{lm} = m^2 \Omega (\Omega - \Omega_H) \tilde{F}^H_{lm},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.23)

where $\tilde{F}^H_{lm} > 0$. If $q > 0$, $\Omega_H > 0$ as well, so when $0 < \Omega < \Omega_H$, we have $F^H_{lm} < 0$. This means that the particle gains energy through the GW modes with that specific value of $m$. Zeros in $F^H$ for $q > 0$ in Fig. 5.1 coincide with the horizon velocities: $v_H \equiv (M\Omega_H)^{1/3}$. We notice that for $q > 0$, an inspiraling test particle will always
go through the zero of $F^H$. In fact, the test particle’s velocity reaches its maximum value, which is always larger than $v_H$, during the plunge. Afterwards, the test particle’s velocity decreases and gets locked to that of the horizon [114].

As discussed in the Introduction and as can be seen in Fig. 5.1, we always have $|F^H|/F^\infty < 1$, meaning that we find no so-called “floating orbits.” Although superradiance of the down-horizon modes does not allow for floating orbits, these modes nonetheless have a strong impact on inspiral. Comparing an inspiral that includes both $F^H$ and $F^\infty$ with one that is driven only by $F^\infty$, one finds that these modes make inspiral last longer, radiating additional cycles before the final plunge [118]. A more quantitative assessment of this delayed merger can be found for instance in the nonspinning limit in Ref. [235]. In that work, the authors considered EOB orbital evolutions that include the horizon flux model developed in Ref. [128]. For $\mu/M = 10^{-3}$, they found that neglecting the horizon flux induces a dephasing of 1.6 rads for the $(2,2)$ mode waveform $h_{22}$ at merger over an evolution of about 41 orbital cycles. They also studied what happens for larger mass ratios, since their flux model worked even in the comparable-mass limit. However, in this regime the effects are much smaller, with a $(2,2)$ mode dephasing of only $5 \times 10^{-3}$ rads at merger cumulated over 15 orbits. This result is consistent with the estimations of Ref. [267], which considered an equal-mass spinning case under a leading-order PN evolution.

In the case of spinning binaries with extreme mass ratio, Refs. [116,255] found that in the nearly extremal case $q = 0.998$ the last few hundred days of inspiral at mass ratio $10^{-6}$ are augmented by $\sim 5\%$ at low inclinations, depending on whether
the ingoing flux is included or not. Using the exact Teukolsky-equation fluxes of this paper in the EOB equations of motion, Ref. [114] computed how the number of orbital cycles within a fixed radial range before the LR is affected by the addition of ingoing flux. Several different values of the spin were considered. For prograde orbits, the ingoing flux can increase the number of cycles by as much as $\sim 7\%$ for $q = 0.99$, which corresponds to about 45 rads of GW dephasing in the (2,2) mode over 100 GW cycles. On the other hand, for retrograde orbits or nonspinning black holes, the horizon flux tends to make inspiral faster, decreasing the number of cycles before the plunge thanks to the additional loss of energy absorbed by the horizon in these cases. The horizon flux changes the duration of inspiral by at most $\sim 1\%$ when $q = -0.99$, a somewhat less significant effect.

Since we are going to model the multipolar modes $F_{\ell m}^H$ rather than the total ingoing GW flux $F^H$, it is useful to understand their relative importance. In Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 we show the ratio between the first few subdominant modes and the dominant (2,2) mode $F_{22}^H$ as a function of the orbital velocity for the two extremal spin cases $q = \pm 0.99$. For $q = -0.99$ we note that at the ISCO the most important subdominant modes are the (3,3) and the (2,1), and they are both only a few percent of the dominant (2,2) mode. For $q = 0.99$, at the ISCO the subdominant modes that are at least 1% of the (2,2) mode are many more: (3,3), (4,4), (2,1), (5,5), (3,2), and (6,6). This is a general result: As the spin of the Kerr BH grows to large positive values, more and more multipolar modes become important relative to the dominant (2,2) mode, even before the plunging phase, which starts after the crossing of the ISCO. Close to the LR all modes with $\ell = |m|$ become
Figure 5.2: We compare the Teukolsky-equation ingoing multipolar fluxes, normalized by the dominant mode $F_{22}^H$, for spin $q = -0.99$. Vertical lines mark the position of the ISCO and the LR. The graphs extend up to $r = r_{LR} + 0.01M$.

A compact representation of the ratio $F_{\ell m}^H/F_{22}^H$ across the entire range of physical spins is given in Fig. 5.4. Choosing to evaluate the ratio at the same orbital frequency for different values of $q$ would not be meaningful, since the position of the horizon changes with $q$, so we choose instead as the common physical point the ISCO for all the spins. We see that at the ISCO the only modes that are consis-
Figure 5.3: We compare the Teukolsky-equation ingoing multipolar fluxes, normalized by the dominant mode $F_{\ell m}^H$, for spin $q = 0.99$. Vertical lines mark the position of the ISCO and the LR. The graphs extend up to $v \approx (M\Omega_H)^{1/3}$.

Figure 5.4: We compare the Teukolsky-equation ingoing multipolar fluxes, normalized by the dominant mode $F_{\ell m}^H$, evaluated at the respective ISCOs.
tently at least 1% of $F_{22}^{H}$ are the (2,1) and (3,3) modes; only when $q \gtrsim 0.95$ are the (4,4), (5,5), (6,6), and (3,2) modes above 1% of the (2,2). Modes with $\ell = |m|$ appear to be evenly spaced on the logarithmic scale used for all spins. In other words, $F_{\ell\ell}^{H}/F_{22}^{H} \propto 10^{c(q)\ell}$, where $c(q)$ is a spin-dependent constant.\footnote{This behavior is consistent with Eq. (5.16).} We therefore do not see crossings among these modes as $q$ varies between $-1$ and 1. On the other hand, we do see crossings between the largest subdominant modes, (2,1) and (3,3): When $-0.75 \lesssim q \lesssim 0.8$ we have $F_{21}^{H} \geq F_{33}^{H}$, otherwise (for almost extremal spins) $F_{21}^{H} \leq F_{33}^{H}$. The nature of these crossings seems to depend mostly on $|q|$, as it is also indirectly confirmed in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, where the crossing of (2,1) and (3,3) (now considered in plots versus $v$ at fixed $q$) occurs at a similar velocity $v \approx 0.2$ for both $q = -0.99$ and $q = 0.99$. A simple explanation of what we just discussed is the fact that, as $q$ grows, the ISCO moves deeper into the strong field and the ISCO orbital velocity increases. In this circumstance, higher multipoles can become comparable in size to the (2,2) mode in spite of their higher PN order.

From Figs. 5.2–5.4 we also observe that, among modes with the same value of $\ell$, the dominant ones are those with $\ell = |m|$, independently of the frequency. For the case of scalar perturbations of a Schwarzschild BH, Ref. \cite{277} provided an analytical argument to account for this peculiar hierarchy. Within the WKB approximation (valid for $\ell \gg 1$) and for an orbit at $r \gg r_{\text{LR}}$, it was shown that $F_{\ell m}^{\infty}/F_{\ell\ell}^{\infty} \propto \exp [-2C (\ell - |m|)]$, where $C$ is a positive numerical constant that depends on $r$. As a consequence, nearly all of the power at infinity at a frequency $m\Omega$ is emitted in the $\ell = |m|$ modes. Similar arguments apply to the case of gravita-
tional perturbations [243] and, more generally, to perturbations of a Kerr BH [244]. Explicitly, one finds that

$$F_{\ell m}^\infty \propto \exp \left[ -2 \int_{r_{\text{orb}}}^{\bar{r}^*} \sqrt{V(r^*) - m^2 \Omega^2} \, dr^* \right]. \quad (5.24)$$

Here, $V$ is the radial potential seen by the perturbation, and $r^*$ is the tortoise coordinate,

$$r^* = r + \frac{2Mr_+}{r_+ - r_-} \ln \left( \frac{r - r_+}{2M} \right) - \frac{2Mr_-}{r_+ - r_-} \ln \left( r - r_- \right), \quad (5.25)$$

where $r_+/M = 1 \pm \sqrt{1 - q^2}$. The integral’s upper limit $\bar{r}^*$ is the larger of the two solutions to the equation $V(\bar{r}^*) = m^2 \Omega^2$. Recall that $\Omega$ depends on $r$ through Eq. (5.13). Note that $r^*_{\text{orb}}$ is always smaller than $\bar{r}^*$. For a nonspinning BH and $\ell \gg 1$ the radial potential is the same regardless of the spin of the perturbing field [277], and reads $V(r) = \ell(\ell + 1)(1 - 2M/r)/r^2$. Therefore the lower the value of $m$, the larger the value of $\bar{r}^*$, the larger the magnitude of the argument inside the exponential, and hence the larger the suppression. An analogous explanation applies to the absorption flux.

Finally, as we discussed in Sec. 5.2.2, the existence of a cutoff value $\ell_c$ for sums over the flux modes reduces in practice the number of modes that contribute to the total flux. For orbits very close to the LR, $\ell_c$ is a decreasing function of the spin. When $q \approx 1$ very few modes contribute, and the total flux is basically given by the $(2,2)$ mode. This is consistent with Fig. 5.3, where in the strong-field region only the $(3,3)$, $(4,4)$ and $(2,1)$ modes are at least 10% of the $(2,2)$ mode. On the other hand, in Fig. 5.2 we can see that the $(3,3)$, $(4,4)$, $(5,5)$, $(6,6)$, $(7,7)$ and $(8,8)$ modes
are all larger than 10% of the (2,2) mode at $r_{\text{min}}$, and indeed the estimated $\ell_c$ at that radial separation is $\sim 200$.

5.3 Factorization of the energy fluxes

The analytical representation of the ingoing flux in PN-expanded form provided in Ref. [141] turns out to be monotonic in the orbital frequency for all possible values of the spin, so that the sign flip discussed above is not present. Moreover comparisons with the numerical fluxes (see Fig. 5.7) show that these PN formulas start performing poorly even before the ISCO, especially for large positive values of $q$. This is to be expected, since the ISCO moves to smaller radii (i.e. larger orbital frequencies) as $q$ increases, that is outside the range of validity of the PN expansion; Ref. [278] attempted to determine the region of validity of the PN absorption flux more quantitatively. For instance, when $q = 0.9$, the Taylor-expanded PN model for $F^H$ differs from the numerical data by more than 100% around an orbital velocity $v \approx 0.4$, while $v_{\text{ISCO}} \approx 0.61$. An improved analytical model for $F^H$ is therefore needed. In this section we will propose a factorization of the absorbed flux similar to what was done for the flux at infinity [99–101,128].

5.3.1 Factorization of the energy flux at infinity

For a particle spiraling in along an adiabatic sequence of circular orbits, the GW flux at infinity can be expressed as a sum over the waveform modes at infinity
\( h_{lm} \), as

\[
F^\infty = \frac{M^2 \Omega^2}{8\pi} \sum_{l=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=1}^{l} m^2 \left| \frac{\mathcal{R}}{M} h_{lm} \right|^2,
\]

where \( \mathcal{R} \) is the distance to the source. The mode decomposition here is done using the \(-2\) spin-weighted spherical harmonics, rather than the spheroidal harmonics considered in the previous section; as discussed at the end of the Introduction, the indices are labeled \((l, m)\) rather than \((\ell, m)\) to flag this change of basis. In Ref. [99] a novel approach to improve the analytical modeling of the GW flux at infinity for a test particle in Schwarzschild was introduced. This approach was then generalized to spinning BHs in Ref. [101]. The idea is to start from the PN knowledge of \( h_{lm} \), and recast the formulas, mode by mode, in a factorized form

\[
h_{lm} \equiv h_{lm}^{(N, \epsilon)} T_{lm} \hat{S}_{\text{eff}}^{(\epsilon)} f_{lm} e^{i\delta_{lm}},
\]

where \( \epsilon \) is either 0 if \( l + m \) is even or 1 if \( l + m \) is odd, \( h_{lm}^{(N, \epsilon)} \) is the leading order term, \( T_{lm} \) resums an infinite number of leading logarithms entering the tail effects, \( \hat{S}_{\text{eff}}^{(\epsilon)} \) is an effective source term that is divergent for circular motion at the LR, \( f_{lm} \) and \( \delta_{lm} \) are polynomials in the variable \( v \) [see, e.g., Ref. [101] for more details]. The term \( f_{lm} \) is fixed by requiring that Eq. (5.27), when expanded in powers of \( v \), agrees with the PN-expanded formulas. When computing the \( f_{lm} \)'s, one assumes quasicircular orbits, and this is reflected by the choice of the source term,

\[
\hat{S}_{\text{eff}}^{(\epsilon)} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{E}{\mu}, & \text{if } \epsilon = 0, \\
\frac{L_z}{\mu M / v}, & \text{if } \epsilon = 1,
\end{cases}
\]
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where $E$ and $L_z$ are the energy and angular momentum of a circular equatorial orbit in Kerr [122]

$$\frac{E}{\mu} = \frac{1 - 2M/r + q(M/r)^{3/2}}{\sqrt{1 - 3M/r + 2q(M/r)^{3/2}}},$$

$$\frac{L_z}{\mu M} = \sqrt{\frac{r}{M}} \frac{1 - 2q(M/r)^{3/2} + q^2(M/r)^2}{\sqrt{1 - 3M/r + 2q(M/r)^{3/2}}},$$

and $\mu M/v$ in the denominator of Eq. (5.28) is the Newtonian angular momentum for circular orbits. Note that this specific choice of the effective source term is not the only one possible. References [100, 101] also explored the possibility of using $\hat{S}^{(0)}_{\text{eff}} = \hat{S}^{(1)}_{\text{eff}} = E/\mu$ and labeled the resulting factorized odd-parity modes with the “H” superscript (meaning “Hamiltonian”), as opposed to the factorization done with the prescription in Eq. (5.28), whose odd-parity modes were labeled with the “L” superscript (meaning “angular momentum”). In the rest of the paper we are going to consider only the effective source of Eq. (5.28), and we will omit the “L” superscript.

Reference [100] found that the 1PN coefficient of the $f_{lm}$ polynomials grows linearly with $l$, and therefore proposed a better-behaved factorization, namely

$$h_{lm} \equiv \hat{h}_{lm}^{(N,\epsilon)} T_{lm} \hat{c}_{\text{eff}}^{(l)} (\rho_{lm})^l e^{i\delta_{lm}},$$

where the $f_{lm}$ factor is replaced by $(\rho_{lm})^l$. Both factorized representations of $F^\infty$ show an improved agreement with the numerical data with respect to PN approximants, as pointed out in Refs. [99,100] for the nonspinning case and in Ref. [101] for the spinning case. Moreover, the $\rho_{lm}$ factorization turns out to perform better than the $f_{lm}$ factorization when compared with the Teukolsky-equation fluxes; this is discussed in more detail in Appendix D.
5.3.2 Factorization of the BH-absorption energy flux

Let us now consider the BH-absorption flux. For the special case of nonrotating BHs, Refs. [139] and [269] computed the lowest PN terms of $F^H$, in the test-particle and comparable-mass limits, respectively. The spinning case was considered in Refs. [140,141] in the test-particle limit and in Ref. [267] in the comparable-mass limit. In particular, Ref. [141] computed the PN expanded BH-absorption flux into a Kerr BH up to 6.5PN order beyond the leading order luminosity at infinity for circular orbits in the equatorial plane. The idea behind that calculation is to solve the Teukolsky equation in two different limits, for separations $r \to \infty$ and for separations approaching the horizon, and then to match the two solutions in an intermediate region where both approximations are valid. These Taylor-expanded PN expressions are then decomposed into spheroidal\footnote{In this case, the modes are of spin weight +2.} multipolar modes $F^H_{\ell m}$, so that

$$F^H = 2 \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=1}^{\ell} F^H_{\ell m},$$

where we used $F^H_{\ell 0} = 0$ and $F^H_{\ell m} \equiv F^H_{|\ell m|}$. Note that this decomposition stems from the separation of variables of the Teukolsky equation in oblate spheroidal coordinates [115,279].

Here, we count the PN orders with respect to the leading order luminosity at infinity of Eq. (5.22), which can be rewritten

$$F^{\infty,N} = \frac{32}{5} \left( \frac{\mu}{M} \right)^2 v^{10},$$

for circular orbits. Thus, as discussed above, for a nonspinning binary the leading
order term in the BH-absorbed GW flux is 4PN \(\mathcal{O}(v^8)\) beyond the leading order luminosity at infinity], whereas for a Kerr BH it is 2.5PN \(\mathcal{O}(v^5)\) beyond the leading order luminosity at infinity].

Reference [128] considered the case of a nonspinning BH binary and applied a factorization to the multipolar ingoing GW flux, recasting it in the following form

\[ F^H_{\ell m} \equiv F^H_{\ell m} N (\hat{S}^{(\iota)}_{\text{eff}})^2 (\rho^H_{\ell m})^{2\ell}, \quad (5.34) \]

where \(F^H_{\ell m}\) is the nonspinning leading term, and \(\rho^H_{\ell m}\) is a polynomial in \(v\) determined by requiring that Eq. (5.34) agrees with the PN-expanded formulas from Refs. [139, 269] when expanded in powers of \(v\). Here the “H” superscript refers to “horizon.” Note that Ref. [128] defined the multipolar modes differently: their \((\ell, m)\) mode is the sum of our \((\ell, m)\) and \((\ell, -m)\) modes, so there is an overall factor \(1/2\). Reference [128] computed \(\rho^H_{22}\) up to 1PN order beyond \(F^H_{22}\) (i.e., 5PN order in our convention) in the Schwarzschild case and also in the comparable-mass case. However, in the Schwarzschild case, the total ingoing GW flux is actually known through 6PN order [141]

\[ F^H(q = 0) = F^\infty N v^8 \left[ 1 + 4v^2 + \frac{172}{7} v^4 + \mathcal{O}(v^5) \right], \quad (5.35) \]

and specifically the individual mode \(F^H_{22}\) is known to the same PN order as \(F^H\), so that the factorization in Ref. [128] can be extended from 5PN to 6PN order (beyond the leading order luminosity at infinity).

Let us now consider the spinning case. As pointed out before, the Taylor-expanded PN form of the ingoing GW flux does not preserve the zero \((\Omega - \Omega_H)\), which is instead present in the exact expression of the \(F^H_{\ell m}\)’s from BH perturbation
theory. This means that, if we were to use a factorization like the one in Eq. (5.34) also for the Kerr case, our factorized flux would inherit this unwanted feature, since the factorization only tries to match the Taylor-expanded PN flux. Therefore, we propose the factorized form

$$F^H_{\ell m} \equiv \left(1 - \frac{\Omega}{\Omega_H}\right) F^{H,N}_{\ell m} (\hat{S}^{(c)}_{\text{eff}})^2 (\tilde{f}^H_{\ell m})^2,$$

which has the advantage of enforcing the presence of the zero at a frequency equal to \(\Omega_H\). The leading term is defined as

$$F^{H,N}_{\ell m} \equiv \frac{32}{5} \left(\frac{\mu}{M}\right)^2 \nu^{7+4\ell+2\ell} n^{(c)}_{\ell m} c_{\ell m}(q),$$

where

$$n^{(0)}_{\ell m} \equiv -\frac{5}{32} \frac{(\ell + 1)(\ell + 2)}{\ell(\ell - 1)} \frac{2\ell + 1}{[(2\ell + 1)!!]^{2}} \frac{(\ell - m)!}{[(\ell - m)!!]^{2}} \frac{(\ell + m)!}{[(\ell + m)!!]^{2}},$$

$$n^{(1)}_{\ell m} \equiv -\frac{5}{8\ell^2} \frac{(\ell + 1)(\ell + 2)}{\ell(\ell - 1)} \frac{2\ell + 1}{[(2\ell + 1)!!]^{2}} \frac{[(\ell - m)!!]^{2}}{(\ell - m)!} \frac{[(\ell + m)!!]^{2}}{(\ell + m)!},$$

and

$$c_{\ell m}(q) \equiv \frac{1}{q} \prod_{k=0}^{\ell} \left[k^2 + (m^2 - k^2) q^2\right] = q m^2 \left(1 - q^2\right)^\ell \times$$

$$\times \left(1 - \frac{imq}{\sqrt{1 - q^2}}\right)_\ell \left(1 + \frac{imq}{\sqrt{1 - q^2}}\right)_\ell,$$

where \((z)_n \equiv z(z - 1) \cdots (z - n + 1)\) is the Pochhammer symbol. The factors \(n^{(c)}_{\ell m}\) and \(c_{\ell m}(q)\) allow the \(\tilde{f}^H_{\ell m}\)'s to start with either 1 or 0. The definition of the factor \(c_{\ell m}(q)\) is inspired by the derivation of the \(\ell = 2\) modes in the slow-motion approximation in Ref. [268] [see Eq. (9.31) therein]. The definition of \(n^{(c)}_{\ell m}\) is derived from Eqs. (5.17) and (5.18) in Ref. [139] (which considered the Schwarzschild case).
but a few additional factors were included. These new factors are a prefactor of $1/(m!)^2$ generated by our definition of $c_{\ell m}(q)$, a numerical factor of $-1/4$ due to the presence of $(1 - \Omega/\Omega_H)$ in Eq. (5.36), and a factor of $1/2$ due to the definitions used in Ref. [139]. We also consider the factorization

$$F_H^{\ell m} \equiv \left(1 - \frac{\Omega}{\Omega_H}\right) F_{\ell m}^{H,N} \left(S_{\text{eff}}^{(c)}\right)^2 \left(\tilde{\rho}_H^{\ell m}\right)^{2\ell},$$

(5.41)

where the factor $f_H^{\ell m}$ in Eq. (5.36) is replaced by $(\tilde{\rho}_H^{\ell m})^\ell$, just as was done by Ref. [100] for $F^\infty$. [Note that our $\tilde{\rho}_m$’s are different from the $\rho_m$’s in Ref. [128].]

Appendix I of Ref. [141] lists the Taylor-expanded modes $F_H^{\ell m}$ that are needed to compute the BH-absorption Taylor-expanded flux through 6.5PN order. Since the $F_H^{\ell m}$’s in Ref. [141] are expressed in terms of the velocity parameter $(M/r)^{1/2}$, we use Eq. (5.13) to replace $r$ with $v$. A straightforward but tedious calculation gives us the following expressions for the $\tilde{\rho}_H^{\ell m}$ functions:
\[ \rho_{22}^H = 1 + v^2 - \left\{ 2B_2 + \frac{q}{1 + 3q^2} \left[ 4 + \kappa \left( 5 + 3q^2 \right) \right] \right\} v^3 + \left( \frac{335}{84} - \frac{2}{21} q^2 \right) v^4 \\
- \left\{ 2B_2 + \frac{q}{1 + 3q^2} \left[ \frac{47}{18} - \frac{25}{6} q^2 + \kappa \left( 5 + 3q^2 \right) \right] \right\} v^5 \\
+ \left\{ \frac{293 243}{14 700} - \frac{2}{3} \pi^2 - \frac{6 889}{1134} q^2 + \frac{3}{2} q^4 + 2B_2^2 + 4C_2 \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\kappa} \right) \right\} v^6 \\
- \frac{428}{105} \left( A_2 + \gamma_E + \log 2 + \log \kappa + 2 \log v \right) - \frac{1}{1 + 3q^2} \left[ \frac{124}{9} - 8qB_2 - 2q\kappa B_2 \left( 5 + 3q^2 \right) \right] \\
+ \frac{1}{(1 + 3q^2)^2} \left[ \frac{56}{3} + 2\kappa \left( 5 - 6q^2 + 3q^4 - 18q^6 \right) \right] \} v^6 \\
- \frac{1}{42} \left\{ B_2 \left( 335 - 8q^2 \right) + \frac{q}{1 + 3q^2} \left[ \frac{1670}{3} - \frac{3131}{9} q^2 + \frac{73}{3} q^4 + \frac{\kappa}{2} \left( 5 + 3q^2 \right) \left( 335 - 8q^2 \right) \right] \right\} v^7 \\
+ \left\{ \frac{6 260 459}{151 200} - \frac{2}{3} \pi^2 - \frac{25 234}{5 292} q^2 + \frac{8 439}{5 292} q^4 - \frac{148}{7} \gamma_E - \frac{428}{105} A_2 + 2B_2^2 \\
+ 4C_2 \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\kappa} \right) - \frac{25}{9} qB_2 + \frac{1}{1 + 3q^2} \left[ -\frac{322}{27} + 8qB_2 + 2\kappa qB_2 \left( 5 + 3q^2 \right) \right] \\
+ \frac{1}{(1 + 3q^2)^2} \left[ \frac{56}{3} + \kappa \left( 10 - \frac{341}{18} q^2 - 19q^4 - \frac{97}{2} q^6 \right) \right] \right\} v^8 \\
- \frac{4 012}{105} \log 2 - \frac{428}{105} \log \kappa - \frac{2 648}{105} \log v \right\} v^8 + O(v^9), \quad (5.42) \]
\[\theta_1 = 1 - \frac{q}{3} v + \left(\frac{7}{12} - \frac{q^2}{18}\right) v^2 - \left\{B_1 + \frac{1}{18} q \left(\frac{1}{3} q^2 - \frac{31}{2}\right) + \frac{q}{4 - 3q^2} \left[1 + \kappa (5 - 3q^2)\right]\right\} v^3
\]
\[+ \left\{\frac{521}{672} + \frac{1}{3} q B_1 - q^2 \left(\frac{1847}{1512} + \frac{5}{648} q^2\right) + \frac{1}{4 - 3q^2} \left[\frac{4}{9} q^2 + \kappa \left(5 - q^2\right)\right]\right\} v^4
\]
\[+ \left[\frac{- B_1}{36} (21 - 2q^2) - \frac{1}{4 - 3q^2} \left(- \frac{347}{72} q\right)
\]
\[+ \frac{3053}{864} q^3 + \frac{703}{1944} q^5 - \frac{7}{648} q^7 + \frac{1}{36} \kappa q (21 - 2q^2) (5 - 3q^2)\right]\} v^5
\]
\[+ \left\{\frac{267092969}{38102400} - \frac{32}{12096} q^2 + \frac{81167}{54432} q^4 - \frac{7}{3888} q^6\right.\]
\[\left[\frac{4}{3} - \frac{1}{3} q B_1 \left(\frac{1}{9} - \frac{287}{108} q^2 + \frac{1}{18} q^4 - \kappa (5 - 3q^2)\right)\right]
\]
\[+ \left[\frac{1}{4 - 3q^2} \right] - \frac{1}{3} \kappa \left(40 - \frac{1208}{9} q^2 + \frac{14539}{108} q^4 - \frac{177}{4} q^6 + \frac{1}{6} q^8\right)\}\} v^6 + \mathcal{O}(v^7),
\]
\[\theta_3 = 1 + \left(\frac{7}{6} v^2 - \left\{2 B_3 + \frac{2q}{(1 + 8q^2) (4 + 5q^2)} \left[\frac{131}{9} q^2 - \frac{314}{9} q^4 - \frac{40}{9} q^4 + 3\kappa (5 + 13q^2)\right]\right\} v^3
\]
\[+ \left(\frac{353}{120} - \frac{5}{18} q^2\right) v^4 + \mathcal{O}(v^5),
\]
\[\theta_3 = 1 - \frac{1}{4} q v + \left(\frac{5}{6} - \frac{1}{4} q^2\right) v^2 + \mathcal{O}(v^3),
\]
\[\theta_3 = 1 + \left(\frac{29}{18} v^2 - \frac{2}{3} B_1 + \frac{q}{4 - 3q^2} \left[\kappa (5 - 3q^2) + \frac{1}{9 - 8q^2} \left(65 - \frac{866}{9} q^2 + \frac{104}{3} q^4\right)\right]\right\} v^3
\]
\[+ \left(\frac{1903}{648} + \frac{1}{6} q^2\right) v^4 + \mathcal{O}(v^5),
\]
\[\theta_3 = 1 + \mathcal{O}(v),
\]
\[\theta_3 = \mathcal{O}(v),
\]
\[\theta_3 = 189
\]
Figure 5.5: We compare the Teukolsky-equation flux at infinity with the factorized flux of Ref. [101]. The computation is done up to the $r_{\text{LR}} + 0.01M$.

\[
\tilde{\hat{\rho}}_4^{\text{H}} = 1 + O(v), \quad (5.49)
\]

\[
\tilde{\hat{\rho}}_4^{\text{H}} = O(v). \quad (5.50)
\]

In these equations, $\gamma_E \approx 0.57721\ldots$ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, $\kappa \equiv \sqrt{1-q^2}$, and

\[
A_n \equiv \frac{1}{2} \left[ \psi^{(0)} \left( 3 + \frac{inq}{\kappa} \right) + \psi^{(0)} \left( 3 - \frac{inq}{\kappa} \right) \right], \quad (5.51)
\]

\[
B_n \equiv \frac{1}{2i} \left[ \psi^{(0)} \left( 3 + \frac{inq}{\kappa} \right) - \psi^{(0)} \left( 3 - \frac{inq}{\kappa} \right) \right], \quad (5.52)
\]

\[
C_n \equiv \frac{1}{2} \left[ \psi^{(1)} \left( 3 + \frac{inq}{\kappa} \right) + \psi^{(1)} \left( 3 - \frac{inq}{\kappa} \right) \right]; \quad (5.53)
\]

$\psi^{(n)}$ is the polygamma function.

The explicit expressions of the $\tilde{\hat{f}}_4^{\text{H}}$ functions can be found in Appendix C. Given the limited number of available modes in Taylor-expanded PN form, we are
not able to convincingly argue that the $\tilde{\rho}^H_{\ell m}$ factorization is preferable to the $\tilde{f}^H_{\ell m}$ factorization on the basis of the growth with $\ell$ of the 1PN coefficient in the $\tilde{f}^H_{\ell m}$’s, as done in Refs. [100, 101] for $F^\infty$. We prefer the $\tilde{\rho}^H_{\ell m}$ factorization over the $\tilde{f}^H_{\ell m}$ factorization because we find that it compares better to the numerical data.

5.4 Comparison with numerical results

In this section we compare the Teukolsky-equation fluxes (both at infinity and ingoing) to the analytical models discussed in Sec. 5.3.
5.4.1 Comparison with the numerical flux at infinity

In Fig. 5.5 we show the Teukolsky-equation flux at infinity for several different spin values up to the LR and compare it to the factorized flux reviewed in Sec. 5.3.1 and developed in Ref. [101]. We note that the factorized flux is fairly close to the numerical data until the LR for retrograde and nonspinning cases. For large spin prograde cases, the modeling error instead becomes large already at the ISCO.\footnote{Besides the $\rho_{\ell m}$-factorization discussed in Sec. 5.3.1, Ref. [101] also proposed an improved resummation of the $\rho_{\ell m}$ polynomials, which consists in factoring out their 0.5PN, 1PN and 1.5PN order terms, with a significant improvement in the modeling error.} Following the approach of Ref. [118], in Appendix D we have improved the factorized flux at infinity by fitting the $\rho_{\ell m}$’s to the Teukolsky-equation data. These fits can be useful for very accurate numerical evolution of PN or EOB equations of motions for EMRIs, and also for the merger modeling of small mass-ratio binary systems [114].

5.4.2 Comparison with the numerical flux through the black-hole horizon

In Fig. 5.6 we compare the BH-absorption Taylor-expanded PN flux from Ref. [141] and our factorized flux to the numerical flux produced with the frequency-domain Teukolsky equation, normalized to the leading order luminosity at infinity. In Fig. 5.7 we plot the fractional difference between numerical and factorized fluxes. The factorized model is quite effective in reproducing the numerical data, not only because we have factorized the zero $(1 - \Omega/\Omega_H)$ in Eq. (5.36), but also because
we have factorized the pole at the LR through the source term $\hat{S}_{\text{eff}}^{(c)}$ in Eq. (5.36). As we see in Fig. 5.6, the factorized flux is quite close to the numerical flux up to $q \leq 0.5$, but starts performing not very well soon after the ISCO when $q \geq 0.7$, systematically underestimating $|F^H|$ in the range $v_{\text{ISCO}} < v < v_H$ for large positive spins. As we see in Fig. 5.7, for spins $-1 \leq q \leq 0.5$ the agreement of the factorized model to the numerical data is better than 1% up to the ISCO, with a remarkable improvement over the Taylor-expanded PN model. For instance, for $q = 0.5$, the ISCO is located at $v_{\text{ISCO}} \approx 0.48$. Up to the ISCO the agreement is below 1%, while in the last part of the frequency range (up to the LR) we see that the performance becomes worse. For larger spins the factorized model starts to visibly depart from the numerical data even before the ISCO, but the error is still within 50% at the ISCO for $q = 0.9$. By contrast, the Taylor-expanded PN model is completely off.

For positive spins we see that the relative error of the factorized model goes to zero at $v = (M\Omega_H)^{1/3} \equiv v_H$, which is where our model by construction agrees with the Teukolsky-equation data thanks to the factor $(1 - \Omega / \Omega_H)$. On the other hand, the Taylor-expanded PN model has the wrong sign at high frequencies when $q > 0$.

The large modeling error of the factorized flux for $q \geq 0.7$ after the ISCO should not be a reason for significant concern. Physical inspirals will not include circular motion beyond the ISCO; the main purpose of modeling fluxes from these orbits is to properly include the influence of this pole near the light ring. The physical motion will in fact transition to a rapid plunge near the ISCO, generating negligible flux. In Ref. [114], we evolved EOB equations of motions incorporating the absorption flux into the radiation reaction force. We found that using the
Figure 5.7: We show the fractional difference between the total factorized and Teukolsky-equation fluxes. All curves extend up to the respective LRs. Vertical lines mark the positions of the respective ISCOs.

exact Teukolsky-equation flux or the factorized model flux of this paper makes very little difference in terms of the duration of the inspiral. For the large spin cases (i.e., those with the largest modeling error even before the ISCO) the length of the inspiral varies by at most $\sim 0.5\%$. In any case, if higher modeling accuracy on $F^H$ is needed, one can of course resort to a similar approach to what Refs. [118,128] did for $F^\infty$, namely fitting the numerical data. We pursue this task in Appendix E.

Let us now focus on the multipolar modes of the BH-absorption flux, rather than the total flux. In Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 we compare the dominant (2,2) mode and leading subdominant (2,1) mode. We only show the results for the $\tilde{\rho}^H$ factorization, but comment also about the performance of the Taylor flux below. For the $\ell = 2$ modes, the relative error of our factorized model is at least 1 order of magnitude
smaller than the Taylor-expanded PN model across the entire frequency range up to the LR. We also find that for the (3,3) mode the improvement of the factorized model over the Taylor-expanded PN model is more modest, especially at higher frequencies. For positive spins the Taylor-expanded PN (3,3) mode has actually a comparable performance to the factorized flux. This can be explained from the fact that the analytical knowledge for $\ell = 3, 4$ modes is pretty limited [see Eqs. (I2)-(I7) in Ref. [141]], so that the two models cannot differ drastically.

As we have discussed, in the factorized approach, the main ingredient of modeling the absorption flux is the polynomial factor $\tilde{\rho}^H_{\ell m}$. Future progress in the PN knowledge of the analytical fluxes will directly translate into new, higher-order terms in the $\tilde{\rho}^H_{\ell m}$ polynomials. Therefore it is useful to explicitly compute the Teukolsky-
equation $\tilde{\rho}_{\ell m, \text{Teuk}}^H$'s. We simply divide $F_{\ell m, \text{Teuk}}^H$ by the leading and source terms, and take the $2\ell$th root. The result is shown in Fig. 5.10, only for the $\ell = 2$ modes. A peculiar feature (generically seen in all modes with $\ell = m$) is the peak in $\tilde{\rho}_{22, \text{Teuk}}^H$ in the strong-field regime, inside the ISCO and close to the LR. Such feature is completely missed by the polynomial model of Eq. (F.11). Reference [128] noticed a similar shape in the nonspinning limit, using their $\rho_{22}^H$ mode [defined through Eq. (5.34)], and proposed to fit it through a rational function. The $\tilde{\rho}_{21, \text{Teuk}}^H$'s do not display any relevant feature at high frequencies; this is the case also for all the other $\ell \neq |m|$ modes that we checked. In Appendix E we provide a more accurate analytical representation of the absorption flux by fitting the Teukolsky-equation flux $F^H$. These fits can be useful for very accurate numerical evolution of PN or EOB equations.
Figure 5.10: We show the Teukolsky-equation $\tilde{\rho}^{H}_{22}$ as functions of $v$. All curves extend up to $r = r_{LR} + 0.01M$. As in the nonspinning case [128], also in the spinning case the Teukolsky-equation $\tilde{\rho}^{H}_{22}$ behaves nonmonotonically in the strong-field region close to the LR. This peculiar behavior cannot be easily captured by a polynomial model. This holds true also for other modes with $\ell = m$. On the other hand, the Teukolsky-equation $\tilde{\rho}^{H}_{\ell m}$’s for $\ell \neq |m|$ [e.g., the (2,1) mode] have monotonic dependence on $v$ up to the LR. Vertical lines mark the positions of the respective ISCOs.

of motion for EMRIs, and also for the merger modeling of small mass-ratio binary systems [114].

5.4.3 Comparing black-hole absorption fluxes in the nonspinning case

Before ending this section we want to compare our nonspinning results to the numerical data and to the results of Ref. [128]. As discussed above, the BH-absorption Taylor-expanded PN flux is known through 6PN order beyond $F^{\infty, N}$ [see Eq. (5.35)]. However, in Ref. [128], where the Schwarzschild case was considered,
Figure 5.11: We compare the nonspinning $\rho_{22}^H$ computed from the Teukolsky-equation data of $F_{22}^H$ with the nonspinning factorized flux derived in Ref. [128] up to 5PN order and in this paper up to 6PN order. We also include the nonspinning limit of the factorized flux $\tilde{\rho}_{22}^H$ proposed in this paper. The curves are plotted against $x \equiv (M\Omega)^{2/3} = v^2$ and extend up to the LR in $x_{LR} = 1/3$. A vertical line marks the ISCO in $x_{ISCO} = 1/6$.

the authors used the Taylor-expanded PN flux only through 5PN order and, as a consequence, using Eq. (5.34) they computed the BH-absorption factorized flux only up to 5PN order. Using the full information contained in Refs. [140, 141] for the Taylor-expanded PN flux we obtain $\rho_{22}^H$ through 6PN order, that is,

$$\rho_{22}^H(q = 0) = 1 + v^2 + \frac{335}{84} v^4 + \mathcal{O}(v^6).$$

(5.54)

In Fig. 5.11 we show for $q = 0$ the $\rho_{22}^H$ extracted from the numerical data as

$$\rho_{22,\text{Teuk}}^H(q = 0) \equiv \left[ \frac{2 F_{22,\text{Teuk}}^H(q = 0)}{\frac{32}{5} \left( \frac{\mu}{M} \right)^2 v^{18} (\tilde{S}_{\text{eff}}^{(0)})^2} \right]^{1/4},$$

(5.55)

the $\rho_{22}^H$ at 5PN and 6PN order from Eq. (5.54), and the nonspinning limit of the $\tilde{\rho}_{22}^H$ proposed in this paper.
It is interesting to observe that our $\tilde{\rho}^{H}_{22}$ is much closer to the numerical data than the $\rho^{H}_{22}$. We emphasize that in the nonspinning limit $\tilde{\rho}^{H}_{22}$ contains higher-order PN terms produced by the factorization procedure, which singles out the zero $(1 - \Omega/\Omega_H)$.

For the sake of completeness, we list the rest of the $\rho^{H}_{\ell m}$'s defined in Eq. (5.34) for $q = 0$, which are computed starting from the nonspinning limit of the Taylor-
expanded modes:

\[
\rho^H_{21}(q = 0) = 1 + \frac{19}{12} v^2 + \mathcal{O}(v^4), \quad (5.56)
\]

\[
\rho^H_{33}(q = 0) = \rho^H_{31}(q = 0) = 1 + \mathcal{O}(v^2), \quad (5.57)
\]

\[
\rho^H_{32}(q = 0) = \rho^H_{4m}(q = 0) = \mathcal{O}(v). \quad (5.58)
\]

Last, in Fig. 5.12 we consider the nonspinning limit and compare the BH-absorption total numerical flux to the nonspinning (i) Taylor-expanded PN flux [141], (ii) the \( \rho^H_{\ell m} \) factorized flux from Eq. (5.35) and (iii) the \( \tilde{\rho}^H_{\ell m} \) factorized flux proposed in this paper and given in Eq. (5.41).

### 5.5 Conclusions

Building on Refs. [100, 101, 128], we have proposed a new analytical model for the BH-absorption energy flux of a test particle on a circular orbit in the equatorial plane of a Kerr BH. We recast the Taylor-expanded PN flux in a factorized form that allowed us to enforce two key features present in BH perturbation theory: the presence of a zero at a frequency equal to the frequency of the horizon, and the divergence at the LR. The latter was also adopted for the energy flux at infinity in Refs. [100, 101, 128]. These features are not captured by the Taylor-expanded PN flux. We compared our model to the absorption flux computed from the numerical solution of the Teukolsky equation in the frequency domain [116, 117, 131]. In particular, we computed the gravitational-wave fluxes both at infinity and through the horizon for a Kerr spin \(-0.99 \leq q \leq 0.99\), and for the first time down to a radial separation \( r = r_{\text{LR}} + 0.01M \). This extended previous work [118] to unstable circular
orbits below the ISCO.

We investigated the hierarchy of the multipolar flux modes. As the spin grows to large positive values, more and more modes become comparable to the dominant (2,2) mode, even before the ISCO. Among modes with the same value of $\ell$, the dominant ones are those with $\ell = |m|$. Close to the LR all modes with $\ell = |m|$ become comparable to the (2,2) mode. We also studied how the mode hierarchy changes at the ISCO frequency when we vary the spin. We found that only the (2,1) and (3,3) modes are always larger than 1% of the (2,2) mode (see Fig. 5.4); only when $q \gtrsim 0.95$ are the (4,4), (5,5), (6,6), and (3,2) modes above the 1% threshold at the ISCO. One can understand these facts analytically within the WKB approximation, as already pointed out by old studies on geodesic synchrotron radiation [242–245]. One can rewrite the radial Teukolsky equation in a Schrödinger-like form, so that the flux modes turn out to be proportional to a barrier-penetration factor that exponentially suppresses modes with $\ell \neq |m|$.

We compared the numerical fluxes at infinity and through the horizon with the factorized fluxes for several spin values $-0.99 \leq q \leq 0.99$. For the energy flux at infinity, we found that the factorized model developed in Ref. [101] is reliable for retrograde orbits and in the nonspinning case almost up to the LR, but performs rather poorly for large spin prograde orbits close to the LR. For the BH-absorption energy flux we found that the agreement of the factorized flux to the numerical flux is always better than the one of the Taylor-expanded PN flux. The fractional difference between the numerical and factorized flux is less than 1% up to the ISCO for $-1 \leq q \leq 0.5$. For spins $q > 0.7$ the factorized flux starts performing worse, even
before the ISCO, but it always performs better than the Taylor-expanded PN flux. We expect that the large modeling error after the ISCO for \( q > 0.7 \) will not affect much the inspiral, merger, and ringdown waveforms produced with the time-domain Teukolsky equation evolved with the factorized flux. In fact, the energy flux does not have much effect beyond the ISCO, since the system’s dynamics at that point are well described by a plunging geodesic. In Ref. [114] we show that evolving an EOB dynamics with the factorized model instead of the numerical flux introduces a difference in the time of coalescence smaller than half of a percent across the whole spin range.

Finally, in Appendices D and E we computed fits to the numerical fluxes at infinity and through the horizon that could be used for highly accurate numerical evolution of EMRIs using PN or EOB equations of motion, and also for modeling the merger waveforms of small mass-ratio binary systems [114].

Future work may address the issue of why the total energy fluxes normalized to the specific energy diverge when computed exactly at the photon orbit. In fact, as we discussed, in this case the WKB treatment suggests a nonconvergent sum over the multipolar modes [see Eq. (5.18)], since the cutoff mode index \( \ell_c \) would go to \( +\infty \). This issue is of broader interest, since it is also present in the context of ultrarelativistic BH encounters [275].

In the near future we plan to extend the factorized model of the BH-absorption flux to the case of spinning comparable-mass BHs, so that it can be used in the EOB model when calibrating it to numerical-relativity simulations.
Chapter 6: Reducing orbital eccentricity of precessing black-hole binaries
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Abstract: Building initial conditions for generic binary black-hole evolutions which are not affected by initial spurious eccentricity remains a challenge for numerical-relativity simulations. This problem can be overcome by applying an eccentricity-removal procedure which consists of evolving the binary black hole for a couple of orbits, estimating the resulting eccentricity, and then restarting the simulation with corrected initial conditions. The presence of spins can complicate this procedure. As predicted by post-Newtonian theory, spin-spin interactions and precession prevent the binary from moving along an adiabatic sequence of spherical orbits, inducing oscillations in the radial separation and in the orbital frequency. For single-spin binary black holes these oscillations are a direct consequence of monopole-quadrupole interactions. However, spin-induced oscillations occur at approximately twice the orbital frequency, and therefore can be distinguished and disentangled from the initial spurious eccentricity which occurs at approximately the orbital frequency.

Taking this into account, we develop a new eccentricity-removal procedure based on
the derivative of the orbital frequency and find that it is rather successful in reduc-
ing the eccentricity measured in the orbital frequency to values less than $10^{-4}$ when
moderate spins are present. We test this new procedure using numerical-relativity
simulations of binary black holes with mass ratios 1.5 and 3, spin magnitude 0.5,
and various spin orientations. The numerical simulations exhibit spin-induced oscil-
lations in the dynamics at approximately twice the orbital frequency. Oscillations
of similar frequency are also visible in the gravitational-wave phase and frequency
of the dominant $l = 2, m = 2$ mode.

6.1 Introduction

Over the last few years, numerical simulations of binary black holes have im-
proved tremendously (see e.g., the recent reviews [280–282]). These simulations are
now used to aid data analysts for gravitational-wave detectors in the construction
of analytical templates [72, 239, 283–286], and in testing the efficiency of detector
pipelines by injecting numerical waveforms [287].

During the gravitational-radiation driven inspiral of a binary black hole, the
orbital eccentricity decreases very quickly [103, 288]. For binary black holes formed
from binary stellar evolution [289] (instead of dynamical capture [290, 291]), the
orbital eccentricity is expected to be essentially zero by the time the binary enters
the frequency band of ground-based gravitational-wave detectors. Therefore, it is
important that numerical simulations can be done for very low eccentricity binaries.
Performing black-hole simulations with very small orbital eccentricity is not easy for several reasons. Orbital parameters that result in vanishing eccentricity are only known approximately through post-Newtonian (PN) theory [292]. The translation of orbital parameters from PN theory into a complete binary black-hole initial-data set is ambiguous, because of differing coordinate systems and effects arising from solving the non-linear Einstein constraint equations [183]. And finally, early in a numerical evolution each black hole relaxes toward a steady state, affecting the black-hole masses, spins [184–186], and orbital parameters.

The complete evolution of a binary black hole is determined by its initial data. Therefore, control of orbital eccentricity has to be addressed in the construction of the initial data. The first approaches to construct low-eccentricity initial data were based on the assumption of circular orbits with the orbital frequency determined by the effective potential method [293–295] and the “Komar mass” ansatz [296–300]. Both methods were shown to give similar results [300]. Reference [301] presented techniques to measure eccentricity based on initial data alone. When binary black-hole evolutions became possible [80–82], it was realized that initial data constructed using the assumption of circular orbits resulted in a spurious orbital eccentricity of order one percent [?; ?,304], primarily due to neglecting the radial inspiral velocity, and due to the initial relaxation of the black holes.

Two techniques are in use to achieve an orbital eccentricity smaller than what can be achieved with quasi-circular initial data. One approach [302] evolves PN equations for the trajectories of the centers of the black holes. This subsidiary evolution of ordinary differential equations is started at large initial separation, so that
any spurious eccentricity due to the initial conditions dies out and the binary settles down to an inspiraling orbit with non-zero radial velocity. At the desired separation, the subsidiary evolution is stopped, the positions and velocities of the particles are read off, and are used as initial data parameters for the construction of the initial data set for the subsequent numerical evolution. This approach reduces eccentricity to about 0.002 for equal-mass, non-spinning binaries, but is less successful for unequal masses or high spins [303].

The second approach, proposed in Ref. [304] and refined in Ref. [305], performs an iterative procedure (see also Ref. [306]). One begins with initial data with reasonably low eccentricity, e.g., quasi-equilibrium initial data or initial data utilizing PN information. One evolves this initial data for about two to three orbits, analyzes the orbit, and computes an improved initial data set with (hopefully) lower eccentricity. This procedure can be repeated until the desired degree of eccentricity is obtained.

In past applications, eccentricity removal was based on the behavior of the proper separation $s$ between the black hole apparent horizons. For non-spinning black hole binaries [210] or binaries with spins parallel to the orbital angular momentum [186, 307], this works very well, and the eccentricity drops by about an order of magnitude with each iteration. However, when one applies this eccentricity removal procedure to precessing binaries, one encounters the difficulties illustrated in Fig. 6.1. At high eccentricity $e \gtrsim 0.01$, $\dot{s}$ (where we indicate with a dot the derivative with respect to time) shows the expected oscillations with a period some-
Figure 6.1: Eccentricity removal based on **proper separation** applied to a *precessing* binary black hole: The horizontal axis represents time in units of the initial orbital period $P = 442 M$. For eccentricity $e \gtrsim 0.01$, oscillations due to orbital eccentricity with period $\sim P$ dominate, and eccentricity removal is effective. For $e \sim 0.01$ oscillations at one-half the orbital period become apparent, spoiling further eccentricity removal based on $\dot{s}$. In this example, the mass-ratio is $m_1/m_2 = 1.5$, the larger black hole carries spin $S_1 = 0.5 m_1^2$ with initial direction tangent to the orbital plane, and the smaller black hole has zero spin.

what longer than the orbital period.\(^2\) At sufficiently small eccentricity, however, the proper separation $s$ and the radial velocity $\dot{s}$ exhibit oscillations at *twice* the orbital frequency (or one-half the orbital period). This frequency is distinct from the frequency of oscillations caused by orbital eccentricity, and its presence makes it very hard to further reduce eccentricity based on an analysis of the proper separation $s$.

In this paper, we investigate these oscillations at twice the orbital frequency, and develop techniques for eccentricity removal for precessing binaries that mitigate

\(^2\)The period of radial oscillations exceeds the orbital period because of periastron advance [308].
the issues illustrated in Fig. 6.1. We can understand these oscillations based on PN calculations. In fact, as it was shown in Refs. [153,309,310], spin-spin interactions in the dynamics and spin precession, can introduce oscillations in the orbital separation and orbital frequency that prevent the binary from moving along a sequence of spherical orbits. Moreover, for single-spin binary black holes, the presence of spin-induced oscillations in the dynamics is a direct consequence of monopole-quadrupole interactions, that is of interactions of the form $m_1 S_2^2/m_2$ and $m_2 S_1^2/m_1$. It turns out that the amplitude of the spin-induced oscillations in the orbital frequency is half the amplitude of the oscillations in the coordinate separation. Therefore, we propose to base the iterative eccentricity removal on the orbital frequency and its time-derivative. We develop the relevant updating formulae for iterative eccentricity removal based on the (time-derivative) of the orbital frequency, and demonstrate with fully numerical simulations that iterative eccentricity removal can proceed to much smaller eccentricities $e \lesssim 10^{-4}$ that are measured in the orbital frequency.

We also find that PN theory predicts spin-induced oscillations in the separation with much smaller amplitude than those visible in Fig. 6.1. Figure 6.1 utilizes the proper separation $s$ between the apparent horizons along a line element joining their centers. We find that use of the coordinate separation between the centers of the apparent horizons instead results in much smaller oscillations. Finally, we find that the spin-induced oscillations are also present in the gravitational-wave frequency and phase, and are qualitatively reproduced by the simple PN model used here.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 6.2, we work out the spin-induced oscillations in the radial separation and orbital frequency for a PN model utiliz-
ing the Taylor-expanded PN Hamiltonian with only the lowest order PN terms responsible for the spin-induced oscillations. We also compare the obtained analytic formulae with numerical solutions of the ordinary differential equations describing a PN binary. In Sec. 6.3, we present the new method to reduce orbital eccentricity in presence of spins. In Sec. 6.4, we apply our improved eccentricity-removal procedure to fully general-relativistic simulations of single and double spin binary black holes, and compare the results with the earlier eccentricity-removal procedure based on the proper horizon separation. We also investigate the presence of spin-induced oscillations in the gauge-invariant gravitational-wave phase and frequency of a single-spin binary black hole. Finally, in Sec. 11.5 we summarize our main conclusions.

6.2 Eccentricity and spin-induced oscillations

As mentioned in the introduction, spin-spin effects and precession can induce oscillations in the orbital radial separation and frequency preventing the binary black holes from moving along an adiabatic sequence of spherical orbits. This result can be obtained in a straightforward manner in PN theory [153, 309, 310]. Here we re-analyse it in some detail using the PN Hamiltonian formalism.

As we shall see, when spins are not aligned with the initial direction of the orbital angular momentum, the spin-induced oscillations are unavoidable and their importance increases at smaller distances, since at leading order spin-spin interactions scale as $1/r^3$, where $r$ is the binary separation. Thus, if we were to start the binary black-hole evolution at large separation with some initial orbital eccentricity,
we expect that, by the time the binary reaches smaller separations, only spin-induced oscillations would be left. However, numerical-relativity simulations start the evolution at a separation where the initial orbital eccentricity is not negligible. As we shall discuss, there exists an efficient way to distinguish and disentangle the initial orbital eccentricity from the spin-induced oscillations, namely the typical frequency at which these two effects occur.

Henceforth we use natural units $G = c = 1$.

6.2.1 Eccentricity in Newtonian dynamics

Here we briefly review some useful formulae of Newtonian dynamics of eccentric orbits that we shall use below.

In the center-of-mass frame, the two-body problem reduces to a one-body problem for a particle of reduced mass $\mu = m_1 m_2 / M$, subject to the acceleration $\ddot{r} = -M/r^3 r$, where $M = m_1 + m_2$ is the total mass of the binary. In the Keplerian parametrization, a Newtonian orbit of eccentricity $e$ can be described in terms of the eccentric anomaly $u$ (see, e.g., Ref. [14])

$$u(t) - e \sin u(t) = \bar{\Omega} t, \quad (6.1)$$

where $\bar{\Omega} = \sqrt{M/a^3}$, $a$ being the semi-major axis, so that

$$r(t) = \frac{\bar{r}}{1 - e^2} \left[ 1 - e \cos u(t) \right], \quad (6.2)$$

where $\bar{r} = a (1 - e^2)$. In the limit of small $e$ we can approximate $r(t)$ using only the first harmonic, that is

$$r(t) = \bar{r} \left[ 1 - e \cos (\bar{\Omega} t) \right] + \mathcal{O}(e^2). \quad (6.3)$$
In fact, although the frequency spectrum of \( r(t) \) contains all harmonics in \( \bar{\Omega} \), a Fourier analysis of \( r(t) \) shows that harmonics beyond the first one are quite suppressed in presence of a small eccentricity (see, e.g., Ref. [14]). In the Keplerian parametrization the orbital frequency reads

\[
\Omega(t) = \frac{\bar{\Omega} \sqrt{1 - e^2}}{[1 - e \cos u(t)]^2}, \tag{6.4}
\]

and in the limit of small \( e \) we find

\[
\Omega(t) = \bar{\Omega} \left[ 1 + 2e \cos (\bar{\Omega} t) \right] + \mathcal{O}(e^2). \tag{6.5}
\]

So, in Newtonian dynamics, whenever we have an eccentricity in \( r(t) \), we expect oscillations of amplitude \( 2e \bar{\Omega} \) at the frequency \( \bar{\Omega} \) in \( \Omega(t) \).

### 6.2.2 Two-body dynamics for spinning black holes in PN theory

We consider a binary composed of two black holes with masses \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) and spins \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \). The binary dynamics can be described using the spinning Taylor-expanded PN Hamiltonian. In the center-of-mass frame, the Hamiltonian depends on the canonical variables \((r, p)\) which describe the motion of a particle of reduced mass \( \mu \), and on the spins \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \).

For the purposes of our analysis, it is sufficient to restrict the discussion to the Newtonian Hamiltonian, \( H_{\text{Newt}} \), and include only the leading 1.5PN spin-orbit (SO) interaction [311], \( H_{\text{SO}} \), and the leading 2PN spin-spin (SS) interaction [150], \( H_{\text{SS}} \), where the SS interaction includes spin-induced monopole-quadrupole terms [188].

The Hamiltonian reads

\[
H = H(r, p; S_1, S_2) = H_{\text{Newt}} + H_{\text{SO}} + H_{\text{SS}}, \tag{6.6}
\]
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where

\[ H_{\text{Newt}} = \frac{p^2}{2\mu} - \frac{\mu M}{r}, \quad (6.7) \]

\[ H_{\text{SO}} = \frac{2}{r^3} S_{\text{eff}} \cdot L, \quad (6.8) \]

\[ H_{\text{SS}} = \frac{\mu}{2M r^3} \left[ 3 (S_0 \cdot \hat{n})^2 - S_0^2 \right], \quad (6.9) \]

with \( L = r \times p, \hat{n} = r/|r| \) and

\[ S_{\text{eff}} = \left( 1 + \frac{3m_2}{4m_1} \right) S_1 + \left( 1 + \frac{3m_1}{4m_2} \right) S_2, \quad (6.10) \]

\[ S_0 = \left( 1 + \frac{m_2}{m_1} \right) S_1 + \left( 1 + \frac{m_1}{m_2} \right) S_2. \quad (6.11) \]

For reference, we point out that \( S_0 \) can be rewritten in dimensionless form as

\[ \frac{S_0}{M^2} = \frac{m_1}{M} \frac{S_1}{m_1^2} + \frac{m_2}{M} \frac{S_2}{m_2^2}. \quad (6.12) \]

The Hamilton equations of motion are given by

\[ \dot{r}^i = \{r^i, H\} = \frac{\partial H}{\partial p_i}, \quad (6.13) \]

\[ \dot{p}_i = \{p_i, H\} + F_i = -\frac{\partial H}{\partial r^i} + F_i, \quad (6.14) \]

where \( F_i \) is the radiation-reaction force. Here we follow Ref. [102] and express \( F_i \) in terms of the Newtonian energy flux \( \mathcal{F}_N = 32\mu^2/(5M^2) v^{10} \) [see Eqs. (3.15), (3.27) in Ref. [102]] where for quasi-circular orbits \( v = (M \Omega)^{1/3} \). Equations (6.13), (6.14) must be supplemented with the spin precession equations

\[ \dot{S}_1^i = \{S_1^i, H\} = \varepsilon^{ijk} \frac{\partial H}{\partial S_1^j} S_1^k, \quad (6.15) \]

\[ \dot{S}_2^i = \{S_2^i, H\} = \varepsilon^{ijk} \frac{\partial H}{\partial S_2^j} S_2^k, \quad (6.16) \]
where \( \varepsilon^{ijk} \) is the Levi-Civita symbol in flat spacetime. The non-spinning conservative part of the dynamics together with the lowest-order SO interactions allows the existence of spherical orbits \( [r(t) = \text{const.}] \) [188]. In fact, if we consider \( H = H_{\text{Newt}} + H_{\text{SO}} \), it is straightforward to show that the Hamiltonian is a spherically symmetric function that depends only on the radial separation and its conjugated momentum, i.e., \( H = H(r, p_r) \). This happens because the other degrees of freedom are constrained by the constants of motion: \( L^2 \) and \( S_{\text{eff}} \cdot L \). More explicitly

\[
H(r, p_r) = \frac{1}{2\mu} \left( p_r^2 + \frac{L^2}{r^2} \right) - \frac{\mu M}{r} + 2\frac{r}{r^3} S_{\text{eff}} \cdot L. \tag{6.17}
\]

Imposing that at \( t = 0, r = r_0 = \text{const.} \), we have

\[
[r]_0 = \left[ \frac{\partial H}{\partial p_r} \right]_0 = \left[ \frac{p_r}{\mu} \right]_0 = 0 \tag{6.18}
\]

and to have a stable spherical orbit we have to require also that \( [\dot{r}]_0 = 0 \), hence

\[
[\dot{r}]_0 = \left[ -\frac{\partial H}{\partial r}(r, p_r = 0) \right]_0
= \left[ \frac{L^2}{\mu r^3} - \frac{\mu M}{r^2} + \frac{6}{r^4} S_{\text{eff}} \cdot L \right]_0 = 0. \tag{6.19}
\]

Choosing properly \( L^2 \) and \( S_{\text{eff}} \cdot L \) to satisfy Eq. (6.19), we obtain spherical orbits. However, once SS interactions are included, this is no longer true, since \( L^2 \) and \( S_{\text{eff}} \cdot L \) are no longer constants of motion. Therefore, we must expect oscillations induced by SS terms in the radial separation and orbital frequency about their average values.
6.2.3 Oscillations induced by leading SS interactions: conservative dynamics

In this section, we investigate the behavior of the radial separation \( r \) and of the orbital frequency \( \Omega \) at 2PN order for the conservative non-spinning dynamics. While doing so, we will also assume a negligible precession of the spins and of the orbital plane, since it takes place on a longer timescale than the effects we are interested in. Henceforth, we follow the method outlined in Appendix B of Ref. [310].

As a first step, we restrict ourselves to the case in which radiation-reaction is not present (i.e., \( F_i = 0 \)). As discussed earlier, the presence of SS terms prevents \( r \) and \( \Omega \) from being constant. Thus, we write [310]

\[
\bar{r}(t) = \bar{r} + \delta r(t), \quad \bar{\Omega}(t) = \bar{\Omega} + \delta \Omega(t),
\]

(6.20)

where the bar stands for time-average \( \langle \ldots \rangle \) over one orbital period; hence, by definition, \( \langle \delta r(t) \rangle = \langle \delta \Omega(t) \rangle = 0 \). Our goal is to determine the equations that the oscillations \( \delta r(t) \) and \( \delta \Omega(t) \) must obey at 2PN order. For convenience, we decompose vectors with respect to the triad defined by

\[
\hat{n} = \frac{\mathbf{r}}{r}, \quad \hat{L}_N = \frac{\mathbf{r} \times \dot{\mathbf{r}}}{|\mathbf{r} \times \dot{\mathbf{r}}|}, \quad \hat{\lambda} = \hat{L}_N \times \hat{n}.
\]

(6.21)

This triad is such that \( \hat{n} \) and \( \hat{\lambda} \) are in the instantaneous orbital plane, while \( \hat{L}_N \) is orthogonal to it. In the instantaneous orbital plane, we have the velocity

\[
\mathbf{v} = \dot{\mathbf{r}} = \dot{r} \hat{n} + \Omega r \hat{\lambda},
\]

(6.22)

and the acceleration

\[
\mathbf{a} = a_{rad} \hat{n} + a_{tan} \hat{\lambda} + a_{\perp} \hat{L}_N,
\]

(6.23)
with
\[ a_{\text{rad}} = \hat{n} \cdot \ddot{r} = \ddot{r} - r \Omega^2, \] (6.24)
\[ a_{\text{tan}} = \hat{\lambda} \cdot \ddot{r} = \frac{1}{r} \frac{d}{dt} \left( r^2 \Omega \right), \] (6.25)
and
\[ a_{\perp} = \hat{L}_N \cdot \ddot{r} = r \Omega \left( \hat{\lambda} \cdot \frac{d\hat{L}_N}{dt} \right). \] (6.26)

For future reference, we define the projection of \( S_0 \) on the instantaneous orbital plane
\[ S_{0\perp} = S_0 - S_0 \cdot \hat{L}_N. \] (6.27)

Note that Eq. (6.22) implicitly defines \( \Omega \). We have \( \Omega = (\ddot{r} \cdot \hat{\lambda})/r \). We need the acceleration \( \ddot{r} \) so we take a time derivative of Eq. (6.13) and substitute Eq. (6.14) into that. We note that the Newtonian orbital angular momentum can be written as
\[ L_N = \mu \Omega r^2 \hat{L}_N, \] (6.28)
while the orbital angular momentum \( L = r \times p \) can be obtained from the Hamilton equation (6.13), that is to say
\[ \dot{r} = \frac{p}{\mu} + \frac{2}{r^3} (S_{\text{eff}} \times r), \] (6.29)
so that
\[ L = L_N - \frac{2\mu}{r} \left[ S_{\text{eff}} - \hat{n} (S_{\text{eff}} \cdot \hat{n}) \right]. \] (6.30)

Since we want to work consistently at 2PN order, we replace \( L \) with Eq. (6.30) whenever it shows up in our calculations and drop higher PN terms. It is then
straightforward to compute the radial component of the acceleration

\[ a_{\text{rad}} = -\frac{M}{r^2} \left\{ 1 - \frac{2}{\mu M r^2} (\mathbf{S}_{\text{eff}} \cdot \mathbf{L}_N) - \frac{3}{2 M^2 r^2} \left[ 3 (\mathbf{S}_0 \cdot \mathbf{n})^2 - \mathbf{S}_0^2 \right] \right\} \] (6.31)

Since the leading-order spin acceleration is of 1.5PN order, we assume that the radial oscillations scale at least as \( \dot{r} = \mathcal{O}(3) \).\(^3\) Hence, when computing the tangential component of the acceleration, at 2PN accuracy, we set \( \dot{r} = 0 \) (\( \mathbf{v} = r \Omega \mathbf{\hat{\lambda}} \)) and \( p_r = 0 \) in every term coming from SO or SS interactions. Moreover, we also neglect any term depending on the time derivative of the spin in \( a_{\text{tan}} \), since it is of higher PN order. This means that we are implicitly assuming that the spins are constant. At 2PN order, we are left with

\[ a_{\text{tan}} = -\frac{3}{M r^4} (\mathbf{S}_0 \cdot \mathbf{n}) (\mathbf{S}_0 \cdot \mathbf{\hat{\lambda}}). \] (6.32)

Combining Eq. (6.25) with Eq. (6.32), we solve for \( r^2 \Omega \) by integrating Eq. (6.32). In doing that, we assume that \( r \) and \( \Omega \) in the right-hand side of Eq. (6.32) are constants, as their time derivatives are at least \( \mathcal{O}(3) \), and also the spins are constants, that is they do not precess. Thus, under those assumptions, the time evolution of the triad \( \{ \mathbf{n}, \mathbf{\hat{\lambda}}, \mathbf{L}_N \} \) is such that \( \mathbf{n} \) and \( \mathbf{\hat{\lambda}} \) swipe the orbital plane at a frequency \( \bar{\Omega} \) while \( \mathbf{L}_N \) stays fixed:

\[ \mathbf{n}(t) = \cos(\bar{\Omega} t) \mathbf{n}_0 + \sin(\bar{\Omega} t) \mathbf{\hat{\lambda}}_0, \] (6.33)

\[ \mathbf{\hat{\lambda}}(t) = -\sin(\bar{\Omega} t) \mathbf{n}_0 + \cos(\bar{\Omega} t) \mathbf{\hat{\lambda}}_0, \] (6.34)

\[ \mathbf{L}_N(t) = \mathbf{L}_{N0}, \] (6.35)

\(^3\)We denote the nPN order as \( \mathcal{O}(2n) \)
where \( \hat{n}_0 = \hat{n}(0), \hat{\lambda}_0 = \hat{\lambda}(0) \) and \( \hat{L}_N(0) = \hat{L}_N(0) \), and also

\[
\dot{\hat{n}} = \Omega \hat{\lambda} \quad \dot{\hat{\lambda}} = -\Omega \hat{n}.
\] (6.36)

Moreover, since we assume that the spins remain constant, we formally set \( S_1(t) = S_1(0) \) and \( S_2(t) = S_2(0) \), so in what follows \( S_0 = S_0(0) \) and \( S_{\text{eff}} = S_{\text{eff}}(0) \). By inserting Eqs. (6.20) into Eqs. (6.31) and (6.32), one obtains a pair of coupled differential equations:

\[
\delta \ddot{r} - \bar{r} \Omega^2 - \bar{r}^2 \frac{\delta \bar{r}}{2} - 2\bar{r} \bar{\Omega} \delta \Omega = -\frac{M}{r^2} \times
\]

\[
\times \left\{ 1 - \frac{2\bar{\Omega}}{M} (\mathbf{S}_{\text{eff}} \cdot \hat{L}_N) - \frac{3}{2M^2 r^2} \left[ 3 (\mathbf{S}_0 \cdot \hat{n})^2 - S_0^2 \right] \right\} + \frac{2M}{r^3} \delta r
\] (6.37)

and

\[
2\bar{\Omega} \bar{r} \delta r + \bar{r}^2 \delta \Omega = k - \frac{3}{2M \bar{\Omega} r^3} (\mathbf{S}_0 \cdot \hat{n})^2.
\] (6.38)

Here, \( k \) is an integration constant and, again, in the right-hand-side of the above equations we keep only terms through 2PN order. To fix \( k \) we time-average the above equations. We have

\[
\langle (\mathbf{S}_0 \cdot \hat{n}(t))^2 \rangle = S_{0i} S_{0j} \langle n^i(t) n^j(t) \rangle =
\]

\[
= S_{0i} S_{0j} \frac{1}{2} \left( \delta^{ij} - \hat{L}^i_{N0} \hat{L}^j_{N0} \right) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ S_0^2 - (\mathbf{S}_0 \cdot \hat{L}_{N0})^2 \right],
\] (6.39)

obtaining

\[
k = \frac{3}{4M \bar{\Omega} r^3} \left[ S_0^2 - (\mathbf{S}_0 \cdot \hat{L}_{N0})^2 \right].
\] (6.40)

Taking the time average of Eq. (6.37), we derive the following modified version of Kepler's law relating \( \bar{r} \) and \( \bar{\Omega} \)

\[
\bar{\Omega}^2 = \frac{M}{r^3} - \frac{2\bar{\Omega}}{r^3} \mathbf{S}_{\text{eff}} \cdot \hat{L}_{N0} + \frac{3}{4Mr^5} \left[ 3(\mathbf{S}_0 \cdot \hat{L}_{N0})^2 - S_0^2 \right].
\] (6.41)
We decouple Eq. (6.37) from Eq. (6.38), then we use Eq. (6.41). Since we expect that $\delta r = \mathcal{O}(4)$, we find that at 2PN order

$$\delta \ddot{r} + \bar{\Omega}^2 \delta r = -\frac{3}{4M}\bar{r}^4 \left[(S_0 \cdot \hat{\lambda})^2 - (S_0 \cdot \hat{n})^2\right],$$

(6.42)
in agreement with Eq. (B13) of Ref. [310]. The solution of the homogeneous equation is simply

$$\delta r(t)_{\text{hom}} = A_r \cos (\bar{\Omega} t + \varphi_r),$$

(6.43)
where $A_r$ and $\varphi_r$ are fixed by the initial conditions. Equation (6.43) describes possible oscillations due to the initial eccentricity of the orbit. This eccentricity occurs at the average orbital frequency and in principle can be removed as long as quasi-circular initial conditions are enforced. Note that Eq. (6.43) is also consistent with the Newtonian result of Eq. (6.3).\(^4\) It is worth noting that Eq. (6.3) was derived as an expansion for a small eccentricity $e$, while in this section we never explicitly referred to $e$ at all. As a matter of fact, we are dealing with quasi-circular orbits here, so that consistency between Eqs. (6.3) and (6.43) should be expected.

On the other hand, the spin-induced oscillations are described by the particular solution of Eq. (6.42) which reads

$$\delta r_{\text{part}}(t) = \frac{1}{4M^2\bar{r}} \left[(S_0 \cdot \hat{\lambda}(t))^2 - (S_0 \cdot \hat{n}(t))^2\right].$$

(6.44)
These oscillations are a signature of SS interactions since they depend on $S_0$, which enters $H_{SS}$. Once we know $\delta r = \delta r_{\text{hom}} + \delta r_{\text{part}}$, we solve Eq. (6.38) for $\delta \Omega$. Similarly to \(^4\)Note that Eq. (6.3) does not depend on $\varphi$ because in Eq. (6.2) the radial separation at $t = 0$ is picked to be equal to the semi-major axis.
what we found above, the homogeneous solution accounts for the initial conditions, while the particular solution accounts for the oscillations induced by SS effects.

$$
\delta \Omega_{\text{part}}(t) = \frac{\Omega}{4M^2 r^2} \left[ (S_0 \cdot \hat{\lambda}(t))^2 - (S_0 \cdot \hat{n}(t))^2 \right]. \quad (6.45)
$$

The above equation is also consistent with the Newtonian result of Eq. (6.5).

So far, we have assumed the nonspinning dynamics to be Newtonian. If we included nonspinning PN corrections through 3PN order in the Hamiltonian, we would still find the particular solutions (6.44) and (6.45), but in this case the oscillations would occur at a frequency which will differ from Eq. (6.41) because of nonspinning PN corrections.

Using the previous results, it is straightforward to compute the time derivatives of the oscillations $\delta \dot{r}$, Eq. (6.44), and $\delta \dot{\Omega}$, Eq. (6.45). They read

$$
\delta \dot{r}(t) = B_r \sin(\Omega t + \varphi_r) - \frac{\Omega}{M^2 r} (S_0 \cdot \hat{n}(t)) (S_0 \cdot \hat{\lambda}(t)), \quad (6.46)
$$

$$
\delta \dot{\Omega}(t) = B_\Omega \sin(\bar{\Omega} t + \varphi_\Omega) - \frac{\bar{\Omega}^2}{M^2 r^2} (S_0 \cdot \hat{n}(t)) (S_0 \cdot \hat{\lambda}(t)). \quad (6.47)
$$

We note that when the spins are initially aligned or antialigned to $\hat{L}_{N_0}$, the SS oscillations disappear, since in this situation $S_0$ remains perpendicular to $\hat{n}$ and $\hat{\lambda}$ throughout the evolution. We see that for both quantities the time dependence of the SS term is

$$
(S_0 \cdot \hat{n}(t)) (S_0 \cdot \hat{\lambda}(t)) = C \sin(2\bar{\Omega} t + \gamma), \quad (6.48)
$$

where

$$
C = \frac{(S_0 \cdot \hat{n}_0)^2 + (S_0 \cdot \hat{\lambda}_0)^2}{2} \quad (6.49)
$$
and $\gamma$ satisfies

$$\sin \gamma = \frac{1}{2} \sin(2\alpha),$$

$$\cos \gamma = -\frac{1}{2} \cos(2\alpha),$$

(6.50)

with $\cos \alpha = \hat{S}_{0 \perp} \cdot \hat{n}_0$. Thus, the spin-induced oscillations occur at twice the average orbital frequency, and they can be neatly disentangled from the eccentricity induced by initial conditions which occurs at the average orbital frequency.

Moreover, the amplitude of spin-induced oscillations is quite small. To place their amplitude into perspective, consider a binary with orbital eccentricity $e$. Taking a time-derivative of Eqs. (6.2) and (6.5), and comparing to Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47) we find $B_r = \bar{r}\bar{\Omega} e$ and $B_{\Omega} = 2\bar{\Omega}^2 e$. Equating the amplitudes of the spin-induced oscillations with the amplitude of the eccentricity-induced term, we see that spin-induced oscillations dominate only for eccentricities

$$e < \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{2} \frac{S_{\perp}^2}{M^4} \left(\frac{\bar{r}}{M}\right)^{-2} & \text{for } \delta \dot{r}, \\
\frac{1}{4} \frac{S_{\perp}^2}{M^4} \left(\frac{\bar{r}}{M}\right)^{-2} & \text{for } \delta \dot{\Omega}.
\end{cases}$$

(6.51)

Numerical binary black-hole simulations typically start at a separation $\bar{r}/M \approx 15$, and in that case, spin-induced oscillations will dominate $\delta \dot{r}$ and $\delta \dot{\Omega}$ only for $e < 0.002 S_{\perp}^2 / M^4$ and for $e < 0.001 S_{\perp}^2 / M^4$, respectively. For maximally spinning black holes with least-favorable spin orientations, $S_{\perp}/M^2 = 1$, so that even in this case spin-induced oscillations become relevant only at eccentricities of $\lesssim 0.001$. For smaller spins, their effect is still smaller. We note that spin-induced oscillations do affect $\delta \dot{\Omega}$ somewhat less than $\delta \dot{r}$, indicating that eccentricity-removal based on the orbital frequency will be preferable.
Let us notice that were we including the precession of the spins, the characteristic frequency at which the spin-induced oscillations occur would change. This can easily be seen if we assume that the precession is mainly due to SO effects, with \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) precessing about \( \hat{L}_N \) at frequencies \( \Omega_1 \) and \( \Omega_2 \). In this case, using Eqs. (6.15), (6.16), we derive

\[
\Omega_1 = \frac{2\mu \bar{\Omega}}{r} \left(1 + \frac{3m_2}{4m_1}\right),
\]

\[
\Omega_2 = \frac{2\mu \bar{\Omega}}{r} \left(1 + \frac{3m_1}{4m_2}\right).
\]

If in Eqs. (6.48) (6.49) and (6.50), we let \( S_0 \) precess, we obtain that oscillations occur at frequencies given by linear combinations of \( \bar{\Omega}, \Omega_1 \) and \( \Omega_2 \), namely \( 2\bar{\Omega} - \Omega_1 - \Omega_2 \), \( 2(\bar{\Omega} - \Omega_1) \) and \( 2(\bar{\Omega} - \Omega_2) \). For the binary black-hole evolutions considered in this paper, \( \Omega_{1,2} \ll \bar{\Omega} \), so the spin-induced oscillations occur at the frequency \( 2\bar{\Omega} \).

Lastly, the results of this section could be extended to higher PN orders by including next-to-leading SO terms (2.5PN order [312–315]) and SS terms (3PN order [316–321]).

6.2.4 Oscillations induced by leading SS terms: inspiraling dynamics

In this section we compare the approximate analytical predictions for \( \delta \dot{r} \) and \( \delta \dot{\Omega} \) with the results obtained by numerically integrating the Hamilton equations (6.13) and (6.14), including the radiation reaction force \( F_i \). Since we actually want to extract the spin-induced oscillations, we need to remove the homogeneous part which is due to the eccentricity introduced by the initial conditions. In fact, in the presence of radiation-reaction the initial radial velocity has to be carefully chosen
to guarantee that the binary moves along a quasi-adiabatic sequence of spherical orbits, progressively shrinking. Those initial conditions have been worked out in the analytical PN dynamics at post-circular [62] and post-post-circular [322] orders. However, those initial conditions become more and more approximate if we start the evolution of the Hamilton equations at smaller and smaller separations. Moreover, from the study of the conservative dynamics in Sec. 6.2.3, we understood that because of SS interactions it is impossible to have spherical orbits. To remove the oscillations at a frequency \( \bar{\Omega} \) (the homogeneous part), we perform a fit of the data with a function

\[
f_{\text{oscill}}(t; B_{\text{fit}}, \omega_{\text{fit}}, \varphi_{\text{fit}}) = B_{\text{fit}} \sin(\omega_{\text{fit}} t + \varphi_{\text{fit}}); \quad (6.54)
\]

where \( \omega_{\text{fit}} \) is close to \( \bar{\Omega} \). We subtract the fitted function \( f_{\text{oscill}} \) from the raw data sample, obtaining a residual that oscillates at a frequency \( 2\bar{\Omega} \), superimposed to the smooth numerical inspiral. The reason why we need to fit also the frequency \( \omega_{\text{fit}} \) is that there is an ambiguity as to what value we use for \( \bar{\Omega} \). In principle, this value should be the average orbital frequency, but a priori we can only use the initial value \( \Omega_0 = \Omega(0) \) because we do not have an analytic prediction for \( \bar{\Omega} \). This is also true for the value of \( \bar{r} \), which we replace with \( r_0 = r(0) \) throughout. We want to compare these residuals with analytical predictions based on Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47). We use the expression of the Newtonian flux to derive the effect of the radiation reaction (RR) on the two quantities \( \dot{r} \) and \( \dot{\Omega} \). Within the context of Newtonian dynamics, we have

\[
\dot{r}_{\text{RR}}(t) = -\frac{64}{5} \mu M^2 \left( r_0^4 - \frac{256}{5} \mu M^2 t \right)^{-3/4}, \quad (6.55)
\]
where \( r_0 = r(0) \) and

\[
\dot{r}_{RR}(t) = \left( r_0^4 - \frac{256}{5} \mu M^2 t \right)^{1/4}.
\]  (6.56)

A similar expression can be found also for \( \dot{\Omega}_{RR} \). Considering that in a quasi-circular inspiral

\[
\frac{\dot{r}_{RR}}{r_{RR}} = -\frac{2}{3} \frac{\dot{\Omega}_{RR}}{\Omega_{RR}}
\]  (6.57)

and \( r_{RR}^3 \Omega_{RR}^2 = M \), we find

\[
\dot{\Omega}_{RR}(t) = -\frac{3}{2} M^{1/2} \frac{\dot{r}_{RR}(t)}{r_{RR}^{5/2}(t)}.
\]  (6.58)

Therefore our analytical predictions will be given by

\[
\dot{r}_{\text{pred}}(t) = \dot{r}_{RR}(t) + \delta \dot{r}_{\text{part}}(t)
\]  (6.59)

\[
\dot{\Omega}_{\text{pred}}(t) = \dot{\Omega}_{RR}(t) + \delta \dot{\Omega}_{\text{part}}(t),
\]  (6.60)

where \( \delta \dot{r}_{\text{part}}(t) \) and \( \delta \dot{\Omega}_{\text{part}} \) are given by the second term in the RHS of Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47).

Figure 6.2 shows the results for a particular black-hole binary with mass ratio \( q = m_2/m_1 = 2 \) and maximal spin magnitudes \( |S_1|/m_1^2 = |S_2|/m_2^2 = 1 \). In these plots the initial orbital frequency is \( \Omega_0 M = 0.015 \) which corresponds to a period \( P = 418M \). As can be seen, the raw data (dotted lines) are dominated by the eccentricity at the orbital frequency, while the residuals (solid lines) oscillate at twice the orbital frequency, as expected. As far as the amplitude of the residual oscillations is concerned, we see that it is compatible with that of the predictions computed using Eqs. (6.59), (6.60), even though the agreement is not striking (red dashed lines, called non-precessing). In fact, we find that the effectiveness of the
Figure 6.2: **Spin induced oscillations in PN model.** We compare two PN calculations of spin-induced oscillations. The dashed lines are the predictions from Eqs. (6.59) and (6.60), with the two lines differing by whether $\mathbf{L}_N$ is held constant (“non-precessing”) or evolving (“precessing”). The solid line represents a solution of the full PN equations of motions, with the homogenous oscillations fitted and subtracted. (Here, mass-ratio $q = 2$, with maximal spins of initial orientations $(\theta_1 = \pi/3, \phi_1 = 0)$ and $(\theta_2 = 2\pi/3, \phi_2 = \pi/3)$ at the initial orbital frequency $M\Omega_0 = 0.015$, that is an average initial orbital period $P = 418M$, and the dotted curve represents the solutions of the PN model including inspiral motion).

removal procedure of the homogeneous part is deeply affected by the value of $\omega_{\text{fit}}$. Numerical studies have shown that differences of a few percent on $\omega_{\text{fit}}$ can completely alter the residuals. Tweaking by hand the value of $\omega_{\text{fit}}$ instead of using the best fit value can lead to a much better agreement on the amplitudes, at least for the first cycle. Note that in Fig. 6.2 no such ad hoc tweaking is used. Also, the fact that the predictions quickly get out of phase with respect to the residuals is mainly due to the assumption made in Sec. 6.2.3 of keeping the spins constant or non-precessing,
that is using the evolution of the triad \( \{ \hat{n}, \hat{\lambda}, \hat{L}_N \} \) specified by Eqs. (6.33)–(6.35).

By contrast better phase agreement can be obtained numerically if we use the time-evolution of the spins and of the reference triad (blue dashed lines, called precessing) or analytically if we had considered a reference triad in which the precession of the orbital plane and spins were taken into account.

Another interesting feature is the relative importance of the spin-induced oscillations with respect to the eccentricity induced by the initial conditions. Both types of oscillations are showing up in the raw data of \( \dot{r} \), while in the case of \( \dot{\Omega} \) we only see the oscillations due to the initial conditions. This can be explained by our analytical predictions. Using Eqs. (6.2), (6.5), we write for the eccentricity

\[
e^{\text{NS}}_r = \frac{|B_r|}{\bar{r} \Omega} \quad \text{or} \quad e^{\text{NS}}_\Omega = \frac{|B_\Omega|}{2\bar{\Omega}^2},
\]

where \( B_r \) and \( B_\Omega \) are the amplitudes of the oscillations of the homogeneous solutions.

We want to keep distinct notations for \( \dot{r} \) and \( \dot{\Omega} \), even though at Newtonian level \( e^{\text{NS}}_r = e^{\text{NS}}_\Omega = e \) and therefore \( |B_r| = \bar{r}|B_\Omega|/2\bar{\Omega} \). If we now call \( C_r \) and \( C_\Omega \) the SS amplitudes, namely

\[
C_r = -\frac{\Omega C}{M^2 \bar{r}}, \quad C_\Omega = -\frac{\bar{\Omega}^2 C}{M^2 \bar{r}^2},
\]

we parametrize the spin-induced oscillations in terms of a spin-induced “eccentricity”,

\[
e^\text{SS}_r = \frac{|C_r|}{\bar{r} \Omega} = \frac{|C|}{M^2 \bar{r}^2}, \quad e^\text{SS}_\Omega = \frac{|C_\Omega|}{2\bar{\Omega}^2} = \frac{|C|}{2M^2 \bar{r}^2}.
\]

We have that the relative ratio is

\[
\frac{e^\text{SS}_\Omega}{e^\text{SS}_r} = \frac{1}{2}.
\]
so it is expected that the significance of the spin-induced oscillations is smaller for \( \dot{\Omega} \).

### 6.3 Iterative eccentricity removal in presence of spins

In the preceding sections, we showed that the PN Hamiltonian with leading SS terms predicts oscillations with two distinct periods: the orbital period, with amplitude and phase depending on initial conditions that can genuinely be associated with orbital eccentricity; and half the orbital period, independent of the initial conditions and caused by spin-spin couplings. We furthermore showed that these spin-induced oscillations are suppressed in \( \dot{\Omega} \) as compared to \( \dot{r} \) [see, e.g., Eq. (6.64)].

Our task is to find initial conditions that remove or at least minimize the oscillations caused by eccentricity. As in earlier work, we shall begin with some trial initial conditions, evolve the binary for about two orbits, analyze the motion of the black holes, and then correct the initial conditions. To exploit this suppression of spin-induced oscillations in \( \dot{\Omega} \), we will derive updating formulae based on \( \dot{\Omega} \).

#### 6.3.1 Updating formulae

The basis for the updating formulae are the Newtonian expressions for distance \( r \) and orbital frequency \( \Omega \) (Eqs. (6.3) and (6.5))

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_N(t) & = \bar{r} [1 - e \sin \phi(t)] , \\
  \Omega_N(t) & = \bar{\Omega} [1 + 2e \sin \phi(t)] ,
\end{align*}
\]

(6.65) (6.66)
where $\phi(t)$ is the phase of the radial oscillations. General relativistic periastron advance will cause $\phi(t)$ to deviate from the orbital phase. Taking a time-derivative, we find

\[
\dot{r}_N = -\bar{r} e \omega \cos(\omega t + \phi_0), \quad (6.67)
\]

\[
\dot{\Omega}_N = 2\bar{\Omega} e \omega \cos(\omega t + \phi_0), \quad (6.68)
\]

with $\omega = (d\phi/dt)(0)$, $\phi_0 = \phi(0)$.

Let us now consider a compact binary inspiral starting at $t = 0$ at initial separation $r_0$, with orbital frequency $\Omega_0$ and radial velocity $\dot{r}_0$. We take $\dot{r}(t)$ or $\dot{\Omega}(t)$ from a general relativistic inspiral, and fit it with functional forms

\[
\dot{r}_{NR}(t) = S_r(t) + B_r \cos(\omega_r t + \phi_r), \quad (6.69)
\]

\[
\dot{\Omega}_{NR}(t) = S_\Omega(t) + B_\Omega \cos(\omega_\Omega t + \phi_\Omega). \quad (6.70)
\]

The subscripts $r$ and $\Omega$ indicate whether the fit was performed on $\dot{r}_{NR}$ or $\dot{\Omega}_{NR}$, and we will use a bullet • in the subscript to represent either $r$ or $\Omega$. The first part of each fit, $S_\bullet$, is a non-oscillatory function that captures the radiation-reaction driven inspiral, whereas the oscillatory piece captures the orbital eccentricity. We neglect spin-induced oscillations. The precise functional form of $S_\bullet$ is important, and sometimes it is advisable to include a quadratic term $Ct^2$ within the argument of the cosine. We comment on these considerations below in Sec. 6.3.2.

Equation (6.69) shows that at $t = 0$, orbital eccentricity contributes $\dot{r}_{ecc,0} = B_r \cos \phi_r$ and $\ddot{r}_{ecc,0} = -B_r \omega_r \sin \phi_r$ to the radial velocity and acceleration. Our goal is to now modify the initial data parameters $\dot{r}_0$ and $\Omega_0$ such that $\dot{r}_{ecc,0}$ and $\ddot{r}_{ecc,0}$
vanish. The radial velocity is a free parameter of the initial data, so \( \dot{r}_{0,\text{new}} = \dot{r}_0 + \Delta \dot{r} \), where

\[
\Delta \dot{r} = -\dot{r}_{\text{ecc},0} = -B_r \cos \phi_r. \tag{6.71}
\]

To utilize our information about the radial acceleration \( \ddot{r}_{\text{ecc},0} \) we recall that for the Newtonian Hamiltonian we have

\[
\ddot{r} = \frac{\dot{p}_r}{\mu} = -\frac{1}{\mu} \frac{\partial H_N}{\partial r} = \frac{L^2}{\mu^2 r^3} - \frac{M}{r^2} = \rho_r^2 - \frac{M}{r^2}. \tag{6.72}
\]

A small change \( \Omega_0 \rightarrow \Omega_{0,\text{new}} = \Omega_0 + \Delta \Omega \) therefore changes the radial acceleration by \( \Delta \ddot{r} = 2r_0 \Omega_0 \Delta \Omega \). This change cancels \( \ddot{r}_{\text{ecc},0} \) when

\[
\Delta \Omega = \frac{B_r \omega_r \sin \phi_r}{2r_0 \Omega_0}. \tag{6.73}
\]

Equations (6.71) and (6.73) are one version of the updating formulae for the eccentricity removal based on the separation coordinate. A sometimes more effective formula is presented below in Eq. (6.77) which in earlier numerical work [185, 186, 305] was applied to the proper separation between the horizons of the black holes.

A convenient way to derive updating formulae based on \( \dot{\Omega}(t) \) begins by noting that the ratio of the amplitudes of oscillations in Eqs. (6.67) and (6.68) is \( -\ddot{r}/(2\dot{\Omega}) \). Therefore, we obtain the desired updating formulas by replacing \( B_r \) with \( -\ddot{r} B_{\Omega}/(2\dot{\Omega}) \):

\[
\Delta \ddot{r} = \frac{r_0 B_{\Omega}}{2\Omega_0} \cos \phi_{\Omega}, \tag{6.74}
\]

\[
\Delta \Omega = -\frac{B_{\Omega} \omega_{\Omega}}{4\Omega_0^2} \sin \phi_r. \tag{6.75}
\]

[A sometimes more effective replacement for Eq. (6.75) is presented below in Eq. (6.78).]
Figure 6.3: Eccentricity removal based on $\dot{\Omega}$ applied to a PN model. Shown is the initial orbital evolution, and two iterations of eccentricity removal. Parameters of the black-hole binary: mass-ratio $q = 1$, spins of magnitude $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = 0.8$ with initial orientations ($\theta_1 = 0$, $\phi_1 = 0$) and ($\theta_2 = \pi/3$, $\phi_2 = 0$) with respect to $\hat{L}_N$ and initial $M\Omega_0 = 0.0315$, that is an initial orbital period $P = 200M$.

In Fig. 6.3, we present three steps of this eccentricity removal procedure. We use the PN-expanded Hamiltonian with non-spinning terms up to 3PN order [87, 102], and spinning terms up to 2PN order [102, 188]. The radiation-reaction effects are included through 2PN order as in Ref. [102].

We indicate in the legends the value of the eccentricity estimated from the fitted amplitude of the oscillations, once the smooth inspiral has been removed. Note that the initial orbital period is about $200M$. At the 0th step the plots are showing the evolution of the binary system with initial conditions determined according to the procedure outlined in Ref. [62], leading to the presence of an initial eccen-
tricity. From the plots, we clearly see that we go from a situation dominated by the homogeneous oscillations occurring at the average orbital frequency (step 0) to the situation in which only spin-induced oscillations occurring at twice the average orbital frequency are visible (step 2).

The configuration considered in Fig. 6.3 is close to merger, where the rapid evolution of the orbit makes it more difficult to apply eccentricity removal. In the next section we discuss how to improve the convergence of the iterative procedure.

6.3.2 Practical considerations

Unfortunately, iterative eccentricity removal is sensitive to a variety of effects which are not immediately obvious. Without sufficient care, iterative eccentricity removal converges slowly, or not at all. In this section, we describe important details for the effective and practical application of the eccentricity removal, as well as diagnostics that allow users to evaluate whether the eccentricity removal proceeds optimally.

The fits in Eqs. (6.69) and (6.70) are used to compute the values of the oscillating part $B_\bullet\cos(\omega_\bullet t + \phi_\bullet)$ at $t = 0$. Therefore it is crucial that the function $S_\bullet$ that is intended to fit the inspiral portion does not fit this oscillatory piece. Initially, we used a polynomial for $S_\bullet$, but sometimes, especially for shorter fitting intervals, such a polynomial picks up a contribution of the oscillatory piece and results in an unusable fit. Therefore we have constructed more robust fitting functions that
cannot capture oscillations. Our current preferred choice is

\[ S^{(k)}_{\Omega} = \sum_{n=0}^{k-1} A_k (T_c - t)^{-11/8 - n/4}, \] (6.76)

with free parameters \( A_k \) and \( T_c \). The functional form and the exponents are motivated by PN inspirals, and we keep either \( k = 1 \) or \( k = 2 \) terms of this expansion (for \( k = 2 \), we use the same \( T_c \) in both terms).

Another crucial ingredient for a reliable fit is a suitably chosen fitting interval. This interval needs to cover enough oscillations to break degeneracies among the fitting parameters. However, if it becomes too long, the evolution in the inspiral part will be harder to capture with \( S_* \) and the quality of the fit will deteriorate.

Finally, the fit is used to compute \( \dot{r}_{\text{ecc},0} \) and \( \ddot{r}_{\text{ecc},0} \), which are quantities at \( t = 0 \). It is desirable that the fitting interval starts as close to \( t = 0 \) as possible to minimize extrapolation from the fitting interval to \( t = 0 \). However, a numerical evolution relaxes in its early stages due a quasi steady-state, and features during this relaxation need to be excluded from the fitting interval.

A good means to ensure a satisfactory fit is to perform several fits, and ensure that the results are consistent. We perform four distinct fits to \( \dot{\Omega} \), where we change the order \( k = 1, 2 \) of the inspiral component, Eq. (6.76), and where we change the order of the polynomial within the cosine in Eq. (6.70) between \( l = 1 \) as shown in Eq. (6.70) and \( l = 2 \) (i.e. adding a quadratic term \( C_2 t^2 \)). In addition, we vary the location and length of the fitting interval and check that the updates \( \delta \dot{r} \) and \( \Delta \Omega \) are unaffected.

Figure 6.4 demonstrates a useful way to visualize and assess the effectiveness
Figure 6.4: Visualization of the eccentricity removal performed in Fig. 6.3 in the $\Omega_0-\dot{a}_0$ plane. This plot summarizes a large amount of diagnostic information which can be utilized to ensure reliability of the eccentricity removal procedure (see main text). The symbols $B$, $\phi$ and $\omega$ have a subscript $\Omega$ suppressed for clarity.

of iterative eccentricity removal. This plot shows the plane of the initial-data parameters $\Omega_0, \dot{a}_0$, with $\dot{a}_0 = \dot{r}_0/r_0$. The solid symbols correspond to the three PN evolutions shown in Fig. 6.3. The lines emanating from each of the symbols denote different fits based on this particular evolution. The different fits are denoted $F_k \cos_l$, where $k = 1, 2$ denotes the fitting order in $S_{\Omega}$ and $l$ denotes the order of the polynomial inside the cosine. Each of these lines ends at the predicted improved parameters $\Omega_{0,\text{new}}, \dot{a}_{0,\text{new}}$. Clustering of these lines, and convergence of the symbols indicates that eccentricity removal is proceeding well. As can be seen by comparing the solid dark green and dashed red curves, the order $k$ of the fitting function for the smooth part $S_{\Omega}$ has almost no impact on the updated parameters $\Omega_{0,\text{new}}, \dot{a}_{0,\text{new}}$ in this case. However, using a quadratic polynomial inside the cosine
(l = 2) significantly improves the quality of the $\dot{\Omega}_0$-update.

Figure 6.4 can also be used to assess the potential quality for different updating formulae. While we have kept the orbital frequency $\Omega_0$ separate from the eccentricity oscillation frequency $\omega_\Omega$, for Newtonian orbits both frequencies agree. Therefore, our Newtonian motivation does not provide a means to choose whether to include extra powers of $\Omega_0/\omega_\Omega$. Specifically, we could replace Eqs. (6.73) and (6.75) by either

$$\Delta \Omega = \frac{B}{2\Omega_0} \sin \phi_r,$$

(6.77)
or

$$\Delta \Omega = \frac{B_\Omega}{4\Omega_0} \sin \phi_\Omega,$$

(6.78)

for updates based on $\dot{r}(t)$ and $\dot{\Omega}(t)$, respectively. The predictions of the updating formula Eq. (6.77) are shown in Fig. 6.4 as filled blue triangles. It is obvious that Eq. (6.77) predicts an updated $\Omega_0$ significantly closer to the final best value for $\Omega_0$, even when applied to Iter 0. Therefore, to summarize the discussion in the preceding paragraphs, for most effective eccentricity removal we recommend the fit of the form $F_2\cos_2$ combined with Eq. (6.77).

Finally, we discuss several diagnostics that can help to assess the quality of eccentricity removal, and which are included next to each symbol in Fig. 6.4. The first diagnostic is the estimated eccentricity $e$, which should be monotonically decaying. The second diagnostic is $\sin \phi_\Omega$. As can be seen from Eqs. (6.74) and (6.75), the angle $\phi_\Omega$ parametrizes the relative importance of the $\Omega_0$ and $\dot{a}_0$ updates. For $\sin \phi_\Omega \approx 1$, the whole weight is carried by the $\Omega_0$ update. This is the case here,
and indicates that the starting value for $\dot{a}_0$ was already very good, and that the apparent inconsistent predictions for $a_{0,\text{new}}$ will not have an adverse impact on the eccentricity fitting procedure (note that all fits predict consistent values for $\Omega_{0,\text{new}}$).

The third diagnostic is the ratio of the root-mean-square residual of the fit, res, to the amplitude of the oscillatory part, $B_\Omega$. When $\text{res}/B \ll 1$, then $\dot{\Omega}$ has indeed the assumed form Eq. (6.70), a prerequisite for eccentricity removal. When $\text{res}/B \sim 1$, we can no longer isolate the oscillatory piece, and eccentricity removal ceases to be effective. The final diagnostic is the ratio of frequencies of radial oscillations $\omega_\Omega$ to orbital frequency $\Omega_0$. For a good fit, $\omega_\Omega/\Omega_0$ should be somewhat less than unity, where the deviation from unity is caused by periastron advance. For moderately small eccentricities, this ratio should furthermore be independent of the precise value of eccentricity. This is indeed the case for “Iter 0” and “Iter 1”, but “Iter 2” results in a questionably small ratio, which furthermore differs from the values for iterations 0 and 1. Again, an indication that we cannot further proceed with eccentricity removal.

6.4 Application to fully numerical binary black-hole simulations

We now apply the method outlined in Sec. 6.3 to reduce the initial eccentricity of single-spin and double-spin precessing binary black-hole simulations. We compare the periodicity in the oscillations of the orbital frequency and the proper horizon separation to the PN predictions described in Sec. 6.2 and also to the periastron-
advance results of Ref. [308]. Finally, for one binary configuration, we also extract the \( l = 2, m = 2 \) mode of the gravitational waveform and investigate the presence of spin-induced oscillations in its phase and frequency.

6.4.1 Numerical methods

Binary black hole initial data is constructed using the conformal thin sandwich formalism [323,324] and quasi-equilibrium boundary conditions [300,325,326], incorporating radial velocity as described in Ref. [304]. The resulting set of five nonlinear coupled elliptic equations is solved with multi-domain pseudo-spectral techniques described in Ref. [327]. As in earlier work, we choose conformal flatness and maximal slicing. To obtain desired masses and spins, we utilize a root-finding procedure to adjust freely specifiable parameters in the initial data [210].

Thus, a binary black-hole initial data set is determined by the mass-ratio, the spins of both black holes, and coordinate separation \( d \) between the coordinate centers of the black holes, orbital frequency \( \Omega_0 \), and radial velocity \( \dot{r}_0 = \dot{a}_0 d \), where \( \dot{a}_0 \) is the dimensionless expansion factor. For fixed \( d \), eccentricity removal consists of finding values for \( \Omega_0 \) and \( \dot{a}_0 \) that result in sufficiently small eccentricity.

The constructed initial data are evolved with the Spectral Einstein Code \texttt{SpEC} [105]. This code evolves a first-order representation [328] of the generalized harmonic system [329–331] and includes terms that damp away small constraint violations [328,331,332]. The computational domain extends from excision boundaries located just inside each apparent horizon to some large radius. No boundary
conditions are needed or imposed at the excision boundaries, because all characteristic fields of the system are outgoing (into the black hole) there. The boundary conditions on the outer boundary [328, 333, 334] are designed to prevent the influx of unphysical constraint violations [335–341] and undesired incoming gravitational radiation [342, 343], while allowing the outgoing gravitational radiation to pass freely through the boundary. Interdomain boundary conditions are enforced with a penalty method [344, 345].

6.4.2 Eccentricity removal based on orbital frequency: single-spin binary black hole

In this section we re-visit eccentricity removal for the configuration considered in the introduction and Fig. 6.1. The binary has a mass-ratio of $m_1/m_2 = 1.5$, and only the larger black hole carries spin, namely $\chi_1 = 0.5$ with initial spin direction in the orbital plane pointing exactly away from the smaller black hole. Note that spins in the orbital plane maximize spin-induced oscillations [see, e.g., Eqs. (6.44) and (6.45)]. The initial coordinate separation between the holes is $d = 16M$, orbital frequency $M\Omega_0 = 0.0142$, and $\dot{a}_0 = -5 \times 10^{-5}$. These parameters were determined from the so-called TaylorT3 PN approximant for non-spinning binaries [292].

Orbital frequency, both in the initial data and in the subsequent evolution, is defined by the coordinate motion of the center of the apparent horizons. Let $\mathbf{c}_i(t)$ be the coordinates of the center of each black hole, and define their relative separation
Figure 6.5: Eccentricity removal based on time derivative of the orbital frequency $d\Omega/dt$, applied to a single-spin precessing binary black hole with the same initial parameters as in Fig. 6.1. Shown is $\dot{\Omega}$ vs. time in units of initial orbital period $P = 442M$ for the initial run (based on PN parameters) and four eccentricity-removal iterations. The amplitude of spin-induced oscillations is several orders of magnitude smaller than in Fig. 6.1, and becomes only visible in Iter 4.

$r(t) = c_1(t) - c_2(t)$. The instantaneous orbital frequency is then computed as

$$\Omega = \frac{r \times \dot{r}}{r^2},$$

(6.79)

and $\Omega$ is defined as the magnitude of $\Omega$. All these calculations are performed using standard Euclidean vector calculus.

We start the first run using PN initial conditions for the orbital frequency and radial velocity and evolve the binary black hole for about two orbits. From the orbital frequency we measure an eccentricity $e \sim 0.04$, and Eqs. (6.74) and (6.75) give improved values for $\Omega_0$ and $\dot{a}_0$. Evolution of the initial data computed from these improved values is labeled “Iter 1” in Fig. 6.5, and reduces the eccentricity to
Figure 6.6: **Convergence of the eccentricity-removal procedures in the \((\Omega_0, \dot{a}_0)\) plane.** Blue circles: eccentricity removal sequence of Fig. 6.5. Red squares: eccentricity removal sequence shown in Fig. 6.1. The number next to each symbol gives the eccentricity of the respective evolution. The inset shows an enlargement of the boxed area. The eccentricity-removal procedure based on the orbital frequency keeps converging until the fourth iteration, while the one based on the proper separation fails to converge any further beyond the second iteration.

about 0.01. The same procedure is then repeated three more times. For Iter 0 to Iter 2, we exclude \(t \lesssim 100M\) from the fit. For Iter 3 the variations in \(\dot{\Omega}\) are so small that numerical noise is dominant for about half an orbital period, and we exclude \(t \lesssim 250M\) from the fit. The final eccentricity in the orbital frequency is \(e \sim 6 \times 10^{-5}\).

In Fig. 6.6, we show how the initial orbital frequency \(\Omega_0\) and the radial expansion factor \(\dot{a}_0\) converge to the final values (minimal eccentricity). The blue circles indicate the successive iterations for the successful eccentricity removal based on \(\dot{\Omega}\) (see Fig. 6.5). Note that the parameters \((\Omega_0, \dot{a}_0)\) converge well for all iterations. In contrast, the red squares denote the unsuccessful eccentricity removal based on
Figure 6.7: **Radial velocity** between the black holes for the same series of evolutions shown in Fig. 6.5. **Left:** Derivative of proper separation between the apparent horizons $\dot{s}$. **Right:** Derivative of coordinate distance between centers of the apparent horizons $\dot{r}$. The time-axis is given in units of the initial orbital period $P = 442M$. Proper separation $\dot{s}$ exhibits large spin-induced oscillations, whereas $\dot{r}$ shows spin-induced oscillations of similarly small amplitude as in Fig. 6.5. Note that the inset in the right panel is ten times more magnified than in the left panel.

proper separation $\dot{s}$ (see Fig. 6.1). Starting with the third iteration, the updated values of the orbital frequency and expansion radial coefficient move away from the line of minimum eccentricity, with an increase of eccentricity from 0.001 to 0.003. All eccentricity estimates shown in this figure are computed from $\dot{\Omega}$, even when eccentricity removal is based on $\dot{s}$. This allows us to measure eccentricities $e < 0.01$, which would not be possible from $\dot{s}$, because the latter is dominated by large spin-induced oscillations.

The absence of spin-induced oscillations in Fig. 6.5 is striking, especially when compared to Fig. 6.1. Spin-induced oscillations are visible in Fig. 6.5 only at $e < 10^{-4}$. For the runs with larger eccentricity (Iter 0–3), eccentricity–induced
oscillations dominate with a period somewhat larger than \( P \) (somewhat larger because of periastron–advance \([308]\)).

We shall now investigate spin-induced oscillations in the numerical-relativity simulations in more detail. First, by comparing the time-derivatives of orbital frequency \( \dot{\Omega} \), proper separation between horizons \( \dot{s} \), and coordinate separation between centers of apparent horizons \( \dot{r} \). Subsequently, by comparing their amplitude and frequency with PN predictions from Sec. 6.2.

Figure 6.7 shows time-derivatives of proper separation \( \dot{s} \) and coordinate separation \( \dot{r} \) for the evolutions shown in Fig. 6.5. Spin-induced oscillations are already noticeable in \( \dot{s} \) for Iter 1 with \( e = 0.01 \). These oscillations dominate for Iter 2–4, i.e. \( e \leq 0.0014 \). In contrast, the coordinate distance \( \dot{r} \) is less susceptible to spin-induced oscillations. In the right plot of Fig. 6.7, spin-induced oscillations become apparent only for eccentricities of \( \sim 10^{-4} \) or smaller. The spin-induced oscillations in \( \dot{r} \) are smaller by a factor of almost 20 than those in \( \dot{s} \).

When comparing Iter 3 and Iter 4 between Fig. 6.5 and the right panel of Fig. 6.7, one notices that \( \dot{\Omega} \) shows slightly less pronounced spin-induced oscillations. That is consistent with the PN calculations, where Eq. (6.64) predicted that spin-induced oscillations in \( \dot{\Omega} \) should be suppressed by a factor of 2 relative to those in \( \dot{r} \). When comparing Iter 4 between Fig. 6.5 and the right plot of Fig. 6.7, we find that the spin-induced oscillations in \( \dot{\Omega} \) and \( \dot{r} \) are in phase. This is again consistent with the PN prediction, where the last terms of Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47) have the same sign. The phase of spin-induced oscillations in \( \dot{\Omega} \) and \( \dot{r} \) differs from the effect of orbital eccentricity: for an eccentric orbit, the orbital frequency is maximal when
the separation is minimal, and therefore $\dot{\Omega}$ and $\dot{r}$ are out of phase (see Iter 0 and Iter 1 of Figs. 6.5 and 6.7).

We have shown in Sec. 6.2.3 that the PN Hamiltonian predicts spin-induced oscillations: Equations (6.46)–(6.49) contain an oscillatory component at twice the orbital frequency with amplitudes

$$A_{\delta \dot{r}} = \frac{\bar{\Omega} S_0^2}{2M^2 \bar{r}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.80)$$

$$A_{\delta \dot{\Omega}} = \frac{\bar{\Omega}^2 S_0^2}{2M^2 \bar{r}^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.81)

Figure 6.8 shows numerical data for the lowest-eccentricity numerical simulation (Iter 4 from Fig. 6.5). These numerical data are compared with the prediction of the PN equations. The PN calculation reproduces very accurately the amplitude of spin-induced oscillations in the numerical-relativity simulation for $\dot{\Omega}$ and $\dot{r}$. By
contrast, the spin-induced oscillations in $\dot{s}$ are larger by a factor $\sim 20$ than those in $\dot{r}$. This can be due to deformations of the apparent horizons due to spin effects.

Finally, we notice that a small amplitude oscillation of the numerical data on the orbital time-scale is also visible, corresponding to the small, but non-zero eccentricity $e = 6 \times 10^{-5}$ of the numerical simulation.

### 6.4.3 Oscillations in the (2,2) mode of the gravitational wave

In Sec. 6.4.2 we found spin-induced oscillations in the coordinate distance of the black holes and the orbital frequency, consistent with PN predictions. We now investigate the gravitational radiation emitted by this binary. Specifically, we extract the $l = 2, m = 2$ mode of the gravitational waveform in the inertial frame where the binaries are initially placed along the $x$-axis and the initial angular momentum is parallel to the $z$-axis. We compute phase and frequency for the waveforms extracted at extraction radii $R = 130M$ and $R = 220M$.

Spin-induced oscillations represent a physical effect independent of orbital eccentricity. Nevertheless, the concept of eccentricity estimators [308] will be very useful when discussing spin-induced oscillations, because it removes overall secular trends (especially in the gravitational-wave phase), and because it makes it easy to relate the amplitude of oscillations to an “equivalent eccentricity.” As Ref. [308], we define $e_{\phi_{GW}}(t)$

$$e_{\phi_{GW}}(t) = \frac{\phi_{NR}(t) - \phi_{fit}(t)}{4},$$

where $\phi_{NR}(t)$ is the gravitational-wave phase of the (2,2) mode and $\phi_{fit}(t)$ is the
quasi-circular polynomial fit of the gravitational-wave phase [see Ref. [308] for more details]. Similarly, using the gravitational-wave frequency of the (2,2) mode and its quasi-circular polynomial fit as in Ref. [308], we define the eccentricity estimator $\epsilon_\phi(t)$

$$
\epsilon_\phi(t) = \frac{\omega_{NR}(t) - \omega_{\text{fit}}(t)}{2\omega_{\text{fit}}(t)}.
$$

(6.83)

In Fig. 6.9, we plot the eccentricity estimators $\epsilon_\phi(t)$ (upper panel) and $\epsilon_\omega(t)$ (lower panel) for the two extraction radii $R = 130M$ and $R = 220M$ versus the retarded time $t - R^*$, where $R^*$ is the tortoise-coordinate radius defined as

$$
R^* \equiv R + 2M \ln \left( \frac{R}{2M} - 1 \right),
$$

(6.84)
where $M = 1$ is the total mass of the initial data. Quite interestingly, the plots show oscillations happening at twice the orbital frequency. The magnitude of the oscillations in $e_{\phi GW}(t)$ or $e_{\omega GW}(t)$ is $\sim 10^{-3}$, although the eccentricity in the orbital frequency has been reduced to $\sim 6 \times 10^{-5}$ (see Fig. 6.5). We note that the amplitude of the oscillations at twice the orbital frequency does not depend on the extraction radius, suggesting that they are gauge invariant.

We also compare these numerical result with what is predicted by the PN model. For the orbital evolution we use the model Hamiltonian (6.6), where SO and SS interactions are included through 2PN order, nonspinning effects through 3PN order, and radiation-reaction effects through 2PN order. As to the analytical model, we employ the waveform derived in Ref. [346], where the precession of the orbital plane and the spins of the black holes are taken into account through 1.5PN order. In particular, we compute the estimators $e_{\phi GW}$ and $e_{\omega GW}$ using Eqs. (4.15), (4.16a) in Ref. [346] for the $h_{22}$ mode with the amplitude computed at lowest order in $v/c$ (restricted waveform)\(^5\). This means that the precession of the orbital plane is considered only in the gravitational-wave phase, but not in the amplitude.

Before computing the PN eccentricity estimators, we perform an alignment between the phase of the PN $h_{22}$ and the phase of the numerical-relativity $\Psi_4$. To do that, we follow the procedure outlined in Sec. IIIA of Ref. [239]. This alignment is obtained over a time window of $1000M$ (in the range $500M < t < 1500M$), and it

\(^5\)Since the numerical-relativity (2,2) mode is computed using as $z$-axis the direction perpendicular to the orbital plane, we apply the Wigner rotation to the restricted $h_{22}$ of Ref. [346] and keep only the lowest-order term in $v/c$. 
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amounts to a time-shift and a global offset in the PN phase. The result is shown as green curves in Fig. 6.9. We see a qualitative agreement between numerical-relativity results and the restricted PN model for the oscillations at twice the orbital frequency in $e_{\omega_{GW}}$ and $e_{\phi_{GW}}$. However, the numerical-relativity $e_{\phi_{GW}}$ also shows oscillations at the orbital frequency which are absent in the restricted PN waveform. We find that oscillations at the orbital frequency can be generated in the PN model of Ref. [346] if we included higher order PN corrections in the amplitude of the (2,2) mode [see Eq. (4.16a) in Ref. [346]]. Such oscillations cannot be iterated away by our procedure, even in principle, since the removal algorithm concerns the orbital dynamics and they rather appear as a physical effect of the waveform. The upper panel of Fig. 6.9 shows comparatively large oscillations at period $\sim P$; because the PN model predicts modes at this frequency, these oscillations cannot be used to compute orbital eccentricity. A further analysis of the inclusion of higher-order PN corrections is warranted. We prefer to postpone such an analysis to be able to test against a larger sample of numerical–relativity waveforms.

6.4.4 Eccentricity-removal for generic binary black holes

In the previous sections we studied our new eccentricity-removal procedure in detail for one test-case: a binary with only one non-zero spin, and with mass-ratio $m_1/m_2 = 1.5$. We now test the procedure for other binary configurations with the same mass ratio. We consider two further configurations where only the large black hole carries spin, parametrized by the angle $\theta_1$ between the orbital angular momen-
Figure 6.10: Eccentricity removal for different spin-configurations. We illustrate of how the eccentricity is reduced to very low values when the iterations are applied to the orbital frequency. Shown are three configurations with $S_1/M_1^2 = 0.5, S_2 = 0$ and different spin directions $\theta_1$, and one configuration with $S_1/M_1^2 = S_2/M_2^2 = 0.5$, with initially two orthogonal spins both tangent to the orbital plane. For all cases, the mass-ratio is $m_1/m_2 = 1.5$. The run shown in green triangles was discussed in detail in Figs. 6.5 to 6.9.

In all cases, the eccentricity is reduced to very low values when the iterations are applied to the orbital frequency. Shown are three configurations with $S_1/M_1^2 = 0.5, S_2 = 0$ and different spin directions $\theta_1$, and one configuration with $S_1/M_1^2 = S_2/M_2^2 = 0.5$, with initially two orthogonal spins both tangent to the orbital plane. For all cases, the mass-ratio is $m_1/m_2 = 1.5$. The run shown in green triangles was discussed in detail in Figs. 6.5 to 6.9.

tum and the spin axis of the first black hole. In the previous sections, we considered $\theta_1 = \pi/2$, and now we extend to $\theta_1 = 0, \pi/6$, and $\phi_1 = 0$. The first of these new cases is non-precessing and verifies that eccentricity removal based on $\dot{\Omega}$ works effectively for non-precessing systems. We also consider a binary where both black holes carry spin, with initial spin-direction in the orbital plane ($\theta_1 = \theta_2 = \pi/2$), $S_1$ parallel to the initial separation vector between the black holes, and $S_2$ normal to the separation vector. (All spinning black holes have dimensionless spin-magnitude of 0.5.) Figure 6.10 demonstrates the effectiveness of the eccentricity removal procedure based on $\dot{\Omega}$ and Eqs. (6.74) and (6.75). In all cases, the eccentricity is reduced
to less than $10^{-4}$ in four iterations.

The number of required eccentricity removal iterations depends on the quality of the guess for $\Omega_0$ and $\dot{a}_0$ for the first iteration. Once eccentricity removal has been performed for several different configurations, we expect to be able to interpolate between configurations, to improve the initial guess substantially.

### 6.5 Conclusions

The removal of the initial spurious orbital eccentricity in binary black-hole simulations is quite challenging, and it becomes more complicated in the presence of spins. As predicted by PN theory, and worked out in Sec. 6.2, spin-spin interactions (notably $S_1 S_1$, $S_2 S_2$ and $S_1 S_2$ terms) and precession induce oscillations in the binary radial separation and orbital frequency. These *spin-induced oscillations* are also present in the gravitational radiation emitted by the binary, and their frequency is close to twice the average orbital frequency. In Sec. 6.4 we confirm the presence of spin-induced oscillations in fully numerical simulations of black hole binaries. The agreement between the numerical simulations and PN calculations is as good as can be expected given the low order of the PN calculations, and the differing coordinate gauges.

Spin-induced oscillations can be distinguished from oscillations caused by orbital eccentricity by their characteristic frequencies. Moreover, the amplitude of spin-induced oscillations is quite small, so that it becomes visible only at small eccentricities, as can be seen from Eq. (6.51): At separations relevant for numerical sim-
ulations, spin-induced oscillations dominate orbital eccentricity only for $e \lesssim 0.001$, even for maximal spins in the least favorable orientation (parallel spins in the orbital plane). The amplitude of spin-induced oscillations is proportional to $S_{0,\perp}^2$, so that for spin $S/M^2 \sim 0.5$ as considered here, spin-induced oscillations become visible at orbital eccentricity $e \sim 10^{-4}$.

Spin-induced oscillations affect the orbital frequency derivative $\dot{\Omega}$ less than the radial velocity $\dot{r}$. Therefore, we develop in Sec. 6.3 a new eccentricity-removal procedure based on the derivative of the orbital frequency, and apply it to PN inspirals. Subsequently, we successfully apply the eccentricity removal procedure to fully numerical binary black hole evolutions to achieve eccentricities smaller than $10^{-4}$. At this residual eccentricity, spin-induced oscillations begin to dominate over orbital eccentricity oscillations, as expected from our PN calculations. In Sec. 6.4.4, we tested the new eccentricity-removal procedure on fully numerical binary black hole simulations for several different spin configurations.

The computational cost for eccentricity reduction depends on the number of eccentricity removal iterations. Great care is necessary when performing the fitting, in order to achieve a large reduction in eccentricity per iteration. Section 6.3.2 gives guidance to improve these fits. With a good initial guess of $\Omega_0, a_0$ for the 0-th iteration, one can start eccentricity removal from an already small initial eccentricity. As the number of data-points increases, we expect to be able to compute a better initial guess by interpolating between already computed low-eccentricity binary black-hole configurations.

Perhaps surprising, our present study indicates that eccentricity removal should
not be based on the proper separation between the apparent horizons. These new findings supersede the practice of earlier papers [185, 186, 305] to base eccentricity removal on proper separation rather than coordinate separation to take advantage of reduced numerical noise. As apparent in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, spin-induced oscillations in \( \dot{s} \) are about 15 times larger than in \( \dot{r} \). Therefore, eccentricity-removal based on \( \dot{s} \) will fail at \( \sim 15 \) times larger eccentricity than using \( \dot{r} \), and at \( \sim 30 \) times larger eccentricity than for \( \dot{\Omega} \). A likely cause for the unsatisfactory behavior of \( \dot{s} \) lies in the deformation of the apparent horizons due to spin. For spins with a component in the orbital plane, the “bulge” of the apparent horizon rotates through the line connecting the two black holes as the black holes orbit each other. Earlier work [185, 186, 305] considered spins aligned with the orbital angular momentum, where this effect is absent; in those cases use of \( \dot{s} \) was in order — but for precessing binaries, use of \( \dot{s} \) is not advisable.

Even when the orbital frequency indicates \( e < 10^{-4} \) for a fully numerical binary black-hole simulation, the extracted (2,2) mode of the gravitational radiation still shows oscillations at the orbital frequency in the wave phase with amplitude \( \sim 10^{-3} \). While future work is necessary for a detailed understanding, the PN model predicts oscillations in the GW at the orbital frequency, and therefore, one cannot use the gravitational waveforms to estimate orbital eccentricity for precessing binaries. The wave phase and frequency of the NR simulation also shows oscillations at twice the orbital frequency with amplitude \( \sim 3 \times 10^{-4} \) which are qualitatively reproduced by the restricted PN model of Ref. [346]. We postpone the study of the details of these features in the gravitational waveform to future work. Quite interestingly, it
proves, for this particular binary configuration in which only one hole spins, that those spin-induced oscillations are a direct consequence of monopole-quadrupole interactions [188, 309, 310, 347, 348].

All fully relativistic simulations presented here were performed using generalized harmonic coordinates. It would be very interesting to perform a similar study within the moving-puncture BSSN approach to investigate whether our conclusions are applicable in other gauges.
Chapter 7: **Prototype effective-one-body model for nonprecessing spinning inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms**
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**Abstract:** We present a tunable effective-one-body (EOB) model for black-hole (BH) binaries of arbitrary mass ratio and aligned spins. This new EOB model incorporates recent results of small-mass-ratio simulations based on Teukolsky’s perturbative formalism. The free parameters of the model are calibrated to numerical-relativity simulations of nonspinning BH-BH systems of five different mass ratios and to equal-mass non-precessing BH-BH systems with dimensionless BH spins $\chi_i \approx \pm 0.44$. The present analysis focuses on the orbital dynamics of the resulting EOB model, and on the dominant $(\ell,m)=(2,2)$ gravitational-wave mode. The calibrated EOB model can generate inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms for non-precessing, spinning BH binaries with any mass ratio and with individual BH spins $-1 \leq \chi_i \lesssim 0.7$. Extremizing only over time and phase shifts, the calibrated EOB model has overlaps larger than 0.997 with each of the seven numerical-relativity waveforms.
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waveforms for total masses between $20M_\odot$ and $200M_\odot$, using the Advanced LIGO noise curve. We compare the calibrated EOB model with two additional equal-mass highly spinning ($\chi_i \simeq -0.95, +0.97$) numerical-relativity waveforms, which were not used during calibration. We find that the calibrated model has overlap larger than 0.995 with the simulation with nearly extremal anti-aligned spins. Extension of this model to black holes with aligned spins $\chi_i \gtrsim 0.7$ requires improvements of our modeling of the plunge dynamics and inclusion of higher-order PN spin terms in the gravitational-wave modes and radiation-reaction force.

7.1 Introduction

Coalescing compact-object binary systems (binaries, for short) are among the most promising sources of gravitational waves (GWs) for detectors like the U.S. Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO), the British-German GEO, and the French-Italian Virgo [349–351]. LIGO and Virgo are undergoing upgrades to Advanced configurations [4], which will improve sensitivity by about a factor of 10. A detailed and accurate understanding of the GWs radiated as the bodies in a binary spiral towards each other is crucial not only for the initial detection of such sources, but also for maximizing the information that can be obtained from the GW signals once they are observed.

The matched-filtering technique is the primary data-analysis tool used to extract the GW signals from the detectors’ noise. It requires accurate waveform models of the expected GW signals. Analytical templates based on the post-Newtonian
(PN) approximation \([60, 157, 259, 292]\) of the Einstein field equations developed over
the past thirty years accurately describe the inspiraling stage of the binary evolu-
tion. In 1999 a new approach to the two-body dynamics of compact objects, the
so-called effective-one-body (EOB) approach, was proposed with the goal of extend-
ing the analytical templates throughout the last stages of inspiral, plunge, merger,
and ringdown. The EOB approach uses the results of PN theory, black-hole per-
turbation theory, and, more recently, the gravitational self-force formalism. It does
not, however, use the PN results in their original Taylor-expanded form (i.e., as
polynomials in \(v/c\)), but in a resummed form.

The EOB formalism was first proposed in Refs. [61, 62] and subsequently im-
proved in Refs. [87, 102, 188]. Using physical intuition and results from black-hole
perturbation theory and the close-limit approximation, Refs. [62, 102] computed pre-
liminary plunge, merger, and ringdown signals of nonspinning and spinning black-
hole binaries. After breakthroughs in numerical relativity (NR) \([80–82]\), the EOB
inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms were improved by calibrating the model to pro-
gressively more accurate NR simulations, spanning larger regions of the parameter
space \([?, ?, ?, 91, 238, 239, 283, 285, 286, 322, 395]\). More recently, an EOB model for the
dominant \((2, 2)\) mode and four subdominant modes was built for nonspinning bina-
ries of comparable masses [91] and the small-mass-ratio limit [119]. These results, at
the interface between numerical and analytical relativity, have already had an impact
in LIGO and Virgo searches. The first searches of high-mass and intermediate-mass
black-hole binaries in LIGO/Virgo data \([352, 353]\) used the inspiral-merger-ringdown
templates generated by the EOB model calibrated in Ref. [283], as well as the phe-
nomenological templates proposed in Ref. [354].

Stellar-mass black holes are expected to carry spins, which significantly increases the dimension of the binary parameter space. The first EOB Hamiltonian with leading-order (1.5PN) spin-orbit and (2PN) spin-spin couplings was developed in Ref. [188]. Then, Ref. [102] worked out the radiation-reaction force in the EOB equations of motion in the presence of spins and computed inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms for generic spinning binaries, capturing their main features, including the so-called “hang up”. Later, Ref. [189] incorporated the next-to-leading-order (2.5PN) spin-orbit couplings in the EOB Hamiltonian. By construction, in the test-particle limit the Hamiltonian of Ref. [189] does not reduce to the Hamiltonian of a spinning test particle in the Kerr spacetime. Moreover, the Hamiltonian of Ref. [189] rewrites the EOB radial potential using Padé summation, causing spurious poles in some regions of parameter space. Nevertheless, the Hamiltonian of Ref. [189] was adopted in Ref. [239] to demonstrate the possibility of calibrating the EOB model for spinning binaries.

Since then, substantial progress has been made towards improving the spin EOB Hamiltonian. Ref. [193] worked out the Hamiltonian for a spinning test-particle in a generic spacetime, which was used in Ref. [191] to derive a spin EOB Hamiltonian having the correct test-particle limit. Furthermore, Ref. [191] rewrote the EOB radial potential in a way that guarantees the absence of poles without employing the Padé summation. As a consequence, the EOB Hamiltonian of Ref. [191] has desirable strong-field circular-orbit features, such as the existence of an innermost-stable circular orbit (ISCO), a photon circular orbit (or light-ring), and a maximum in
the orbital frequency during the plunge. Still preserving these properties, the spin
EOB Hamiltonian of Ref. [191] was recently extended to include the next-to-next-
to-leading-order (3.5PN) spin-orbit couplings in Ref. [192]. The EOB Hamiltonian
of Ref. [189] was also recently extended through 3.5PN order in the spin-orbit sector
in Ref. [355].

In the non-conservative sector of the EOB model, the radiation-reaction force
in the EOB equations of motion is built from the GW energy flux, which, in turn,
is computed from a decomposition of the waveform into spherical harmonic \((\ell,m)\)
modes. These modes, instead of being used in their Taylor-expanded form, are
resummed (or factorized). This factorization was originally proposed in Refs. [99,
100] for nonspinning black-hole binaries, and was then extended to include spin
effects in Ref. [101] and higher-order PN spinless terms in Refs. [356,357]. In the
test-particle limit, the factorized waveforms are known at very high PN order—for
example their sum generates the GW energy flux for nonspinning binaries through
14PN [357] order and to 4PN order in terms involving the black-hole spins. However,
in the comparable-mass case the GW modes are known only at a much lower PN
order. Despite the fact that the GW energy flux in the comparable-mass case is
known through 3.5PN [358,359] and 3PN [360] order in the nonspinning and spin-
orbit sectors, and 2PN order in the spin-spin sector, the GW modes have been
computed only through 1.5PN order for spin-orbit couplings and 2PN order for
spin-spin couplings [101,361]. Currently, this lack of information in the GW modes
is the main limitation of our spin EOB model, and, as we will see, it affects the
performance of the model for prograde orbits and large spin values.
In this paper, we build upon the past success in analytically modeling inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms through the EOB formalism, and develop a prototype EOB model for non-precessing spinning black-hole binaries that covers a large region of the parameter space and can be used for detection purposes and future calibrations. More specifically, we adopt the EOB Hamiltonian derived in Refs. [191,192], the GW energy flux and factorized waveforms derived in Refs. [100,101], and calibrate the EOB (2,2) dominant mode to seven NR waveforms: five nonspinning waveforms with mass ratios $1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4$ and $1/6$ [91] and two equal-mass non-precessing spinning waveforms of spin magnitudes $0.44$ [186]. We combine the above results with recent small-mass-ratio results produced by the Teukolsky equation [119] to build a prototype EOB model for inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms for non-precessing spinning black-hole binaries with any mass ratio and individual black-hole spins $-1 \leq \chi \lesssim 0.7$. For $\chi \gtrsim 0.7$, although the EOB dynamics can be evolved until the end of the plunge, the EOB (2,2) mode peaks too early in the evolution, where the motion is still quasicircular. As a consequence, we cannot correct the EOB (2,2) mode to agree with the NR (2,2) mode peak using non-quasicircular amplitude coefficients. This limitation, which also affects the small-mass-ratio limit results [119], is caused by the poor knowledge of PN spin effects in the GW modes and makes the prototype EOB waveforms unreliable for $\chi \gtrsim 0.7$. Two NR waveforms with nearly extremal spin magnitudes [307,362] became available to us when we were finishing calibration of the spin EOB model. We use them to examine the limitations of the spin prototype EOB model, and extract from them useful information for future work.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 7.2, we describe the spin EOB model used in this work, its dynamics, waveforms, and adjustable parameters. Section 7.3.1 discusses the alignment procedure used to compare EOB and NR waveforms at low frequency, and the statistics used to quantify the differences between the waveforms. We then calibrate the EOB model to the NR waveforms in Sec. 7.3.2. In Sec. 7.4, we combine the results of Sec. 7.3.1 with those of Ref. [119] to build a prototype EOB model that interpolates between the calibrated EOB waveforms and extends them to a larger region of the parameter space. We also investigate how this prototype EOB model performs with respect to two NR waveforms with nearly extremal spin, which were not used in the calibration. Finally, Sec. 7.5 summarizes our main conclusions. In Appendix F we explicitly write the factorized waveforms used in this work, including spin effects.

7.2 Effective-one-body dynamics and waveforms in the presence of spin effects

In this section, we define the spin EOB model that we will later calibrate using NR waveforms. Henceforth, we use geometric units $G = c = 1$.

In the spin EOB model [188,189,191,192,355] the dynamics of two black holes of masses $m_1$ and $m_2$ and spins $S_1$ and $S_2$ is mapped into the dynamics of an effective particle of mass $\mu = m_1 m_2/(m_1 + m_2)$ and spin $S_*$ moving in a deformed Kerr metric with mass $M = m_1 + m_2$ and spin $S_{\text{Kerr}}$. The position and momentum vectors of the effective particle are described by $\mathbf{R}$ and $\mathbf{P}$, respectively. Here, for
convenience, we use the reduced variables

\[ r \equiv \frac{R}{M}, \quad p \equiv \frac{P}{\mu}. \]  

(7.1)

Since we will restrict the discussion to spins aligned or anti-aligned with the orbital angular momentum, we define the (dimensionless) spin variables \( \chi_i \) as \( S_i \equiv \chi_i m_i^2 \hat{L} \), where \( \hat{L} \) is the unit vector along the direction of the orbital angular momentum. We also write \( S_{\text{Kerr}} \equiv \chi_{\text{Kerr}} M^2 \hat{L} \).

7.2.1 The effective-one-body dynamics

In this paper we adopt the spin EOB Hamiltonian proposed in Refs. [191–193]. The real (or EOB) Hamiltonian is related to the effective Hamiltonian \( H_{\text{eff}} \) through the relation

\[ H_{\text{real}} \equiv \mu \hat{H}_{\text{real}} = M \sqrt{1 + 2\nu \left( \frac{H_{\text{eff}}}{\mu} - 1 \right)} - M, \]  

(7.2)

where \( H_{\text{eff}} \) describes the conservative dynamics of an effective spinning particle of mass \( \mu \) and spin \( S^* \) moving in a deformed Kerr spacetime of mass \( M \) and spin \( S_{\text{Kerr}} \). The symmetric mass ratio \( \nu = \mu/M \) acts as the deformation parameter. Through 3.5PN order in the spin-orbit coupling, the mapping between the effective and real spin variables reads [191,192]

\[ S_{\text{Kerr}} = S_1 + S_2, \]  

(7.3)

\[ S^* = \frac{m_2}{m_1} S_1 + \frac{m_1}{m_2} S_2 + \Delta_{\sigma}^{(1)} + \Delta_{\sigma}^{(2)}, \]  

(7.4)

where \( \Delta_{\sigma}^{(1)} \) and \( \Delta_{\sigma}^{(2)} \) are the 2.5PN and 3.5PN spin-orbit terms given explicitly in Eqs. (51) and (52) of Ref. [192]. They depend on the dynamical variables \( r \) and
\( p \), the spin variables \( S_i \), and on several gauge parameters. These parameters are present because of the large class of canonical transformations that can map between the real and effective descriptions. Their physical effects would cancel out if the PN dynamics were known at arbitrarily high orders; since this is clearly not the case, the gauge parameters can have a noticeable effect \cite{192} and may in principle be used as spin EOB adjustable parameters. In this paper however, we set all gauge parameters to zero and introduce a spin EOB adjustable parameter at 4.5PN order in the spin-orbit sector by adding the following term to Eq. (7.4)

\[
\Delta_{\delta}^{(3)} = \frac{d_{SO} \nu}{r^3} \left( \frac{m_2}{m_1} S_1 + \frac{m_1}{m_2} S_2 \right).
\]  

(7.5)

Here \( d_{SO} \) is the spin-orbit EOB adjustable parameter. The effective Hamiltonian reads \cite{191}

\[
\frac{H_{\text{eff}}}{\mu} = \beta^i p_i + \alpha \sqrt{1 + \gamma^{ij} p_i p_j + Q_4(p)} + \frac{H_{SO}}{\mu} + \frac{H_{SS}}{\mu} - \frac{1}{2M r^5} (r^2 \delta^{ij} - 3r^i r^j) S_i^* S_j^* ,
\]  

(7.6)

where the first two terms are the Hamiltonian of a nonspinning test particle in the deformed Kerr spacetime, \( \alpha \), \( \beta^i \) and \( \gamma^{ij} \) are the lapse, shift and 3-dimensional metric of the effective geometry and \( Q_4(p) \) is a non-geodesic term quartic in the linear momentum introduced in Ref. \cite{363}. The quantities \( H_{SO} \) and \( H_{SS} \) in Eq. (7.6) contain respectively spin-orbit and spin-spin couplings that are \textit{linear} in the effective particle’s spin \( S^* \), while the term \(-1/(2M r^5)(r^2 \delta^{ij} - 3r^i r^j) S_i^* S_j^* \) is the leading-order coupling of the particle’s spin to itself, with \( \delta^{ij} \) being the Kronecker delta. More explicitly, using Ref. \cite{191} we can obtain \( H_{SO} \) and \( H_{SS} \) by inserting Eqs. (5.31), (5.32), Eqs. (5.47a)–(5.47h), and Eqs. (5.48)–(5.52) into Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19);
\( \alpha, \beta^i \) and \( \gamma^{ij} \) are given by inserting Eqs. (5.36a)–(5.36e), Eqs. (5.38)–(5.40) and Eqs. (5.71)–(5.76) into Eqs. (5.44)–(5.46). We will elucidate our choice of the quartic term \( Q_4(p) \) at the end of this section, when introducing the tortoise variables.

Following Ref. [239], we introduce another spin EOB adjustable parameter in the spin-spin sector. Thus, we add to Eq. (7.6) the following 3PN term

\[
\frac{d_{SS} \nu}{r^4} \left( \frac{m_2}{m_1} S_1 + \frac{m_1}{m_2} S_2 \right) \cdot (S_1 + S_2), \tag{7.7}
\]

with \( d_{SS} \) the spin-spin EOB adjustable parameter. For what concerns the nonspinning EOB sector, we adopt the following choice for the EOB potentials \( \Delta_t \) and \( \Delta_r \) entering \( \alpha, \beta^i \) and \( \gamma^{ij} \) (see Eq. (5.36) in Ref. [191]). The potential \( \Delta_t \) is given through 3PN order by

\[
\Delta_t(u) = \frac{1}{u^2} \Delta_u(u), \tag{7.8}
\]

\[
\Delta_u(u) = A(u) + \chi^2_{Kerr} u^2, \tag{7.9}
\]

\[
A(u) = 1 - 2u + 2\nu u^3 + \nu \left( \frac{94}{3} - \frac{41}{32} \pi^2 \right) u^4, \tag{7.10}
\]

where \( u \equiv 1/r. \) Reference [191] suggested rewriting the quantity \( \Delta_u(u) \) as

\[
\Delta_u(u) = \bar{\Delta}_u(u) \left[ 1 + \nu \Delta_0 + \nu \log \left( 1 + \Delta_1 u + \Delta_2 u^2 + \Delta_3 u^3 + \Delta_4 u^4 \right) \right],
\]

where \( \Delta_i \) with \( i = 1, 2, 3, 4 \) are explicitly given in Eqs. (5.77)–(5.81) of Ref. [191], and

\[
\bar{\Delta}_u(u) = \chi^2_{Kerr} \left( u - \frac{1}{r^+_{\text{EOB}}} \right) \left( u - \frac{1}{r^-_{\text{EOB}}} \right), \tag{7.11}
\]

\[
r^\pm_{\text{EOB}} = \left( 1 \pm \sqrt{1 - \chi^2_{Kerr}} \right) (1 - K \nu). \tag{7.12}
\]
Here, $r_{\pm}^{\text{EOB}}$ are radii reducing to those of the Kerr event and Cauchy horizons when the EOB adjustable parameter $K$ goes to zero. The logarithm in Eq. (7.11) was introduced in Ref. [191] to quench the divergence of the powers of $u$ at small radii. Its presence also allows the existence of an ISCO, a photon circular orbit (or light-ring), and a maximum in the orbital frequency during the plunge. The reason for modeling $\Delta_u(u)$ with Eq. (7.11) instead of using the Padé summation of $\Delta_u(u)$, as proposed in Ref. [189], is threefold. First, we did not want to use the Padé summation of $\Delta_u(u)$ because Ref. [239] found that for certain regions of the parameter space spurious poles can appear. Second, although we could have applied the Padé summation only to $A(u)$ and used the Padé potential $A(u)$ calibrated to nonspinning waveforms in Ref. [91], we want to take advantage of the good properties of the potential (7.11) during the late inspiral, as found in Ref. [191]. Third, we find it useful to develop a variant of the EOB potential so that in the future we can test how two different EOB potentials (both calibrated to NR waveforms at high frequency) compare at low frequency.

Furthermore, for the potential $\Delta_r$ at 3PN order entering the EOB metric components (5.36) in Ref. [191], we choose

$$\Delta_r(u) = \Delta_t(u) D^{-1}(u),$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.13)

$$D^{-1}(u) = 1 + \log[1 + 6\nu u^2 + 2(26 - 3\nu) \nu u^3].$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.14)

Once expanded in PN orders, the EOB Hamiltonian (8.1) with the effective Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (7.6) and the spin mapping defined in Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4), reproduces all known PN orders—at 3PN, 3.5PN and 2PN order in the nonspinning, spin-
orbit and spin-spin sectors, respectively—except for the spin-spin terms at 3PN and 4PN order, which have been recently computed in Refs. [158,313,320,321,364–367]. Furthermore, in the test-particle limit the real Hamiltonian contains the correct spin-orbit couplings linear in the test-particle spin, at all PN orders [191,193].

Let \( \hat{t} \equiv t/M \). In terms of the reduced Hamiltonian \( \hat{H}_{\text{real}} \), the EOB Hamilton equations are given in dimensionless form by [239]

\[
\frac{dr}{d\hat{t}} = \{r, \hat{H}_{\text{real}}\} = \frac{\partial \hat{H}_{\text{real}}}{\partial p},
\]

\[
\frac{dp}{d\hat{t}} = \{p, \hat{H}_{\text{real}}\} + \hat{\mathcal{F}} = -\frac{\partial \hat{H}_{\text{real}}}{\partial r} + \hat{\mathcal{F}},
\]

where \( \hat{\mathcal{F}} \) denotes the non-conservative force that accounts for radiation-reaction effects. Following Ref. [102], we use \(^2\)

\[
\hat{\mathcal{F}} = \frac{1}{\nu \hat{\Omega} \langle \mathbf{r} \times \mathbf{p} \rangle} \frac{dE}{dt} \mathbf{p},
\]

where \( \hat{\Omega} \equiv M|\mathbf{r} \times \dot{\mathbf{r}}|/r^2 \) is the dimensionless orbital frequency and \( dE/dt \) is the GW energy flux for quasicircular orbits obtained by summing over the modes \((\ell, m)\) as

\[
\frac{dE}{dt} = \frac{\hat{\Omega}^2}{8\pi} \sum_{\ell=2}^{8} \sum_{m=0}^{\ell} m^2 \left| \frac{\mathcal{R}}{M} h_{\ell m} \right|^2.
\]

Here \( \mathcal{R} \) is the distance to the source, and simply eliminates the dominant behavior of \( h_{\ell m} \). We sum over positive \( m \) modes only since \( |h_{\ell,m}| = |h_{\ell,-m}| \). Expressions for the modes \( h_{\ell m} \) are given in the next section. In this paper, we restrict the calibration to non-precessing binaries, and thus we omit the Hamilton equations of the spin variables.

\(^2\)The over-dot stands for \( d/dt \).
It was demonstrated in previous work \cite{99, 368} that by replacing the radial component of the linear momentum $p_r \equiv (\mathbf{p} \cdot \mathbf{r})/r$ with $p_{r^*}$, which is the conjugate momentum of the EOB tortoise radial coordinate $r^*$, one can improve the numerical stability of the EOB equations of motion. This happens because $p_r$ diverges when approaching $r_+^{\text{EOB}}$ while $p_{r^*}$ does not. In this paper we follow the definition of the EOB tortoise radial coordinate in Appendix A of Ref. \cite{239}.\footnote{Note that all the formulas in Appendix A of Ref. \cite{239} are written in physical dynamical variables, namely $\mathbf{R}$ and $\mathbf{P}$, while here we use reduced variables $r$ and $p$.} However, when applying the tortoise coordinate transformation to the quartic term in Eq. (7.6), we get \cite{239}

$$Q_4(p) \propto \frac{p_{r^*}^4}{r^2} \Delta^4_t (r^2 + \chi_{\text{Kerr}}^2)^4, \quad (7.19)$$

which clearly diverges at $r = r_+^{\text{EOB}}$. As in the nonspinning case \cite{91, 99, 368}, we neglect contributions higher than 3PN order and rewrite Eq. (7.19) as

$$Q_4(p) \propto \frac{p_{r^*}^4}{r^2} (r^2 + \chi_{\text{Kerr}}^2)^4, \quad (7.20)$$

which is well behaved throughout the EOB orbital evolution.

Lastly, we integrate the EOB Hamilton equations. In order to get rid of any residual eccentricity when the EOB orbital frequency is close to the initial frequency of the NR run, we start the EOB evolution at large separation, say 50$M$, and use the quasispherical initial conditions developed in Ref. \cite{102}. We stop the integration when the orbital frequency $\Omega$ reaches a maximum.
7.2.2 The effective-one-body waveforms

Following Refs. [91, 99, 239, 285, 286] we write the inspiral-plunge modes as

\[ h_{\text{insp-plunge}}^{\ell m} = h_{\ell m}^F N_{\ell m}, \]  

(7.21)

where the \( h_{\ell m}^F \) are the factorized modes developed in Refs. [99–101], and the \( N_{\ell m} \) are non-quasicircular (NQC) corrections that model deviations from quasicircular motion, which is assumed when deriving the \( h_{\ell m}^F \). The factorized modes read

\[ h_{\ell m}^F = h_{\ell m}^{(N,\epsilon)} S_{\text{eff}}^\ell T_{\ell m} e^{i\delta_{\ell m}} (\rho_{\ell m})^\ell, \]  

(7.22)

where \( \epsilon \) is the parity of the waveform. All the factors entering the \( h_{\ell m}^F \) can be explicitly found in Appendix F. We emphasize here again that despite the fact that the GW energy flux in the comparable-mass case is known through 3PN order in the spin-orbit sector [360], the spin-orbit couplings in the factorized (or PN-expanded) modes have been computed only through 1.5PN order [101, 361]. This limitation will degrade the performances of our spin EOB model for prograde orbits and large spin values, as already observed in the test-particle limit in Refs. [101, 119]. To improve the knowledge of spin effects in the GW modes, Refs. [101, 239] added spin couplings in the test-particle limit through 4PN order in the factorized waveforms. However, since the mapping between the Kerr spin parameter in the test-particle limit and the black-hole spins in the comparable-mass case is not yet unambiguously determined [191, 192], and since we do not have many NR spinning waveforms at our disposal to test the mapping, we decide not to include here the spinning test-particle-limit couplings in the factorized waveforms computed in Ref. [101]. We
have checked before performing any calibration that EOB models with or without test-particle spin effects (with Kerr spin parameter $\chi_{\text{Kerr}}$) give similar performances.

In all the calibrations of the nonspinning EOB model, two EOB adjustable parameters were needed to calibrate the EOB Hamilton equations—for example Refs. [91, 285] used the 4PN and 5PN order coefficients in the EOB potential $A(r)$. As discussed in the previous section, for the EOB model adopted in this paper, the EOB nonspinning conservative dynamics depend so far only on the adjustable parameter $K$. We introduce a second EOB adjustable parameter in the non-conservative non-spinning EOB sector by adding a 4PN order non-spinning term in $\rho_{22}$ and denote the coefficient of this unknown PN term by $\rho_{22}^{(4)}$ [see Eq. (F.11)]. This adjustable parameter enters the EOB Hamilton equations through the energy flux defined in Eq. (11.9).

As shown in Ref. [91], the NQC corrections of modes with $(\ell, m) \neq (2, 2)$ have marginal effects on the dynamics. Also, our goal in this work is to calibrate only the $(2, 2)$ mode, so in the following we set $N_{\ell m} = 1$ for $(\ell, m) \neq (2, 2)$. We have

$$N_{22} = \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{p_r \ast r}{z} \right)^2 \left( a_{22}^1 + \frac{a_{22}^2}{r} + \frac{a_{22}^3}{r^3/2} + \frac{a_{22}^4}{r^2} + \frac{a_{22}^5}{r^5/2} \right) \right] \times \exp \left[ \frac{p_r \ast r}{z} \left( b_{22}^1 + p_r^2 b_{22}^2 + \frac{p_r^2}{r^1/2} b_{22}^3 + \frac{p_r^2}{r} b_{22}^4 \right) \right], \quad (7.23)$$

where $a_i^{h22}$ (with $i = 1...5$) are the (real) NQC amplitude coefficients and $b_i^{h22}$ (with $i = 1...4$) are the (real) NQC phase coefficients. We will explain in detail how these coefficients are determined at the end of this section.

Note that in Ref. [119] the $N_{\ell m}$ were written in terms of physical dynamical variables, rather than the reduced variables used here.
The EOB merger-ringdown waveform is built as a linear superposition of the quasinormal modes (QNMs) of the final Kerr black hole [?,62,283,286,322,369,395], as

$$h_{\text{merger-RD}}^{22}(t) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} A_{22n} e^{-i\sigma_{22n}(t-t_{\text{match}}^2)} ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.24)$$

where $N$ is the number of overtones, $A_{22n}$ is the complex amplitude of the $n$-th overtone, and $\sigma_{22n} = \omega_{22n} - i/\tau_{22n}$ is the complex frequency of this overtone with positive (real) frequency $\omega_{22n}$ and decay time $\tau_{22n}$. The complex QNM frequencies are known functions of the mass and spin of the final Kerr black hole. Their numerical values can be found in Ref. [370]. The mass and spin of the final black hole, $M_f$ and $a_f$, can be computed through analytical phenomenological formulas reproducing the NR predictions. Here, we adopt the formulas given in Eq. (8) of Ref. [371] and in Eqs. (1) and (3) of Ref. [372]. We notice that the formula for the final mass in Ref. [371] was obtained using numerical simulations of small-spin black-hole binaries with mildly unequal masses. As a consequence, the formula is not very accurate for the large-spin, unequal-mass binaries considered in this paper. However, other formulas available in the literature are either very accurate but only valid for equal-mass binaries [373], or have not been yet extensively tested against NR simulations [208,374]. Thus, for the time being we stick with Eq. (8) of Ref. [371], but we plan to construct a better formula in the future using all recent data in the literature.

Furthermore, we follow the hybrid matching procedure of Ref. [91] to fix the $N$ complex amplitude coefficients $A_{22n}$ in Eq. (11.22). We set up $N$ complex linear
equations by imposing that the inspiral-plunge and merger-ringdown waveforms $h_{22}^{\text{inspiral-plunge}}$ and $h_{22}^{\text{merger-RD}}$ coincide on $N - 2$ points (evenly sampled over a range $[t_{\text{match}}^{22} - \Delta t_{\text{match}}^{22}, t_{\text{match}}^{22}]$) and that their time derivatives $\dot{h}_{22}^{\text{inspiral-plunge}}$ and $\dot{h}_{22}^{\text{merger-RD}}$ coincide at $t_{\text{match}}^{22} - \Delta t_{\text{match}}^{22}$ and $t_{\text{match}}^{22}$. As in previous works, we introduce the EOB adjustable parameter $\Delta t_{\text{match}}^{22}$ which describes the size of the comb over which we impose continuous and smooth matching in order to determine the ringdown waveform.

In Refs. [91,119,286], pseudo QNMs (pQNMs) were proposed and applied to moderate the rise of the EOB GW frequency during the merger-ringdown transition—for example Sec. IIC of Ref. [91] discussed in some detail the advantage of using pQNMs for higher-order GW modes. In this paper, we find it useful to introduce a pQNM for the $(2,2)$ mode. Therefore, we choose $N = 8$ in Eq. (11.22) and replace the highest overtone in the summation with this pQNM.

Finally, we build the full inspiral-plunge-merger-ringdown EOB waveform by joining the inspiral-plunge waveform $h_{22}^{\text{inspiral-plunge}}(t)$ and the merger-ringdown waveform $h_{22}^{\text{merger-RD}}(t)$ at the matching time $t_{\text{match}}^{22}$ as

$$h_{22}^{\text{EOB}}(t) = h_{22}^{\text{inspiral-plunge}}(t) \theta(t_{\text{match}}^{22} - t) + h_{22}^{\text{merger-RD}}(t) \theta(t - t_{\text{match}}^{22}). \quad (7.25)$$

In Fig. 7.1, we summarize how the inspiral-plunge–merger-ringdown EOB waveform is constructed. Beyond the ISCO, the quasi-circular inspiral waveform is followed by a short plunge waveform \(^5\) where the radial motion is no longer negligible and NQC corrections quickly become important. The plunge ends roughly when the

\(^5\)The number of gravitational-wave cycles during the plunge scales roughly as $\nu^{-1/5}$ [62].
Figure 7.1: We show in the spacetime diagram ($\hat{t}, r^*$) the trajectory of the effective particle in the EOB description (black solid line in the left part of the diagram) and the EOB (2,2) gravitational mode (red solid oscillating line) for an equal-mass nonspinning black-hole binary. Although we only need to evolve the EOB trajectory until the orbital frequency reaches its maximum ("light ring"), the model’s dynamics allows the trajectory to continue to negative $r^*$ (short-dashed black line in the left part of the diagram). The blue dashed lines represent $\hat{t} \pm r^* =$ const. surfaces and ingoing/outgoing null rays. The EOB (2,2) mode is a function of the retarded time $\hat{t} - r^*$, plotted here orthogonal to $\hat{t} - r^* =$ const. surfaces, at a finite $\hat{t} + r^*$ distance. The two outgoing null rays are drawn at the $\hat{t} - r^*$ retarded times when the EOB particle crosses the EOB ISCO and light-ring radii, respectively. The shaded green area is a rough sketch of the potential barrier around the newborn black hole.

effective particle in the EOB description crosses the light-ring, which, in the nonspinning case, coincides approximately with the peak of EOB orbital frequency $\hat{\Omega}$ and waveform amplitude $|h_{22}|$. Until this moment, the GW radiation in the EOB description is obtained directly from the motion of the effective particle. After this moment that we identify as the merger, the direct emission of GWs from the ef-
fective particle is strongly attenuated and filtered by the potential barrier formed around the newborn black hole. Thus, in the EOB description the merger-ringdown waveform is no longer obtained from the motion of the effective particle, but it is built through a superposition of QNMs. This procedure of constructing the full EOB waveform, in particular replacing the direct emission with a superposition of QNMs beyond the light ring, was first proposed in Refs. [62,102] for nonspinning and spinning comparable-mass black-hole binaries. It was inspired by the close limit approximation [375] and results in Refs. [376,377] where it was observed that once the radially infalling particle is inside the potential barrier which peaks around the light ring, the direct gravitational radiation from the particle is strongly filtered by the potential barrier. Part of the energy produced in the strong merger-burst remains stored in the resonant cavity of the geometry, i.e., inside the potential barrier, and what is released outside is just the ringdown signal. The non-linear scattering of GW radiation (tails) against the curvature potential of the newborn black hole also contributes to the merger-ringdown waveform. Currently, in the EOB description the merger-ringdown waveform is effectively the tail of a $\delta$-function impulse at merger. When spin effects are present, the overall picture depicted in Fig. 7.1 survives, but with some differences due to the fact that the EOB light-ring position, peak of the orbital frequency $\hat{\Omega}$ and waveform amplitude $|h_{22}|$ can be displaced in time [119]. We notice that the physical picture of the merger-ringdown that emerged from the studies in Refs. [375–377] and was incorporated in the EOB description in Refs. [62,102], has also recently motivated the hybrid approach of Refs. [378,379].

We now continue our detailed review of how the EOB waveform is built and
Table 7.1: Exact NR-input values used in the right-hand side of Eqs. (7.26)–(7.30) to calibrate the EOB inspiral-plunge waveforms.

discuss how we fix the NQC coefficients in Eq. (11.18). Since we do not expect spin effects in the NQC correction until 1.5PN order in either amplitude or phase, the coefficients \( a_i^{h_{22}} \) with \( i = 1, 2 \) and \( b_i^{h_{22}} \) with \( i = 1, 2 \) only depend on \( \nu \), while \( a_i^{h_{22}} \) with \( i = 4, 5 \) and \( b_i^{h_{22}} \) with \( i = 3, 4 \) are functions of \( \nu \) linearly proportional to the spins \( \chi_1, \chi_2 \). The coefficient \( a_3^{h_{22}} \) is given by the sum of a nonspinning term (dependent only on \( \nu \)) and a spinning term (proportional to the spins \( \chi_{1,2} \)). In Sec. 7.3 we first calibrate the nonspinning waveforms, and then the spinning ones. Thus, we determine the ten coefficients in Eq. (11.18) in two steps. First, we set \( \chi_1 = \chi_2 = 0 \), thus \( a_i^{h_{22}} = 0 \) (with \( i = 4, 5 \)) and \( b_i^{h_{22}} = 0 \) (with \( i = 3, 4 \)) and calculate the values of the five NQC coefficients \( a_i^{h_{22}} \) (with \( i = 1, 2, 3 \)) and \( b_i^{h_{22}} \) (with \( i = 1, 2 \)) by imposing the following five conditions [91,119]:

1. Let \( t_{\Omega, \text{peak}} \) be the time at which the EOB orbital frequency reaches its peak.

Then, the peak of the EOB \((2,2)\) mode must happen at the matching time

\[
    t_{\text{match}}^{22} = t_{\Omega, \text{peak}}^{\Omega} + \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22},
\]

where

\[
    \left. \frac{d|h_{22}^{\text{EOB}}|}{dt} \right|_{t_{\Omega, \text{peak}}^{\Omega} + \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}} = 0 ,
\]

(7.26)
where $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ is an EOB adjustable parameter, which will be specified in Sec. 7.3. We note that in Ref. [119] the quantity $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ was computed by comparing the times at which the Teukolsky (2,2) mode and the EOB orbital frequency reach their peaks. This was possible because the EOB trajectory was used in the Teukolsky equation to evolve the dynamics. However, in the NR simulation, we do not know what $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ is, because the EOB dynamics does not determine the NR dynamics.

2. The amplitudes of the NR and EOB (2,2) modes are the same,

$$|h_{22}^{\text{EOB}}(t_{\Omega}^{\text{peak}} + \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22})| = |h_{22}^{\text{NR}}(t_{\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}})|.$$  

(7.27)

3. The curvatures of the amplitudes of the NR and EOB (2,2) modes are the same,

$$\frac{d^2|h_{22}^{\text{EOB}}|}{dt^2} \bigg|_{t_{\Omega}^{\text{peak}} + \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}} = \frac{d^2|h_{22}^{\text{NR}}|}{dt^2} \bigg|_{t_{\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}},$$  

(7.28)

4. The GW frequencies of the NR and EOB (2,2) modes are the same,

$$\omega_{22}^{\text{EOB}}(t_{\Omega}^{\text{peak}} + \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}) = \omega_{22}^{\text{NR}}(t_{\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}).$$  

(7.29)

5. The time derivatives of the GW frequency of the NR and EOB (2,2) modes are the same,

$$\frac{d\omega_{22}^{\text{EOB}}}{dt} \bigg|_{t_{\Omega}^{\text{peak}} + \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}} = \frac{d\omega_{22}^{\text{NR}}}{dt} \bigg|_{t_{\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}}. $$  

(7.30)

We summarize in Table 7.1 all the NR-input values that we use in the right-hand side of Eqs. (7.27)–(7.30). After the five nonspinning NQC coefficients have been computed, we plug them back into the EOB dynamics through the energy flux,
start a new EOB evolution, generate a new EOB \((2, 2)\) mode, and calculate new NQC coefficients. We repeat this procedure until the values of the NQC coefficients converge. Then, when calibrating spinning waveforms, we set \(a_i^{h_{22}}\) and \(b_i^{h_{22}}\) (with \(i = 1, 2\)), as well as the nonspinning part of \(a_3^{h_{22}}\), to the values just calculated for \(\chi_1 = \chi_2 = 0\), and apply the five conditions above in an iterative way, obtaining the final coefficients \(a_i^{h_{22}}\) (with \(i = 3, 4, 5\)) and \(b_i^{h_{22}}\) (with \(i = 3, 4\)). Note that in order to generate GW templates, this procedure can be computationally expensive, since to generate one EOB \((2, 2)\) mode one has to evolve the dynamics a few times. The current computational cost of generating an EOB waveform long enough for the LIGO bandwidth varies between a fraction of a second to a few seconds,\(^6\) depending on the masses. The iterative procedure can increase this cost by a factor of a few.

In order for the NQC coefficients to be effective in correcting the EOB mode peak, the latter has to occur in a region where the radial motion is comparable to or at least \(\sim 30\%\) of the tangential motion. Such a condition is in principle not a necessary requirement for the EOB model to work. In fact, the radial motion is expected to be strongly suppressed for almost extremal black holes, at least in the test-particle limit, since the ISCO coincides with the horizon for \(\chi = 1\) \([380]\). However, if the factorized \((2, 2)\) mode, given by Eq. (11.4), differs substantially from the NR \((2, 2)\) mode because of the lack of high-order spin-orbit terms, the inability of the NQC coefficient to change the waveform during the plunge at high spins may prevent the EOB model to work properly. This is because the NQC coefficients cannot artificially compensate the missing higher-order spin orbit terms

\(^6\)The time is measured by running a code that is not optimized in speed on a single CPU.
in the waveforms, as they partially do at low spins. In fact, we will see that this problem arises for \( \chi_i \gtrsim 0.7 \), making the EOB prototype waveforms unreliable for large positive spins.

We list in Table 7.2 all the EOB adjustable parameters that we exploit in this work to calibrate the EOB model to NR simulations.

### 7.3 Effective-one-body calibration

In this section, we calibrate the EOB model using seven NR waveforms, namely five nonspinning waveforms of mass ratios \( q \equiv m_2/m_1 = 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 \) and 1/6 and two equal-mass spinning waveforms with \( \chi_1 = \chi_2 = +0.43655 \) and \( \chi_1 = \chi_2 = -0.43757 \). The calibration is achieved by minimizing the amplitude and phase differences between the NR and EOB (2,2) modes over the six EOB adjustable parameters: \( K, d_{SO} \) and \( d_{SS} \) in the EOB conservative dynamics, and \( \rho_{22}^{(4)} \), \( \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22} \), \( \Delta t_{\text{match}}^{22} \), \( \omega_{22}^{\text{PQNM}} \) and \( \tau_{22}^{\text{PQNM}} \) in the EOB waveforms (see Table 7.2).

#### 7.3.1 Alignment of EOB and NR waveforms

When calibrating NR and EOB waveforms, we first align the waveforms at low frequency following the procedure of Refs. [91,239,286]. This procedure consists of minimizing the square of the difference between the NR and EOB (2,2)-mode phases \( \phi_{22}^{NR} \) and \( \phi_{22}^{EOB} \), integrated over the time window \((t_1, t_2)\),

\[
\int_{t_1}^{t_2} \left[ \phi_{22}^{EOB}(t + t_0) + \phi_0 - \phi_{22}^{NR}(t) \right]^2 \, dt, \tag{7.31}
\]
with respect to the time shift $t_0$ and phase shift $\phi_0$, where it is understood that $\phi_{22}^{\text{EOB}}$ is computed for a chosen set of adjustable parameters. The time window $(t_1, t_2)$ should: (i) begin as early as possible, where the NR and EOB GW-phase evolutions agree best, (ii) begin late enough to avoid the junk radiation present in the numerical simulation, (iii) be long enough to average over numerical noise, and (iv) extend from peak to peak (or trough to trough) over an integer number of oscillations in the GW frequency, which are caused by the residual eccentricity in the numerical initial conditions. In Table 7.3, we list our choices of $(t_1, t_2)$ for the seven numerical waveforms at our disposal. Each time window extends through 10 eccentricity oscillation cycles in the numerical frequency evolution.

Let $\bar{\phi}_0$ and $\bar{t}_0$ be the alignment parameters. Then, we define the phase and relative amplitude differences between the EOB and NR $(2,2)$ modes as follows:

$$\Delta \phi(t) = \phi_{22}^{\text{EOB}}(t + \bar{t}_0) + \bar{\phi}_0 - \phi_{22}^{\text{NR}}(t), \quad (7.32)$$

and

$$\left(\frac{\Delta A}{A}\right)(t) = \frac{|h_{22}^{\text{EOB}}|(t + \bar{t}_0)}{|h_{22}^{\text{NR}}|(t)} - 1. \quad (7.33)$$

We then define the global phase and relative amplitude differences over a time window $(t_1, t_3)$ with

$$\Delta \phi_{\text{global}} = \max_{t \in (t_1, t_3)} |\Delta \phi(t)|, \quad (7.34)$$

and

$$\left(\frac{\Delta A}{A}\right)_{\text{global}} = \max_{t \in (t_1, t_3)} \left|\left(\frac{\Delta A}{A}\right)(t)\right|. \quad (7.35)$$

In the following, when measuring the difference between NR and EOB inspiral-plunge waveforms we set $t_3 = t_{\text{match}}^{22}$, while when we measure the difference between
Table 7.2: Summary of adjustable parameters of the spin EOB model considered in this paper. The values of the EOB adjustable parameters used in this paper are given in Eqs. (7.38), (7.39), (7.40), (7.42), (7.43), and (7.49). In addition, the NQC parameters $d_i^{h22}$ and $b_i^{h22}$ are fixed from NR-input values through Eqs. (7.26)–(7.30).

Full inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms we use $t_3 = t_{\text{end}}$, where $t_{\text{end}}$ is chosen as late as possible into the ringdown stage, but before numerical errors due to gauge effects become noticeable [286]. We list the values of $t_{\text{match}}^{22}$ and $t_{\text{end}}$ for the seven NR waveforms in Table 7.3.

7.3.2 Procedure to calibrate the EOB adjustable parameters

Recently, Ref. [119] computed the waveforms in the small-mass-ratio limit by evolving a time-domain Teukolsky equation in which the source term is evaluated using an EOB trajectory. It was found that there exists a time difference between the Teukolsky (2,2)-mode amplitude peak and the EOB orbital-frequency peak. This difference is parametrized by the quantity $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ introduced in Eq. (7.26). Table III in Ref. [119] lists this difference as a function of the Kerr spin parameter: for nonspinning and retrograde cases $-3M \leq \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22} \leq 1.6M$, while for prograde cases $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ decreases quickly as function of the spin. Let us consider $\chi_{\text{Kerr}}$, which
explicitly reads

\[ \chi_{\text{Kerr}} = (1 - 2\nu) \chi_S + \sqrt{1 - 4\nu} \chi_A, \]  

(7.36)

and also define

\[ \chi \equiv \chi_S + \chi_A \frac{\sqrt{1 - 4\nu}}{1 - 2\nu}, \]  

(7.37)

where \( \chi_{S,A} \equiv (\chi_1 \pm \chi_2)/2 \). For an equal-mass, equal-spin binary (\( \nu = 1/4, \chi_1 = \chi, \chi_2 = \chi \)) we have \( \chi_{\text{Kerr}} = \chi/2 \), while in the test-particle limit we have \( \chi_{\text{Kerr}} = \chi \) (that is the spin parameter of the background spacetime). Therefore, inspired by the results in the test-particle limit, we assume here that for an equal-mass, equal-spin binary \( \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22} \) depends on the black-hole spins through \( \chi \). Explicitly we choose

\[ \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22} = \begin{cases} 
-2.5M & \text{if } \chi \leq 0, \\
-2.5M - 1.77M \left( \frac{\chi}{0.437} \right)^4 & \text{if } \chi > 0,
\end{cases} \]  

(7.38)

which models qualitatively Table III in Ref. [119]. Following Refs. [91,239,286], we calibrate the EOB adjustable parameters in two steps. These steps are performed for each of our seven calibration NR waveforms separately, resulting in seven sets of calibration parameters. First, for each of the NR waveform at our disposal, we use \( \Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22} \) in Eq. (7.38), insert the NR-input values from Table 7.1 into Eqs. (7.26)–(7.30), solve them iteratively for the NQC coefficients, and calibrate \( K, \rho_2^{(4)} \) (or \( d_{SO} \) and \( d_{SS} \) if spins are present) by minimizing Eq. (7.34) with \( t_3 = t_{\text{match}}^{22} \). This process provides us with the EOB inspiral-plunge waveform. Second, to obtain the EOB merger-ringdown waveform, we calibrate the size of the comb \( \Delta t_{\text{match}}^{22} \) and the pQNM (complex) frequency by applying Eq. (7.34) with \( t_3 = t_{\text{end}} \). As in Ref. [91],
we find that a constant value for the comb size, notably
\[
\Delta t_{\text{match}}^{22} = 7.5 M, \quad (7.39)
\]
gives a very good performance for all the different mass ratios and spins. A detailed study of the pQNM (complex) frequency has revealed that the best result is obtained when \( \omega_{22}^{\text{pQNM}} \) lies between the GW frequency \( \omega_{22}^{\text{EOB}} M/M_f \) at \( t_{\text{match}}^{22} \) and the frequency of the least-damped QNM \( \omega_{220} \), and when \( \tau_{22}^{\text{pQNM}} \) is (not much) shorter than \( \tau_{220} \).

Specifically, we use the simple choice
\[
\omega_{22}^{\text{pQNM}} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \omega_{22}^{\text{EOB}} (t_{\text{match}}^{22} M/M_f + \omega_{220}) \right], \quad (7.40)
\]
\[
\tau_{22}^{\text{pQNM}} = \frac{3}{10} \tau_{220}, \quad (7.41)
\]
for all different mass ratios and spins. Before ending this section, we discuss in more detail how we carry out the calibration of the parameters \( K, \rho_{22}^{(4)} \), for the nonspinning sector, and the parameters \( d_{SO}, d_{SS} \), for the spinning sector.

Table 7.3: We list the parameters \( t_1, t_2 \) entering the alignment procedure defined in Eq. (7.31), and the parameter \( t_3 \) (both \( t_{\text{match}}^{22} \) and \( t_{\text{end}} \)) entering the computation of waveforms’ differences in Eqs. (7.34) and (7.35).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( q )</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1/2</th>
<th>1/3</th>
<th>1/4</th>
<th>1/6</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_1 = \chi_2 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+0.43655</td>
<td>−0.43757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_1/M )</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_2/M )</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>2255</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>2310</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{match}}^{22}/M )</td>
<td>3943</td>
<td>3729</td>
<td>3515</td>
<td>3326</td>
<td>4892</td>
<td>3367</td>
<td>2402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{end}}/M )</td>
<td>3990</td>
<td>3770</td>
<td>3560</td>
<td>3370</td>
<td>4940</td>
<td>3410</td>
<td>2430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3.2.1 Calibrating nonspinning waveforms

In general, the adjustable parameters $K$ and $\rho^{(4)}_{22}$ depend on the mass ratio and we assume that they are polynomial functions of $\nu$. In principle, we should determine $K(\nu)$ and $\rho^{(4)}_{22}(\nu)$ by a global minimization of $\Delta\phi_{\text{global}}$ and $(\Delta A/A)_{\text{global}}$ [as defined in Eqs. (7.34) and (7.35) using $t_3 = t^{22}_{\text{match}}$] with respect to the unknown coefficients entering the $K(\nu)$ and $\rho^{(4)}_{22}(\nu)$ polynomials. However, as in previous studies [91,285], we find a strong degeneracy among the EOB adjustable parameters, when calibrating each mass ratio separately. The degeneracy is partially broken when we combine all the available mass ratios together, but it is not completely lifted. In particular, different choices of $K(\nu)$ and $\rho^{(4)}_{22}(\nu)$ lead to EOB models that can match equally well with NR waveforms. We are thus relieved from a rigorous yet expensive global search and follow a simplified procedure to find satisfactory $K(\nu)$ and $\rho^{(4)}_{22}(\nu)$. First, we locate two points $(0.8154, -35)$ and $(1.188, -20)$ in the $K$—$\rho^{(4)}_{22}$ plane where $\Delta\phi_{\text{global}} < 0.1$ rad and $(\Delta A/A)_{\text{global}} < 0.1$ for $q = 1$ and $q = 1/6$ ($\nu = 0.25$ and $\nu = 0.1224$), respectively. We then determine a linear function $\rho^{(4)}_{22}(\nu)$ by imposing that $\rho^{(4)}_{22}(0.25) = -35$ and $\rho^{(4)}_{22}(0.1224) = -20$, leading to

$$\rho^{(4)}_{22}(\nu) = -5.6 - 117.6 \nu .$$

(7.42)

At $q = 1/2, 1/3$ and $1/4$, we choose $\rho^{(4)}_{22}$ according to Eq. (7.42) and determine the value of $K$ that minimizes $\Delta\phi_{\text{global}}$ and a range of $K$ values that satisfy $\Delta\phi_{\text{global}} < 0.1$ rad.

We now have a complete set of calibration parameters for each of our non-
spinning NR waveforms. In order to obtain calibration parameters that interpolate between the NR waveforms, we build a least-squares fit quadratic in $\nu$ against these $K$ values. By construction, we fix two of the three free parameters in the fit by requiring that in the test-particle limit $K(\nu)$ reproduces the ISCO shift of Refs. [191, 215, 381] and that the optimal equal-mass value $K(0.25)$ is recovered exactly. Even with these two constraints and just one free parameter to fit, the residuals are within 1% (see Fig. 7.2). We find

$$K(\nu) = 1.447 - 1.715 \nu - 3.246 \nu^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.43)

Finally, since the iterative procedure to compute the NQC coefficients through

Figure 7.2: We show the quadratic fit in $\nu$ for the adjustable parameter $K$. This parameter is calibrated using the five nonspinning NR waveforms, assuming $\rho_{22}^{(4)}(\nu)$ in Eq. (7.42). The error bars are determined by the intersection of the contours of $\Delta \phi_{\text{global}} = 0.1$ rads with $\rho_{22}^{(4)}(\nu)$ for each mass ratio considered.
Eqs. (7.26)–(7.30) can be expensive, we have parametrized them through quadratic fits, finding rather small residuals. Explicitly, we obtain

\[
\begin{align*}
  a_{h22}^1 &= -12.68 + 75.42 \nu - 106.6 \nu^2, \\
  a_{h22}^2 &= 101.5 - 757.3 \nu + 1473 \nu^2, \\
  a_{h22}^3 &= -107.7 + 857.6 \nu - 1776 \nu^2, \\
  b_{h22}^1 &= -1.464 + 12.82 \nu - 60.10 \nu^2, \\
  b_{h22}^2 &= 7.477 - 85.26 \nu + 353.3 \nu^2.
\end{align*}
\]  

(7.44) \hspace{1cm} (7.45) \hspace{1cm} (7.46) \hspace{1cm} (7.47) \hspace{1cm} (7.48)

### 7.3.2.2 Calibrating spinning waveforms

When calibrating the EOB inspiral-plunge waveforms to the two NR equal-mass, equal-spin waveforms at our disposal \((\chi_1 = \chi_2 = +0.43655\) and \(\chi_1 = \chi_2 = -0.43757\)), we use the nonspinning EOB adjustable parameters \(K\) and \(\rho^{(4)}_{22}\) in Eqs. (7.43)-(7.42), and calibrate the spinning EOB adjustable parameters \(d_{SO}\) and \(d_{SS}\). We reach this goal by building contour plots in the plane \(d_{SO}-d_{SS}\) for \(\Delta \phi_{\text{global}}\) in Eq. (7.34) with \(t_3 = t_{\text{match}}^{22}\). We find that the contours of \(\Delta \phi_{\text{global}} = 0.2\) rads associated with the two NR spinning waveforms intersect each other for the following choice of the adjustable parameters

\[
\begin{align*}
  d_{SO} &= -69.5, \\
  d_{SS} &= 2.75.
\end{align*}
\]  

(7.49)

Note that when computing the spinning NQC coefficients, we use the NQC coefficients parametrized in Eq. (7.44), and solve iteratively the five conditions (7.26)–
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$f^{\text{NR}}$</th>
<th>Curve</th>
<th>Fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>h_{22,\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($\nu = 1/4, \chi$)</td>
<td>0.3961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M^2 \omega^{\text{NR}}_t</td>
<td>h_{22,\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($\nu = 1/4, \chi$)</td>
<td>$10^{-3} \times (-1.007 + 0.5415 \chi)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M \omega^{\text{NR}}_{22,\text{peak}}$</td>
<td>($\nu = 0, \chi$)</td>
<td>0.2758 − 0.08898 log(1 − $\chi$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($\nu = 1/4, \chi$)</td>
<td>0.3604 + 0.08242 $\chi$ + 0.02794 $\chi^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M^2 \dot{\omega}^{\text{NR}}_{22,\text{peak}}$</td>
<td>($\nu = 0, \chi$)</td>
<td>$10^{-3} \times [5.953 + (0.7199 + 1.210 \chi) \log(1 − \chi)]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($\nu = 1/4, \chi$)</td>
<td>0.01113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: Fits of the NR-input values $f^{\text{NR}}$ that are used to build the global fits in Eq. (7.52) for the test-particle and equal-mass limits.

\((7.30)\) for $a_i^{h_{22}} (i = 3, 4, 5)$ and $b_i^{h_{22}} (i = 3, 4)$.\(^7\)

### 7.4 A prototype effective-one-body model for non-precessing spinning waveforms

We now build on the results of Sec. 7.3, and also on recent outcomes of small-mass-ratio simulations produced by the Teukolsky equation [119], to construct a self-contained set of prescriptions to generate EOB inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms in a larger region of the parameter space ($\nu, \chi_1, \chi_2$) of the binary.

\(^7\)Note that the NQC coefficient $a_3^{h_{22}}$ is solved for twice, first in the nonspinning calibration and then in the spinning one.
7.4.1 Interpolating the EOB model outside the domain of calibration

Since we only have seven NR waveforms at our disposal (and just two of them with spins), when extending the EOB model to regions of the parameter space without NR waveforms, we are forced to make assumptions on the behavior of the adjustable parameter $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ and the NR-input values in Table 7.1. In this work we assume that the 3 dimensional space $(\nu, \chi_1, \chi_2)$ can be treated as the 2 dimensional space $(\nu, \chi)$. [Note that $\nu \in [0, 1/4]$ and $\chi \in [-1, 1].$] More specifically, given a binary described by the parameters $(\nu, \chi_1, \chi_2)$ having in general $\chi_1 \neq \chi_2$, we consider an auxiliary equal-spin binary with parameters $(\nu, \chi, \chi)$, where $\chi$ is defined as in Eq. (7.37). With this choice, the auxiliary binary has the same value of $\chi_{\text{Kerr}}$ as the original binary. We stress that the auxiliary binary is used only to extend the EOB adjustable parameters and the NR-input values to regions of the parameter space in which we do not have NR results. Of course the EOB dynamics and waveforms are computed for the original binary, not the auxiliary one.

Thus, in the prototype EOB model, the EOB adjustable parameter $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ in Eq. (7.38) is evaluated using for $\chi$ the value from Eq. (7.37). To compute the spinning NQC coefficients in the prototype model, we need to prescribe the input values in the right-hand side of Eqs. (7.27)–(7.30) using the parameters of the auxiliary binary. We proceed as follows. We only have knowledge of the NR-input values at merger for a few regions of the $(\nu, \chi)$ parameter space. We can obtain the NR-input values along the curve $(\nu = 0, \chi)$ from the Teukolsky waveforms of Ref. [119]. In particular, both $|h_{22, \text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}|$ and $\partial_t^2 |h_{22, \text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}|$ are set to 0 (since they are proportional...
to $\nu$), while for $\omega_{22,\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}$ and $\dot{\omega}_{22,\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}$ we use the data in Table V of Ref. [119]. We can extract the peak information along the curve $(\nu = 1/4, \chi)$ from the three equal-mass waveforms used in the calibration of this paper, together with the two nearly extremal spin cases $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = -0.94905$ and $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = +0.9695$ (not used for the calibration of the adjustable parameters $d_{SO}$ and $d_{SS}$), which we will discuss in Sec. 7.4.4. Along the curve $(\nu, \chi = 0)$ we can use the NR-input values of the nonspinning waveforms from Refs. [91, 119]. In Table 7.4 we list the fits for each NR-input value $f^{\text{NR}} \in \{|h_{22,\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}|, \partial_t^2|h_{22,\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}|, \omega_{22,\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}, \dot{\omega}_{22,\text{peak}}^{\text{NR}}\}$ in the test-particle and equal mass limits. Along the nonspinning profile, fits quadratic in $\nu$ give a good description of the exact NR-input values, hence we assume that the dependence of $f^{\text{NR}}$ on $\nu$ is quadratic as well and has the simple form

$$f^{\text{NR}}(\nu, \chi) = c_2(\chi) \nu^2 + c_1(\chi) \nu + c_0(\chi).$$

(7.50)

We can fix two of the coefficients $c_i$ by imposing that the test-particle limit and equal-mass cases are exactly recovered when $\nu = 0$ and $\nu = 1/4$, respectively. We can fit the third coefficient to the exact NR-input values along the nonspinning direction. This means that the fits along the nonspinning profile are not exactly recovered by the global fits $f^{\text{NR}}(\nu, \chi)$, but we find that the residuals are negligible. Explicitly, we fit $c_1$ in the following expression

$$f^{\text{NR}}(\nu, 0; c_1) = \{16[f^{\text{NR}}(1/4, 0) - f^{\text{NR}}(0, 0)] - 4c_1\} \nu^2 + c_1 \nu + f^{\text{NR}}(0, 0),$$

(7.51)

and denote the fitted value with $\bar{c}_1$. Finally, we extend the result outside the nonspinning profile assuming that the global fit reads

$$f^{\text{NR}}(\nu, \chi) = \{16[f^{\text{NR}}(1/4, \chi) - f^{\text{NR}}(0, \chi)] - 4\bar{c}_1\} \nu^2 + \bar{c}_1 \nu + f^{\text{NR}}(0, \chi).$$

(7.52)
In Table 7.5 we list the values of $\bar{c}_1$ for the four NR-input values that are needed to compute the right-hand sides in Eqs. (7.27)–(7.30).

Having in hand $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ and the NR-input values, we complete the construction of the prototype EOB model by fixing the EOB adjustable parameters $K$, $\rho^{(4)}$, and $d_{SO}$, $d_{SS}$ to the values in Eqs. (7.43)-(7.42) and (7.49), respectively, employing the pQNM (complex) frequency in Eq. (7.40), the comb size in Eq. (7.39), and the NQC coefficients in Eqs. (7.44).

To test the robustness of the construction of the quantity $f^{NR}(\nu, \chi)$, we study how the spinning NQC coefficients change across the plane $(\nu, \chi)$. We focus on binaries with $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = \chi$. We compute iteratively the NQC amplitude coefficients $a_{i}^{b_{22}}$ (with $i = 3, 4, 5$) for different mass ratios in the range $1/100 \leq q \leq 1$ and for different spins in the range $-1 \leq \chi_i \lesssim 0.7$ ($i = 1, 2$). Typically, we get convergence of the NQC coefficients within five iterations. Unfortunately, we cannot span larger, positive values of $\chi_i$ since the NQC corrections tend to diverge as the spin magnitude grows in the prograde case. The reason is that they become less effective in reshaping the EOB (2,2) peak as prescribed by the fits $f^{NR}(\nu, \chi)$. This happens because the peak of the EOB (2,2) mode occurs too early in the evolution when the orbital motion is still quasicircular. Hence the NQC coefficients must be very large to

| $|h_{22,\text{peak}}^{NR}|$ | $M^2\partial_t^2|h_{22,\text{peak}}^{NR}|$ | $M\omega_{22,\text{peak}}^{NR}$ | $M^2\dot{\omega}_{22,\text{peak}}^{NR}$ |
|--------------------------|-------------------------------|-----------------------------|-------------------------------|
| $\bar{c}_1$              | 1.355                         | $-2.5 \times 10^{-3}$     | 0.1935                        | 0.01204                       |

Table 7.5: Fitted values of $\bar{c}_1$ for the four NR-input values as defined in Eq. (7.52).
compensate for the small values of $p_{r*}/(r\dot{\Omega})$ and be able to reshape the EOB (2,2) amplitude around the peak in a satisfactory way. As discussed earlier, this would not be a problem in principle if higher-order spin-orbit terms were known in the factorized waveforms, but, as a result of the lack of knowledge of those, our EOB prototype waveforms are reliable only up to $\chi_i \lesssim 0.7$.

7.4.2 Performance for nonspinning waveforms

Figure 7.3: Comparison of the NR and EOB (2, 2) mode for $q=1, \chi_1=\chi_2=0$. In the upper panels we show the comparison between the real part of the two waveforms, zooming into the merger region in the upper right plot. In the lower panels we show the dephasing and relative amplitude difference over the same time ranges as the upper panels. A vertical dashed line marks the position of the NR amplitude peak. The dotted curves are the NR errors.

In Figs. 7.3 and 7.4 we show how the inspiral-merger-ringdown EOB waveforms computed according to the prescriptions of Sec. 7.4.1 compare with the NR waveforms for two representative mass ratios $q = 1, 1/6$. In general, for all the non-
spinning waveforms we find that the dephasing is typically within 0.1 rads up until 
$t_{\text{match}}^{22}$ (merger time) and always within 0.2 rads when including the ringdown stage.

The figures also show in dotted lines the NR phase and amplitude errors obtained
by combining the extrapolation and resolution errors in quadrature. We notice that
the EOB and NR amplitudes’ agreement is remarkably good up to the merger time,
while during the ringdown the relative amplitude difference may grow up to about
15%, approaching the estimated NR error.

In Ref. [91] the authors calibrated a different version of the nonspinning EOB
model to the same set of nonspinning NR waveforms used in this paper, the main
difference between the two EOB models being the choice of the EOB potential $A(r)$,
as we discussed in Sec. 11.3.1. We find that the difference between the EOB inspiral-
merger-ringdown waveforms and the NR waveforms in Ref. [91] is comparable to
and for some mass ratios marginally worse than what we have achieved in this work

Figure 7.4: Same as in Fig. 7.3 but for $q = 1/6, \chi_1 = \chi_2 = 0$. 
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using the prototype EOB model. The only noticeable qualitative difference is that
the phase error of the prototype EOB model accumulates more slowly during the
merger-ringdown transition because of the introduction of the pQNM in the \((2,2)\)
mode. We point out that the inclusion of the pQNM (complex) frequency in the
EOB merger-ringdown waveform is not strictly needed for the nonspinning case, but
we use it even in this case for uniformity with the spinning sector, where the pQNM
frequency is instead crucial.

We can quantify the differences between NR and EOB waveforms by computing
the mismatch \((\mathcal{M})\), as defined in Eq. (43) of Ref. [91], which is one minus the
overlap between two waveforms, weighted by the noise spectral density of the detector
and maximized over the initial time, phase and binary parameters. If we use an
Advanced LIGO noise curve, named \texttt{ZERO\_DET\_HIGH\_P} in Ref. [4], we obtain that the
\(\mathcal{M}\), maximizing only over the initial phase and time, is always smaller than 0.001
when the binary total mass varies between \(20M_\odot\) and \(200M_\odot\). For these total masses,
the NR waveforms start in band. We taper them using the Planck-taper window
function [382] to reduce numerical artifacts. The width of the window function is
set to the length of NR waveforms, ranging from \(0.35(M/20M_\odot)\) to \(0.65(M/20M_\odot)\)
seconds. The window function smoothly rises from 0 to 1 in the first 0.0625 seconds
and falls from 1 to 0 in the last 0.0125 seconds. We restrict the \(\mathcal{M}\) integration to
the frequency band for which NR waveform is available.
7.4.3 Performance for spinning waveforms

In Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 we present the results of the prototype EOB model for the two moderately spinning waveforms at our disposal. We observe that the choice (7.49) gives a larger dephasing for $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = +0.43655$ than for $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = -0.43757$ or the nonspinning runs. In fact at the merger time the dephasing for the $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = +0.43655$ waveform grows beyond the NR error. For the amplitude, we instead get a similar performance, on the same level as the other runs. The worse performance of the $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = +0.43655$ waveform can be explained by the more relativistic nature of this run. In fact, in this case the EOB ISCO moves to smaller radial separations as the spin parameter $\chi$ increases towards positive values (aligned runs). On the other hand, for negative values of $\chi$ (anti-aligned runs) the EOB ISCO moves outwards to a less relativistic regime and one expects a better behavior of the EOB model. This expectation is confirmed by the calibration of the $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = -0.43757$ run, for which we find that very good performances can be achieved in large regions of the EOB adjustable parameter space. Fig. 7.5 shows that in this case the dephasing is well within the NR error at the merger time. For these spinning waveforms, we obtain that the $\mathcal{M}$, maximizing only over the initial phase and time, is always smaller than 0.003 when the binary total mass varies between $20M_\odot$ and $200M_\odot$.

7.4.4 Performance for nearly extremal spin waveforms

Here we compare the EOB waveforms of the prototype model developed in Sec. 7.4.1, against two equal-mass NR waveforms with nearly extremal spins: $\chi_1 =$
\( q=1, \chi_1=\chi_2=-0.43757 \)

Figure 7.5: Same as in Fig. 7.3 but for \( q = 1, \chi_1 = \chi_2 = -0.43655 \).

\( q=1, \chi_1=\chi_2=+0.43655 \)

Figure 7.6: Same as in Fig. 7.3 but for \( q = 1, \chi_1 = \chi_2 = +0.43756 \).

\( \chi_2 = -0.94905 \) and \( \chi_1 = \chi_2 = +0.9695 \) \([307, 362]\). We stress that these NR waveforms were not used when calibrating the spin EOB adjustable parameters \( d_{SO} \) and \( d_{SS} \) in Eq. (7.49). The only information that we used from these two nearly extremal spin waveforms was their NR-input values when building the fits \( f^{NR}(\nu, \chi) \).
As already discussed, when the spins are anti-aligned, the EOB ISCO moves towards larger radial separations, so that the binary is less relativistic throughout its orbital evolution as compared to the aligned configurations. Therefore, we expect that in this case the EOB model is more effective. The results in Fig. 7.7 for the case $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = -0.94905$ confirm this expectation. The dephasing grows up to about 2 rads during the ringdown, while the relative amplitude difference grows up to about 40%. Despite the large phase difference at merger, we find that, even without maximizing over the binary parameters but only the initial phase and time, the $M$ is always smaller than 0.005 for systems with total mass between $20M_\odot$ and $200M_\odot$.

For the case $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = +0.9695$, which is outside the domain of validity of our prototype EOB model, we cannot successfully run the NQC iterations, since the NQC corrections are so large that they cause a divergent sequence of NQC coefficients. Nonetheless, we deem it interesting to generate the EOB inspiral-plunge waveform where only the nonspinning NQC coefficients $a_i^{h22}$ ($i = 1, 2, 3$) and $b_i^{h22}$ ($i = 1, 2$) are used and compare it to the NR waveform. In Fig. 7.8 we show how our waveform performs. We notice that the NR waveform is very long, almost 50 GW cycles. The phase difference between the EOB and NR waveforms is smaller than 0.04 rads over the first 20 GW cycles, and then grows up to 0.18 rads during the subsequent 10 GW cycles and it becomes 0.9 rads when 10 GW cycles are left before merger. The fractional amplitude difference is only 3% when 10 GW cycles are left before merger.

It is worth emphasizing that although our prototype model is not yet able
to generate merger-ringdown waveforms for spins larger than +0.7, nevertheless, as the comparison with the nearly extremal case $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = +0.9695$ has proven, the Hamiltonian of Refs. [191, 192] and the resummed flux of Refs. [100, 101] can evolve the EOB dynamics in this highly relativistic case beyond the orbital-frequency’s peak, until $r \approx 1.9 M$, without encountering unphysical features. This suggests that relevant strong-field effects are well grasped by the EOB dynamics and waveforms [100, 101, 191, 192], at least as far as the NR runs used in this paper are concerned. Moreover, the large amplitude difference causing the NQC iteration to break down for large, positive spins was already observed in Refs. [101, 119] where it was pointed out that it is important to improve the modeling of spin effects in the EOB waveform amplitude. Finally, as observed above, the breaking down of the NQC procedure in this highly relativistic case, although not a problem in principle if higher-order spin-orbit terms were known in the factorized waveforms, is due to the fact that the peak of the EOB (2,2) mode occurs too early in the orbital evolution where non-quasicircular orbit effects are still negligible.

7.5 Conclusions

Using the EOB spin Hamiltonian in Refs. [191, 192], the factorized waveforms in Refs. [100, 101], and the adjustable parameters in Table 7.2, we have developed a prototype EOB model for non-precessing spinning black-hole binaries that can be used for detection purposes in LIGO and Virgo searches and employed for future calibrations [383]. The prototype model is built by first calibrating the
EOB adjustable parameters against five nonspinning waveforms with mass ratios
$q = 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/6$ and two equal-mass, equal-spin NR waveforms with moderate spins. Then, those results, at the interface with NR, are combined with recent results at the interface with black-hole perturbation theory [119]. The resulting prototype EOB model interpolates between calibrated points in the binary parameter space, and generates inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms with any mass ratio and individual spin magnitudes $-1 \leq \chi_i \lesssim 0.7$. This EOB model has been implemented in the freely available LIGO Algorithm Library (LAL) [384] with the model name “SEOBNRv1”.\footnote{Two nonspinning EOB models are also available in LAL, “EOBNRv1” and “EOBNRv2”, which were calibrated to NR waveforms in Refs. [91, 283].}

We found that the EOB waveforms generated with the prototype model agree
with the NR waveforms used to calibrate them within $\sim 0.1$ rads at merger for the nonspinning sector, and within $\sim 0.15$ rads at merger for the spinning sector. In terms of amplitude differences at merger, both nonspinning and spinning runs agree to within $5\%$. The $\mathcal{M}$s for Advanced LIGO computed by maximizing only with respect to the initial phase and time are always smaller than $0.003$ for binaries with total masses between $20M_\odot$ and $200M_\odot$.

We also compared the prototype EOB model to two equal-mass, equal-spin NR waveforms of black holes with nearly extremal spins, notably $\chi_1 = -0.94905$, $+0.9695$. Those NR waveforms were not part of the original set of waveforms used to cali-
brate the EOB model. We found that for the anti-aligned case the prototype EOB model performs quite well for detection purposes, with $M_s$ smaller than 0.003 without maximizing over the binary parameters, but only on initial phase and time. In the aligned case, which is highly relativistic due to a spin as large as $+0.9695$ (outside the range of validity of our prototype model), we compared the inspiral-plunge waveform for 40 GW cycles and found a dephasing of $\sim 0.8$ rad. During the last 10 GW cycles before merger the dephasing grows up to several radians. This non-satisfactory performance during plunge and merger for large, positive spins is not surprising. In our prototype spin EOB model the factorized modes [101] used in the radiation-reaction force generate spin couplings in the GW energy flux at a PN order much lower than what is known today. In fact, the GW energy flux is currently known through 3PN order in the spin-orbit sector\footnote{Reference [362] found that the tail spin-orbit terms in the energy flux at 3PN order dominate all the other spin-orbit contributions and improve the agreement with NR waveforms.} [360] and 2PN order in the spin-spin sector. However, the $-2$ spin-weighted spherical harmonics that are used to build the factorized waveforms employed in this paper are known only through 1.5PN order in the spin-orbit sector [361]. Moreover, the performance we found for large spin values and prograde orbits confirms what was already found in Ref. [119], where EOB waveforms in the test-particle limit could be calibrated to Teukolsky-type waveforms only up to a Kerr spin value of $\sim +0.7$. For larger spin values, the factorized waveforms start deviating from the exact ones even before reaching the ISCO [101,119].

The prototype spin EOB model can be improved in the future in different
directions. First, the choice of the spin EOB adjustable parameters done in Sec. 7.2 was rather arbitrary and assumed that all gauge parameters that enter the spin EOB conservative dynamics are zero. Of course, it would have been difficult to carry out a more sophisticated study in this work considering that we had at our disposal only two equal-mass, equal-spin NR waveforms. When several more spin NR waveforms will be available, the spin EOB parameters (together with the nonspinning ones) should be explored and calibrated simultaneously against all the available NR waveforms. Second, it is urgent to compute higher-order PN spin-orbit terms in the -2 spin weighted spherical harmonics and in the factorized modes, thus making the EOB spin model reliable also for large, positive spins, i.e., for $\chi_i > 0.7$. Third, the spin EOB Hamiltonian at 3.5PN order used in this paper predicts for large, positive spins that the position of the peak of the EOB orbital-frequency varies non-monotonically as function of the spin and lies in a region which is not very relativistic. It would be important to correct this behavior calibrating the gauge parameters present in the spin EOB Hamiltonian. Fourth, recent results in Refs. [90, 217, 381, 385] at the interface between PN theory and the self-force formalism, have allowed Ref. [386] to compute the nonspinning EOB potentials at all orders in PN theory, but linear in the symmetric mass ratio $\nu$. These new results will be incorporated in the future to improve the nonspinning conservative dynamics of the prototype EOB model, and will be extended to include spin effects.
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and time. This implies a negligible loss in event rate due to modeling. We also show that – without further calibration – the precessing effective-one-body (dominant mode) waveforms have overlap above 97% with two very long, strongly precessing numerical-relativity waveforms, when maximizing only on the initial phase and time.

8.1 Introduction

In the next few years, second-generation ground-based interferometers, such as advanced LIGO [4], advanced Virgo [5] and KAGRA [6], will start to collect data with unprecedented sensitivity, making the long-sought detection of gravitational waves (GWs) a realistic prospect. Coalescing binaries of compact objects are among the most promising astrophysical sources in the accessible frequency band of such experiments. The search for GWs from these sources exploits the matched-filtering technique, in which the noisy output of the interferometer is correlated with a bank of template waveforms describing all expected signals. An accurate knowledge of the gravitational radiation is thus crucial for maximizing the chances of detection. However, matched-filtering not only requires templates that are accurate, but their generation must also be sufficiently cheap that they cover the entire physical parameter space. While in principle the most precise waveforms are obtained by solving Einstein’s equations in numerical relativity (NR), their considerable computational cost makes it necessary to resort to analytical models that meet both criteria of accuracy and computational efficiency.

A unified analytical description of the entire compact binary coalescence, from
the quasicircular inspiral, through the merger, and to the ringdown of the remnant, is achieved by the effective-one-body (EOB) model \cite{61,62}. In the EOB approach, one replaces the \textit{real} problem of two compact objects of mass $m_i$, spin $S_i$ ($i = 1, 2$) and mass ratio $q$ orbiting each other with the \textit{effective} problem of an extreme mass-ratio binary, where the more massive object is a deformed-Kerr black hole (BH) and the small object is an effective spinning particle. The deformation parameter of the Kerr metric is the symmetric mass ratio $\nu \equiv q/(1 + q)^2$. The EOB model incorporates results from post-Newtonian (PN) theory (in resummed form), BH perturbation theory, and more recently also from the gravitational self-force formalism. A mapping between the physical parameters of the two problems is established by requiring that the effective dynamics is equivalent (when PN-expanded in powers of $1/c^2$) to the original, PN-expanded dynamics. Thus, solving exactly the effective problem of a spinning particle in the deformed-Kerr geometry amounts to introducing a particular \textit{non-perturbative} method for resumming the PN-expanded equations of motion.

The accuracy of the EOB waveforms has recently been improved by including in the EOB dynamics higher-order (yet unknown) PN terms and calibrating them to NR simulations, which have progressively grown in number, length and accuracy. State-of-the-art calibrations of these \textit{adjustable} parameters in the nonspinning sector (including also higher harmonics) can be found in Refs. \cite{91,93,236}. An EOB model for spinning, nonprecessing BH binaries was calibrated to 5 nonspinning and only 2 spinning, nonprecessing NR simulations in Ref. \cite{93}$^2$. It can generate dominant $(2,2)$

\footnote{The EOB models of Refs. \cite{91,93,283} have been implemented in the LIGO Algorithm Li-}
mode waveforms for any mass ratio, but only for BH spin magnitudes up to 0.6. Moreover, the EOB model in Ref. [93] was compared and validated against a large set of new NR simulations of nonprecessing BHs produced by several groups within the numerical-relativity and analytical-relativity (NRAR) Collaboration [66]. Recently, Ref. [194] provided a general procedure to generate EOB waveforms for spinning, precessing BH binaries starting from a generic spinning, nonprecessing EOB model; when using the EOB model in Ref. [93] as the underlying nonprecessing model, the authors found remarkable agreement with two precessing NR simulations. Finally, the conservative dynamics of the EOB model has also been tested and validated through the study of the periastron advance in BH binaries [88, 92].

In this work, we calibrate the nonprecessing sector of a generic spinning EOB model to the (2,2) mode of a catalog of highly-accurate NR simulations produced by the SXS Collaboration [67, 162, 253, 254]. They include 8 nonspinning and 30 spinning, nonprecessing BH binaries with spins up to 98% of extremality, they cover mass ratios up to 8, and have orbital eccentricities in the range of a few percent down to $10^{-5}$. The simulations follow more orbits on average (up to 35.5), allowing a more reliable calibration of analytical waveforms.

### 8.2 Effective-one-body model

In what follows we set $G = c = 1$. Let $\hat{L}$ be the direction perpendicular to the binary’s instantaneous orbital plane, and let us define the dimensionless brary under the names \texttt{EOBNRv1}, \texttt{EOBNRv2} and \texttt{SEOBNRv1}, respectively, and have been used in GW searches [387].
projections of the spins along $\hat{L}$ as $\chi_i \equiv (S_i \cdot \hat{L})/m_i^2$. We assume $m_1 \geq m_2$, hence $q \equiv m_1/m_2 \geq 1$. In the spinning EOB formalism of Ref. [192], the effective Hamiltonian $H_{\text{eff}}$ is that of a particle of mass $\mu \equiv m_1 m_2/(m_1 + m_2)$ and effective spin $S^* \equiv S^*(S_1, S_2)$ moving in a deformed-Kerr geometry of mass $M \equiv m_1 + m_2$ and spin $S_{\text{Kerr}} \equiv S_1 + S_2$; the conservative orbital dynamics is then derived via Hamilton’s equations using the real EOB-resummed Hamiltonian

$$H_{\text{real}} = M \sqrt{1 + 2\nu \left(\frac{H_{\text{eff}}}{\mu} - 1\right) - M}.$$  

(8.1)

We use here the same EOB Hamiltonian as in Ref. [93], but augment the deformed-Kerr metric potential $\Delta u$ with 4PN nonspinning terms to obtain [192]

$$\Delta u(u) = \tilde{\Delta}_u(u) \left[1 + \nu \Delta_0 + \nu \log \left(1 + \sum_{i=1}^{5} \Delta_i u^i\right)\right],$$  

(8.2)

where $u \equiv 1/r$ and $r$ is the EOB radial coordinate in units of $M$. Here,

$$\tilde{\Delta}_u(u) = \chi_{\text{Kerr}}^2 \left(u - \frac{1}{r_{\text{EOB}}^+}\right) \left(u - \frac{1}{r_{\text{EOB}}^-}\right),$$  

(8.3)

$$r_{\pm}^{\text{EOB}} = \left[1 \pm \left(1 - \chi_{\text{Kerr}}^2\right)^{1/2}\right] (1 - K \nu),$$  

(8.4)

with $\chi_{\text{Kerr}} \equiv (S_{\text{Kerr}} \cdot \hat{L})/M^2$; the coefficients $\Delta_0, \ldots, \Delta_5$ are determined by requiring that $\Delta u$ agrees with the Taylor-expanded EOB potential $A(r)$ [386,388] up to 4PN order. By construction, $r_{\pm}^{\text{EOB}}$ reproduce the Kerr horizons when $\nu = 0$. Similarly to what was done in Ref. [93], we exploit $K$ as an adjustable parameter, i.e., a parameter that we calibrate to NR waveforms. For the identification between the effective particle’s spin $S^*$ and the spins $S_i$ we use the 3.5PN-accurate spin mapping of Ref. [192], with all the arbitrary gauge parameters set to zero and with the
addition of a 4.5PN spin-orbit term of the form \((d_{SO}\nu S_{Kerr})/r^3\), where \(d_{SO}\) is an adjustable parameter. The EOB description of conservative spin effects is completed by adding a 3PN spin-spin term of the form \(d_{SS}\nu(S_1^2 + S_2^2)/r^4\) to \(H_{eff}/\mu\), where \(d_{SS}\) is another adjustable parameter.

The adjustable parameters are chosen to be polynomials in \(\nu\) whose coefficients are determined by minimizing the phase and relative amplitude difference between EOB and NR waveforms (defined as in Eqs. (29)-(30) of Ref. [93]) via the numerical simplex method for each mass ratio. First, we calibrate the nonspinning sector and find \(K = 1.712 - 1.804\nu - 39.77\nu^2 + 103.2\nu^3\), where the \(\nu\)-independent term is consistent with the frequency shift of the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) due to conservative self-force effects in the small-mass-ratio limit [195]. Next, we calibrate the spin parameters and obtain \(d_{SO} = -74.71 - 156.0\nu + 627.5\nu^2\) and \(d_{SS} = 8.127 - 154.2\nu + 830.8\nu^2\).

Dissipative effects are modeled by supplementing Hamilton’s equations with a radiation-reaction force which is a sum over (time derivatives of) the \(-2\)-spin-weighted spherical modes at infinity. In our model, these modes are written as a factorized resummation of the PN waveforms [100,101]

\[
h^F_{\ell m} = h^{(N,\epsilon)}_{\ell m} \hat{S}^{(\epsilon)}_{\ell m} T_{\ell m} e^{i\delta_{\ell m}} (\rho_{\ell m})^\ell
\]  

(see Ref. [93] for the definition of the individual factors). In particular, here we also include comparable-mass spin-orbit and spin-spin effects up to 2PN order, using the most recent PN-waveform calculations in Ref. [159]. We use the \(\rho_{\ell m}\)-factorization in Eq. (11.4) for all modes except those with \(\ell \leq 4\) and odd \(m\), which instead
follow the prescription of Ref. [93] (see the discussion above Eq. (A8a) therein). In addition, we also include all the known spin effects from the test-particle limit given in Ref. [101], by replacing the Kerr spin parameter $a/M$ with $\chi_{\text{Kerr}}$; this helps the modeling of unequal-mass, spinning systems. As such, the mode amplitudes contain no adjustable parameters. In fact, the improved knowledge of the nonspinning sector (i.e., the addition of 4PN terms in $\Delta_u$) allowed us to remove the nonspinning adjustable parameter $\rho^{(4)}_{22}$ which had been introduced in Ref. [93], thus simplifying the nonspinning model. The resulting residuals on the amplitude of the (2,2) mode are within a few percent at merger for $\chi_{1,2} \sim 1$ even without adding non-quasicircular corrections. However, we need to introduce an adjustable parameter in the spin terms of the phase $\delta_{22}$ to enhance the EOB GW frequency close to merger with respect to its leading-order value (twice the orbital frequency $\Omega$), which tends to underestimate the NR value for $\partial_t \phi_{22}$ when spins are close to 1. For $\chi_{1,2} = 0.98$, we find that the ISCO is crossed only $10M$ before the light ring crossing, thus greatly reducing the region in which the non-quasicircular corrections (see below) can be effective. Explicitly, if $\chi \geq 0$, we add the 3PN term $540 \nu \chi (M \Omega)^2$ to $\delta_{22}$, where $\chi \equiv \chi_S + \chi_A \sqrt{1 - 4\nu/(1 - 2\nu)}$, with $\chi_{S,A} \equiv (\chi_1 \pm \chi_2)/2$.

Non-quasicircular (NQC) effects that become important near the merger are included in $h_{22}^F$ through a factor $N_{22}$ (see Eq. (18) of Ref. [93]). The NQC coefficients are fixed by requiring that the EOB (2,2) mode agrees with the NR input values for $|h_{22}|$, $\partial_t |h_{22}|$, $\partial_t^2 |h_{22}|$, $\partial_t \phi_{22}$ and $\partial_t^2 \phi_{22}$, evaluated at the peak of $|h_{22}|$. Using the 38 NR nonprecessing waveforms in the SXS catalog and Teukolsky waveforms computed in the small-mass-ratio limit [114], we updated the fitting formulas for the NR input
values given in Table IV of Ref. [93]. We use these to iteratively compute the NQC coefficients as described in Sect. IIB of Ref. [93]. While previous nonspinning EOB models [283] were calibrated without enforcing any time delay between the peak in the (2,2) amplitude and in the orbital frequency, here, as in Refs. [91,93], we require a lag $\Delta t^\text{peak}_{22}$ which varies with the physical parameters of the binary. The idea of introducing $\Delta t^\text{peak}_{22}$ into the model was inspired by studies in the small-mass-ratio limit, where such time delay was first seen with EOB trajectories sourcing Teukolsky waveforms [119] and accurately quantified in Ref. [114]. Finally, the inspiral-plunge waveform is simply defined as $h^\text{insp–plunge}_{22} \equiv N_{22} h^F_{22}$, and $h^\text{insp–plunge}_{\ell m} \equiv h^F_{\ell m}$ when $(\ell, m) \neq (2, 2)$.

As usual, the EOB merger-ringdown (RD) waveform is built as a linear com-
bination of quasi normal-modes (QNMs) of the remnant BH [62]

\[ h_{\ell m}^{\text{merger-RD}}(t) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} A_{\ell mn} e^{-i\sigma_{\ell mn}(t-t_{\text{match}})} , \] (8.6)

where \( N \) is the number of overtones, \( t_{\text{match}} \) is the time when \( |h_{\ell m}^{\text{insp-plunge}}| \) peaks, \( A_{\ell mn} \) is the complex amplitude of the \( n \)-th overtone of the \((\ell, m)\) mode, and \( \sigma_{\ell mn} = \omega_{\ell mn} - i/\tau_{\ell mn} \) is its complex frequency, having positive (real) frequency \( \omega_{\ell mn} \) and decay time \( \tau_{\ell mn} \). The frequencies \( \sigma_{\ell mn} \) depend on the mass \( M_f \) and spin \( a_f \) of the final Kerr BH, and are tabulated in Ref. [18]. To predict \( M_f \) we use the phenomenological formula proposed by Ref. [389], but we replace its equal-mass limit [Eq. (11) therein] with the highly accurate fit given in Eq. (9) of Ref. [162]. To compute \( a_f \), we start from the formula of Ref. [372] (which also predicts the direction of the final spin for precessing binaries), and use the simulations in the SXS catalog to refit its nonprecessing limit; the main change we introduce are 4 new fitting coefficients designed to improve the equal-mass, high-spin corner of the parameter space, where the prediction of Ref. [372] has residuals exceeding 5%. We improve the stability of the ringdown modeling across the entire parameter space by (i) assuming a monotonic behavior of \( a_f \) with decreasing \( \nu \) for extremal spins, and (ii) replacing some of the higher physical overtones with pseudo-QNMs that depend on the merger frequency, on \( \sigma_{220} \) and on \( \nu \), and moderate the rise of the ringdown GW frequency [91,93].

Finally, the complete inspiral-merger-ringdown waveform is built as the smooth matching of \( h_{\ell m}^{\text{insp-plunge}} \) to \( h_{\ell m}^{\text{merger-RD}} \) at \( t_{\text{match}} \), over an interval \( \Delta t_{\text{match}} \), following the hybrid matching procedure of Ref. [91] to fix the coefficients \( A_{\ell mn} \) in Eq. (11.22).
Figure 8.2: NR and EOB (2,2) waveforms of the BH binary with $q = 1$ and $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = 0.98$. The two waveforms are aligned at their amplitude peak (marked by a vertical dashed line). $R$ is the distance to the source and $r_*$ is the tortoise coordinate.

Figure 8.3: The specific binding energy $\hat{E} = E/\mu$ as a function of the dimensionless total angular momentum $\hat{J} = J/(\mu M)$ of the BH binaries with $q = 1$ and $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = -0.95, 0.98$ computed in NR, conservative uncalibrated EOB model and the calibrated EOB model of this paper.
8.3 Results and discussion

The SXS catalog includes 8 nonspinning BH binaries with $q = 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8$, and 30 spinning, nonprecessing BH binaries with: $q = 1$ and $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = 0.98, 0.97, \pm 0.95, \pm 0.9, 0.85, \pm 0.8, \pm 0.6, \pm 0.44, \pm 0.2$; $q = 1, 1.5, 3, 5, 8, \chi_1 = \pm 0.5$ and $\chi_2 = 0$; $q = 1.5$ and $\chi_1 = -\chi_2 = \pm 0.5$; $q = 2, \chi_1 = 0.6$ and $\chi_2 = 0$; $q = 3$ and $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = \pm 0.5$. We find that to accurately match all 38 nonprecessing waveforms, it is sufficient to calibrate the EOB model to a much smaller subset of them. However, since our goal is an accurate model for the entire parameter space, most of which is not covered by the NR waveforms, we prefer to exploit all available non-degenerate NR information in the calibration. In Fig. 8.1 we compare the EOB waveforms to all the 38 nonprecessing NR waveforms by computing their unfaithfulness

$$\bar{F} \equiv 1 - \max_{t_0, \phi_0} \frac{\langle h_{22}^{\text{EOB}}, h_{22}^{\text{NR}} \rangle}{||h_{22}^{\text{EOB}}|| ||h_{22}^{\text{NR}}||},$$

where $t_0$ and $\phi_0$ are the initial time and phase, $||h|| \equiv \sqrt{\langle h, h \rangle}$, and the inner product between two waveforms is defined as $\langle h_1, h_2 \rangle \equiv 4\text{Re} \int_{f_{\text{min}}}^{\infty} \hat{h}_1(f) \hat{h}_2^*(f)/S_n(f) df$, where $S_n(f)$ is the zero-detuned, high-power noise spectral density of advanced LIGO [4] and $f_{\text{min}}$ is the starting frequency of the NR waveform (after junk radiation has settled). The normalized inner product of two waveforms is their overlap. We do not hybridize the NR waveforms at low frequency ($f < f_{\text{min}}$) with any analytic approximant but instead taper the EOB waveforms. When $M \leq 100M_\odot$ the NR waveforms do not cover the entire frequency bandwidth of the detector, but we expect that the unfaithfulness $F$ would not change much when longer NR waveforms
Figure 8.4: NR and EOB (2,2) precessing waveforms of the BH binary with $q = 5$ and initial spins $|S_1|/m_1^2 = 0.5$ in the orbital plane and $|S_2|/m_2^2 = 0$. The two waveforms are aligned at low frequency. $R$ is the distance to the source and $r_*$ is the tortoise coordinate.

will be employed because the EOB calibration has been shown to be quite stable with respect to the number of GW cycles used for the calibration [198]. The unfaithfulness is always below 1% for total masses from $20M_\odot$ to $200M_\odot$, implying a negligible loss in event rate due to the modeling error alone.

To estimate the NR error for each binary configuration, we choose the NR simulation with the largest number of cycles, with the highest resolution, and extrapolated to infinity with extrapolation order $N = 3$ as the fiducial waveform. We then compute the model’s unfaithfulness against NR waveforms: i) with a different extrapolation order but the same resolution; ii) with a different resolution but the same extrapolation order; and obtain a conservative error bound on $\bar{F}$ from the difference between the fiducial and the most discrepant waveform. For the binary with $q = 1$ and $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = 0.98$, which we take as a representative case for the rest
of the catalog, the errors on $F$ are within 0.005%.

Figure 8.2 shows the agreement between EOB and NR waveforms for the nearly extremal BH binary with $q = 1$ and $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = 0.98$, when aligning them at their amplitude peak; the phase difference is always within 0.6 rads. The coordinate invariant relation $\hat{E}(\hat{J})$ between the specific energy $\hat{E}$ and the total angular momentum $\hat{J}$ is a useful tool for evaluating analytical descriptions of the binary dynamics [381, 390]. In Fig. 8.3, for the cases with $q = 1$ and $\chi_1 = \chi_2 = -0.95, 0.98$, we compare $\hat{E}(\hat{J})$ from NR (using Cauchy-characteristics-extracted waveforms), the conservative uncalibrated EOB model, and the EOB model calibrated in this paper. The numerical errors of $\hat{E}(\hat{J})$ increase from $10^{-5}$ at low frequency to $10^{-4}$ at high frequency. We find that when the spins are close to extremal, there is a difference of $10^{-3}$ between NR and analytical (EOB or even PN) $\hat{E}(\hat{J})$ at low frequency that is not explained by numerical errors. By contrast the difference is within numerical errors when the spin magnitudes are less than $\sim 0.6$. We plan to further investigate those results in the future. The cusps in the conservative EOB curves indicate the presence of an ISCO; this point lies $60M$ ($10M$) in time before merger for spin $-0.95$ ($0.98$). The calibrated EOB curves instead extend up to the light ring, which is very close to the merger. The good agreement between EOB and NR results validate the calibration procedure in yielding an accurate description of the binary evolution up to merger. The improved model for the nonprecessing limit developed here (as compared to Ref. [93]) is also the foundation for precessing binaries, via the procedure of transforming from the precessing frame to an inertial frame described in Ref. [194]. Without further calibration, we tested our model against the 2 long
precessing waveforms that were used in Ref. [194], one with $q = 3$ and initial spins (both of magnitude 0.5) respectively in the orbital plane and antialigned with $\hat{L}$, and the other with $q = 5$ and initial spins (of magnitude 0.5 and 0, respectively) in the orbital plane, and found that $\bar{F} < 3\%$ for both cases. We show EOB and NR precessing waveforms of the $q = 5$ case in Fig. 8.4.

8.4 Conclusions

Using 38 NR (2,2) mode waveforms for spinning, nonprecessing BH binaries produced by the SXS Collaboration, we have calibrated the nonprecessing sector of the EOB model of Refs. [192, 194], which is valid for any mass ratio and spins. Throughout the entire parameter space covered by the NR simulations, the EOB model of this paper achieves an unfaithfulness within 1%, implying a negligible loss in event rate due to the modeling error alone. By extending the EOB model to nearly extremal spins, we have increased the distance reach of advanced detectors. Furthermore, the EOB model can be used to generate precessing waveforms using the prescriptions in Ref. [194]. The EOB model developed here will be implemented in the LIGO Algorithm Library, so that it can be employed by advanced LIGO and Virgo to detect gravitational-waves from spinning binary BHs and to extract physical information once the waves are observed. EOB models are computationally expensive to generate (although far faster than doing NR simulations) and work is underway to speed them up. Future work will continue to improve the EOB radiation-reaction sector and the calibration of the EOB conservative dynamics,
extend the modeling to higher-order modes, investigate the performance of the model against the precessing configurations in the SXS catalog, and check its stability against much longer NR simulations, thus extending the studies recently carried out in Ref. [198] for nonspinning BHs.
Chapter 9: **Error-analysis and comparison to analytical models of numerical waveforms produced by the NRAR Collaboration**

[For reasons of space, the content of this Chapter can be found in Class. Quant. Grav. 31, 025012 (2014)]

felder, Helvi Witek, and Yosef Zlochower

Abstract: The Numerical-Relativity–Analytical-Relativity (NRAR) collaboration is a joint effort between members of the numerical relativity, analytical relativity and gravitational-wave data analysis communities. The goal of the NRAR collaboration is to produce numerical-relativity simulations of compact binaries and use them to develop accurate analytical templates for the LIGO/Virgo Collaboration to use in detecting gravitational-wave signals and extracting astrophysical information from them. We describe the results of the first stage of the NRAR project, which focused on producing an initial set of numerical waveforms from binary black holes with moderate mass ratios and spins, as well as one non-spinning binary configuration which has a mass ratio of 10. All of the numerical waveforms are analysed in a uniform and consistent manner, with numerical errors evaluated using an analysis code created by members of the NRAR collaboration. We compare previously-calibrated, non-precessing analytical waveforms, notably the effective-one-body (EOB) and phenomenological template families, to the newly-produced numerical waveforms. We find that when the binary’s total mass is \( \sim 100–200 M_\odot \), current EOB and phenomenological models of spinning, non-precessing binary waveforms have overlaps above 99% (for advanced LIGO) with all of the non-precessing-binary numerical waveforms with mass ratios \( \leq 4 \), when maximizing over binary parameters. This implies that the loss of event rate due to modelling error is below 3%. Moreover, the non-spinning EOB waveforms previously calibrated to five non-spinning waveforms with mass ratio smaller than 6 have overlaps above 99.7% with

\footnote{Originally published as Class. Quant. Grav. 31, 025012 (2014)}
the numerical waveform with a mass ratio of 10, without even maximizing on the binary parameters.
Chapter 10: **Stability of nonspinning effective-one-body model in approximating two-body dynamics and gravitational-wave emission**

**Authors:** Yi Pan, Alessandra Buonanno, Andrea Taracchini, Michael Boyle, Lawrence E. Kidder, Abdul H. Mroué, Harald P. Pfeiffer, Mark A. Scheel, Béla Szilágyi, and Anil Zenginoglu

**Abstract:** The detection of gravitational waves and the extraction of physical information from them requires the prediction of accurate waveforms to be used in template banks. For that purpose, the accuracy of effective-one-body (EOB) waveforms has been improved over the last years by calibrating them to numerical-relativity (NR) waveforms. So far, the calibration has employed a handful of NR waveforms with a total length of \(\sim 30\) cycles, the length being limited by the computational cost of NR simulations. Here we address the outstanding problem of the stability of the EOB calibration with respect to the length of NR waveforms. Performing calibration studies against NR waveforms of nonspinning black-hole binaries with mass ratios 1, 1.5, 5, and 8, and with a total length of \(\sim 60\) cycles, we find that EOB waveforms calibrated against either 30 or 60 cycles will be indistin-

\(^1\)Originally published as Phys. Rev. D 89, 061501 (R) (2014)
guishable by the advanced detectors LIGO and Virgo when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is below 110. When extrapolating to a very large number of cycles, using very conservative assumptions, we can conclude that state-of-the-art nonspinning EOB waveforms of *any* length are sufficiently accurate for parameter estimation with advanced detectors when the SNR is below 20, the mass ratio is below 5 and total mass is above $20M_\odot$. The results are not conclusive for the entire parameter space because of current NR errors.

### 10.1 Introduction

Coalescing compact-object binaries are among the most promising gravitational-wave (GW) sources for ground-based interferometric detectors such as LIGO, Virgo and KAGRA [4–6]. Accurate waveform models are crucial for detecting the signals and measuring the physical parameters of the sources. By solving the Einstein equations numerically [207], it is possible to produce accurate waveforms for the very late inspiral, merger and ringdown stages of the coalescence process. However, the length of numerical-relativity (NR) simulations is limited by their high computational cost, and today it is unrealistic to generate sufficiently many NR waveforms long enough to be used directly in GW searches. The post-Newtonian (PN) formalism [292] is a slow-motion, weak field approximation to the Einstein field equations that provides reliable low-frequency inspiral waveforms. However, the PN approach becomes increasingly inaccurate close to merger [77]. Several studies [199–203] showed that there is a substantial gap between the frequency $f_{\text{PN}}$ where PN waveforms cease
being accurate and the frequency \( f_{\text{NR}} \) where NR simulations start being available. The width of the frequency gap \( f_{\text{NR}} - f_{\text{PN}} \) depends on source parameters and it is generally believed to increase rapidly with increasing mass ratio and spin magnitudes. Much longer NR simulations can reduce \( f_{\text{NR}} \) while knowledge of higher-order PN terms in the two-body dynamics and radiation-reaction force can increase \( f_{\text{PN}} \) [203], but it is extremely challenging to achieve those goals. An accurate description of the waveform in the frequency gap is thus an outstanding and pressing problem of GW source modeling, especially because advanced detectors will be operational in a few years.

The effective-one-body formalism [61, 62] (EOB) is a successful approach that provides a complete description of the coalescence of compact-object binaries. It uses the PN-expanded results in a resummed form and incorporates results of black-hole perturbation theory to produce waveforms for the inspiral, merger and ringdown stages. By construction, the EOB model reduces to the PN approximation at low frequency, while in the strong-field regime it models the merger and ringdown signals using physically motivated guesses and insights from perturbation theory. Following the breakthrough in merger simulations in NR [80, 82, 391], the EOB model has been improved by calibrating it to progressively more accurate and longer NR simulations, spanning also larger regions of the parameter space [66, 91, 93, 194, 236]. Considering the success in calibrating NR waveforms, we expect that the EOB model will be able to interpolate/extrapolate NR waveforms over the entire source parameter space. However, it is not yet clear whether the EOB calibration is stable under variation of the length of the NR waveforms that are used to calibrate the model, and whether
EOB waveforms of length larger than the one used for calibration can safely be used to detect GW signals and extract physical parameters with advanced detectors.

In this paper, we focus on the low-frequency, inspiral performance of the EOB model and assume, based on previous calibrations, that calibrated EOB merger and ringdown waveforms can be made indistinguishable from the NR ones [112]. The EOB adjustable parameters that are used to calibrate the model not only improve EOB waveforms at high frequency, so that they match NR waveforms very accurately above $f_{\text{NR}}$, but they also introduce deviations from known PN results in the frequency gap $f_{\text{PN}}-f_{\text{NR}}$. Below $f_{\text{PN}}$ all PN-waveform families and the EOB waveforms agree with each other. The goal of this paper is to understand the accuracy of the EOB waveforms in the frequency gap, addressing the following questions: Is the EOB calibration stable with respect to the length of NR waveforms (i.e., with respect to varying $f_{\text{NR}}$)? If the calibration is stable when using the current length of NR simulations, for which we still have $f_{\text{NR}} \gg f_{\text{PN}}$, can we conclude that the calibrated EOB waveforms will be indistinguishable from the exact ones for all frequencies below $f_{\text{NR}}$?

10.2 Calibrating the effective-one-body model

We calibrate the EOB model against four nonspinning binary black-hole waveforms with mass ratios $q = 1, 1.5, 5$ and $8$. The $q = 1$ simulation was first presented in [203], and all four simulations are presented in [67]. Table 10.1 lists the total number of GW cycles of the NR waveforms up to merger and including the junk.
radiation, and the maximum number of cycles $N_{\text{max}}$ that we use when calibrating the EOB model (i.e., after removing the junk radiation). We decompose the EOB waveforms in $-2$-spin-weighted spherical-harmonic modes $(\ell, m)$. Previous studies [91] have shown that during the inspiral stage the frequency of all modes is well approximated by the $m$ multiple of the orbital frequency. Therefore, here for simplicity, we consider only the dominant $(\ell = 2, m = 2)$ mode. We expect that the results of our study hold to a considerable extent for the other modes since phase evolution of every mode is synchronized with the orbital phase. However, since higher-order modes give smaller contributions and have larger NR errors, it will be more challenging to extend the current study to these other modes.

The EOB inspiral-plunge dynamics for quasi-circular orbits is described by a set of Hamilton equations that include a dissipative force proportional to the rate of loss of the orbital energy. One then introduces adjustable parameters, i.e., unknown, higher-order PN terms, to improve both conservative and dissipative parts of the dynamics. To match EOB to NR waveforms within the NR error, only a few adjustable parameters are needed and their choice is not unique. In the nonspinning limit, the EOB model depends only on two (or even one [114]) adjustable parameters.
\( A^{(i)}, i = 1, 2 \). We follow the parametrization of Ref. [93], where two adjustable parameters were used in the nonspinning sector. The EOB inspiral waveform of mass ratio \( q \) is therefore determined by the pair \( \{ A^{(1)}, A^{(2)} \} \), where these coefficients depend on the mass ratio \( q \). We calibrate the EOB model by mapping the phase difference between EOB and NR waveforms in the \( A^{(1)} - A^{(2)} \) parameter space, taking into account NR errors in the simulations.

In our calibration procedure, we measure the phase difference at the end of inspiral, after aligning the EOB and NR waveforms at low frequency by shifting the EOB waveform in time and phase. We determine the time and phase shifts \( \bar{t}_0 \) and \( \bar{\phi}_0 \) by minimizing the square of the difference between the GW phases of the NR and EOB waveforms

\[
\int_{t_1}^{t_2} \left[ \phi_{22}^{\text{EOB}}(t + t_0) + \phi_0 - \phi_{22}^{\text{NR}}(t) \right]^2 dt, \tag{10.1}
\]

with respect to \( t_0 \) and \( \phi_0 \). The phase difference at a given time is given by

\[
\Delta \phi(t) = \phi_{22}^{\text{EOB}}(t + \bar{t}_0) + \bar{\phi}_0 - \phi_{22}^{\text{NR}}(t), \tag{10.2}
\]

where \( \bar{t}_0 \) and \( \bar{\phi}_0 \) are the alignment parameters that minimize Eq. (10.1). The global phase difference over a time window \( (t_1, t_3) \) is defined as

\[
\Delta \phi_g = \max_{t \in (t_1, t_3)} |\Delta \phi(t)|. \tag{10.3}
\]

We set \( t_3 \) to the time of merger, i.e., to the time at which \( |h_{22}^{\text{EOB}}| \) reaches its maximum. Here, we are interested in the inspiral performance of the EOB model, thus we ignore the phase difference beyond the time of merger, which is affected by the procedure of building the merger-ringdown waveform. Because of NR errors in \( \phi_{22}^{\text{NR}} \), the time shift
$t_0$ and the global phase difference $\Delta \phi_g$ are rather sensitive to the choice of the time window $(t_1, t_2)$. To alleviate the effect of NR errors, we choose $(t_1, t_2)$ following the prescription of Ref. [93]. We also repeat the alignment using four different choices of $(t_1, t_2)$ to estimate the uncertainty of $\Delta \phi_g$ due to NR errors. To calibrate the EOB model, we find those parameters $\{\bar{A}_N^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(q)\}$ that minimize $\Delta \phi_g$. The subscript $N$ indicates that calibration was performed using the last $N$ GW cycles, i.e. $t_1$ corresponds to a time $N$ cycles before merger, and $t_3$ is at merger. When building a calibrated EOB model [93], we fit the calibrated points $\{\bar{A}_N^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(q)\}$ to a smooth function in $q$. However, since the fits' residuals are typically smaller than the NR errors, we use here the calibrated points instead of the fitted functions.

We then increase $N$ from 30 to $N_{\text{max}}$ with a step size of 5 and determine how the point $\{\bar{A}_N^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(q)\}$ moves in the parameter space. Besides systematic errors in the EOB model, the calibration point can change also because of the NR errors.

The NR errors affect $\{\bar{A}_N^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(q)\}$ in two ways. The oscillatory phase errors at low frequency (due to residual eccentricity) introduce uncertainties in the alignment procedure, while the secular phase errors introduce uncertainties directly in the global phase difference $\Delta \phi_g$. To estimate the impact of those NR errors on $\{\bar{A}_N^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(q)\}$, we calculate those calibrated points using four different choices of the alignment time window $(t_1, t_2)$ and three numerical waveforms: (i) the high resolution, extrapolated to infinity with polynomial degree 3, (ii) the high resolution, extrapolated to infinity with polynomial degree 4, and (iii) the medium resolution, extrapolated to infinity with polynomial degree 3. The differences between these numerical waveforms represent the typical truncation and extrapolation
Figure 10.1: Contours of global phase difference $\Delta \phi_{q}$ between nonspinning NR waveforms of $N$ GW cycles and EOB waveforms with adjustable parameters $\{A^{(1)}, A^{(2)}\}$. The three panels show results for mass ratios $q = 1, 5$ and $8$ (from left to right). The shaded regions, from inside out, are $0.1, 0.2$ and $0.5$ radian contours for comparisons with $N_{\text{max}}$ cycles of NR waveforms. The solid, dashed and dotted lines are the same contours for comparisons with $30$ cycles of NR waveforms. The connected black dots are the calibrated points $\{\bar{A}_{N}^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_{N}^{(2)}(q)\}$ for $N$ values changing from $30$ to $N_{\text{max}}$. The inset zooms around these points. The NR error box of the calibrated point $\{\bar{A}_{N_{\text{max}}}^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_{N_{\text{max}}}^{(2)}(q)\}$ is show with the dashed ellipse.
errors. Since we are only interested in the position (mean) and spread (variance) of \( \{ \bar{A}_N^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(q) \} \), we do not investigate higher central moments and assume for simplicity a bivariate normal distribution of \( \{ \bar{A}_N^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(q) \} \). We use the 12 data points to calculate the maximum likelihood estimators of their mean and variance.

We summarize our results in Fig. 10.1 for \( q = 1, 5, 8 \) and omit the \( q = 1.5 \) case because it is very similar to the \( q = 1 \) case. When \( N \) increases from 30 to \( N_{\text{max}} \), the volume enclosed by the \( \Delta \phi_g \) contours decreases gradually, reflecting tighter constraints from the calibration against longer NR simulations. Somewhat unexpectedly, the contours also shift and rotate smoothly, indicating a possible systematic change of the calibrated EOB model. For clarity, we show in Fig. 10.1 only the contours of \( N = 30 \) and \( N_{\text{max}} \) calibrations. In the inset of each panel, we zoom in around the calibrated points \( \{ \bar{A}_N^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(q) \} \) to show their path when \( N \) changes from 30 to \( N_{\text{max}} \). We show also the NR error box of \( \{ \bar{A}_{N_{\text{max}}}^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_{N_{\text{max}}}^{(2)}(q) \} \), which is the symmetric 95\% quantile of the estimated bivariate normal distributions. In the \( q = 1 \) case, the systematic drift of \( \{ \bar{A}_N^{(1)}(1), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(1) \} \) with increasing \( N \) is not fully accounted for by the NR errors. Of course, it is in principle possible to improve the accuracy of the EOB model by calibrating it to the \( N_{\text{max}} \)-cycle numerical waveforms. However, since the systematic differences between \( \{ \bar{A}_N^{(1)}(1), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(1) \} \) are not much larger than the NR error boxes, the NR waveforms have to be as accurate as the \( q = 1 \) waveforms employed in this paper to bring new information to the EOB calibration. For instance, the calibrated point \( \{ \bar{A}_{30}^{(1)}(1), \bar{A}_{30}^{(2)}(1) \} \) sits on the 0.5-radian contour of \( \Delta \phi_g \) obtained from the \( N = 60 \) calibration. That is to say, aligning a \( q = 1, 60 \)-cycle NR waveform with a 60-cycle EOB waveform generated by
a model calibrated to a 30-cycle NR waveform, such as the EOB model in Ref. [93],
their accumulated phase difference at merger is only $\sim 0.5$ radians. Any NR phase
error at merger larger than that, accumulated over 60 cycles, would not improve
the low-frequency accuracy of the EOB model. In fact, the $q = 5$ and $q = 8$ NR
waveforms, despite being rather long and accurate, do not provide new information
to the EOB calibration. Truncation errors of these simulations dominate over other
numerical errors and EOB modeling errors. More accurate NR simulations of large
$q$ are therefore needed to further improve the low-frequency accuracy of the EOB
model.

10.3 Stability of the EOB calibration

Although the differences among $\{\bar{A}_N^{(1)}(1), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(1)\}$ waveforms can be distin-
guished by the global phase difference $\Delta \phi_g$, which is a highly sensitive quantity,
it is not clear whether they can be distinguished by interferometric advanced de-
tectors, such as LIGO. Using the zero-detuned high-power advanced LIGO noise
curve [4] and a total mass for the black-hole binary of $20M_\odot$, we quantify the data-
analysis consequence of the differences between $\{\bar{A}_N^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_N^{(2)}(q)\}$. Our study follows
the procedure of Ref. [203] and our results can be compared directly with those of
Ref. [203].

First, we employ the quantity $||dh||/||h||$ [110] to measure the difference be-
tween waveforms $h_1$ and $h_2$, where $dh \equiv h_1 - h_2$, $h = h_1$. The norm is defined
through the inner-product $\langle h_1, h_2 \rangle \equiv 4\text{Re} \int_0^\infty (\tilde{h}_1(f)\tilde{h}_2^*(f))/S_n(f) \, df$ where $S_n(f)$ is
the noise spectral density.

When we minimize over time and phase of coalescence, as well as physical parameters, \( \frac{|dh|}{|h|} \) measures the relative loss of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). When we minimize over only the time and phase of coalescence, \( \frac{|dh|}{|h|} \) measures the bias in measuring source parameters, due to modeling errors. The bias is less than statistical errors when \( \frac{|dh|}{|h|} < 1/\rho_{\text{eff}} \), where the effective SNR \( \rho_{\text{eff}} = 1/\epsilon \sqrt{n_D}\rho \) is proportional to the single-detector SNR \( \rho \) with a coefficient given by the number of detectors \( n_D \) and a safe factor \( 1/\epsilon \) [199] of order unity. Satisfying this condition
Figure 10.3: We show $||dh||/||h||$ between EOB waveforms generated with the calibrated points $\{\bar{A}_{N}^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_{N}^{(2)}(q)\}$ and $\{\bar{A}_{N}^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_{N}^{(2)}(q)\}$ as a function of the number of NR cycles $N$. We minimize $||dh||/||h||$ over time and phase of coalescence and use 30 cycles of NR waveforms in the EOB+NR hybrids. The horizontal lines mark the effective SNR 100 and 200, below which the difference between waveforms cannot be distinguished by advanced LIGO detectors.

means that the detector cannot distinguish $h_1$ and $h_2$. Either is an accurate enough template to measure the source parameters of the other. [We emphasize that the criterion of indistinguishability proposed in Ref. [110], i.e., $||dh|| < 1$, is a sufficient, but not necessary criterion, and it has been shown to be highly restrictive [112].]

In order to calculate $||dh||/||h||$, we need to complete the EOB inspiral waveforms $\{\bar{A}_{N_{\text{max}}}^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_{N_{\text{max}}}^{(2)}(q)\}$ with merger and ringdown waveforms. Previous studies demonstrated that it is always possible to calibrate the EOB merger and ringdown waveforms to sufficient accuracy once the inspiral waveforms are accurately calibrated [91,112]. So, here, we do not include the EOB merger and ringdown waveforms, but simply attach the NR late-inspiral, merger and ringdown waveforms to the EOB inspiral waveforms, starting at the matching frequency $\omega_m$, i.e., we con-
struct EOB+NR hybrid waveforms. This allows us to directly compare our results with the ones of Ref. [203]. In fact, for this reason, when building EOB + NR waveforms, we also follow the prescription of Ref. [203] on the matching frequency, the time window for alignment and the choice of blending function.

In Fig. 10.2, we show $|\bar{\mathcal{A}}_3^{(1)}(q) - \bar{\mathcal{A}}_3^{(2)}(q)|$ between $\{\bar{\mathcal{A}}_{30}^{(1)}(q), \bar{\mathcal{A}}_{30}^{(2)}(q)\}$ and $\{\bar{\mathcal{A}}_{N_{\text{max}}}^{(1)}(q), \bar{\mathcal{A}}_{N_{\text{max}}}^{(1)}(q)\}$ waveforms as a function of the matching frequency. We include also a comparison between PN+NR hybrid waveforms constructed using the TaylorT1 and TaylorT4 approximants [392] as a validation of our code and to compare with Ref. [203]. The difference between $\{\bar{\mathcal{A}}_{30}^{(1)}(q), \bar{\mathcal{A}}_{30}^{(2)}(q)\}$ and $\{\bar{\mathcal{A}}_{N_{\text{max}}}^{(1)}(q), \bar{\mathcal{A}}_{N_{\text{max}}}^{(1)}(q)\}$ EOB waveforms is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the one obtained using the Taylor-PN approximants. Specifically, when attaching a 30-cycle NR waveform at the end of the EOB inspiral waveform, the difference cannot be distinguished as long as $\rho_{\text{eff}} < 110$, which is an unlikely high SNR for advanced detectors [202]. This implies that nonspinning EOB waveforms calibrated to 30 or to $N_{\text{max}}$ cycles of NR waveforms are equivalent when searching for GWs and extracting binary parameters with advanced LIGO detectors. For the EOB model calibrated to 30-cycle NR waveforms, we emphasize that the implication of these results is not just the agreement of its waveform with $N_{\text{max}}$-cycle NR waveforms, but its agreement with the EOB model calibrated to 60-cycle NR simulations, i.e., the stability and convergence of the calibrated EOB model up to 60 cycles. Moreover, this result also demonstrates that calibrated higher-order PN terms (i.e., adjustable parameters) do not have a large effect at low frequency.

Can we extend this conclusion to $N > N_{\text{max}}$? In Fig. 10.3, we show $|\bar{\mathcal{A}}_2^{(1)}(q) - \bar{\mathcal{A}}_2^{(2)}(q)|$
between EOB waveforms computed at the calibrated points \{\bar{A}_{30}^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_{30}^{(2)}(q)\} and \\
\{\bar{A}_{N}^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_{N}^{(2)}(q)\} as function of \(N\). We see that when \(N\) increases from 30 to \\
\(N_{\text{max}}\), \(|dh|/|h|| increases moderately from zero to \(< 1\%\) and the increase seems \\
to be slowing down or becoming negative as we approach \(N_{\text{max}}\). The oscillations in \\
\(|dh|/|h|| are consistent with the NR error bars indicated in the plot and estimated \\
using the 12 different \{\bar{A}_{N}^{(1)}(q), \bar{A}_{N}^{(2)}(q)\} points. If we assume that the very mild \\
increase of \(|dh|/|h|| is largely explained by NR errors, we might be tempted to \\
conclude that the EOB model has converged beyond \(N_{\text{max}}\). However, we must be \\
cautious in extrapolating the results. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect that \\
the variation of \(|dh|/|h|| per unit increase of \(N\) eventually becomes a decreasing \\
function of \(N\) when \(N\) is large enough, and consequently \(|dh|/|h|| becomes a \\
concave function of \(N\). We therefore obtain a conservative estimate of \(|dh|/|h|| \\
by applying a linear extrapolation of \(|dh|/|h|| that goes through 0 at \(N = 30\) and \\
best fit the data points. We find that \(|dh|/|h|| < 0.05\) until \(N = 370, 235\) and 120 \\
for mass ratios \(q = 1, 5\) and 8, respectively. That is to say, when \(\rho_{\text{eff}} \leq 20\), EOB \\
waveforms calibrated to those numbers of NR cycles cannot be distinguished from \\
EOB waveforms calibrated to 30-cycle NR waveforms. One may hence generate \\
30-cycle NR simulations to calibrate the EOB model, and use the calibrated model \\
to produce EOB waveforms that are, for data analysis purposes, identical to NR \\
waveforms of hundreds of cycles.

Finally, we compare these results to the length requirements of NR waveforms \\
set by previous works [199–203] to guarantee the accuracy of PN+NR hybrid wave- 
forms for parameter estimation. Basically, when NR simulations are sufficiently long,
their starting frequency $f_{NR}$ can be reduced to $f_{PN}$, below which all PN waveform families and PN-based EOB model are consistent. Direct estimates of the number of NR cycles before merger required for accurate hybrid waveforms were made in Ref. [199] (see the table in Fig. 4 of Ref. [199]). When $\rho_{\text{eff}} \leq 20$, for advanced LIGO detectors, the number of GW cycles required for $q = 1, 4$ and 10 nonspinning NR simulations is 12, 190 and 1268, respectively. Combining those results with ours we conclude that when $\rho_{\text{eff}} \leq 20$ and $q \leq 5$ the nonspinning EOB waveforms of any length are sufficiently accurate for parameter estimation with advanced LIGO detectors. Note again that these EOB waveforms are generated by the EOB model calibrated to only 30-cycle NR simulations.

10.4 Conclusions

We found that the EOB-model calibration against NR simulations is stable with respect to the length of NR simulations. In the nonspinning limit with mass ratio $q \leq 8$, the difference between EOB waveforms calibrated against 30-cycle and $\sim 60$-cycle NR simulations can not be distinguished by advanced LIGO detectors when $\rho_{\text{eff}} < 110$. Extrapolating our results to a larger number of cycles, making rather conservative assumptions, which use the overstrict criterion from Ref. [110], we estimated that the nonspinning EOB model calibrated to existing NR simulations is sufficiently accurate for advanced-LIGO parameter estimation when $\rho_{\text{eff}} < 20$, $q < 5$ and $M \geq 20M_\odot$. Moreover, since EOB waveforms overcome the frequency gap, they can completely replace PN + NR hybrid waveforms [200–203]. Extending this
conclusion to larger $\rho_{\text{eff}}$ or $q$ requires longer and more accurate NR simulations. We plan in the near future to extend this kind of study to the spinning EOB model [114]. We expect that in the presence of spins, we might need longer and more accurate NR simulations, especially in the extremal-spin limit, but the length can be much less than those suggested by previous studies that aimed at reducing $f_{\text{NR}}$ to $f_{\text{PN}}$. 
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**Abstract:** We describe a general procedure to generate spinning, precessing waveforms that include inspiral, merger and ringdown stages in the effective-one-body (EOB) approach. The procedure uses a precessing frame in which precession-induced amplitude and phase modulations are minimized, and an inertial frame, aligned with the spin of the final black hole, in which we carry out the matching of the inspiral-plunge to merger-ringdown waveforms. As a first application, we build spinning, precessing EOB waveforms for the gravitational modes \(\ell = 2\) such that in the nonprecessing limit those waveforms agree with the EOB waveforms recently calibrated to numerical-relativity waveforms. Without recalibrating the EOB model, we then compare EOB and post-Newtonian precessing waveforms to two numerical-relativity waveforms produced by the Caltech-Cornell-CITA collaboration. The numerical waveforms are strongly precessing and have 35 and 65 gravitational-wave
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cycles. We find a remarkable agreement between EOB and numerical-relativity pre-
cessing waveforms and spins’ evolutions. The phase difference is \( \sim 0.2 \) rad at merger,
while the mismatches, computed using the advanced-LIGO noise spectral density,
are below 2\% when maximizing only on the time and phase at coalescence and on 
the polarization angle.

11.1 Introduction

An international network of gravitational-wave (GW) detectors operating in 
the frequency band \( 10^{-3} \) Hz exists today. It is composed of the LIGO detectors 
in Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA, in the United States, the French-Italian Virgo 
detector [393], and the British-German GEO600 detector [350]. Those detectors 
have collected and analysed data for several years. Since 2010 they have been shut 
down to be upgraded to the advanced LIGO and Virgo configurations [4]. The design 
sensitivity for advanced detectors, which is planned to be achieved by 2019 [181], 
will be a factor of ten better than the one of the initial detectors. This improvement 
implies an increase in the event rates of coalescing binary systems of (roughly) one 
thousand, thus making very likely the first detection of gravitational waves [181] with 
the advanced detector network. Furthermore, efforts to build a gravitational-wave 
detector in space are underway [394].

Binary systems composed of compact objects, such as black holes and neutron 
stars (compact binaries for short) are the most promising sources for groundbased 
GW detectors. The signal detection and interpretation is based on a matched-
filtering technique, where the noisy detector output is cross-correlated with a bank of theoretical templates.

Fueled by numerical relativity (NR) simulations, there has been substantial progress in building and validating accurate templates for the inspiral, merger and ringdown stages of nonprecessing \(^2\) black-hole (BH) binaries [69, 72, 91, 93, 236, 239, 283, 285, 286, 322, 354, 354, 395] (see also Ref. [66] where several analytical templates have been compared to simulations produced by the numerical-relativity and analytical-relativity (NRAR) collaboration). Despite this progress, template modeling for generic, spinning BH binaries is far from being complete. In this paper we focus on BH binary systems moving on quasi-spherical orbits, i.e., generic precessing orbits that are circularized and shrunk by radiation reaction.

During the last several years, the post-Newtonian (PN) formalism, which expands the Einstein equations in powers of \(v/c\) (\(v\) being the characteristic velocity of the binary and \(c\) the speed of light), has extended the knowledge of the dynamics and gravitational waveform for quasi-spherical orbits through 3.5PN [156, 360] and 2PN [159] order, respectively. Precession-induced modulations in the phase and amplitude of gravitational waveforms become stronger as the opening angle between the orbital angular momentum and the total angular momentum of the binary increases. Compact binaries with large mass ratios can have larger opening angles than those with comparable masses.

Pioneering studies aimed at understanding and modeling precession effects

\(^2\)Here, nonprecessing means that the BH spins are either zero or aligned/antialigned with the orbital angular momentum.
in inspiraling compact binaries were carried out in the mid 90s [164,396]. As GW detectors came online in early 2000, it became more urgent to develop template families for spinning, precessing binaries in which precession-induced modulations were incorporated in an efficient way, reducing also the dimensionality of the parameter space. In 2003, Buonanno, Chen and Vallisneri [166] introduced the precessing convention and proposed a template family for precessing binaries in which precessional effects are neatly disentangled from nonprecessing effects in both the amplitude and phase evolutions. They also showed that the (restricted) waveform in the frame that precesses following the precessing convention takes the simple nonprecessing form, and that strong correlations exist between the nonprecessing phase evolution and spin parameters, notably the opening angle between the spin and orbital angular momentum (see Fig. 15 in Ref. [166]). This correlation was further studied and modeled in Ref. [397]. More recently, Ref. [398] explicitly demonstrated the agreement between nearly nonprecessing waveforms in the precessing frame and exact nonprecessing waveforms generated by neglecting the spin components on the orbital plane. The precessing convention was initially introduced to model phenomenological or detection template families [166], and then it was extended to physical templates of single-spin binary systems in Refs. [167,397]. In the past few years, geometric methods have been developed to construct preferred precessing reference frames [399–402] for numerical or analytical waveforms, achieving a similar disentanglement of precessional effects. Waveforms decomposed in such frames exhibit relatively smooth amplitude and phase evolutions and are well approximated by nonprecessing waveforms [68,398].
Here, we use the effective-one-body (EOB) formalism [61,62,87,188] to model precessing inspiral, merger and ringdown waveforms. The basic idea of the EOB approach is to map by a canonical transformation the conservative dynamics of two compact objects of masses $m_1$ and $m_2$ and spins $S_1$ and $S_2$ into the dynamics of an effective particle of mass $\mu = m_1 m_2 / (m_1 + m_2)$ and spin $S_*$ moving in a deformed Kerr metric with mass $M = m_1 + m_2$ and spin $S_{\text{Kerr}}$, the deformation parameter being the symmetric mass ratio $\nu = \mu / M$. In the mid 2000s, Buonanno, Chen and Damour [102] modeled EOB inspiral, merger and ringdown waveforms including for the first time spinning, precessing effects.

In this paper we build on Refs. [102,166], and also on the most recent analytical work [191–193] and the work at the interface between numerical and analytical relativity [93,239], and develop a general procedure to generate spinning, precessing waveforms in the EOB approach. The procedure employs the precessing convention of Ref. [166] and an inertial frame aligned with the spin of the final BH. As a first application, we construct spinning, precessing waveforms that contain only the $\ell = 2$ gravitational mode and reduce to the nonprecessing waveforms calibrated to numerical-relativity (NR) waveforms [186,210,305,403] in Ref. [93]. We compare these EOB precessing waveforms to Taylor-expanded PN waveforms and to two NR waveforms recently produced by the Caltech-Cornell-CITA collaboration [67].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 11.2 we discuss the main coordinate frames that are used to describe precessing waveforms and their physical characteristics. We also review different proposals that have been suggested in the analytical and numerical-relativity communities for the precessing source frame, in
which precession-induced modulations in the waveform’s phase and amplitude are minimized. We also study how spin components parallel to the orbital plane affect the energy flux and multipolar waveforms. In Sec. 11.3 we build EOB precessing waveforms using a precessing source frame aligned with the Newtonian orbital angular momentum and an inertial frame aligned with the direction of the final BH spin. In Sec. 11.4 we compare EOB precessing waveforms computed in different precessing source frames and carry out comparisons between EOB, Taylor-expanded PN and NR precessing waveforms. Section 11.5 summarizes our main conclusions and future work.

11.2 Modeling precessing waveforms

11.2.1 Conventions and inertial frames

Throughout the paper, we adopt geometric units $G = c = 1$ and the Einstein summation convention, unless otherwise specified. The masses of the BHs are $m_1$ and $m_2$ and we choose $m_1 \geq m_2$. The total mass, mass ratio and symmetric mass ratio are $M = m_1 + m_2$, $q = m_1/m_2$ and $\nu = m_1m_2/M^2$, respectively. The position, linear momentum and spin vectors of the BHs are $r_i(t)$, $p_i(t)$ and $S_i(t) = \chi_im_i^2\hat{S}_i$, where $i = 1, 2$ and $\chi_i$ is the dimensionless spin magnitude. In the EOB framework, we solve the time evolution of the relative (rescaled) position vector $r(t) \equiv (r_1(t) - r_2(t))/M$, the center-of-mass-frame (rescaled) momentum vector $p(t) \equiv p_1(t)/\mu = -p_2(t)/\mu$, and the spins variables $S_1(t)$ and $S_2(t)$.

We start with an arbitrary orthonormal basis $\{\mathbf{e}_x, \mathbf{e}_y, \mathbf{e}_z\}$. Without loss of
generality, we align the initial relative position vector $\mathbf{r}_0$ with $\mathbf{e}_x$ and the initial orbital orientation $[\hat{\mathbf{L}}_N]_0 \equiv \hat{\mathbf{L}}_N(0) \equiv \mathbf{r}_0 \times \dot{\mathbf{r}}_0 / |\mathbf{r}_0 \times \dot{\mathbf{r}}_0|$ with $\mathbf{e}_z$, where we indicate with an over-dot the time derivative and $\dot{\mathbf{r}}_0 = \dot{\mathbf{r}}(0)$ is the initial relative velocity.

The initial spin directions are specified by the spherical coordinates $\theta_1^S, \phi_1^S, \theta_2^S$ and $\phi_2^S$ associated with this basis.

In the nonprecessing case, $\hat{\mathbf{L}}_N$ is a constant and it is natural to choose a *source frame* described by the (unit) basis vectors $\{\mathbf{e}_1^S, \mathbf{e}_2^S, \mathbf{e}_3^S\}$ whose $\mathbf{e}_3^S$ is aligned with $\hat{\mathbf{L}}_N$. In the precessing case, we choose to align the source frame $\{\mathbf{e}_1^S, \mathbf{e}_2^S, \mathbf{e}_3^S\}$ with $\{\mathbf{e}_x, \mathbf{e}_y, \mathbf{e}_z\}$. The basis vector $\mathbf{e}_3^S$ is aligned with the initial orbital orientation $\hat{\mathbf{L}}_N(0)$ but not with $\hat{\mathbf{L}}_N(t)$ at later times.

The GW polarizations $h_+$ and $h_\times$ can be obtained by projecting the strain tensor $h_{ij}$ onto the *radiation frame* described by the (unit) basis vectors $\{\mathbf{e}_1^R, \mathbf{e}_2^R, \mathbf{e}_3^R \equiv \hat{\mathbf{N}}\}$, the basis vector $\hat{\mathbf{N}}$ being along the direction of propagation of the wave (see Fig. 11.1). That is

$$h_+ = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \mathbf{e}_1^R \otimes \mathbf{e}_1^R - \mathbf{e}_2^R \otimes \mathbf{e}_2^R \right]_{ij} h_{ij}, \quad (11.1a)$$

$$h_\times = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \mathbf{e}_1^R \otimes \mathbf{e}_2^R + \mathbf{e}_2^R \otimes \mathbf{e}_1^R \right]_{ij} h_{ij}, \quad (11.1b)$$

where the basis vectors $\mathbf{e}_1^R$ and $\mathbf{e}_2^R$ are defined by (see Fig. 11.1)

$$\mathbf{e}_1^R \equiv \frac{\mathbf{e}_z \times \hat{\mathbf{N}}}{|\mathbf{e}_z \times \hat{\mathbf{N}}|}, \quad (11.2a)$$

$$\mathbf{e}_2^R \equiv \hat{\mathbf{N}} \times \mathbf{e}_1^R. \quad (11.2b)$$

In the source frame $\{\mathbf{e}_1^S, \mathbf{e}_2^S, \mathbf{e}_3^S\}$, we can decompose the polarizations $h_+$ and $h_\times$ in
Figure 11.1: We show the radiation frame \( \{e_1^R, e_2^R, e_3^R\} \), the inertial source frame \( \{e_1^S, e_2^S, e_3^S\} \) and the precessing source frame \( \{e_1^{LN}, e_2^{LN}, e_3^{LN}\} \) employed to describe a precessing BH binary and its GW radiation.

\[ -2 \text{ spin-weighted spherical harmonics} \ -2Y_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi) \text{ as} \]

\[
    h_+(\theta, \phi) - ih_\times(\theta, \phi) = \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} -2Y_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi)h_{\ell m}. \tag{11.3}
\]

The modes \( h_{\ell m} \) can be calculated by applying the orthogonality condition valid for the \(-2Y_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi)\)'s. Thus

\[
    h_{\ell m} = \int [h_+(\theta, \phi) - ih_\times(\theta, \phi)] -2Y^*_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi) \, d\Omega, \tag{11.4}
\]

where \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) are the inclination and azimuthal angles of the unit vector \( \hat{N} \) as measured in the source frame. Note that in the above expressions, we omit the dependence of the GW polarizations on time and binary parameters.
11.2.2 Precessing source frames in analytical-relativity waveforms

In the nonprecessing case, the orbital orientation is constant and coincides with the directions of the orbital angular momentum $L \equiv \mu M r \times p$, the Newtonian angular momentum $L_N \equiv \mu M r \times \dot{r}$, and the total angular momentum $J \equiv L + S_1 + S_2$. If the source frame is aligned with the orbital orientation, the gravitational polarizations are quite simple and are described mainly by the $(2, 2)$ mode and a few subdominant modes \[91, 93\]. In this case, the wave’s amplitude and frequency increase monotonically during the inspiral and plunge stages, and the amplitudes of the GW modes display a clean hierarchy. By contrast, precessing waveforms decomposed in an inertial source frame show strong amplitude and phase modulations. In this case the amplitudes of the GW modes do not necessarily follow a clean hierarchy \[346\]. Ideally we would like to conduct comparisons and calibrations between analytical and numerical waveforms in a time dependent source frame that minimizes precession-induced modulations. Fortunately, this is possible if we choose a source frame that precesses with the binary orbital plane \[166, 397, 399–401\].

Buonanno, Chen and Vallisneri \[166\] proposed the precessing convention that neatly disentangles precessional effects from both amplitude and phase evolutions in restricted (i.e., leading-order) PN waveforms. In the precessing convention, the precessing waveform is written as the product of a nonprecessing carrier waveform and a modulation term that collects all precessional effects. In Refs. \[166, 397\] the authors chose the precessing source frame aligned with the Newtonian orbital angular momentum $L_N$. In this case, the basis vectors of the precessing source
frame, \( \{ e_1^{LN}(t), e_2^{LN}(t), e_3^{LN}(t) \} \) in Fig. 11.1, read \[166\]

\[
\begin{align*}
e_3^{LN}(t) &= \hat{L}_N(t), \quad (11.5a) \\
e_1^{LN}(t) &= \Omega_e(t) \times e_1^{LN}(t), \quad (11.5b) \\
e_2^{LN}(t) &= \Omega_e(t) \times e_2^{LN}(t), \quad (11.5c)
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\Omega_e(t) \equiv \Omega_L(t) - \left[ \Omega_L(t) \cdot \hat{L}_N(t) \right] \hat{L}_N(t) = \hat{L}_N(t) \times \hat{L}_N(t), \quad (11.6)
\]

and \( \Omega_L(t) \) is the angular velocity of the precession of \( \hat{L}_N(t) \) and satisfies \( \dot{\hat{L}}_N(t) = \Omega_L(t) \times \hat{L}_N(t) \). Aligning the precessing source frame with \( \hat{L}_N(t) \) in Eq. (11.5a) removes the precession-induced amplitude modulations. Intuitively, Eqs. (11.5b)–(11.6) impose that \( e_1^{LN}(t) \) and \( e_2^{LN}(t) \) follow the precession of \( e_3^{LN}(t) = \hat{L}_N(t) \), but do not precess around it. The key point of the precessing convention is the removal of all precession-induced modulations from the orbital phase \( \Phi(t) \), so that \( \Phi(t) \) is simply given by the integral of the (monotonic) orbital frequency \( \Omega \), i.e. \( \Phi(t) = \int \Omega(t')dt' \) (see for details Sec. IVA in Ref. [166]). The freedom of choosing the constant of integration, or the initial phase, is degenerate with the only degree of freedom left in defining the precessing source frame, namely a constant rotation of \( e_1^{LN} \) and \( e_2^{LN} \) around \( e_3^{LN} \).

We want to test now the precessing convention on inspiraling PN waveforms computed beyond the restricted approximation, i.e., beyond leading order. We employ the waveforms of Ref. [346] that have spin-amplitude corrections through 1.5PN order. We decompose the \( h_{\ell m} \)'s in two source frames: (i) the inertial source frame aligned with the initial total angular momentum \( J_0 \) [346] and (ii) the precessing
source frame \{\mathbf{e}_1^{LN}(t), \mathbf{e}_2^{LN}(t), \mathbf{e}_3^{LN}(t)\} defined by Eqs. (11.5a)–(11.6). The waveforms decomposed in the \(J_0\)-frame are given explicitly in Appendix B of Ref. [346]. We calculate the waveforms decomposed in the precessing \(L_N(t)\)-frame from the waveforms decomposed in the \(J_0\)-frame by properly rotating the \(h_{\ell m}\) modes.

In general, given a set of spin-weighted spherical harmonics \(h_{\ell m}^{(o)}\) decomposed in an original frame and the Euler angles \((\alpha, \beta, \gamma)\) that define the rotation from the original frame to a new frame, the modes \(h_{\ell m}^{(n)}\) decomposed in the new frame are given by [346,404]

\[
h_{\ell m}^{(n)} = \sum_{m'=-\ell}^{\ell} D_{m'm}^{\ell*}(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) h_{\ell m'}^{(o)},
\]

(11.7)

where \(D_{m'm}^{\ell*}(\alpha, \beta, \gamma)\) is the complex conjugate of the Wigner D-matrix

\[
D_{m'm}^{\ell}(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) = (-1)^{m'} \sqrt{\frac{4\pi}{2\ell + 1}} (-m') Y_{\ell m}(\beta, \alpha) e^{im'\gamma},
\]

(11.8)

where \(-m'Y_{\ell m}\) is the spherical harmonic of spin-weight \(-m'\). The transformation is closed among modes with the same index \(\ell\). In this paper, we focus on the \(\ell = 2\) modes both for simplicity and because even when precession is present the \(\ell = 2\) modes still dominate. Nevertheless, the \(\ell > 2\) modes are not negligible and we plan to extend the precessing EOB model to those modes in the future, following the same approach we propose and demonstrate here with the \(\ell = 2\) modes.

In Fig. 11.2, we compare the \(J_0\)-frame and \(L_N(t)\)-frame \(h_{2m}\) inspiraling waveforms emitted by a BH binary with mass ratio \(q = 6\) and spin magnitudes \(\chi_1 = \chi_2 = 0.8\). We choose spin orientations that give strong precession-induced modulations. As we can see, there is a clear hierarchy among the \(h_{2m}\)'s amplitudes when decomposed in the \(L_N(t)\)-frame, but not when the decomposition is done in the \(J_0\)-frame.
Figure 11.2: We show inspiraling, precessing PN waveforms decomposed in the inertial source frame aligned with the initial total angular momentum $J_0$ and in the precessing source frame aligned with the Newtonian orbital angular momentum $L_N(t)$. For comparison, we show also the quasi-nonprecessing PN waveforms defined in Sec. 11.2.2. They lie on top of the $L_N(t)$-frame waveforms. The three panels use the same scale on the $y$-axis so that the amplitudes of the modes $h_{22}$, $h_{21}$ and $h_{20}$ can be easily compared.

In fact, in the $J_0$-frame, the $(2,1)$ and $(2,0)$ modes have even larger amplitudes than the $(2,2)$ mode. We notice that the strong amplitude and phase modulations of the modes in the $J_0$-frame almost completely disappear when the $L_N(t)$-frame is used.

Furthermore, we find it interesting to compare the modes of the precessing waveforms to the ones of a “nonprecessing” binary system having the same mass ratio and $\chi_i(t) \equiv \chi_i \dot{S}_i(t) \cdot \dot{L}_N(t), \ (i = 1, 2)$. That is to say, we keep only the components of the spin vectors along the direction of the Newtonian angular mo-
momentum $\mathbf{L}_N(t)$, and set all the other components to zero. For convenience, we refer to such “nonprecessing” waveforms as the quasi-nonprecessing waveforms. We use the adjective “quasi” because, differently from the nonprecessing waveforms, where the spins are aligned or antialigned with the orbital angular momentum and remain constant throughout the evolution, in the quasi-nonprecessing waveforms the spins evolve (according to Eqs. (11.11c)–(11.11d) given below) and over time change their projections onto $\mathbf{L}_N$. As can be seen in Fig. 11.2, the near-perfect agreement between $\mathbf{L}_N(t)$-frame and quasi-nonprecessing waveforms indicates that the spin components along $\mathbf{L}_N(t)$ dominate the spin effects. This conjecture is reinforced by the observation that, because of parity symmetry, the spin-orbit couplings contribute to the GW energy flux to infinity (known through 3.5PN order) only through terms of the form $\mathbf{S}_i(t) \cdot \dot{\mathbf{L}}_N(t), (i = 1, 2)$ [153,156,360,405]. The energy flux is a frame independent quantity. It is given, in the adiabatic assumption, by

$$\frac{dE}{dt} = \frac{(M\Omega)^2}{8\pi} \sum_{\ell=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} m^2 \left| \frac{\mathcal{R}}{M} h_{\ell m} \right|^2,$$

(11.9)

where $\mathcal{R}$ is the distance to the source (and simply cancels the dependence on $\mathcal{R}$ hidden in the $h_{\ell m}$’s). The fact that the spin-orbit effects in $dE/dt$ depend on spins only through $\mathbf{S}_i(t) \cdot \dot{\mathbf{L}}_N(t), (i = 1, 2)$ suggests that the dependence of the modes on spin’s components parallel to the orbital plane disappears when all the modes are summed up to make the total energy flux.

Therefore, beyond the leading-order results of Ref. [166], we find that PN pre-

---

3Following the nonprecessing EOB model of Ref. [93], we include in $dE/dt$ the spin-orbit terms through 1.5PN order [101], even if some of us have recently computed the spin-orbit and spin-spin terms in the factorized flux through 2PN order using results in Ref. [159].
cessing waveforms [346] reduce to nearly nonprecessing waveforms when decomposed to spin-weighted spherical harmonics in the source frame \( \{ \mathbf{e}_1^{LN}(t), \mathbf{e}_2^{LN}(t), \mathbf{e}_3^{LN}(t) \} \) of the precessing convention [166]. In addition, the PN quasi-nonprecessing waveforms are a good first approximations to the \( h_{\ell m} \)'s modes in the precessing frame.

11.2.3 Precessing source frames in numerical-relativity waveforms

The possibility of demodulating precessing waveforms using precessing source frames was recently verified with and generalized to NR waveforms in Refs. [398–400]. In particular, Schmidt et al. [398,399] and O'Shaughnessy et al. [400] identified the preferred radiation axis at infinity and showed that if a precessing frame aligned with the radiation axis is chosen, then the amplitude and phase modulations of numerical waveforms are removed and a clean hierarchy among the modes is restored. In particular, Schmidt et al. proposed the so-called quadrupole-preferred frame in which the power of the \((\ell, \pm m) = (2, 2)\) mode is maximized. O'Shaughnessy et al. proposed a more general and geometrical choice of the precessing frame in which the \( z \) component of the radiated angular momentum is maximized. The latter proposal reduces to the choice of Schmidt et al. when the radiated angular momentum is calculated using only the \((\ell, \pm m) = (2, 2)\) modes. Boyle et al. [401] then proposed the minimal rotation condition to remove the remaining arbitrariness in the azimuthal rotation of the precessing frame and in the phase modulations of the waveform. Given an inertial frame \( \{ \mathbf{e}_x, \mathbf{e}_y, \mathbf{e}_z \} \) and the first two Euler angles \( \alpha(t) \) and \( \beta(t) \) that align \( \mathbf{e}_z \) with the radiation axis, the minimal rotation condition
on the third Euler angle $\gamma(t)$ is given by

$$\dot{\gamma}(t) = -\dot{\alpha}(t) \cos \beta(t). \quad (11.10)$$

This condition is equivalent to Eqs. (11.5b)–(11.6) above on the evolution of $e_1^{LN}(t)$ and $e_2^{LN}(t)$. If $\alpha(t)$ and $\beta(t)$ are the first two Euler angles that align $e_z$ with $\hat{L}_N$, then $\gamma(t) - \gamma(t_0)$ is the angle by which $e_1^{LN}(t)$ and $e_2^{LN}(t)$ shall rotate in the instantaneous orbital plane, relative to their positions at a reference time $t_0$, to satisfy the precession convention. Recently, Boyle [402] proposed a geometric definition of the angular-velocity vector of a waveform, to determine a frame in which the modes’ amplitudes become very simple and the phases are nearly constant.

Schmidt et al. [398] showed that precessing PN inspiral waveforms computed in the precessing source frame aligned with the preferred radiation axis are well approximated by nonprecessing PN waveforms. Furthermore, they proposed that precessing waveforms can be generated with good accuracy by transforming non-precessing waveforms from precessing source frames to inertial source frames. In a recent study, Pekowsky et al. [68] studied the mapping of precessing waveforms to nonprecessing ones using a large number of (short) numerical simulations and the analytical IMRPhenomB [72] waveforms. They found that precessional degrees of freedom that cannot be reproduced by nonprecessing models (such as spin’s components perpendicular to $\hat{L}_N$) give rise to corrections to the nonprecessing waveforms that are very small during inspiral, but they can become significant during merger and ringdown.
11.2.4 Strategy to build precessing effective-one-body waveforms

Motivated by the results discussed in Secs. 11.2.2 and 11.2.3 of a nearly complete separation of precession-induced modulations in precessing waveforms when using appropriate precessing source frames, we propose the following approach to generate generic EOB waveforms.

First, we evolve the EOB dynamics and solve Eqs. (11.5a)–(11.6) for the precessing source frame \(\{e_1^{L_N}(t), e_2^{L_N}(t), e_3^{L_N}(t) = \hat{L}_N(t)\}\). Since the difference between \(L_N\) and \(L\) starts at 1PN order, the leading-order conclusions achieved by the precessing \(L_N\)-frame hold if we replace \(L_N\) with \(L\) in Eqs. (11.5a)–(11.6). We have verified that precessing waveforms decomposed in the \(L\)-frame agree equally well with the quasi-nonprecessing waveforms generated by keeping only spin’s components along \(L\). Furthermore, in Sec. 11.4 we compare precessing EOB waveforms (generated either in the \(L_N\)-frame or in the \(L\)-frame) to NR waveforms, and find that their mutual difference is marginal. Without a more accurate calibration and comprehensive comparisons with NR waveforms, we do not know \textit{a priori} whether the \(L_N\)-frame or the \(L\)-frame is more preferable, nor can we say which of them captures the precession effects more faithfully. Thus, at the current stage, we simply adopt the \(L_N\)-frame as the default precessing source frame in the EOB model.

Second, because of the simple features of the inspiral-plunge modes in the precessing source frame — little modulation and clean hierarchy — we choose to model the precessing inspiral-plunge EOB modes in this frame, and generate modes in any arbitrary source frame through Eq. (11.7). Since factorized EOB modes for
precessing spins are not available yet and EOB modes have been calibrated only to	nonspinning and spinning, nonprecessing NR modes [91, 93], we choose to work in
the precessing source frame and use quasi-nonprecessing modes as good approxima-
tions to precessing modes (as discussed in Secs. 11.2.2 and 11.2.3). In particular,
we employ the quasi-nonprecessing inspiral-plunge modes based on the latest spin-
nning, nonprecessing EOB model that was calibrated to NR modes in Ref. [93]. Note
that we are not obliged to use in the future quasi-nonprecessing waveforms in the
precessing source frame. In fact, using the same EOB dynamics for the comparable-
mass binary configurations considered in this paper, we find that the Taylor ex-
panded precessing 2.5PN modes [346] generated in the inertial frame are practically
indistinguishable from the EOB modes generated through the frame-rotation proce-
dures described above. However, unlike the factorized resummed modes, Taylor ex-
panded PN modes agree much worse with Teukolsky waveforms in the test-particle
limit [101], especially for large spins [119]. We thus expect the precessing model
based on factorized-resummed quasi-nonprecessing waveforms to be more reliable
when extrapolated beyond the comparable-mass configurations. As soon as factor-
ized EOB modes for precessing spins become available, we shall relax the assumption
of using quasi-nonprecessing inspiral-plunge modes. The strategy that we present
in this paper is generic and can easily be applied to future calibrations and analytical
improvements of the EOB model.

\(^4\)It remains to be investigated, though, whether it is necessary to include precessing effects
in the EOB modes decomposed in the precessing source frame to meet more stringent accuracy
requirements for advanced LIGO and Virgo searches.
Third, we rotate the quasi-nonprecessing modes from the precessing source frame to the inertial frame whose $z$-axis coincides with the direction of the total angular momentum $\mathbf{J}$ at a time very close to merger when the direction of $\mathbf{J}$ is a good approximation to the direction of the spin of the final BH. In this inertial frame we match the inspiral-plunge to merger-ringdown modes following the usual prescription in the EOB approach [93]. After generating inspiral-merger-ringdown modes in this frame, it is straightforward to calculate EOB modes $h_{\ell m}$ in any source frame or EOB polarizations $h_{+,\times}$ in any radiation frame.

11.3 Precessing effective-one-body model

In this section we construct a generic, precessing EOB model following the general strategy outlined above — it employs the precessing source frame introduced in Ref. [166] and the quasi-nonprecessing waveforms based on the nonprecessing EOB model developed in Ref. [93].

11.3.1 Effective-one-body dynamics

Since we employ exactly the same EOB dynamics calibrated against NR simulations in Ref. [93], we review only the key ingredients of the dynamics and refer the readers to Ref. [93] for further details.

The EOB dynamics of spinning BH binary systems is obtained solving the
following Hamilton equations

\[
\frac{dr}{dt} = \{r, \hat{H}_{\text{real}}\} = \frac{\partial \hat{H}_{\text{real}}}{\partial p}, \quad (11.11a)
\]
\[
\frac{dp}{dt} = \{p, \hat{H}_{\text{real}}\} + \hat{\mathcal{F}} = -\frac{\partial \hat{H}_{\text{real}}}{\partial r} + \hat{\mathcal{F}}, \quad (11.11b)
\]
\[
\frac{dS_1}{dt} = \{S_1, \mu \hat{H}_{\text{real}}\} = \mu \frac{\partial \hat{H}_{\text{real}}}{\partial S_1} \times S_1, \quad (11.11c)
\]
\[
\frac{dS_2}{dt} = \{S_2, \mu \hat{H}_{\text{real}}\} = \mu \frac{\partial \hat{H}_{\text{real}}}{\partial S_2} \times S_2, \quad (11.11d)
\]

where \( \hat{t} \equiv t/M \) is the dimensionless time variable, \( \hat{H}_{\text{real}} \) is the reduced EOB Hamiltonian derived in Refs. [191–193] and reviewed in Sec. IIA of Ref. [93], and \( \hat{\mathcal{F}} \) is the reduced radiation reaction force. Following Ref. [102], we use

\[
\hat{\mathcal{F}} = \frac{1}{\nu \hat{\Omega}|r \times p|} \frac{dE}{dt} p, \quad (11.12)
\]

where \( \hat{\Omega} \equiv M|r \times \dot{r}|/r^2 \) is the dimensionless orbital frequency and \( dE/dt \) is the energy flux for quasi-spherical orbits. We use Eq. (11.9) with \( \ell \leq 8 \), namely

\[
\frac{dE}{dt} = \frac{\hat{\Omega}^2}{8\pi} \sum_{\ell=2}^{8} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} m^2 \left| \frac{\mathcal{R} h_{\ell m}}{M} \right|^2. \quad (11.13)
\]

Because under a change of frame the \( h_{\ell m} \) modes for a given \( \ell \) transform into modes with the same \( \ell \), Eq. (11.13) is still frame-independent. We insert the quasi-nonprecessing modes \( h_{\ell m} \), i.e., the modes decomposed in the precessing source frame aligned with \( L_N(t) \), into Eq. (11.13). The quasi-nonprecessing modes can be calculated directly in the inertial frame \( \{e_x, e_y, e_z\} \) in which we solve the EOB dynamics. The only difference from the procedure of Ref. [93] is to replace the constant \( \chi_1 \) and \( \chi_2 \) with \( \chi_1 \hat{S}_1(t) \cdot \hat{L}_N(t) \) and \( \chi_2 \hat{S}_2(t) \cdot \hat{L}_N(t) \).
11.3.2 Initial conditions

For applications in data analysis and comparisons with numerical or analytical waveforms, we need initial conditions that start the orbital evolution with sufficiently small eccentricity at a given orbital separation (or GW frequency) and spins orientation. The analytical quasi-spherical initial conditions proposed in Ref. [102] is a good first approximation.

In the nonprecessing case [91,93,239], the residual eccentricity can be further reduced by starting the evolution at a larger separation (smaller GW frequency) and waiting for the orbits to be better circularized by radiation reaction. In the precessing case, however, we can not easily reduce the eccentricity in this way because we need specific spin directions at the initial separation. In order to reduce eccentricity by starting the evolution at a larger separation, we need to figure out what are the spin directions at this larger separation to ensure the desired spin directions at a given (smaller) initial separation. To reach this goal and reduce the eccentricity for quasi-spherical initial conditions we employ the method developed in Ref. [187], which is based on [304,305]. Thus, we first evolve the binary for a few orbits and estimate the eccentricity through oscillations in orbital frequency $\Omega$ and separation $r$. We then apply corrections to the initial conditions following Eqs. (74) and (75) in Ref. [187]. We repeat these steps until the eccentricity is sufficiently small.

\footnote{This method has been employed to reduce eccentricity in NR simulations of BH binary systems [186,210,253,307,406,407].}
11.3.3 Nonprecessing effective-one-body waveforms

The EOB nonprecessing inspiral-plunge modes $h_{\ell m}^{NP,\text{insp-plunge}}$ developed in Ref. [93] are given by

$$h_{\ell m}^{NP,\text{insp-plunge}} = h_{\ell m}^{F} N_{\ell m},$$  \hspace{1cm} (11.14)

where $h_{\ell m}^{F}$ are the factorized modes derived in Refs. [99–101], and $N_{\ell m}$ are nonquasicircular (NQC) corrections that model deviations from the quasicircular motion, that is assumed when deriving $h_{\ell m}^{F}$. The factorized modes read

$$h_{\ell m}^{F} = h_{\ell m}^{(N,\epsilon)} \hat{S}_{\text{eff}} T_{\ell m} e^{i\delta_{\ell m}} (\rho_{\ell m})^{\ell},$$  \hspace{1cm} (11.15)

where $\epsilon$ is the parity of the mode. All the factors entering $h_{\ell m}^{F}$ can be explicitly found in the Appendix of Ref. [93]. As discussed above, when using these expressions to generate quasi-nonprecessing modes, the only minor modification we have to take into account is to replace the constant spin magnitudes $\chi_1$ and $\chi_2$ by their time dependent counterparts. More specifically, in the nonprecessing case, the leading order spin-orbit effects in $\rho_{\ell m}$ are parametrized by two linear combinations of the constant dimensionless spin parameters

$$\chi_S \equiv \frac{\chi_1 + \chi_2}{2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (11.16a)

$$\chi_A \equiv \frac{\chi_1 - \chi_2}{2}. $$  \hspace{1cm} (11.16b)
In the precessing case, both $\chi_S$ and $\chi_A$ become linear combinations of the time varying spin vectors projected along $\hat{L}_N(t)$,

$$\chi_S(t) \equiv \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{S_1(t)}{m_1^2} + \frac{S_2(t)}{m_2^2} \right) \cdot \hat{L}_N(t), \quad (11.17a)$$

$$\chi_A(t) \equiv \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{S_1(t)}{m_1^2} - \frac{S_2(t)}{m_2^2} \right) \cdot \hat{L}_N(t). \quad (11.17b)$$

In Ref. [93], the inspiral-merger-ringdown mode $(2, 2)$ was calibrated against NR simulations. Studies in the test-particle nonspinning [100] and spinning, nonprecessing [101] cases suggest that the factorized modes $h_{lm}^F$ are good approximations of the inspiral-plunge modes even without any NQC correction or calibration. Thus, we model the inspiral-plunge $(2, 1)$ mode with $h_{21}^F$. The $(2, 0)$ mode has been computed in PN theory at leading order and its amplitude is $5/14\sqrt{6} \approx 0.15$ times the amplitude of the leading order $(2, 2)$ mode [358]. However, this prediction does not agree with NR results. In fact, we find [408] that for the nonspinning NR simulations of mass ratios $q = 1, 6$ [91], the amplitude of the $(2, 0)$ mode during the inspiral is smaller than the one of the $(2, 2)$ mode by a factor $\sim 10^3$. Since we do not yet understand the origin of this discrepancy we have decided that in this first investigation we neglect the nonprecessing EOB $(2, 0)$ mode.

The NQC correction to the $(2, 2)$ mode, $N_{22}$, is given by

$$N_{22} = \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{p_r^*}{r\Omega} \right)^2 \left( a_{122}^{h_{22}} + \frac{a_{222}^{h_{22}}}{r} + \frac{a_{322}^{h_{22}}}{r^{3/2}} + \frac{a_{422}^{h_{22}}}{r^2} + \frac{a_{522}^{h_{22}}}{r^{5/2}} \right) \right] \exp \left[ \frac{p_r^*}{r\Omega} \left( b_{122}^{h_{22}} + \frac{p_r^2}{r^2} b_{222}^{h_{22}} + \frac{p_r^*}{r^{1/2}} b_{322}^{h_{22}} + \frac{p_r^2}{r} b_{422}^{h_{22}} \right) \right]. \quad (11.18)$$

where the amplitude coefficients $a_i^{h_{22}}$ (with $i = 1...5$) and the phase coefficients $b_i^{h_{22}}$ (with $i = 1...4$) are obtained through the iterative procedure described in Sec. IIB.
of Ref. [93]. Since only equal-mass, equal-spin, nonprecessing NR simulations were used to calibrate the EOB model of Ref. [93], we have to map the $N_{22}$ from generic spin configurations to equal-spin, nonprecessing configurations. Without further calibrations, we first adopt a mapping from precessing to nonprecessing configurations that equates the $\chi_S(0)$ and $\chi_A(0)$ of a precessing configuration (defined in Eqs. (11.17a) and (11.17b)) to the constant $\chi_S$ and $\chi_A$ of a nonprecessing configuration. Then, we apply the mapping from a generic nonprecessing configuration to an equal-spin, nonprecessing configurations as defined in Sec. IVA of Ref. [93].

11.3.4 Precessing source frame

Let $e^{L_N}_{3}(t) = \hat{L}_N(t)$ be the third (unit) basis vector of the precessing source frame. We solve the other two (unit) basis vectors $e^{L_N}_{1}(t)$ and $e^{L_N}_{2}(t)$ by applying the minimal rotation condition. We do it because the latter involves only one differential equation, namely Eq. (11.10), instead of Eqs. (11.5b) and (11.5c) for the precessing convention. Specifically, with the help of the inertial source frame $\{e^S_x, e^S_y, e^S_z\}$, we define

$$\alpha(t) = \arctan \left[ \frac{e^{L_N}_{3}(t) \cdot e^S_y}{e^{L_N}_{3}(t) \cdot e^S_x} \right], \quad (11.19a)$$

$$\beta(t) = \arccos \left[ e^{L_N}_{3}(t) \cdot e^S_z \right], \quad (11.19b)$$
and solve \(^6\)

\[
\dot{\gamma}(t) = -\dot{\alpha}(t) \cos \beta(t).
\] (11.20)

Those Euler angles \(\alpha(t), \beta(t)\) and \(\gamma(t)\) describe the time-dependent rotation from the inertial source frame \(\{e^S_x, e^S_y, e^S_z\}\) to the precessing source frame \(\{e^{LN}_1(t), e^{LN}_2(t), e^{LN}_3(t)\}\) with the latter satisfying the minimal rotation condition. The only freedom in the definition of the precessing source frame is a constant shift in \(\gamma(t)\) that is degenerate with the initial orbital phase.

### 11.3.5 Precessing effective-one-body waveforms

We build the complete inspiral-plunge-merger-ringdown waveforms in an inertial frame following the usual procedure in the EOB approach \([?, 61, 62, 91, 93, 236, 239, 283, 285, 286, 322, 395]\). More specifically, we join the inspiral-plunge waveform \(h_{\ell m}^{\text{insp-plunge}}\) and the merger-ringdown waveform \(h_{\ell m}^{\text{merger-RD}}\) at a matching time \(t_{\ell m}^{\text{match}}\) as

\[
h_{\ell m}^{\text{EOB}}(t) = h_{\ell m}^{\text{insp-plunge}}(t)(t_{\text{match}} - t) + h_{\ell m}^{\text{merger-RD}}(t)(t_{\text{match}} - t).
\] (11.21)

Given the quasi-nonprecessing inspiral-plunge modes \(h_{\ell m}^{\text{NP, insp-plunge}}\) decomposed in the precessing source frame and the Euler angles (not necessarily those in Eqs. (11.19a)–(11.20), which are specific to \(\{e^S_x, e^S_y, e^S_z\}\) defining the rotation from the precessing

\(^6\)Following Boyle et al. [401], we integrate \(\gamma(t)\) by parts and implement \(\gamma(t) = -\alpha(t) \cos \beta(t) - \int \alpha(t) \dot{\beta}(t) \sin \beta(t) \, dt\) to avoid differentiating \(\alpha(t)\), which can be noisy near the coordinate singularities at \(\beta(t) = 0\) and \(\beta(t) = \pi\). We note that Boyle [402] recently proposed a much more accurate and robust method to integrate \(\gamma(t)\) using quaternions.
source frame to any inertial frame, the inspiral-plunge modes in the inertial frame are given by Eqs. (11.7). To study the \( h_{2m} \) modes, we need all \( \ell = 2 \) modes in the precessing source frame. As discussed in Sec. 11.3.3, we employ the calibrated \((2, 2)\) mode of Ref. [93], \( h_{21}^F \) for the \((2, 1)\) mode, and zero for the \((2, 0)\) mode. In the precessing source frame, since we use quasi-nonprecessing inspiral-plunge modes to approximate precessing modes, we further assume reflection symmetry, which, combined with parity invariance, gives modes with \( m < 0 \) through \( h_{2,-m}^{NP, \text{insp-plunge}}(t) = h_{2m}^{NP, \text{insp-plunge}*}(t) \).

Pekowsky et al. [68] discussed how this symmetry is broken by precessional effects, giving rise to a contribution to the \((2, 2)\) mode which is odd under reflection. In the only example investigated in Ref. [68], the ratio between the component of the \((2, 2)\) mode of the Weyl scalar \( \Psi_{4,22} \) that is odd under reflection and the one that is even under reflection is \( \sim 0.01 \), while the ratio between the former and the \((2, 1)\) mode of the Weyl scalar \( \Psi_{4,21} \) is \( \sim 1 \). Since the Weyl scalar and the metric perturbation are related by \( \Psi_{4,\ell m} = \ddot{h}_{\ell m} \simeq m^2 \dot{\Omega}^2 h_{\ell m} \) during the inspiral, the odd component of the \( h_{22} \)’s amplitude is about a fourth of the \( h_{21} \)’s. The odd component of the \( h_{22} \)’s amplitude becomes substantial only during the merger and ringdown. Thus, in this first study, we ignore the component of the \((2, 2)\) mode that is odd under reflection when describing the inspiraling waveform in the precessing frame, but we include the odd component when building the merger-ringdown waveform.

It is convenient to choose an inertial frame in which the merger-ringdown waveforms take simple forms. A natural choice is the frame aligned with the spin of the final BH, in which the merger-ringdown waveforms are expressed as linear combinations of the quasinormal modes (QNMs) [?].
Barausse et al. [372] found strong evidence that the spin of the final BH is aligned with the initial total angular momentum of the binary. Using this assumption they derived accurate formulas for the final spin of a BH formed by merger. The success of their model verifies the PN-motivated assumption that the radiated angular momentum averaged over precessional cycles is almost aligned with the total angular momentum. Thus, the direction of the latter is preserved with high accuracy during the inspiral [396]. Here we employ the formulas in Ref. [372] to predict the magnitude of the spin of the final BH, and we align the final-spin direction with \( J(t_{\text{EOB} \Omega_{\text{peak}}}) \), which is the total angular momentum at the time the EOB orbital frequency reaches its peak \( (t_{\text{EOB} \Omega_{\text{peak}}}) \). The time \( t_{\text{EOB} \Omega_{\text{peak}}} \) has been adopted in most previous EOB models as the reference time of merger [91,93,236,239,285,286]. Without further information from NR simulations of precessing, spinning BHs, we consider \( J(t_{\text{EOB} \Omega_{\text{peak}}}) \) our best prediction of the final-spin direction. We expect that not a lot of angular momentum is radiated during the swift transition from merger to ringdown [?], and the small amount being radiated is likely to be nearly aligned with \( J(t_{\text{EOB} \Omega_{\text{peak}}}) \). Besides, in the rare case of transitional precession, the assumption of Ref. [372] does not hold anymore, while our choice of \( J(t_{\text{EOB} \Omega_{\text{peak}}}) \) is still valid.

The inspiral-plunge waveform \( h_{\ell m}^{\text{insp-plunge}} \) in the inertial frame aligned with \( J(t_{\text{EOB} \Omega_{\text{peak}}}) \) contains NQC corrections from the nonprecessing \((2,2)\) mode \( h_{\ell m}^{\text{NP, insp-plunge}} \). Those corrections are derived based on the assumption that the inspiral-plunge waveforms in the precessing frame are the calibrated nonprecessing waveforms generated with the specific mapping of spin parameters defined in Sec. 11.3.3. Although we expect that such assumption introduces systematic errors in \( h_{\ell m}^{\text{insp-plunge}} \), we are not
able to quantify them before comparing $h_{\ell m}^{\text{insp-plunge}}$ with precessing NR waveforms. Therefore, we do not apply any further correction to the inspiral-plunge waveform in this model. This choice also guarantees that $h_{\ell m}^{\text{insp-plunge}}$ modes reduce to the calibrated modes of Ref. [93] in the nonprecessing limit.

The merger-ringdown waveform is built following almost exactly the approach described in Ref. [93]. We first give a brief review of this approach and then describe the differences. The merger-ringdown waveform is modeled by a linear superposition of the QNMs of the final Kerr BH as

$$h_{\ell m}^{\text{merger-RD}}(t) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} A_{\ell mn} e^{-i\sigma_{\ell mn}(t-t_{\ell m}^{\text{match}})},$$

where $N$ is the number of overtones, $A_{\ell mn}$ is the complex amplitude of the $n$-th overtone of the $(\ell, m)$ mode, and $\sigma_{\ell mn}$ is the complex frequency of the $n$-th overtone. The complex frequencies are known function of the mass and spin of the final BH [370]. The mass of the final BH is given in Eq. (8) of Ref. [371]. The spin magnitude of the final BH, as discussed earlier, is given in Eqs. (6), (8) and (10) of Ref. [372]. Following Ref. [93], we replace the highest physical overtone (the 7-th) of the $(2, 2)$ mode with a pseudo QNM whose calibrated complex frequency is given in Eqs. (35a) and (35b) of Ref. [93]. Finally, we fix the complex amplitudes $A_{\ell mn}$ though a matching procedure [91] that imposes a $C^1$-smooth connection over a time interval $\Delta t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}$ between the merger-ringdown waveform and the inspiral-plunge waveform, in the inertial frame aligned with $\mathbf{J}(t_{\text{EOB}}^{\Omega_{\text{peak}}})$.

In Ref. [93], the matching time $t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}$ and the time interval $\Delta t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}$ were calibrated only for the $(2, 2)$ mode. Here we need to specify those quantities also.
for the remaining $\ell = 2$ modes. We find that in order to keep the matching procedure stable when the binary is strongly precessing around merger, we have to introduce in $t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}$ and $\Delta t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}$ a dependence on how much the orbital and total angular momentum are misaligned at merger, i.e. on the quantity $\mathbf{\dot{L}}(t_{\Omega \text{peak}}^{\text{EOB}}) \cdot \mathbf{\dot{J}}(t_{\Omega \text{peak}}^{\text{EOB}})$.

More specifically, in strongly precessing cases, the directions of $\mathbf{L}(t)$ and $\mathbf{J}(t)$ can be very different close to merger. As a consequence, the inspiral-plunge modes in the inertial $\mathbf{J}(t_{\Omega \text{peak}}^{\text{EOB}})$-frame can present strong amplitude and frequency oscillations around merger. [Technically those strong oscillations are generated by drastic time-dependent rotations from well-behaved quasi-nonprecessing inspiral-plunge modes as the merger is approached.] Thus, to keep the matching procedure stable in strongly precessing situations we set the matching time $t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}$ earlier and make the matching interval $\Delta t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}$ longer. We choose

$$t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} = t_{\text{match}}^{22,\text{Cal}} - 10 M \left(1 - |\kappa_{\mathbf{LJ}}(t_{\Omega \text{peak}}^{\text{EOB}})|\right),$$

$$\Delta t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m} = \Delta t_{\text{match}}^{22,\text{Cal}} \left(10 - 9 |\kappa_{\mathbf{LJ}}(t_{\Omega \text{peak}}^{\text{EOB}})|\right),$$

where

$$t_{\text{match}}^{22,\text{Cal}} = t_{\Omega \text{peak}}^{\text{EOB}} - \begin{cases} 
2.5 M & \chi \leq 0, \\
2.5 M + 1.77 M \left(\frac{\chi}{0.437}\right)^4 & \chi > 0
\end{cases},$$

$$\Delta t_{\text{match}}^{22,\text{Cal}} = 7.5 M$$

are the calibrated values of the $(2,2)$ mode in Ref. [93],

$$\chi = \chi_S + \chi_A \frac{\sqrt{1 - 4 \nu}}{1 - 2 \nu}$$

(11.26)
Table 11.1: We list the binary parameters and number of GW cycles $N_{\text{cyc}}$ of the four precessing EOB waveforms that we consider in Sec. 11.4. Case 3 corresponds to the NR simulation SXS:BBH:0052 of Ref. [67], and case 4 corresponds to SXS:BBH:0058.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$q$</th>
<th>$\chi_1$</th>
<th>$\chi_2$</th>
<th>$\theta_1^S$</th>
<th>$\theta_2^S$</th>
<th>$\phi_1^S$</th>
<th>$\phi_2^S$</th>
<th>$M\Omega_0$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{cyc}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>$\pi/3$</td>
<td>$\pi/3$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\pi/2$</td>
<td>0.0112</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>$\pi/2$</td>
<td>$2\pi/3$</td>
<td>$\pi/2$</td>
<td>$\pi/2$</td>
<td>0.0112</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>$0.5\pi$</td>
<td>$0.99\pi$</td>
<td>$0.77\pi$</td>
<td>$0.31\pi$</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$0.5\pi$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$-0.79\pi$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0158</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is a linear combination of initial spin projections on $L_N$, and

$$\kappa_{LJ}(t_{\text{EOB}}^{\text{peak}}) = \hat{L}(t_{\text{EOB}}^{\text{peak}}) \cdot \hat{J}(t_{\text{EOB}}^{\text{peak}})$$  

(11.27)

is the cosine of the opening angle between the orbital and total angular momenta at the reference time of merger $t_{\text{EOB}}^{\text{peak}}$. When $\kappa_{LJ}(t_{\text{EOB}}^{\text{peak}}) = 0$, the matching time $t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}$ is $10M$ earlier than that of the aligned case, and the time interval $\Delta t_{\text{match}}^{\ell m}$ is 10 times that of the aligned case. The choice of $10M$ and the factor of 10 made in this paper are rather arbitrary. They are based on the only requirement of producing qualitatively sound merger-ringdown waveforms. We verify in Sec. 11.4 and especially in the comparison with NR waveforms in Sec. 11.4.2 that these choices indeed achieve our goal. Further improvements of the matching procedure, which likely go beyond a simple tuning of these parameters $^7$, will be carried out when more accurate and strongly precessing NR waveforms become available.

$^7$The post-merger precession of QNMs observed through NR waveforms in Ref. [409] should be considered, for instance.
Figure 11.3: We show the projections of $\hat{J}(t)$, $\hat{L}(t)$, $\hat{L}_N(t)$, $\hat{S}_1(t)$, and $\hat{S}_2(t)$ on the $x$-$y$ plane of the inertial frame whose $z$-axis is aligned with $J(t_{\text{EOB}}^\text{peak})$. In the top and bottom panels we show trajectories of these unit vectors for cases 1 and 2 of Table 11.1, respectively. The initial point of each trajectory is marked by its name. The trajectory of $\hat{J}(t)$ ends at the origin, by definition. The trajectory of $\hat{L}_N(t)$ follows that of $\hat{L}(t)$ with oscillations due to nutation.

### 11.4 Comparison between precessing waveforms

We generate four examples of EOB precessing waveforms using the model defined in Sec. 11.3. The first two examples are a $q = 2$ BH binary system exhibiting moderate precession-induced modulations and a $q = 6$ binary system exhibiting strong modulations. The other two examples are chosen among the 171 NR simulations reported in Ref. [67] with the criterion of long and accurate waveforms exhibiting strong modulations. In these cases we compare NR, PN and EOB precessing waveforms. The physical parameters of the four binary configurations are listed in Table 11.1.
Figure 11.4: We show the $\hat{L}_N(t)$-frame and the $\hat{L}(t)$-frame precessing waveforms, as well as their relative amplitude and phase differences. The top and bottom panels are waveforms for cases 1 and 2 of Table 11.1. The left and right panels show the inspiral and the plunge-merger-ringdown stages of the waveforms, respectively.

11.4.1 Precessing and radiation-axis frames

In Sec. 11.3.4, we have proposed $\hat{L}_N(t)$ and $\hat{L}(t)$ as possible basis vectors for the precessing source frame. In this section, we compare their trajectories and the corresponding precessing waveforms generated through their respective precessing source frames. For convenience, we refer to waveforms generated in these precessing source frames as the $\hat{L}_N(t)$-frame and $\hat{L}(t)$-frame waveforms, respectively. Furthermore, we extract the quadrupole-preferred radiation axis [399] from the precessing waveforms and compare their trajectories with either $\hat{L}_N(t)$ or $\hat{L}(t)$.

Figure 11.3 shows for cases 1 and 2 of Table 11.1 the trajectories of the unit vectors $\hat{J}$, $\hat{L}$, $\hat{L}_N$, $\hat{S}_1$, and $\hat{S}_2$ in the plane perpendicular to $J(t_{\Omega_{\text{peak}}}^{\text{EOB}})$. In both cases,
the BHs complete more than two cycles of precession and the directions of $\mathbf{J}(t)$ are well conserved during the entire inspiral phase. All other vectors precess around $\mathbf{J}(t)$. These are expected features of the well-known simple-precession picture of spinning binaries in PN theory [396]. Another common feature in both cases is the difference between the trajectories of $\mathbf{L}_N(t)$ and $\mathbf{L}(t)$. The trajectory of $\mathbf{L}_N(t)$ shows nutation at twice the orbital frequency and its average follows the smooth precession trajectory of $\mathbf{L}(t)$. From PN theory [153]

$$\mathbf{L} = \mathbf{L}_N + \mathbf{L}_{\text{PN}} + \mathbf{L}_{\text{SO}} + \mathcal{O}(c^{-4}),$$

(11.28)

where

$$\mathbf{L}_{\text{PN}} \equiv \mathbf{L}_N \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \nu^2 (1 - 3\nu) + (3 + \nu) \frac{M}{r} \right],$$

(11.29)

$$\mathbf{L}_{\text{SO}} \equiv -\frac{2\mu}{r} \left[ (\mathbf{S}_{\text{eff}} \cdot \hat{\mathbf{L}}_N) \hat{\mathbf{L}}_N + (\mathbf{S}_{\text{eff}} \cdot \hat{\mathbf{\lambda}}) \hat{\mathbf{\lambda}} \right],$$

(11.30)

with $\nu \equiv \Omega^{1/3}$, $\hat{\mathbf{\lambda}} \equiv (\hat{\mathbf{L}}_N \times \mathbf{r})/r$ and

$$\mathbf{S}_{\text{eff}} \equiv \left( 1 + \frac{3m_2}{4m_1} \right) \mathbf{S}_1 + \left( 1 + \frac{3m_1}{4m_2} \right) \mathbf{S}_2.$$

(11.31)

Note that the unit vector $\hat{\mathbf{\lambda}}$ instantaneously rotates about $\hat{\mathbf{L}}_N$ at the orbital frequency $\Omega$. In addition, $\mathbf{L}$ obeys a simple precession equation about $\mathbf{J}$, i.e. $\dot{\mathbf{L}} \propto \mathbf{J} \times \mathbf{L}$ (see Eq. (2.13) of Ref. [153]). This, together with Eq. (11.28), implies that $\mathbf{L}_N$ cannot simply precess about $\mathbf{J}$. When computing $\dot{\mathbf{L}}_N$, the spin-orbit term $\mathbf{L}_{\text{SO}}$ generates contributions of the form

$$(\mathbf{S}_{\text{eff}} \cdot \hat{\mathbf{\lambda}}) \dot{\hat{\mathbf{\lambda}}} \quad \text{and} \quad (\mathbf{S}_{\text{eff}} \cdot \dot{\hat{\mathbf{\lambda}}}) \hat{\mathbf{\lambda}},$$

(11.32)

which indeed oscillate at twice the orbital frequency, accounting for the nutations seen in Fig. 11.3. Note that this behavior is consistent with the observation of
Ref. [399] while it does not agree with Ref. [410], where the authors used orbit-averaged formula to describe the precession of $L_N(t)$.

The main difference between the two cases is the size of the opening angle between $J(t)$ and $L(t)$ and correspondingly the strength of the orbital precession. In the comparable-mass $q = 2$ case, $L(t)$ always dominates over the BH spins during inspiral and the angle between $J(t)$ and $L(t)$ remains small. The orbital precession is therefore mild. In the $q = 6$ case, on the contrary, the contribution of $S_1(t)$ to $J(t)$ is comparable to that of $L(t)$ initially and becomes more and more dominant. Because of the large opening angle between $J(t)$ and $L(t)$, the direction of $L(t)$ changes more than $\pi/2$ during precession and an initially face-on binary becomes edge-on a few times during the inspiral.

In Fig. 11.4, we compare precessing waveforms generated in the $\hat{L}_N(t)$ and $\hat{L}(t)$ precessing source frames. Considering the oscillatory difference between the trajectories of $\hat{L}_N(t)$ and $\hat{L}(t)$ shown in Fig. 11.3, it is somewhat unexpected that the precessing waveforms agree quite well. In case 1, the waveforms are visually indistinguishable during inspiral — with relative amplitude difference below 1% and phase difference below 0.02 radians. Even in the $q = 6$ case 2, where precession is strong, the waveforms agree reasonably well. Although the relative amplitude and phase differences oscillate strongly when the amplitudes of the waveforms are small, their averages differ only by $< 5\%$ and $< 0.15$ radians over the $\sim 24000M$ long inspiral. The oscillations are due to the precession-induced modulation and are expected to be strong when the orbital plane goes through a nearly edge-on phase, corresponding to small waveform amplitudes.
Figure 11.5: For case 2 of Table 11.1, we show the $\hat{L}_N(t)$-frame and $\hat{L}(t)$-frame waveforms in the top panel and their phase evolutions in the bottom panel, over a short time period from $t = 21000 M$ to $21500 M$. The vertical lines mark the time when the dominant quadrature (the imaginary part for this specific instance) of any waveform becomes zero. It coincides with the time when the corresponding phase evolution in the bottom panel experiences a rapid growth. The absolute phase values are not relevant.

In Fig. 11.5, we examine closely the waveforms as well as their phase evolutions over a time period of $500 M$. The real and imaginary parts of $h_{22}$, i.e. its $+$ and $\times$ polarizations in the radiation frame, show substantial amplitude difference, implying a deviation from circular polarization due to the orbital plane inclination. The phase evolves most rapidly when the dominant quadrature (the imaginary part in this example) goes through zero. Even a small difference in the times when this happens for the two waveforms leads to a burst of phase difference. Such phase differences can be partly removed by time-shifting the two waveforms, but not
through a phase shift. In spite of these bursts of amplitude and phase difference, the overall agreement of the waveforms is good. The overlaps between the $\hat{L}_N(t)$-frame and $\hat{L}(t)$-frame waveforms, optimized over time and phase of coalescence, are above 0.999 in case 1 and above 0.985 in case 2. The lower overlaps in case 2 are due to the larger difference between $\hat{L}_N(t)$-frame and $\hat{L}(t)$-frame waveforms during merger and ringdown.

Finally, we examine the preferred radiation axis determined by the waveforms extracted at infinity. Since we developed only the $\ell = 2$ modes in the current EOB model, we calculate the quadrupole-preferred radiation axis [399] with a small modification. In Ref. [399], the quadrupole-preferred axis is determined by maximizing the power in the $(2, 2)$ and $(2, -2)$ modes of the Weyl scalar $\Psi_4(t)$. We determine the quadrupole-preferred axis by maximizing the power in the strain modes $h_{22}(t)$ and $h_{2,-2}(t)$. Specifically, given the $h_{2m}^{(n)}(t)$ modes in an arbitrary original frame, the $h_{2m}^{(n)}(t)$ modes in a new frame are given by Eq. (11.7); so we compute the Euler angles $\alpha(t)$, $\beta(t)$ and $\gamma(t)$ (defining the rotation from the original to the new frame) that maximize the quantity $|h_{22}^{(n)}(t)|^2 + |h_{2,-2}^{(n)}(t)|^2$. The quadrupole-preferred axis is then given by the $z$-axis of the new frame defined by these Euler angles. We find that the quadrupole-preferred axis computed from $\hat{L}_N(t)$-frame or $\hat{L}(t)$-frame waveforms agrees with $\hat{L}_N(t)$ or $\hat{L}(t)$ to within 0.3° during inspiral. That is to say, the preferred radiation axis determined by EOB waveforms coincides with the reference axis ($\hat{L}_N(t)$ or $\hat{L}(t)$) of the precessing frame determined by the EOB dy-

---

$^9$The overlaps are calculated using the zero-detuned high-power Advanced LIGO noise curve [4] for the range of binary total masses from 20 to $200M_\odot$. 
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Figure 11.6: We show evolutions of the dimensionless spin vectors \( \chi_1 = S_1(t)/m_1^2 \) and \( \chi_2 = S_2(t)/m_2^2 \) of the NR simulation and the EOB and ST4 models. Specifically, we show the projections of \( \chi_1 \) and \( \chi_2 \) on the basis vectors of the inertial source frame \( \{ e_1^S, e_2^S, e_3^S \} \) that is aligned with the initial orbital orientation \( [\hat{L}_N]_0 \) (see Fig. 11.1). The top two panels show \( \chi_1 \) and \( \chi_2 \) for case 3 of Table 11.1. The bottom panel shows \( \chi_1 \) (\( \chi_2 = 0 \)) for case 4 of Table 11.1. The EOB and ST4 data start at the after-junk-radiation time in the NR simulations, which are \( t = 230M \) and \( t = 160M \) for cases 3 and 4, respectively.

11.4.2 Comparison with numerical-relativity waveforms

The precessing EOB model defined in Sec. 11.3 is not calibrated to any precessing numerical simulations. The only nonperturbative information extracted from NR simulations and employed in this precessing EOB model is contained in the spin-
Figure 11.7: We show for case 3 of Table 11.1 the $h_{22}$ mode decomposed in the inertial source frame $\{e^S_1, e^S_2, e^S_3\}$ that is aligned with the initial orbital orientation $[\hat{L}_N]_0$ (see Fig. 11.1). For clarity, we show the NR and EOB $h_{22}$ in the top panel and the NR and ST4 $h_{22}$ in the bottom panel. The EOB and ST4 data start at the after-junk-radiation time of $t = 230M$.

...ning, nonprecessing sector, which was calibrated to only two equal-mass, spinning, nonprecessing numerical simulations [186] and five nonspinning ones [210, 403] in Ref. [93]. It is therefore highly interesting to compare the EOB precessing waveforms to NR waveforms.

The Caltech-Cornell-CITA collaboration has recently produced a large number of long and accurate waveforms [67]. We choose among them two precessing waveforms that are sufficiently long ($\sim 35$ and $\sim 65$ GW cycles) and display strong precessional modulations. The physical parameters of these two waveforms are given in the last two rows of Table 11.1. We compare those numerical waveforms also with the PN SpinTaylorT4 (ST4) inspiraling waveforms [166], which are commonly used...
Figure 11.8: We show for case 4 of Table 11.1 the $h_{22}$ mode decomposed in the inertial source frame $\{e_1^S, e_2^S, e_3^S\}$ that is aligned with the initial orbital orientation $[\hat{L}_N]_0$ (see Fig. 11.1). For clarity, we show the NR and EOB $h_{22}$ in the top panel and the NR and ST4 $h_{22}$ in the bottom panel. The EOB and ST4 data start at the after-junk-radiation time of $t = 160M$.

in the literature and in LIGO and Virgo software. We generate the ST4 waveforms at the highest PN order available today, namely spin-amplitude corrections through 1.5PN order [346] $^{10}$ and phase corrections through 3.5PN order [156] using the LIGO Algorithm Library [384].

We extract the initial values of $S_1$, $S_2$ and GW frequency from the NR data soon after the junk radiation, which typically carries away unphysical radiation present in the initial data. We then set EOB and ST4 initial conditions using these values and start their evolutions after the junk-radiation time, which is $t = 230M$

$^{10}$The 2PN spin-amplitude corrections have been derived in Ref. [159]. Since they are not yet implemented in any ready-to-use software package and are not crucial for the purpose of our comparisons, we do not include them here.
for case 3 of Table 11.1 and $t = 160M$ for case 4 of Table 11.1. We align the orbital orientation $\hat{L}_N$ at these after-junk-radiation times with the inertial source frame $\{e_1^S, e_2^S, e_3^S\}$ (see Fig. 11.1) and use it as the default frame for our comparisons. Unlike the case of nonprecessing dynamics and waveforms, we must impose specific $S_1$ and $S_2$ directions relative to the initial binary separation vector $r_0$ at a specific after-junk-radiation time. Thus, we do not apply any time or phase shifts when comparing numerical and analytical waveforms.

In Fig. 11.6 we compare the evolutions of the dimensionless spin vectors $\chi_1(t) = S_1(t)/m_1^2$ and $\chi_2(t) = S_2(t)/m_2^2$ ($\chi_2 = 0$ for case 4) for the NR, EOB and ST4 dynamics. Quite remarkably, the EOB spins follow the NR ones rather accurately all the way through the inspiral-plunge stage, while the ST4 spins, although capturing the qualitative precessional behavior of the NR ones, show quantitative differences in both the inspiral and precessional time scales.

In Figs. 11.7 and 11.8, we compare NR, EOB and ST4 $h_{22}$ modes decomposed in the inertial source frame $\{e_1^S, e_2^S, e_3^S\}$. Since the source frame is aligned with the initial orbital orientation $[\hat{L}_N]_0$ and the binary orbit precesses only moderately in case 3, there are only moderate modulations on $h_{22}$ in this case. The modulations in case 4 are strong, though. In both cases, the agreement between NR and EOB $h_{22}$ modes is remarkable. Their amplitudes agree quite well and their phases, aligned at the initial time, differ by only $\sim 0.2$ rad at merger, i.e., at the peak of the NR $(2,2)$ mode. The agreement between NR and ST4 $h_{22}$ modes, although not comparable with the agreement between NR and EOB, is also very good. Even though the amplitudes differ by $\sim 10\%$ during the inspiral, because amplitude corrections are
known only through 1.5PN order in the spinning case [346], their phases agree quite well for tens of cycles but start departing from each other 10 GW cycles before merger. Quite interestingly, we have found that using the newly available 3.5PN spin-orbit effects [156] in the phasing of ST4 improves the agreement with the NR waveforms. If we were using the 2.5PN phasing, the end of the inspiral would occur \( \sim 460M \) (960M) instead of \( \sim 60M \) (140M) after the merger of the NR waveform, for case 3 (4). Moreover, we find for cases 3 and 4 that when we align the 3.5PN and NR phasing at the after–junk- radiation time, they accumulate a difference of 1 GW cycle only 1 cycle before merger. By contrast the 2.5PN phasing differs from the NR phasing by 1 GW after 28 (37) GW cycles [or 6 (16) GW cycles before merger]
The agreement between NR and EOB modes (2, 1) and (2, 0) modes are also very good. Rather than the modes, we show in Fig. 11.9 the NR and EOB polarizations \( h_+ (t) \) given by Eq. (11.3). Since only the \( \ell = 2 \) modes are available in the current precessing EOB model, we limit the summation over \( \ell \) to only \( \ell = 2 \). To include substantial contributions from all \( \ell = 2 \) modes, we choose \( \theta = \pi/3 \) and \( \phi = \pi/2 \) for the direction of GW propagation \( \mathbf{N} \) (see Fig. 11.1). As expected from the very good agreement of the individual modes, the NR and EOB polarizations also agree remarkably.

Finally, we measure the difference between EOB and NR polarizations with the *unfaithfulness* \[ 411 \], defined as

\[
\bar{F} = 1 - \max_{t_c, \phi_c, \psi} \frac{\langle h_{\text{NR}} | h_{\text{EOB}} \rangle}{\sqrt{\langle h_{\text{NR}} | h_{\text{NR}} \rangle \langle h_{\text{EOB}} | h_{\text{EOB}} \rangle}},
\]

where the EOB waveform of the detector response is

\[
h_{\text{EOB}}(t; t_c, \phi_c, \psi, \lambda) \propto \cos \psi h_{\text{EOB,}+}(t; t_c, \phi_c, \lambda) + \sin \psi h_{\text{EOB,}\times}(t; t_c, \phi_c, \lambda),
\]

and the maximization is over the time and phase of coalescence \( t_c \) and \( \phi_c \), as well as the polarization angle \( \psi \) that combines the + and \( \times \) polarizations in the radiation frame. We do not optimize over the physical binary parameters \( \lambda \), i.e., we use the same \( \lambda \) in \( h_{\text{NR}} \) and \( h_{\text{EOB}} \). Note that since we include modes with different \( m, \phi_c \) and \( \psi \) are no longer degenerate and both of them have to be maximized over. We define the inner product between two waveforms through the following integral in
the frequency domain
\[ \langle h_1, h_2 \rangle \equiv 4 \text{Re} \int_0^\infty \frac{\tilde{h}_1(f) \tilde{h}_2^*(f)}{S_h(f)} \, df, \] (11.35)

where \( \tilde{h}_1(f) \) and \( \tilde{h}_2(f) \) are frequency domain waveforms and \( S_h(f) \) is the noise power spectral density of the detector. We employ the zero-detuned high-power advanced LIGO noise curve 0DET_HIGH_P given in [4]. The NR waveforms, although very long, cover the entire advanced LIGO frequency band only for \( M \geq 100M_\odot \). Thus, to reduce artifacts when considering binaries with \( M < 100M_\odot \), we taper both ends of the NR and EOB waveforms using the Planck-taper window function [382] (see Ref. [91] for details). In Fig. 11.10, we show the EOB unfaithfulness when the total mass \( M \) varies between 20\( M_\odot \) and 200\( M_\odot \). We choose the same direction of GW propagation \( \mathcal{N} \) as is considered in Fig. 11.9, namely \( \theta = \pi/3 \) and \( \phi = \pi/2 \).

For each waveform we estimate the numerical error in the unfaithfulness results of Fig. 11.10 by calculating the unfaithfulness of the EOB waveform with two numerical waveforms: the extrapolated high-resolution waveform shown in Fig. 11.9 and the outermost finite-radius high-resolution waveform. We use the difference between these unfaithfulness results to estimate the extrapolation error. We might estimate the finite resolution errors in the same way by calculating the unfaithfulness of the EOB waveform with the extrapolated high- and medium-resolution numerical waveforms. However, medium resolution simulations for these two cases are not available, but we expect from previous studies that errors due to resolution are smaller than errors due to extrapolation [91].

Since the unfaithfulness of EOB waveforms is below \( \sim 2\% \), we expect that
the ineffectualness, which measures the difference between EOB and NR waveforms when minimizing also over the binary parameters $\lambda$, will be below 1% (with a loss of event rates less than 3%). Thus, for those two precessing binary configurations, the EOB waveforms are sufficiently accurate for detection with advanced LIGO detectors.

Although these very encouraging results refer only to two precessing binary configurations, they strongly suggest that the approach we have proposed for modeling precessing compact binaries within the EOB model is bound to succeed. A more comprehensive and careful comparison of the EOB model with a larger number of accurate NR simulations will be carried out in the near future using the entire catalog of simulations in Ref. [67].

11.5 Conclusions

So far, the EOB modeling of GWs emitted from compact binaries has focused primarily on nonprecessing binary configurations [91, 93, 236, 239, 283, 285, 286, 322, 395]. Nonspinning EOB waveforms have been employed in the first searches of GWs from high-mass binary BHs with LIGO and Virgo detectors [352, 353, 387]. Recently, studies carried out within the NRAR collaboration [66] have shown that nonprecessing EOB waveforms originally calibrated to seven NR waveforms [186, 210, 403] in Ref. [93] match very well also tens of new NR waveforms produced within the NRAR collaboration. The next, challenging task is to achieve a similar success also for generic, spinning binary configurations. In this paper we have started addressing
Figure 11.10: Unfaithfulness of the EOB waveforms when compared to NR waveforms as a function of the total binary mass. Shown are cases 3 and 4 of Table 11.1. The error bars are estimates of numerical errors. The direction of GW propagation $\hat{N}$ is specified by the spherical coordinates $\theta = \pi/3$ and $\phi = \pi/2$.

Building on previous work \cite{93,102,166,191–193,239}, we have proposed a strategy to generate EOB precessing waveforms. The procedure employs the precessing convention of Ref. \cite{166} that minimizes the precession-induced modulations in the waveform’s phase and amplitude, and an inertial frame aligned with the spin of the final BH where the matching between the inspiral-plunge and merger-ringdown EOB waveforms is carried out.

When spins are aligned or antialigned with the orbital angular momentum, the EOB precessing waveforms that we have built reduce to the nonprecessing EOB waveforms calibrated to seven nonprecessing NR waveforms in Ref. \cite{93}. Since the
factorized energy flux is not yet available for precessing spins, we have included in the radiation-reaction force of the EOB dynamics only spin couplings whose projection along the orbital angular momentum is different from zero. This limitation will be relaxed in the future as soon as the radiation-reaction sector of the EOB model is improved. Furthermore, we have limited this first study to the EOB $\ell = 2$ modes.

Without recalibrating the EOB precessing waveforms, we have then compared them to two, long, strongly precessing NR waveforms that were recently produced in Ref. [67]. We have found a remarkable agreement both for the dynamics, that is the spins’ components, and the gravitational polarizations. In particular, when using the advanced-LIGO noise spectral density, the mismatches between the EOB and NR waveforms for binary masses 20–200$M_\odot$ are below 2% when maximizing only on the time and phase at coalescence and on the polarization angle. Although those results only refer to two binary configurations, they are very encouraging and suggest that the EOB precessing model developed here is an excellent starting point for building a generic, spinning EOB model for advanced LIGO and Virgo searches. We have also compared the two NR waveforms to PN ST4 waveforms that are largely used in the literature and in LIGO and Virgo software. We have found that the PN waveforms at 3.5PN order agree very well with NR waveforms for several GW cycles, and accumulate a phase difference of $\sim 6\text{ rad}$, starting about 10 GW cycles before merger.

Finally, several analyses were left out in this first study of precessing waveforms. They include (i) a more detailed comparison between spin variables in the numerical simulations and analytical models, (ii) the extension of precessing wave-
forms to modes higher than $\ell = 2$, (iii) a more systematic way of identifying the initial conditions in the numerical and analytical waveforms, and (iv) the inclusion of resolution errors when estimating numerical errors. We defer those important extensions to a future publication where many more NR waveforms will be also analysed.
Chapter 12: Conclusions and future work

In this thesis, we presented recent work done at the interface between analytical and numerical relativity that aimed at improving models of the gravitational-wave emission produced by the coalescence of spinning, stellar-mass black-hole binaries. This research was fueled by the approaching era of advanced ground-based gravitational-wave detectors, such as advanced LIGO and Virgo. Binaries of compact objects (black holes and neutron stars) are among the most promising sources accessible to these experiments. Compact binaries can reach an astounding luminosiy in gravitational waves, and can be searched for exploiting matched filtering. Indeed, knowing in advance what plausible signals may be buried under the instrumental noise greatly enhances the horizon reach of the detectors to a significant portion of the local Universe, thus increasing the expected detection rate. The necessity of approximate, yet accurate, waveform models stems from two practical considerations: on the one hand, solving the general-relativistic 2-body problem with numerical techniques still has a huge computational cost; on the other hand, large banks of template waveforms will be needed for data analysis; the templates will have to cover the space of physical parameters of the source, in the case of black-hole binaries: masses and spins. Analytical models are orders of magnitude
faster to compute than numerical-relativity simulations, and, at the same time, can be sufficiently accurate for the purpose of detection (effectual models) or estimation of the parameters of the source (faithful models). Moreover, analytical models help build a physical intuition about the phenomenon of coalescence.

In the Overview we briefly recalled the astrophysical scenarios which may lead to the formation of black-hole binaries: the evolution of stellar binaries and dynamical capture events in dense stellar clusters. Many uncertainties exist, and population synthesis studies predict wide distributions of physical parameters for these binaries. This uncertainty is reflected in the estimated detection rates. Realistically, advanced LIGO should be able to see 20 black-hole binary inspirals per year (with an uncertainty of about two orders of magnitude), reaching out to a distance of about 2 Gpc for a threshold SNR of 8.

The specificity of stellar-mass black hole binaries as sources of gravitational waves for advanced detectors lies in the possibility of accessing the fully relativistic regime of the merger, thanks to the large total mass of these systems ($\sim 5 - 40 M_\odot$) that puts them right in the middle of the best sensitivity region of the interferometers, at frequencies around a few hundred Hz.

We also discussed how important spin effects are in the description of black-hole binaries, as they are responsible for phenomena such as: (i) the slower or faster coalescence mainly because of spin-orbit couplings; (ii) precession of the orbital plane, whenever the black-hole spins are not aligned/antialigned with the orbital angular momentum; (iii) increased loudness of the gravitational-wave signal when the spins have large magnitude, which directly affects the horizon distance of the
detectors.

In this thesis, we worked within the effective-one-body (EOB) formalism, wherein the real problem of two coalescing black holes is mapped to the effective problem of a spinning test particle moving in a deformed Kerr spacetime, the deformation parameter being the symmetric mass ratio of the binary. The EOB model resums both the conservative and dissipative post-Newtonian (PN) dynamics, thus extending their validity into the deeply relativistic regime. The inspiral-plunge waveform is directly sourced by the EOB orbital dynamics until the effective particle reaches the light ring. After this point, a superposition of quasinormal modes (QNMs) describes the merger-ringdown signal, which characterizes the relaxation of the remnant black hole to a Kerr geometry.

In the small mass-ratio limit, we used black-hole perturbation theory to compute the gravitational-wave emission of a plunging particle in Kerr spacetime, with the goal of understanding strong-field features of the coalescence that have been exploited to extend comparable-mass EOB models to any mass ratio and spin magnitude. In particular, in Chapter 4 we sourced the time-domain Teukolsky equation with plunging equatorial trajectories whose radiation reaction was computed from the frequency-domain Teukolsky equation for circular orbits. We characterized the main features of the plunge-merger-ringdown of the leading multipolar modes as functions of the Kerr spin of the background: (i) we found a remarkable simplicity and flattening of the modes as the Kerr spin becomes extremal; (ii) we quantitatively studied the QNM mixing, and explained it in terms of a basis effect (i.e., the conversion from spheroidal to spherical harmonics) and an orbital effect (i.e., the
inversion of the plunge for retrograde orbits). In Chapter 5 we computed the gravitational energy flux that is absorbed by the horizon of a Kerr black hole perturbed by an orbiting particle on a circular, equatorial orbit. We also proposed an analytical model of the absorbed flux that resums the PN formulae, thus incorporating two important strong-field features: (i) the zero of the flux for particles orbiting at the frequency of the horizon; (ii) the divergence at the light ring, related to the divergence of the energy-momentum tensor of the perturbing particle.

In the comparable-mass regime, we calibrated a spinning EOB model to state-of-the-art numerical-relativity simulations. The calibrations of the model to nonprecessing simulations were presented in Chapters 7 and 8. The calibrations used the longest and most accurate numerical waveforms that were available at the time. In particular, the model of Chapter 8 used runs with mass ratios from 1 to 8, and spin magnitudes up to 0.98 in the equal-mass limit. Those waveforms were generated by the SXS Collaboration using the SpEC code. The main result of these calibrations was the development of faithful inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms for nonprecessing stellar-mass black-hole binaries with any mass ratio and spin magnitude. The unfaithfulness was found to be within 1% for the configurations used in the calibration, entailing a negligible loss in detection rate due to modeling error.

We tested the reliability of the calibrated spinning, nonprecessing EOB model of Chapter 7 in two ways. In Chapter 9 we compared the model to new numerical-relativity simulations produced by the NRAR Collaboration, as a way of testing it outside the range of mass ratios and spin magnitudes used in its calibration. In fact, because of the limited availability of long and accurate simulations at the time, the
model was tuned to only 5 nonspinning waveforms up to mass ratio 6, and 2 equal-
mass, equal-spin waveforms with spin $\pm 0.44$. We found that the model was effectual
(i.e., its ineffectualness was below 3\%) for all the nonprecessing black-hole binaries
considered, including a nonspinning run with mass ratio 10, and spinning runs with
spin magnitudes exceeding 0.5. In Chapter 10 we addressed the question of how
stable the calibration of the nonspinning sector is when longer and longer numerical-
relativity waveforms are employed. We found that, when the mass ratio is below
8, EOB waveforms calibrated over the 30 cycles before merger are indistinguishable
from those calibrated over 60 cycles up to an effective SNR of 110. We also argued
that the current calibration of the nonspinning EOB model is sufficiently accurate
for advanced-LIGO parameter estimation when the effective SNR is below 20, the
mass ratio is below 5, and the total mass is larger than $20M_{\odot}$.

Additional confirmation of the soundness of the EOB formalism in the de-
scription of the general-relativistic 2-body dynamics came from the study of the
periastron advance in nonspinning black-hole binaries, discussed in Chapter 3. This
phenomenon is the generalization of the Mercury-type precession encountered in the
test-particle limit to comparable-mass compact objects. We found that the EOB
prediction for the periastron advance is in excellent agreement with numerical rel-
ativity, even without including information from numerical relativity, in contrast
with the PN prediction, that quickly goes outside the numerical error bars toward
coalescence.

The calibrated nonprecessing models of Chapters 7 and 8 constitute the start-
ing point and underlying ingredient of the precessing EOB model discussed in Chap-
ter 11. Previous studies based on PN templates had pointed out that the multipolar
modes are similar to nonprecessing ones when computed in a specific reference frame
(known as “precessing frame”) that tracks the precession of the orbital plane of the
black-hole binary. Working in the precessing frame has several advantages: (i) am-
plitude and phase modulations caused by precession are minimized; (ii) a clean
mode hierarchy exists; (iii) to a good approximation, one can exploit results ob-
tained for nonprecessing systems. We implemented this idea in the construction of
the EOB precessing waveforms by assuming that in the precessing frame the binary
emits gravitational-wave modes given by our calibrated nonprecessing models. The
validity of this approach was confirmed by comparison with the 2 longest and most
accurate numerical simulations of precessing binaries that were available: in both
cases, the EOB waveforms were effectual.

All the models developed in this thesis have been or are being implemented into
the Algorithm Library of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration, in order to make them
available to experimenters. In particular, at the time of writing, the nonprecessing
model of Chapter 8 has been chosen by the Compact Binary Coalescence Group of
the LIGO Scientific Collaboration for searches of binary black holes with advanced
LIGO during the first scientific run of Fall 2015.

The generation of the numerical-relativity simulations that we eventually ex-
ploited in our modeling relied on realistic, quasicircular initial conditions. In fact,
stellar-mass black-hole binaries will radiate any orbital eccentricity well before enter-
ing the sensitivity band of ground-based interferometers. In Chapter 6 we discussed
the development of an eccentricity-removal algorithm for the initial conditions of
precessing binaries that is now integral part of the SpEC code, used by the SXS Collaboration.

In the near future, the work presented in this thesis will be completed and extended in several directions. I will compare the precessing EOB model of Chapter 11 to tens of numerical-relativity simulations of the SXS Collaboration with the goal of confirming its reliability over a larger portion of the parameter space. I will extend the EOB model to neutron-star/black-hole binaries by including tidal effects into the inspiral and modeling the post-merger signal, which can significantly differ from that of black-hole binaries. In the test-particle limit, it will be important to generalize our findings to precessing, plunging orbits in Kerr with the goal of extracting strong-field information that can improve the comparable-mass modeling.
Chapter A: Input values for non-quasicircular corrections to EOB merger waveforms in the small mass-ratio limit

In this appendix, we provide useful information about the Teukolsky merger waveforms that can be exploited in the construction of comparable-mass, spinning, nonprecessing EOB models that span the entire physical parameter space, as discussed in Sec. 4.6. We omit spin 0.99 because it is difficult to determine its peak positions $t^{\ell m}_{\text{peak}}$, due to the extreme flatness of the mode amplitudes, as shown in Sec. 4.4. We also omit the negative spins for the $(2, 1)$ and $(3, 2)$ modes since, as discussed in Sec. 4.5.2, QNM mixing has an early onset (around the turning point of the azimuthal motion for $(2, 1)$; slightly later than that for $(3, 2)$), and affects the peak of the waveform; it is therefore ambiguous where to measure the input values for these cases.

In Fig. A.1 we show how the time delay between the orbital frequency peak $t^\Omega_{\text{peak}}$ and the Teukolsky amplitude peak $t^{\ell m}_{\text{peak}}$ changes with the Kerr spin. As pointed out in Sec. 4.4, the amplitudes tend to peak earlier and earlier as $q$ increases, well before the ISCO when $q > 0.8$. This creates difficulties when applying the non-quasicircular procedure to correct the EOB merger waveforms at $t^{\ell m}_{\text{peak}}$, as elucidated...
Figure A.1: Time delay between the orbital frequency peak and the Teukolsky amplitude peak, defined as $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{\ell m} \equiv t_{\text{peak}}^{\ell m} - t_{\text{peak}}^{\Omega}$. The value of $\Delta t_{\text{peak}}^{22}$ for spin 0.95 is $-103M$, and exceeds the range of the plot.

Figure A.2: Amplitude and curvature of the Teukolsky waveforms at their amplitude peak. $R$ is the distance to the source.
Figure A.3: Frequency and derivative of the frequency of the Teukolsky waveforms at their amplitude peak.

In Figs. A.2 and A.3 we plot the input values computed at the time $t_{\text{peak}}^{\ell m}$ when the Teukolsky amplitudes peak. The largest numerical uncertainties are visible on the curvature, but, as it turns out, the EOB waveforms are only mildly sensitive to such input value; in order to get a good modeling, the crucial input values are rather the values of the amplitude and the frequency.
Chapter B: The Teukolsky-equation source term for light-ring orbits

In this appendix, we describe how the divergence in fluxes at the light ring enters through the Teukolsky equation’s source term, as well as a simple modification that allows us to factor it from the flux computation. This divergence-free form proved useful for understanding how fluxes behave in the extreme strong field.

We begin with the stress-energy tensor of a body with rest mass $\mu$ moving in the Kerr spacetime,

$$T_{\alpha\beta} = \mu \int u_\alpha u_\beta \delta^{(4)}(x^\mu - z^\mu(\tau)) \, d\tau .$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.1)

Here, $x^\mu$ is a general spacetime coordinate, and $z^\mu(\tau)$ is the worldline followed by the moving body; $u^\alpha = dz^\alpha/d\tau$, where $\tau$ is proper time along the worldline. The delta function is normalized so that

$$\int \sqrt{-g} \delta^{(4)} \, d^4x = 1 ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.2)

where $g = -\Sigma \sin^2 \theta$ is the determinant of the Kerr metric, and $\Sigma = r^2 + q^2 M^2 \cos^2 \theta$.

In a typical particle analysis, we integrate Eq. (B.1) immediately to obtain

$$T_{\alpha\beta} = \mu \frac{u_\alpha u_\beta}{\Sigma \sin \theta (dt/d\tau)} \delta[r - r(t)] \delta[\theta - \theta(t)] \delta[\phi - \phi(t)] .$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.3)
This is well behaved except when $dt/d\tau \to 0$. This occurs at the light ring, and explains why gravitational-wave fluxes diverge as the light ring is approached.

Let us rewrite Eq. (B.1) using $d\lambda = d\tau / \mu$, in anticipation of taking the limit $\mu \to 0$. Using the fact that $dz^\alpha / d\lambda = p^\alpha$, the momentum of the body, we find

$$T_{\alpha \beta} = \frac{1}{\mu} \int p_\alpha p_\beta \delta^{(4)}[x^\mu - z^\mu(\lambda)](\mu d\lambda) = \int p_\alpha p_\beta \delta^{(4)}[x^\mu - z^\mu(\lambda)] d\lambda . \quad (B.4)$$

This is easily integrated, and we find

$$T_{\alpha \beta} = \frac{p_\alpha p_\beta}{\Sigma \sin \theta p^\theta} \delta[r - r(t)] \delta[\theta - \theta(t)] \delta[\phi - \phi(t)]$$

$$= \frac{p_\alpha p_\beta}{\Sigma p^\theta} \delta[r - r_{\text{orb}}] \delta[\theta - \pi/2] \delta[\phi - \phi(t)] . \quad (B.5)$$

On the second line, we specialize to a circular orbit of radius $r = r_{\text{orb}}$ in the equatorial plane. Equation (B.5) is well behaved as $\mu \to 0$.

The momenta that appear in this stress-energy tensor are determined by the geodesic equations for Kerr orbits [122]

$$\Sigma p^t = \frac{(r^2 + q^2 M^2)}{\Delta} \left[ E(r^2 + q^2 M^2) - qML_z \right] + qM(L_z - qME) , \quad (B.6)$$

$$\Sigma p^\phi = \frac{qM}{\Delta} \left[ E(r^2 + q^2 M^2) - qML_z \right] + L_z - qME , \quad (B.7)$$

$$(\Sigma p^r)^2 = \left[ E(r^2 + q^2 M^2) - qML_z \right]^2 - \Delta \left[ \mu^2 r^2 + (L_z - qME)^2 \right] . \quad (B.8)$$

We have specialized to $\theta = \pi/2$. This allows us to set the Carter constant $Q = 0$ and to neglect $p^\theta$.

Equations (B.6) and (B.7) are proportional to the orbiting body’s rest mass $\mu$; Eq. (B.8) is proportional to $\mu^2$. In most Teukolsky solvers, we factor out the overall factors of $\mu$, and thereby express everything on a per-unit-rest-mass basis.
As the light ring is approached, the energy and angular momentum per unit rest mass diverge. In anticipation of this, let us instead divide by the orbital energy $E$. Defining $\hat{p}^\mu \equiv p^\mu / E$, the stress-energy tensor is written

$$T_{\alpha\beta} = E \frac{\hat{p}_\alpha \hat{p}_\beta}{\Sigma \sin \theta \hat{p}^\ell \delta[r - r(t)] \delta[\theta - \theta(t)] \delta[\phi - \phi(t)]}$$

$$= E \frac{\hat{p}_\alpha \hat{p}_\beta}{\Sigma \hat{p}^\ell} \delta[r - r_{\text{orb}}] \delta[\theta - \pi/2] \delta[\phi - \phi(t)] , \quad \text{(B.9)}$$

where again the second line is specialized to an equatorial, circular orbit. The momenta appearing here are given by

$$\Sigma \hat{p}^t = \frac{(r^2 + q^2 M^2)}{\Delta} \left[ (r^2 + q^2 M^2) - qMb \right] + qM(b - qM) , \quad \text{(B.10)}$$

$$\Sigma \hat{p}^\phi = \frac{qM}{\Delta} \left[ (r^2 + q^2 M^2) - qMb \right] + b - qM , \quad \text{(B.11)}$$

$$\left( \Sigma \hat{p}^r \right)^2 = \left[ (r^2 + q^2 M^2) - qMb \right]^2 - \Delta \left[ \frac{r^2}{E^2} + (b - qM)^2 \right] . \quad \text{(B.12)}$$

We have introduced the orbit’s energy per unit rest mass $\hat{E} \equiv E / \mu$ and the orbit’s “impact parameter” $b \equiv L_z / E$ [see Eqs. (5.29)–(5.30)]. These expressions work well all the way to the light ring, Eq. (5.15). To implement this form of the source, we follow the recipe outlined in Sec. IV of Ref. [116] [see especially Eqs. (4.32)–(4.34)], but using Eq. (B.9) instead of Eq. (B.3). The code then computes the amplitudes $Z_{\ell m}^\ast$ per unit orbital energy rather than per unit rest mass, and hence computes all fluxes per unit orbital energy squared. This factors out the divergence associated with the behavior of the energy per unit mass at the light ring. When this is done, each modal contribution $F_{\ell m}^\ast$ is perfectly well behaved at the light ring. The sum of all modes can grow quite large, but only because there are many modes that contribute, not because of the pole at the light ring.
Chapter C: **Expressions for $\tilde{f}_{\ell m}^H$**

In this appendix we write the explicit expressions of the $\tilde{f}_{\ell m}^H$ polynomials. We find

\[
\tilde{f}_{22}^H = 1 + 2v^2 - \left\{ 4B_2 + \frac{2q}{\kappa (1 + 3q^2)} \left[ 5 + 4\kappa - q^2 (2 + 3q^2) \right] \right\} v^3 + \left( \frac{377}{42} - \frac{8}{42} q^2 \right) v^4 \\
- \left\{ 8B_2 + \frac{q}{1 + 3q^2} \left[ \frac{119}{9} - \frac{25}{3} q^2 + 4\kappa (5 + 3q^2) \right] \right\} v^5 + \left\{ \frac{547402}{11025} - \frac{4}{3} \pi^2 - \frac{7942}{567} q^2 \right\} v^6 \\
+ 2q^4 + 8B_2^2 + 8C_2 \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\kappa} \right) - \frac{856}{105} \left( A_2 + \gamma_E + \log 2 + \log \kappa + 2 \log v \right) \\
- \frac{1}{1 + 3q^2} \left[ \frac{152}{9} - 32qB_2 - 8q\kappa B_2 (5 + 3q^2) \right] \\
+ \frac{1}{(1 + 3q^2)^2} \left[ \frac{224}{9} + 4\kappa (5 + 4q^2 + 9q^4 - 18q^6) \right] \right\} v^6 \\
- \left[ - \frac{1641}{189} q + \frac{73}{189} q^3 + \frac{4556q}{63 (1 + 3q^2)} + \frac{1}{21} \left( 377 - 8q^2 \right) \left( 2B_2 + q\kappa \frac{5 + 3q^2}{1 + 3q^2} \right) \right] v^7 \\
+ \left\{ \frac{4579699}{33075} - \frac{8}{3} \pi^2 - \frac{14617q^2}{567} + \frac{529}{126} q^4 - \frac{5296}{105} \gamma_E - \frac{1712}{105} A_2 \right\} v^8 \\
+ 16B_2^2 + 16C_2 \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\kappa} \right) - \frac{100}{9} qB_2 + \frac{1}{1 + 3q^2} \left[ - \frac{712}{27} + 64qB_2 + 16\kappa qB_2 (5 + 3q^2) \right] \\
+ \frac{1}{(1 + 3q^2)^2} \left[ \frac{448}{9} + \kappa \left( 40 + \frac{38}{9} q^2 - 28q^4 - 194q^6 \right) \right] \right\} v^8 + O(v^9), \quad (C.1)
\]
\[ \tilde{f}_{21}^H = 1 - \frac{2}{3} q v + \frac{7}{6} v^2 + \left\{ -2 B_1 + \frac{2 q}{4 - 3 q^2} \left[ \frac{5}{3} - 2 q^2 - \kappa (5 - 3 q^2) \right] \right\} v^3 + \left\{ \frac{841}{504} + \frac{4}{3} q B_1 - \frac{1165}{378} q^2 + \frac{4}{3 (4 - 3 q^2)} \left[ \frac{4}{3} + q^2 \kappa (5 - 3 q^2) \right] \right\} v^4 + \left\{ \frac{785}{252} q + \frac{13}{14} q^3 - \frac{7}{3} \left[ B_1 + \frac{q}{4 - 3 q^2} \left[ 1 + \kappa (5 - 3 q^2) \right] \right] \right\} v^5 + \left\{ \frac{303727}{19600} - \frac{12055}{2268} q^2 + 2 q^4 - \frac{40}{3} \right\} v^6 + \mathcal{O}(v^7), \quad (C.2) \]

\[ \tilde{f}_{33}^H = 1 + \frac{7}{2} v^2 - \left\{ 6 B_3 + \frac{q}{(1 + 8 q^2)(4 + 5 q^2)} \left[ \frac{262}{3} + \frac{628}{3} q^2 - \frac{80}{3} q^4 + 18 \kappa (5 + 3 q^2) \right] \right\} v^3 + \left\{ \frac{1549}{120} - \frac{5}{6} q^2 \right\} v^4 + \mathcal{O}(v^5), \quad (C.3) \]

\[ \tilde{f}_{32}^H = 1 - \frac{3}{4} q v + \frac{5}{2} v^2 + \mathcal{O}(v^3), \quad (C.4) \]

\[ \tilde{f}_{31}^H = 1 + \frac{29}{6} v^2 - 2 \left\{ B_1 + \frac{q}{4 - 3 q^2} \left[ \kappa (5 - 3 q^2) + \frac{1}{9 - 8 q^2} \left( 65 - \frac{866}{9} q^2 + \frac{104}{3} q^4 \right) \right] \right\} v^3 + \left\{ \frac{1195}{72} + \frac{1}{2} q^2 \right\} v^4 + \mathcal{O}(v^5), \quad (C.5) \]

\[ \tilde{f}_{44}^H = 1 + \mathcal{O}(v), \quad (C.6) \]

\[ \tilde{f}_{43}^H = \mathcal{O}(v), \quad (C.7) \]

\[ \tilde{f}_{42}^H = 1 + \mathcal{O}(v), \quad (C.8) \]

\[ \tilde{f}_{41}^H = \mathcal{O}(v). \quad (C.9) \]

We have compared the factorized fluxes built using either the $\tilde{\rho}_{\ell m}$'s or $\tilde{f}_{\ell m}$'s against the Teukolsky-equation flux and have found that the latter have fractional differences 1 order of magnitude smaller than the former for prograde orbital geometries. For
retrograde orbits, instead, the two factorizations have more similar modeling errors.

For this reason we have employed the $\tilde{\rho}_{\ell m}$ factorization in the paper.
Chapter D: **Fits of the gravitational flux at infinity**

In this appendix we fit the gravitational flux at infinity computed through the Teukolsky equation to further improve the amplitude of the factorized modes, given in Eq. (5.31), and the total factorized flux. The Teukolsky-equation data available to us span frequencies from \( v = 0.01 \) up to \( r = r_{LR} + 0.01 M \), and have spins in the range \( q \in \{ -0.99, -0.95, -0.9, -0.8, -0.7, -0.6, -0.5, -0.4, -0.3, -0.2, -0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99 \} \).

Improving the mode’s amplitude \(|h_{lm}|\)’s (which is equivalent to improving the mode’s flux \( F^{\infty}_{lm} \)) is conducive to the EOB modeling of the merger signal in the small mass-ratio limit for large spins, which we have pursued in Ref. [114]. [Note that the modes in this appendix are spherical-harmonic modes, labeled \((l,m)\).] Earlier efforts in this direction (e.g., see Refs. [118, 119]) were plagued by significant modeling errors in the \(|h_{lm}|\)’s for spins \( q \gtrsim 0.7 \). For such systems, the discrepancies between time-domain Teukolsky-equation waveforms and EOB waveforms showed up early on during the adiabatic inspiral, where non-quasi-circular effects are still negligible. This also had the effect of introducing a large error on the total \( F^{\infty} \), which depends on the \(|h_{lm}|\)’s through Eq. (5.26).

We perform the fit by adding to the \( \rho_{lm} \)’s of Ref. [101] an additional term
\( \rho_{lm}^{\text{amp fit}} \), which is determined by the fit. We fit the minimal number of unknown higher PN orders beyond the current analytical knowledge of the \( \rho_{lm} \)'s, such that the residuals on the individual \( F_{lm}^\infty \) (or, equivalently, on \( |h_{lm}| \)) are within 5\% up to the ISCO. It is worth reminding the reader that Ref. [101] based their factorized model on unpublished Taylor-expanded modes computed in BH perturbation theory by Tagoshi and Fujita. In previous years, Ref. [412] had derived the Taylor-expanded modes needed to compute the 5.5PN energy flux at infinity for the Schwarzschild case, while Ref. [251] had derived the Taylor-expanded modes needed to compute the 4PN energy flux at infinity for a particle in the equatorial plane of a Kerr BH. However, in both instances, the explicit formulas had not been published. Reference [356] independently derived the nonspinning Taylor-expanded multipolar waveforms up to 5.5PN order, and computed a \( \rho_{lm} \) factorization which includes some higher PN nonspinning terms as compared to Ref. [101]. Reference [101] itself pointed out [before Eq. (A1)] that their nonspinning \( \rho_{lm} \)'s agreed with those of Ref. [356] only up to \( O(v^{11-2(l-2)}) \). References [357] and [413] pushed the computation of the energy flux at infinity for Schwarzschild up to 14PN and 22PN order, respectively, but provided only the 6PN term entering the \( \rho_{22} \). Again, for the rest of this appendix we will build upon the analytical results of Ref. [101].

Table I of Ref. [101] lists the PN knowledge of the different modes \( h_{lm} \)'s at the time of publication. In particular, given \((l,m)\), from the second line of that table one can read the available PN order beyond the leading term \( h_{lm}^{(N,e)} \) for the Taylor-expanded expression of the mode, with a distinction between nonspinning and spinning terms. It turns out that when \( l \leq 5 \) the nonspinning sector is known
to a higher or equal PN order than the spinning sector; on the other hand, when \( l > 5 \) the knowledge of the spinning terms is better than the nonspinning ones.

As already pointed out in Refs. [101, 119, 276, 414], the larger the value of \( q \), the more multipolar modes become comparable with the dominant (2,2) mode: see Fig. 3 of Ref. [119], which shows the mode hierarchy for \( q = 0, 0.9 \) based on their amplitude \( |h_{lm}| \). An analytical explanation for the hierarchy of the modes can also be found using the WKB approximation [242–245]. The multipolar modes we fit are (2,2), (2,1), (3,3), (3,2), (3,1), (4,4), (4,3), (4,2), (5,5), (5,4), (6,6), (7,7), and (8,8).

Note that we perform the fits in the domain of the orbital velocity \( v \equiv (M\Omega)^{1/3} \), over the restricted range \( 0.01 \leq v \leq v_{\text{ISCO}} \) (where \( v_{\text{ISCO}} \equiv (M\Omega_{\text{ISCO}})^{1/3} = [(r_{\text{ISCO}}/M)^{3/2} + q]^{-1/3} \)). The reason for doing so (instead of going up to the final available frequency) is threefold: (i) from the point of view of the waveform, our primary goal is to improve the adiabatic analytical model, and modeling errors in the plunge amplitude can easily be fixed by introducing non-quasi-circular corrections [114]; (ii) from the point of view of the energy flux at infinity, after the ISCO the orbital motion of the binary becomes basically geodetic\(^1\); (iii) we find it difficult to fit well the post-ISCO data, all the way to the LR without spoiling the low-frequency portion of the fit. As to the spin range covered, we cannot include \( q = 0.99 \) without affecting in a negative way smaller spins. While computing the fits, we give equal weight to all available spins and fit them all together. This is

\(^1\)The plunge lasts for a time \( \mathcal{O}(M) \), in contrast to the inspiral, which lasts for a much longer time \( \mathcal{O}(M^2/\mu) \) [62, 231]. Therefore the motion of the plunging particle is well approximated by a geodesic in Kerr spacetime.
Figure D.1: We plot the total Teukolsky-equation flux at infinity (in solid blue) and the $\rho_{lm}$-factorized model of Ref. [101], improved with the amplitude fits $\rho_{lm}^{\text{amp fit}}$ (in dashed red). The curves extend up to $r = r_{\text{LR}} + 0.01 M$. The fluxes are normalized by the leading quadrupole luminosity at infinity.

achieved by rescaling each range $0.01 \leq v \leq v_{\text{ISCO}}$ such that they all have the same measure, and by stitching together all different ranges. We also tried fits in the domain of the orbital frequency $M\Omega$, which amounts to giving more importance to higher frequencies, but this created large relative errors at lower frequencies, where the binary spends the majority of the time, therefore increasing the phase error due to the flux modeling.

Table D.1 lists the fitted functions $\rho_{lm}^{\text{amp fit}}$. In those expressions we use $\text{eulerlog}_m x \equiv \log \gamma_E + \log 2m + \log \sqrt{x}$ ($\gamma_E \approx 0.577215 \ldots$ being Euler’s constant).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$(l, m)$</th>
<th>$\rho_{lm}^{\text{amp fit}}$</th>
<th>Relative error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2, 2)</td>
<td>$(-20.28 + 12.03 \text{ eulerlog}_2 v^2) q v^9$</td>
<td>$\lesssim 0.3%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2, 1)</td>
<td>$(-0.5144 + 3.175 \text{ eulerlog}_1 v^2) q^2 v^8$</td>
<td>$\lesssim 0.4%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3, 3)</td>
<td>$3.894 q^2 v^8 + (-42.08 + 12.76 \text{ eulerlog}_3 v^2) q v^9$</td>
<td>$\lesssim 0.2%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3, 2)</td>
<td>$-0.6932 q v^7 - 1.558 q^2 v^8$</td>
<td>$\lesssim 1%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3, 1)</td>
<td>$-1.012 q^2 v^8 + (0.8846 - 1.279 \text{ eulerlog}_1 v^2) q v^9$</td>
<td>$\lesssim 0.08%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4, 4)</td>
<td>$0.9625 q v^7 + (-2.069 - 0.7846 \text{ eulerlog}_4 v^2) v^8 - 0.2633 q^2 v^8$</td>
<td>$\lesssim 0.2%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4, 3)</td>
<td>$1.424 q^2 v^6 - 2.475 q v^7$</td>
<td>$\lesssim 0.8%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5, 5)</td>
<td>$(19.51 - 5.623 \text{ eulerlog}_5 v^2) v^6 + 0.3443 q^2 v^6$</td>
<td>$\lesssim 1%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6, 6)</td>
<td>$-0.9925 q v^5 - 0.03416 q^2 v^6 + (19.75 - 5.328 \text{ eulerlog}_6 v^2) v^6$</td>
<td>$\lesssim 0.8%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7, 7)</td>
<td>$-1.732 v^4 + 0.4912 q^2 v^4 - 1.117 q v^5 + 0.1468 q^2 v^8 + (25.63 - 6.979 \text{ eulerlog}_7 v^2) v^6$</td>
<td>$\lesssim 0.2%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8, 8)</td>
<td>$-0.9946 q v^3 - 0.2949 v^4 + 0.003748 q^2 v^4 + 2.428 q v^5$</td>
<td>$\lesssim 1.2%$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.1: Functions $\rho_{lm}^{\text{amp fit}}$ fitted to individual multipolar modes of the numerical flux at infinity. The coefficients are given with four significant figures. In the last column we show the upper bound on the residual relative error of these fits over the spin and frequency ranges used for the fits, i.e., all spins except $q = 0.99$, and up to the ISCO.
For multipolar modes with $l \leq 4$ the fitting functions contain only spinning terms. But starting from $l = 5$ both nonspinning and spinning terms are fitted. For instance, for the (5,5) mode, both the nonspinning and spinning sectors are known through 2.5PN beyond the leading order, therefore we fit both sectors at 3PN order.

The choice of including logarithmic terms or not is based on the patterns displayed by the currently available expressions for the $\rho_{lm}$'s: nonspinning (spinning) logarithmic terms show up at 3PN order beyond the leading nonspinning (spinning) term. We also choose the spin dependence for the spinning terms to be either linear of quadratic in $q$, again based on the patterns present in the $\rho_{lm}$'s: Spinning terms proportional to odd (even) powers of $v$ are odd (even) in the spin $q$.

Finally, the (7,7) and (8,8) modes turn out to be quite difficult to fit, due to the limited Taylor-expanded knowledge from BH perturbation theory, and they require as many as 3 PN orders to be fitted within a few percent accuracy, which means a total of six fitting parameters for (7,7) and four fitting parameters for (8,8). In contrast, all other modes with $l \leq 6$ can be accurately fitted using only half or one PN order. We end up fitting a total of 35 coefficients.

The quality of the fits is generally very good on a mode-by-mode basis, with residuals always smaller than $\sim 1.2\%$ for all the values of $q$ (except 0.99), for frequencies up to the ISCO and for all the fitted multipolar modes. In the third column of Table D.1 we list the upper bound for the relative error on the fits of the multipolar modes.

We now turn to the total energy flux at infinity. In Fig. D.1 we show comparisons of $F_{\text{Teuk}}^{\infty}$ against the model with the mode-by-mode fits discussed above. When
Figure D.2: We show the absolute residual error (normalized by the leading order luminosity at infinity) on the factorized flux at infinity improved with $\rho_{\text{amp fit}}^{\text{lm}} + \rho_{\text{tot fit}}^{\text{lm}}$. All curves extend up to the respective ISCOs.

the spins are negative or small, the factorized model of Ref. [101] actually performs fairly well without any additional fit: For those cases, in fact, the modeling error is less that 1% at the ISCO, as demonstrated by Fig. 5.5. In general, the energy flux diverges at the LR since the energy-momentum tensor of the particle sourcing the GW perturbations diverges there as well. This feature is incorporated in the model through the effective source factor $\hat{S}^{(r)}_{\text{eff}}$, which behaves like $(r - r_{\text{LR}})^{-1}$ for $r \sim r_{\text{LR}}$ [99–101]. But, when the spin is large and positive, the divergence of the numerical flux is localized in a narrow neighborhood of the LR, while the model without fits starts growing to large values even before the ISCO. For instance, when $q \geq 0.9$, the factorized model differs from the numerical data by more than 100% even before the ISCO, so that an EOB evolution based on such flux would be unre-
liable already in the late inspiral, as already pointed out earlier. When the fits are included, the model agrees with the numerical data to within 0.1% before the ISCO for all the spins up to \( q = 0.99 \), as shown in Fig. D.1.

As a final refinement, on top of the mode-by-mode fits just discussed, we add eight additional fitting parameters [four in the \( (2,2) \) mode, four in the \( (3,3) \) mode] and determine them through a global fit on \( F^\infty \) itself, similar to what Refs. [118,415] did. Again we restrict to \( 0.01 \leq \nu \leq \nu_{\text{ISCO}} \), but now we include also \( q = 0.99 \). We can achieve a reduction of the error by about an order of magnitude at the ISCO for all the available spins, as shown in Fig. D.2. These additional terms to be added to \( \rho_{lm} + \rho_{lm}^{\text{amp fit}} \), which we will call \( \rho_{lm}^{\text{tot fit}} \), read

\[
\rho_{22}^{\text{tot fit}} = (-9.890 + 9.039 \text{eulerlog}_2 \nu^2) q^2 \nu^{10} + (-18.84 + 2.486 \text{eulerlog}_2 \nu^2) q \nu^{11}, \quad (D.1)
\]

\[
\rho_{33}^{\text{tot fit}} = [73.73 - 36.97 \text{eulerlog}_3 \nu^2 + q^2 (3.955 - 0.7106 \text{eulerlog}_3 \nu^2)] \nu^{10}. \quad (D.2)
\]
Chapter E:  **Fits of the black-hole absorption gravitational flux**

In this appendix we provide numerical fits to the Teukolsky-equation black-hole absorption fluxes. Our starting point is the $\tilde{\rho}^{H}_{\ell m}$-factorized model developed in this paper. We add to the $\rho^{H}_{\ell m}$'s in Eqs. (F.11)–(F.16) higher-order PN terms $\tilde{\rho}^{H,\text{fit}}_{\ell m}$. In particular, we modify only the dominant and leading subdominant modes $(2,2)$, $(2,1)$, and $(3,3)$. We choose the functional form of the $\tilde{\rho}^{H,\text{fit}}_{\ell m}$'s based on the lower PN orders, trying to include similar dependences on $v$ and $q$. We have data for the Teukolsky-equation $F^{H}$ for as many as 22 spins: $q \in \{-0.99, -0.9, -0.8, -0.7, -0.6, -0.5, -0.4, -0.3, -0.2, -0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99\}$. The fits are done globally on all spins in $v$–space. The sampled frequency ranges extend from $v = 0.01$ up to $r = r_{\text{LR}} + 0.01M$, but we use data only up to $r = (r_{\text{ISCO}} + r_{\text{LR}} + 0.01M)/2$, since attempts to include the whole available velocity ranges spoil the lower frequency portion of the fits; nonetheless our fits prove very accurate up to the ISCO. To have residual relative errors within a few percent for
all the available spins up to the ISCO, we have to use 11 fitting coefficients. We find

\[ \tilde{\rho}_{22}^{H,\text{fit}} = -(1570 + 118.5 q + 589.7 \log v) v^9 \]

\[ + (1323 + 336.3 q - 1291 \log v) v^{10}, \quad (E.1) \]

\[ \tilde{\rho}_{21}^{H,\text{fit}} = (50.25 - 54.95 q - 40.39 \log v) v^7, \quad (E.2) \]

\[ \tilde{\rho}_{33}^{H,\text{fit}} = (15.65 - 13.41 q) v^5. \quad (E.3) \]

Figure E.1 shows what are the residuals on the fitted ingoing fluxes, normalized by the leading order luminosity at infinity. We plot this quantity, rather than the relative residual errors, because in any realistic setting these fits are going to be added into a radiation reaction term where the flux at infinity is also present. In fact, as discussed before (see Fig. 5.1), \(|F^H|\) is always much smaller than \(|F^\infty|\) before
the ISCO, and one is typically interested in an accurate total flux \((F^\infty + F^H)\); hence our choice of the normalization. It is therefore possible to estimate the modeling error on the total flux by directly adding Fig. D.2 and Fig. E.1.
Chapter F: **Expressions of the factorized modes for the spinning EOB model**

Using results from Refs. [91,239,285,286], we write here the explicit expressions of the factorized modes employed in Sec. 7.2.2. Even though we calibrated only the (2,2) mode, we will provide expressions for all the modes up to \( \ell = 8 \), because they enter the computation of the energy flux in Eq. (11.9).

The terms \( h^{(N,e)}_{\ell m} \) in Eq. (11.4) are the Newtonian modes. They read

\[
\begin{align*}
  h^{(N,e)}_{\ell m} &= \frac{M \nu}{R} n^{(e)}_{\ell m} c^{(+\epsilon)}(\nu) V^\ell_{\Phi} Y^{\ell-\epsilon,-m} \left( \frac{\pi}{2}, \Phi \right), \\
  n^{(0)}_{\ell m} &= (i m)^\ell \frac{8\pi}{(2\ell + 1)!!} \sqrt{\frac{(\ell + 1)(\ell + 2)}{\ell(\ell - 1)}} , \\
  n^{(1)}_{\ell m} &= -(i m)^\ell \frac{16\pi i}{(2\ell + 1)!!} \sqrt{\frac{(2\ell + 1)(\ell + 2)(\ell^2 - m^2)}{2(\ell - 1)(\ell + 1)\ell(\ell - 1)}} , \\
  c^{(+\epsilon)}(\nu) &= \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 - 4\nu} \right)^{\ell+\epsilon-1} + (-1)^{\ell+\epsilon} \left( \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 - 4\nu} \right)^{\ell+\epsilon-1} .
\end{align*}
\]
The function $\hat{S}_{\text{eff}}^{(\epsilon)}$ in Eq. (11.4) is an effective source term that in the circular-motion limit contains a pole at the EOB light ring. It is given in terms of the EOB dynamics as

$$
\hat{S}_{\text{eff}}^{(\epsilon)}(r, p_r^*, p_\Phi, S_1, S_2) = \begin{cases} 
\hat{H}_{\text{eff}}(r, p_r^*, p_\Phi, S_1, S_2), & \epsilon = 0, \\
\hat{L}_{\text{eff}} = p_\Phi v_\Omega, & \epsilon = 1,
\end{cases}
$$

(F.6)

where $v_\Omega = \hat{\Omega}^{1/3}$. The factor $T_{\ell m}$ in Eq. (11.4) resums the leading order logarithms of tail effects, it reads

$$
T_{\ell m} = \frac{\Gamma(\ell + 1 - 2i m H_{\text{real}} \Omega)}{\Gamma(\ell + 1)} \exp[\pi m \Omega H_{\text{real}}] \exp[2i m \Omega H_{\text{real}} \log(2 m \Omega r_0)],
$$

(F.7)

where $r_0 = 2M/\sqrt{\epsilon}$ [101].

In what follows we define

$$
\delta m \equiv \frac{m_1 - m_2}{M},
$$

(F.8)

$$
\chi_S \equiv \frac{\chi_1 + \chi_2}{2},
$$

(F.9)

$$
\chi_A \equiv \frac{\chi_1 - \chi_2}{2}.
$$

(F.10)

Also we use $\text{eulerlog}_m(v_\Omega^2) \equiv \gamma_E + \log 2 + \log m + 1/2 \log v_\Omega^2$, with $\gamma_E$ being the Euler constant. We noticed that for even $m$ the $\rho_{\ell m}$’s with spin contributions of Ref. [101] are ill-defined when $\delta m \to 0$. Thus, in this paper, for $m = 1, 3$ and $\ell \leq 4$, we replace the factor $(\rho_{\ell m})^\ell$ in Eq. (11.4) with the nonspinning (NS) limit of $(\rho_{\ell m})^\ell$ plus the spinning (S) part of the $f_{\ell m}$’s of Ref. [101]. More explicitly, the modes we used
\[\rho_{22} = 1 + \left( \frac{55 \nu}{84} - \frac{43}{42}\right) v_\Omega^2 - \frac{2}{3} \left[ \chi_s (1 - \nu) + \chi_A \delta m \right] v_\Omega^3 \\
+ \left( \frac{19 583 \nu^2}{42 336} - \frac{33 025 \nu}{21 168} - \frac{20 555}{10 584} \right) v_\Omega^4 \\
+ \left( \frac{10 620 745 \nu^3}{39 118 464} - \frac{6 292 061 \nu^2}{3 259 872} + \frac{41 \pi^2 \nu}{192} - \frac{48 993 925 \nu}{9 779 616} - \frac{428 \text{ eulerlog}_2(v_\Omega^2)}{105} \right) v_\Omega^6 \\
+ \left( \frac{1 556 919 113}{122 245 200} \right) v_\Omega^8 + \left( \nu \rho_{22}^{(4)} + \frac{9 202 \text{ eulerlog}_2(v_\Omega^2)}{2 205} - \frac{387 216 563 023}{160 190 110 080} \right) v_\Omega^{10}, \tag{F.11} \]

\[\rho_{21}^{LNS} = 1 + \left( \frac{23 \nu}{84} - \frac{59}{56}\right) v_\Omega^2 + \left( \frac{617 \nu^2}{4 704} - \frac{10 993 \nu}{14 112} - \frac{47 009}{56 448} \right) v_\Omega^4 \\
+ \left( \frac{7 613 184 941}{2 607 897 600} - \frac{107 \text{ eulerlog}_1(v_\Omega^2)}{105} \right) v_\Omega^6 \\
+ \left( \frac{6 313 \text{ eulerlog}_1(v_\Omega^2)}{5 880} - \frac{1 168 617 463 883}{911 303 737 344} \right) v_\Omega^8 \\
+ \left( \frac{5 029 963 \text{ eulerlog}_1(v_\Omega^2)}{5 927 040} - \frac{63 735 873 771 463}{16 569 158 860 800} \right) v_\Omega^{10}, \tag{F.12} \]

where \(\rho_{22}^{(4)}\) is a nonspinning EOB adjustable parameter, which is determined through the calibration of the nonspinning NR waveforms,
\[\rho_{33}^{NS} = 1 + \left( \frac{2\nu}{3} - \frac{7}{6} \right) v_\Omega^2 + \left( \frac{149\nu^2}{330} - \frac{1861\nu}{990} - \frac{6719}{3960} \right) v_\Omega^4 \]
\[+ \left( \frac{3203101567}{227026800} - \frac{26 \text{ eulerlog}_3(v_\Omega^2)}{7} \right) v_\Omega^6 \]
\[+ \left( \frac{13 \text{ eulerlog}_3(v_\Omega^2)}{3} - \frac{57566572157}{8562153600} \right) v_\Omega^8, \quad \text{(F.13)}\]

\[\rho_{32}^L = 1 - \frac{4\nu}{3(3\nu - 1)} \chi_S v_\Omega + \frac{320\nu^2 - 1115\nu + 328}{270(3\nu - 1)} v_\Omega^2 \]
\[+ \frac{3085640\nu^4 - 20338960\nu^3 - 4725605\nu^2 + 8050045\nu - 1444528}{1603800(1 - 3\nu)^2} v_\Omega^4 \]
\[+ \left( \frac{5849948554}{940355325} - \frac{104 \text{ eulerlog}_2(v_\Omega^2)}{63} \right) v_\Omega^6 \]
\[+ \left( \frac{17056 \text{ eulerlog}_2(v_\Omega^2)}{8505} - \frac{10607269449358}{3072140846775} \right) v_\Omega^8, \quad \text{(F.14)}\]

\[\rho_{31}^{NS} = 1 - \left( \frac{2\nu}{9} + \frac{13}{18} \right) v_\Omega^2 + \left( -\frac{829\nu^2}{1782} - \frac{1685\nu}{1782} + \frac{101}{7128} \right) v_\Omega^4 \]
\[+ \left( \frac{11706720301}{6129723600} - \frac{26 \text{ eulerlog}_1(v_\Omega^2)}{63} \right) v_\Omega^6 \]
\[+ \left( \frac{169 \text{ eulerlog}_1(v_\Omega^2)}{567} + \frac{2606097992581}{4854741091200} \right) v_\Omega^8, \quad \text{(F.15)}\]
\[
\rho_{44} = 1 + \frac{2625\nu^2 - 5870\nu + 1614}{1320(3\nu - 1)}v_\Omega^2
\]
\[
- \frac{1}{15(1 - 3\nu)} \left[ (42\nu^2 - 41\nu + 10)\chi_S + (10 - 39\nu)\delta m \chi_A \right] v_\Omega^3
\]
\[
+ 1252563795\nu^4 - 6733146000\nu^3 - 313857376\nu^2 + 2338945704\nu - 511573572
\]
\[
\frac{1}{317116800(1 - 3\nu)^2} v_\Omega^4
\]
\[
+ \left( \frac{16600939332793}{1098809712000} - \frac{12568\text{ eulerlog}_4(v_\Omega^2)}{3465} \right) v_\Omega^6, \quad (F.16)
\]
\[
\rho_{43}^{NS} = 1 + \frac{160\nu^2 - 547\nu + 222}{176(2\nu - 1)}v_\Omega^2 - \frac{6894273}{7047040} v_\Omega^4
\]
\[
+ \left( \frac{1664224207351}{195343948800} - \frac{1571\text{ eulerlog}_3(v_\Omega^2)}{770} \right) v_\Omega^6, \quad (F.17)
\]
\[
\rho_{42} = 1 + \frac{285\nu^2 - 3530\nu + 1146}{1320(3\nu - 1)}v_\Omega^2
\]
\[
- \frac{1}{15(1 - 3\nu)} \left[ (78\nu^2 - 59\nu + 10)\chi_S + (10 - 21\nu)\delta m \chi_A \right] v_\Omega^3
\]
\[
- 379526805\nu^4 - 3047981160\nu^3 + 1204388696\nu^2 + 295834536\nu - 114859044
\]
\[
\frac{1}{317116800(1 - 3\nu)^2} v_\Omega^4
\]
\[
+ \left( \frac{848238724511}{219761942400} - \frac{3142\text{ eulerlog}_2(v_\Omega^2)}{3465} \right) v_\Omega^6, \quad (F.18)
\]
\[
\rho_{41}^{NS} = 1 + \frac{288\nu^2 - 1385\nu + 602}{528(2\nu - 1)}v_\Omega^2 - \frac{7775491}{21141120} v_\Omega^4
\]
\[
+ \left( \frac{122742322031}{1758095539200} - \frac{1571\text{ eulerlog}_1(v_\Omega^2)}{6930} \right) v_\Omega^6, \quad (F.19)
\]
\[ \rho_{55} = 1 - \frac{512 \nu^2 - 1298 \nu + 487}{390 (2 \nu - 1)} \frac{\nu^2}{v_\Omega^2} - \frac{3353747}{2129400} \frac{v^4}{v_\Omega^4}, \quad \text{(F.20)} \]

\[ \rho^L_{54} = 1 + \frac{33320 \nu^3 - 127610 \nu^2 + 96019 \nu - 17448}{13650 (5 \nu^2 - 5 \nu + 1)} \frac{\nu^2}{v_\Omega^2} - \frac{16213384}{15526875} \frac{v^4}{v_\Omega^4}, \quad \text{(F.21)} \]

\[ \rho_{53} = 1 + \frac{176 \nu^2 - 850 \nu + 375}{390 (2 \nu - 1)} \frac{\nu^2}{v_\Omega^2} - \frac{410833}{709800} \frac{v^4}{v_\Omega^4}, \quad \text{(F.22)} \]

\[ \rho^L_{52} = 1 + \frac{21980 \nu^3 - 104930 \nu^2 + 84679 \nu - 15828}{13650 (5 \nu^2 - 5 \nu + 1)} \frac{\nu^2}{v_\Omega^2} - \frac{7187914}{15526875} \frac{v^4}{v_\Omega^4}, \quad \text{(F.23)} \]

\[ \rho_{51} = 1 + \frac{8 \nu^2 - 626 \nu + 319}{390 (2 \nu - 1)} \frac{\nu^2}{v_\Omega^2} - \frac{31877}{304200} \frac{v^4}{v_\Omega^4}, \quad \text{(F.24)} \]

\[ \rho_{66} = 1 + \frac{273 \nu^3 - 861 \nu^2 + 602 \nu - 106}{84 (5 \nu^2 - 5 \nu + 1)} \frac{\nu^2}{v_\Omega^2} - \frac{1025435}{659736} \frac{v^4}{v_\Omega^4}, \quad \text{(F.25)} \]

\[ \rho^L_{65} = 1 + \frac{220 \nu^3 - 910 \nu^2 + 838 \nu - 185}{144 (3 \nu^2 - 4 \nu + 1)} \frac{\nu^2}{v_\Omega^2}, \quad \text{(F.26)} \]

\[ \rho_{64} = 1 + \frac{133 \nu^3 - 581 \nu^2 + 462 \nu - 86}{84 (5 \nu^2 - 5 \nu + 1)} \frac{\nu^2}{v_\Omega^2} - \frac{476887}{659736} \frac{v^4}{v_\Omega^4}, \quad \text{(F.27)} \]

\[ \rho^L_{63} = 1 + \frac{156 \nu^3 - 750 \nu^2 + 742 \nu - 169}{144 (3 \nu^2 - 4 \nu + 1)} \frac{\nu^2}{v_\Omega^2}, \quad \text{(F.28)} \]

\[ \rho_{62} = 1 + \frac{49 \nu^3 - 413 \nu^2 + 378 \nu - 74}{84 (5 \nu^2 - 5 \nu + 1)} \frac{\nu^2}{v_\Omega^2} - \frac{817991}{3298680} \frac{v^4}{v_\Omega^4}, \quad \text{(F.29)} \]

\[ \rho^L_{61} = 1 + \frac{124 \nu^3 - 670 \nu^2 + 694 \nu - 161}{144 (3 \nu^2 - 4 \nu + 1)} \frac{\nu^2}{v_\Omega^2}, \quad \text{(F.30)} \]
\[
\rho_{\tau 7} = 1 + \frac{1380 \nu^3 - 4963 \nu^2 + 4246 \nu - 906}{714 (3 \nu^2 - 4 \nu + 1)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.31)
\]

\[
\rho_{\tau 6}^L = 1 + \frac{6104 \nu^4 - 29351 \nu^3 + 37828 \nu^2 - 16185 \nu + 2144}{1666 (7 \nu^3 - 14 \nu^2 + 7 \nu - 1)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.32)
\]

\[
\rho_{\tau 5} = 1 + \frac{804 \nu^3 - 3523 \nu^2 + 3382 \nu - 762}{714 (3 \nu^2 - 4 \nu + 1)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.33)
\]

\[
\rho_{\tau 4}^L = 1 + \frac{41076 \nu^4 - 217959 \nu^3 + 298872 \nu^2 - 131805 \nu + 17756}{14994 (7 \nu^3 - 14 \nu^2 + 7 \nu - 1)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.34)
\]

\[
\rho_{\tau 3} = 1 + \frac{420 \nu^3 - 2563 \nu^2 + 2806 \nu - 666}{714 (3 \nu^2 - 4 \nu + 1)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.35)
\]

\[
\rho_{\tau 2}^L = 1 + \frac{32760 \nu^4 - 190239 \nu^3 + 273924 \nu^2 - 123489 \nu + 16832}{14994 (7 \nu^3 - 14 \nu^2 + 7 \nu - 1)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.36)
\]

\[
\rho_{\tau 1} = 1 + \frac{228 \nu^3 - 2083 \nu^2 + 2518 \nu - 618}{714 (3 \nu^2 - 4 \nu + 1)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.37)
\]

\[
\rho_{88} = 1 + \frac{3482 - 26778 \nu + 64659 \nu^2 - 53445 \nu^3 + 12243 \nu^4}{2736 (-1 + 7 \nu - 14 \nu^2 + 7 \nu^3)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.38)
\]

\[
\rho_{87}^L = 1 + \frac{23478 - 154099 \nu + 309498 \nu^2 - 207550 \nu^3 + 38920 \nu^4}{18240 (-1 + 6 \nu - 10 \nu^2 + 4 \nu^3)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.39)
\]

\[
\rho_{86} = 1 + \frac{1002 - 7498 \nu + 17269 \nu^2 - 13055 \nu^3 + 2653 \nu^4}{912 (-1 + 7 \nu - 14 \nu^2 + 7 \nu^3)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.40)
\]

\[
\rho_{85}^L = 1 + \frac{4350 - 28055 \nu + 54642 \nu^2 - 34598 \nu^3 + 6056 \nu^4}{3648 (-1 + 6 \nu - 10 \nu^2 + 4 \nu^3)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.41)
\]

\[
\rho_{84} = 1 + \frac{2666 - 19434 \nu + 42627 \nu^2 - 28965 \nu^3 + 4899 \nu^4}{2736 (-1 + 7 \nu - 14 \nu^2 + 7 \nu^3)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.42)
\]

\[
\rho_{83}^L = 1 + \frac{20598 - 131059 \nu + 249018 \nu^2 - 149950 \nu^3 + 24520 \nu^4}{18240 (-1 + 6 \nu - 10 \nu^2 + 4 \nu^3)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.43)
\]

\[
\rho_{82} = 1 + \frac{2462 - 17598 \nu + 37119 \nu^2 - 22845 \nu^3 + 3063 \nu^4}{2736 (-1 + 7 \nu - 14 \nu^2 + 7 \nu^3)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.44)
\]

\[
\rho_{81}^L = 1 + \frac{20022 - 126451 \nu + 236922 \nu^2 - 138430 \nu^3 + 21640 \nu^4}{18240 (-1 + 6 \nu - 10 \nu^2 + 4 \nu^3)} v_\Omega^2, \quad (F.45)
\]
and

\[ f_{21}^{LS} = -\frac{3}{2} (\chi_S + \frac{\chi_A}{\delta m}) v_\Omega, \quad \text{(F.46)} \]

\[ f_{33}^{S} = -\left[ \chi_S \left( 2 - \frac{5}{2} \nu \right) + \frac{\chi_A}{\delta m} \left( 2 - \frac{19}{2} \nu \right) \right] v_\Omega^3, \quad \text{(F.47)} \]

\[ f_{31}^{LS} = -\left[ \chi_S \left( 2 - \frac{11}{2} \nu \right) + \frac{\chi_A}{\delta m} \left( 2 - \frac{13}{2} \nu \right) \right] v_\Omega^3, \quad \text{(F.48)} \]

\[ f_{43}^{LS} = f_{41}^{LS} = -\frac{5\nu}{2(2\nu - 1)} (\chi_S - \frac{\chi_A}{\delta m}) v_\Omega. \quad \text{(F.49)} \]

Finally, we give the explicit expression of the phase term

\[ \delta_{22} = \frac{7}{3} (\dot{\Omega} H_{\text{real}}) + \frac{428\pi}{105} (\dot{\Omega} H_{\text{real}})^2 + \left( \frac{1712\pi^2}{315} - \frac{2203}{81} \right) (\dot{\Omega} H_{\text{real}})^3 - 24\nu v_\Omega^5. \quad \text{(F.50)} \]
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